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Winning Strategies
Explore the intriguing world of sports and entertainment from the perspective of  
marketing. Sports and entertainment topics, popular with students of all ages, continue 
to be the foundation for teaching marketing concepts. Each marketing function is  
incorporated throughout the text and is highlighted with an icon to indicate how it  
is used in the sports and entertainment industries. 

Changes in this third edition were based on the feedback received from instructors across the country. Three new  
chapters, expanded content coverage, more activities and projects, examples that cover a wider variety of teams and  
artists, increased coverage of the entertainment industry, and new photos, combine to improve this edition. Interactive  
online activities are available at thomsonedu.com/school/sports. In addition, comprehensive Case Studies and  
Winning Edge for BPA, DECA, and FBLA events are included in every chapter. 

• Case Studies and Winning Edge Competitive Event Prep activities in every chapter prepare students  
for competition.

• The free Web site at thomsonedu.com/school/sports includes instructor resources, internet activities,  
flash cards, and crossword puzzles.

• Special features like Project Extra Innings, Time Out, Cyber Marketing, Judgment Call, Marketing  
Myths, Opening Act, Net Bookmark, and Take a Bow all increase student interest and link the marketing 
concepts to real world events.

• Icons in the text visually identify the marketing concepts covered.
• The Multimedia Module includes the Annotated Instructor’s Edition, Instructor’s Resource CD,  

and ExamView® Electronic Assessment.
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DESTINATION: MARKETING SUCCESS
Sports and Entertainment Marketing, 3e brings excitement and relevance to
your marketing course. Changes in this edition were based on the feedback
received from instructors across the country. Three new chapters, expanded
content coverage, more activities and projects, examples that cover a wider
variety of teams and artists, increased coverage of the entertainment
industry, and new photos combine to improve this edition. By presenting

key marketing concepts using real examples from sports and entertainment, learning becomes easier and
more permanent. Comprehensive Case Studies and Winning Edge activities for BPA, DECA, and FBLA.
events in every chapter allow users to participate in competitive events in a nonthreatening environment,
while building presentation skills, marketing competencies, and confidence. Icons in the text visually
identify the marketing concepts covered, linking theory to practice.

Instructors save time and improve planning using the wealth of resources in the Multimedia Module.
The variety of review and assessment activities integrated throughout the text and supplements streamlines
assessment and provides lots of opportunities for reinforcement. Minimize prep time and maximize
learning by using these multimedia instructional materials: Annotated Instructor’s Edition, ExamView
electronic testing CD, and Instructor’s Resource CD.

MANAGE THE COURSE WITH MULTIMEDIA

l Multimedia Module Keep interest levels high and instruction relevant with the wealth of
resources included in the Multimedia Module: Instructor’s Resource CD, Annotated
Instructor’s Edition, and ExamView CD

l Annotated Instructor’s Edition* Teaching suggestions, lesson plans, answers to text
activities, and additional resources at point of use make planning, teaching, and
assessment easier

l Instructor’s Resource CD* Lesson Plans and PowerPoint presentations are portable and
easily accessible

l ExamView CD* Test creation, delivery, and grading are quick and easy with this
complete test bank and electronic assessment tool
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National Marketing Standards—
We’ve Got You Covered
National Marketing Standards—
We’ve Got You Covered
Your planning and teaching just got a little easier. You can cover national marketing standards using an
industry that brings relevance to learners. Sports and Entertainment Marketing follows the Marketing
Education Resource Center1 core standards for the marketing curriculum, described as follows:

Distribution Understands the concepts and processes needed to move, store, locate, and/or transfer
ownership of goods and services

Marketing-Information Management Understands the concepts, systems, and tools needed to gather,
access, synthesize, evaluate, and disseminate information for use in making business decisions

Pricing Understands concepts and strategies utilized in determining and adjusting prices to maximize
return and meet customers’ perceptions of value

Product/Service Management Understands the concepts and processes needed to obtain, develop,
maintain, and improve a product or service mix in response to market opportunities

Promotion Understands the concepts and strategies needed to communicate information about
products, services, images, and/or ideas to achieve a desired outcome

Selling Understands the concepts and actions needed to determine client needs and wants and
respond through planned, personalized communication that influences purchase decisions and
enhances future business opportunities

vii
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To the
Student

WELCOME TO SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENT MARKETING
The field of sports and entertainment marketing
is rapidly growing. Many colleges, universities,
and high schools offer specializations in sports
and entertainment marketing. In this text you
will explore the intriguing world of sports
and entertainment from the perspective of
marketing. The core standards of marketing
that are presented are intended to be a guide
in taking your first career step into the exciting
world of sports and entertainment marketing.

The core standards of marketing are visually
identified by icons throughout the text.

Winning Strategies presents real world strategies
used by successful sports and entertainment
marketers.

Cyber Marketing investigates how technology
and the Internet help marketers work more
effectively.

MARKETING CORE STANDARDS

In addition to the six core
standards, the text also covers the
important topic of financing.

Opening Act begins each lesson and encourages
you to explore the material in the upcoming
lesson. Opening Act also gives you opportunities
to work with other students in your class.

Judgment Call examines legal and ethical issues
that exist in sports and entertainment business.
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Marketing Myths explores some common myths
that surround advertising and promotion for
sports and entertainment.

Intermission provides you with an opportunity to
assess your comprehension at key points in each
lesson. Ongoing review and assessment helps you
understand the material.

Time Out introduces you to interesting facts and
statistics about sports and entertainment
businesses.

Point Your Browser includes internet activities
and crossword puzzles for every chapter.

Project Extra Innings provides you with a
group project in every chapter.

Take a Bow acquaints you with people who
have succeeded in sports and entertainment.

Encore provides you with an opportunity to
assess your knowledge at the end of every
lesson.

Winning Edge prepares you for BPA, DECA, and
FBLA competitive events.

To the Student 1
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C H A P T E RC H A P T E R

11 What Is Sports and
Entertainment
Marketing?

What Is Sports and
Entertainment
Marketing?

1.1 Marketing Basics

1.2 Sports Marketing

1.3 Entertainment
Marketing
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From $50 to $4 Million
Michelle Kwan was one of the world’s dominant ice skaters during the late

1990s and early 2000s. Kwan is a seven-time U.S. national champion and

four-time world champion.

Michelle was born in Torrance, California, to parents who immigrated

to the United States from Hong Kong and China. Michelle’s interest in ice

skating was sparked while watching her older brother play ice hockey.

When Michelle and her sister Karen became serious about ice skating, their

father offered them $50 for every day they did not skate because the

financial commitment to skating was so huge. The girls eventually earned

fellowships at the highly regarded Ice Castle International Training Center in

Lake Arrowhead, California. The Kwan family moved to Lake Arrowhead,

and Michelle’s father commuted two hours each way to his job.

Michelle finished second at the 1994 U.S. national championships

when she was 13 years old. In 1996, she won her first national and world

titles. She repeated as U.S. champion in 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002,

and 2003 and won additional world titles in 2000, 2001, and 2003.

Michelle Kwan earns an estimated $4 million a year and attributes her

success to a father who gave his children opportunities.

Think Critically

1. Explain the relationship between persistence and success as indicated

in this article.

2. An entrepreneur is someone who takes risks to start a new business.

How is Michelle Kwan’s father an entrepreneur?

3
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Lesson 1.1

Marketing
Basics
Marketing
Basics

Goals • Describe the basic concepts of marketing.

• Explain the marketing mix.

• Define the six core standards of marketing.

Terms

WHAT IS
MARKETING?

According to the American Marketing Association, marketing is ‘‘planning and

executing the conception, pricing, promotion, and distribution of ideas,

goods, and services to create exchanges that satisfy individual and organiza-

tional objectives.’’ Marketing is a

highly visible business activity.

Many individuals think of mar-

keting as advertising. However,

producing, distributing, pricing,

and promoting are also essential

marketing elements.

A simpler definition of

marketing is the creation and

maintenance of satisfying

exchange relationships. This

definition describes pieces of

the entire marketing concept.
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Athletes and entertainers play a prominent role

in marketing by endorsing products and services.

Professional football player Brett Favre

endorses Snapper riding lawnmowers, and

comedian David Spade is associated with

Capital One’s ‘‘What’s in your wallet?’’

campaign. People like to be identified

with celebrities and sports stars.

Product endorsements by famous people are good

marketing strategies.

Work with a group. Identify four advertising cam-

paigns that feature celebrities or athletes. Discuss how the

campaigns have affected your thinking about the products.

If you were in the market for the products, would you buy

the celebrity-endorsed brands? Why or why not?

• marketing
• marketing mix
• product

• distribution
• price
• promotion

• discretionary income

4 Chapter 1 WHAT IS SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENTMARKETING?
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Creation suggests that marketing involves product development.Maintenance

indicates that marketing must continue as long as a business operates.

Satisfaction implies that marketing must meet the needs of both businesses

and customers when exchanging products or services. Finally, an exchange

relationship occurs when the parties involved (business and customer) both

give and receive something of value.

Satisfying Customer Needs
Customer needs should be the primary focus of marketing. This concept is not

as easy as it might sound. To satisfy customers’ needs, you need to perform

three activities. First, you must identify your customer and the needs of that

customer. Second, you need to develop products that customers consider better

than other choices. And finally, you must operate your business profitably

(revenues must exceed the costs of doing business). If you can do all of these

items well, you will be able to market your products or services successfully.

Sports and Entertainment Marketing
Sports and entertainment marketing is a huge industry offering numerous

products and services. Busy individuals and families must carefully choose

which sports and entertainment activities and events they will enjoy with their

limited time and financial resources. Marketers of sports and entertainment

products and services must assess consumer demand, the competition, and

the financial valuation of the goods and services they offer. When developing

marketing plans for sports and entertainment products, marketers must

consider the marketing mix and the core standards of marketing.

What is marketing?
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MARKETING BASICS Lesson 1.1 5
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THE MARKETING
MIX

To perform the tasks associated with marketing, marketers rely on a mar-

keting mix. The marketing mix describes how a business blends the

four marketing elements of product, distribution, price, and promotion.

A product is what a business offers customers to satisfy needs. Products

include goods, such as athletic shoes, and services, such as video rentals.

Providing entertainment can also be considered providing a service.

Distribution involves the locations and methods used to make products

available to customers. Price is the amount that customers pay for products.

Promotion describes ways to make customers aware of products and

encourage them to buy.

Marketing Mix Considerations
Marketers must carefully consider the many factors that affect the marketing

mix elements. Product offerings for sports and entertainment must be con-

stantly evaluated and updated. Individuals have many entertainment options

for their limited discretionary income. Discretionary income is the amount

of money individuals have available to spend after paying for the necessities

of life and other fixed expenses, such as housing and car payments. Enter-

tainment options that are popular today may lose popularity next year.

Choosing the right products to meet the needs and wants of the market is

essential to the marketing mix. In addition, marketers must consider the

quantities of the product to produce. Too much of a product could result in

price markdowns. Too few of a product could result in lost sales.

Price influences the purchasing decisions made by consumers. A business

must offer its customers products and services they need and want at prices

they are able and willing to pay, while at the same time covering the costs of

the business and making a profit. Prices charged for sports and entertainment

events must be sensitive to consumer demand and the state of the economy.

Championship teams will increase consumer demand and ticket prices.

However, when the economy becomes questionable, consumers are likely to

spend less money on sports and entertainment events.

Distribution involves transporting or delivering goods to final customers.

Athletic uniforms arriving by UPS and turf for a football field arriving by

semitruck are both examples of the distribution function of marketing.

With new technology, live cybercasts of music concerts

can be heard and viewed around the world through the

Internet. Movie companies are using

the Internet to broadcast movie trailers

and to market movie-related

merchandise to consumers.

Think Critically

Work with a partner. Visit the home pages of at least

three movies that have related merchandise for sale.

Determine what information is collected from custom-

ers. Discuss how the marketing information gathered

could be used in the future to promote and sell other

products.

TimeOutTimeOut
In 2006, a family of
four could expect to
pay an average of
$352 to attend
one Chicago Cubs
baseball game.
This price included

four tickets, park-
ing, four hot dogs,

four drinks, two
programs, and two
souvenir caps.

6 Chapter 1 WHAT IS SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENTMARKETING?
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Distribution of an event involves planning the location where the event will

take place. A popular three-day outdoor concert event for country or rock music

must be held at a location near the customer base and where nearby businesses,

such as hotels and restaurants, can accommodate the needs of the fans.

Promotion is essential to inform prospective customers about sports and

entertainment events and products. Forms of promotion can range from

television commercials and newspaper advertisements to in-stadium adver-

tising through special offers on the back of ticket stubs and on giant video

screens. Promotion requires creativity to keep the attention of prospective

customers. Promotion costs large sums of money, making it important to

select effective promotion plans that reach the largest audiences at the most

reasonable price.

A Marketing Mix Example in the Sports Industry
The Super Bowl is the sports event of the year. This billion-dollar event

results in large sums of money from sponsorships and ticket sales. The

product offered by the Super Bowl is the game matching the best teams in the

American Football Conference (AFC) and National Football Conference

(NFC). The Super Bowl is usually sold out before the professional football

season begins. Actual ticket prices range from $400 to $600, but individuals

may spend thousands of dollars more in travel and hotel costs to attend the

game. Major cities compete to host the Super Bowl due to the great financial

benefits for the local economy as fans utilize the area’s hotels, restaurants,

shopping malls, service stations, and the hosting stadium.

Distribution involves selecting a host city that is easily accessible by the

fans. It must be near an airport and major highway and have sufficient

nearby accommodations to meet the needs of the thousands of fans who will

pour into the city for the game. Distribution for the Super Bowl also involves
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ticket sales. Distribution methods for tickets include direct sales by NFL ticket

offices, ticket outlets such as Ticketmaster, and the Internet. Other distribu-

tion outlets for the Super Bowl include television and radio. Many Super

Bowl parties are held in homes and sports bars throughout the United States.

Promotion for the Super Bowl includes television commercials, news-

papers, sports magazines, and related-product contests. For example, com-

panies such as Coca-Cola and Doritos may conduct special Super Bowl

promotional sweepstakes. Super Bowl sponsors spend large sums of money

to air commercials during the big game. One 30-second commercial during

the Super Bowl can cost nearly $3 million.

A Marketing Mix Example in the
Entertainment Industry
State fairs are finding it increasingly difficult to

compete with other sports and entertainment events.

The product offered by a state fair must appeal to both

rural and urban residents. State fairs offer livestock

shows, domestic and commercial exhibits, carnivals,

and a wide array of musical and other entertainment.

State fair planners want to offer a product that draws

the maximum attendance and profit.

Since state fairs are family entertainment events,

admission price is an important factor to consider.

State fairs must charge enough admission to remain

financially sound while still attracting good atten-

dance. The admission price must be sensitive to

consumer demand. Many state fairs offer special

admission prices to attract more attendance on

weekdays. Frequently, price breaks are offered for

advance purchases.

The success of entertainment events depends on

promotion or communication to prospective custom-

ers. Advertisements on radio stations and in news-

papers throughout the state are aimed at increasing

state fair attendance. Television commercials are

another option for promotion, but the cost in relation to the increased rev-

enue they may generate may be too high to justify.

Distribution involves location of the fair and the outlets where individuals

can purchase admission tickets. State fairgrounds are usually located in a

central location within a short drive for most state citizens. Tickets can be

purchased at the admission gate during the state fair or purchased in advance

from the state fair business office or other ticket outlets.

The goal of the state fair’s planners is to offer appealing entertainment at

the right price to attract the maximum attendance. State fair boards must

develop a marketing mix that will meet this goal.

Describe the elements of the marketing mix.
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CORE STANDARDS
OF MARKETING

The core standards of marketing are the basis of all marketing activities.

There are six core standards associated with marketing. They are product/

service management, distribution, selling, marketing-information manage-

ment, pricing, and promotion. Every marketing activity involves at least one

core standard.

Distribution Determining the best way to get a company’s

products or services to customers is part of the distribution

function. Television makers like Sony sell their products

through electronics retailers like Circuit City. Sony knows

that shoppers go to Circuit City to buy electronic goods and appliances. In

sports and entertainment, distribution involves selecting the right location

for an event and making tickets available through ticket sales outlets. For

sporting goods, distribution involves getting equipment to stores where

customers can buy it.

Marketing-Information Management Gathering and

using information about customers to improve business

decision making involves marketing-information manage-

ment. When Domino’s first considered expanding oper-

ations into Japan, it used its marketing research findings to

adapt its traditional pizza to Japanese tastes. Domino’s offered nontradi-

tional toppings such as corn and tuna because of local preferences. For

sporting goods, successful marketing involves using marketing information

to predict consumer demand and to estimate the right quantities of mer-

chandise to produce.

Pricing The process of establishing and communicating to

customers the value or cost of goods and services is called

pricing. Prices assigned to sports and entertainment events

and goods are directly related to consumer demand. Prices

may be set high if the seller knows people will buy at the high price. Super

MARKETING BASICS Lesson 1.1 9
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Bowl ticket prices go through the ceiling since there are a limited number of

tickets and there is an enormous demand for them. Prices may be set lower if

the seller knows a large volume of a product can be sold. Pricing policies are

also based upon the cost of producing goods and sports and entertainment

events. If costs of production are not covered, the business will not succeed.

Product/Service Management Designing, developing,

maintaining, improving, and acquiring products or services

for the purpose of meeting customer needs and wants are

all part of product/service management. Fisher Price tests new

toy ideas with children and parents to make sure kids will

enjoy playing with the toys. Success in sports and entertainment marketing

depends upon evaluating events and goods to determine how well they meet

customer needs and how events and goods can be improved to maintain

and increase sales.

Promotion Using advertising and other forms of com-

munication to distribute information about products,

services, images, and ideas to achieve a desired outcome is

promotion. For example, sports fans often find coupons on

the back of ticket stubs after they attend a ball game. The coupons are used

to promote products or services and to entice fans into trying them at a

discounted price.

Selling Any direct and personal communication with

customers to assess and satisfy their needs and wants is

considered selling. Selling involves not only satisfying cus-

tomers but also anticipating their future needs. Selling in

today’s world includes purchases made through the Internet with no face-to-

face communication whatsoever.

Financing Although financing is not one of the six core

standards of marketing, it is closely related. Financing

requires a company to budget for its own marketing

activities and to provide customers with assistance in

paying for the company’s products or services. A company or organization

can obtain financing from sponsors and investors. Sponsors spend large

sums of money to be visible during sports and entertainment events.

Sponsorships can range from millions of dollars for sponsoring college bowl

games to only hundreds of dollars for sponsoring the local little league

baseball team. Customers may receive financing in the form of different

payment options, such as cash, credit, and installment payments. Customers

are more likely to make purchases when they have more than one payment

option.

List and provide an example of each core standard of marketing.
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Which of the following core standards of marketing involves collecting

and using data to make future business decisions?

a. selling

b. marketing-information management

c. financing

d. product/service management

2. Which of the following is not part of the marketing mix?

a. selling

b. distribution

c. price

d. product

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Think of one of your recent purchases. List and describe how the six

core standards of marketing were involved with the purchase.

4. Communication Design a newspaper advertisement for an upcoming

concert. Incorporate all of the marketing mix elements, including

product, distribution, price, and promotion.
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Lesson 1.2

Sports
Marketing
Sports
Marketing

Goals • Define sports marketing.

• Explain the value of sports marketing to the economy.

Terms

WHY SPORTS
MARKETING?
Spectators of sporting events are the potential consumers of

a wide array of products ranging from apparel and athletic

equipment to food items and automobiles. Sports spectators

sometimes have more in common than just a sport. Com-

mon characteristics of a group, such as age range, marital

status, gender, ethnic background, income level, and education level are

known as demographics. Finding out a group of spectators’ interests and

planning a product or service that the spectators will buy is a function of

sports marketing. Sports marketing is using sports to market products.

Sports marketing capitalizes on the popularity of sports. Marketers re-

search the demographics and spending habits of fans in order to maximize

Sports are big business at many universities throughout

the country. Basketball has become a big money maker

for many colleges. For the 2004--2005 school year, the

University of Arizona Wildcats men’s basketball program

generated revenue of $16.6 million and a profit of

$12.5 million. The Arizona Wildcats have had sell-out

games for almost 20 years. Courtside seats have

been reported to bring as much as $30,000 a

pair for the season. By playing in the National

Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) tourna-

ments, the Wildcats secured money for their

school from CBS, which televised the tour-

naments and distributed more than $400 mil-

lion to the NCAA conferences.

Big business can mean big salaries for college coaches.

Much attention has been given to the high salaries paid

to successful college basketball coaches. Tom Crean

earned $1.65 million in 2005 for his seventh season as

men’s basketball coach at Marquette University, placing

him among the highest-paid coaches in the Big East

Conference and in the country. Crean has been rewarded

for coaching the Golden Eagles to three NCAA tourna-

ment appearances, including a final four appearance in

2002--2003.

Form two teams. Debate whether successful college

coaches should earn more than $1 million a year.

• demographics • sports marketing • gross impression
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profits on the items fans purchase in association with sporting events. The

price fans are willing to pay for a ticket depends upon the interests of the

market, the national importance of the event, the popularity of the partic-

ipating athletes, and the rivalry associated with the contest. Fans are usually

willing to pay for team- or celebrity-identified clothing or equipment and

for the expenses of food and travel to and from a game. The goal of sports

marketing is to use the right marketing mix to meet customer needs while

generating a profit. To do this successfully, marketers must consider three

factors—new opportunities, gross impression, and timing.

New Sports, New Opportunities
Sports marketers must continually search for new ways

to appeal to customers. New sports markets offer new

opportunities for endorsement and marketing. Extreme

sports, such as skateboarding and snowboarding, have

captured a whole new audience. Arena football, founded

in 1987, is one of the fastest-growing sports in the country, and for good

reason. Tickets sell for an affordable price ($17.50), players meet fans and

sign autographs after every game, the action is continuous because the clock

doesn’t stop, and the scores are high—all elements that add excitement and

build interest.

The Arena Football League (AFL) and NBC Sports announced an inno-

vative agreement that began in February 2003 and was renewed in 2005

to help grow the league. The AFL also recently signed cable deals with FSN

(Fox Sports Net) and OLN (Outdoor Life Network). The AFL’s attendance is

growing dramatically. An average of 12,400 fans attended each game in

2005. Due to its success, the AFL expanded its regular season from 14 games

to 16 games. The league continues to look for ways to raise its profile, such

as holding the ArenaBowl championship game in Las Vegas and working

with video game creators to release video games based on the AFL.

Gross Impression
Gross impression is a commonly used marketing tactic in

sports marketing. Gross impression is the number of times

per advertisement, game, or show that a product or service is

associated with an athlete, team, or entertainer. Often, the

message is a subtle one. Brands shown in movies, television

shows, and televised sporting events all represent gross impressions. Every

time you see a product or company logo on the back of a pair of shoes, in a

scene in a movie, or on the license-plate holder on a car, your brain records

that image. Advertisers hope you will remember it when you are ready to buy

such a product.

Many college and professional teams now have company or product logos

on their uniforms. Marketers hope the spectators will see them, will want

to be associated with the elite team or athlete, and will buy the sponsor’s

products. Every time the media mentions a player or team in association with

a sponsor’s product, there is one more gross impression made on a potential

customer.

TimeOutTimeOut
Celebrities have
become increas-
ingly involved in
NASCAR and IRL
racing events,
boosting the
popularity of this
sport. Paul New-
man not only owns
race cars, but he also
drives them. David Let-
terman sponsors an IRL
race team.

Letterman recognizes
that racing is thrilling
but also very dangerous.
The death of Paul Dana,
an IRL driver partially
sponsored by David
Letterman, reminds
society of the serious
dangers associated with
the sport.
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Timing
Marketers are aware that the popularity of teams and sports figures is based

on sustaining a winning record. A team or celebrity on a losing streak can lose

more than just points in a game. Timing is extremely important when mar-

keting sporting goods. Fans want products and services that identify them

with a winner. Winning trends for athletes and teams must be monitored to

determine when marketing strategies need to change. Similarly, marketers

must be aware that success leads to increased competition. If one major

athletic company has a successful marketing campaign, competitors are likely

to increase their marketing efforts. Competition must be monitored so that a

company’s marketing can remain unique.

Why are gross impression and timing important in sports marketing?

Major companies pay millions of dollars to sponsor

national sporting events. However, even though a com-

pany may purchase the exclusive rights to

advertise during an event, competitors can

advertise on local radio stations, competing

networks, and billboards. Fans soon become

confused about who the real sponsor is.

This deliberate confusion is sometimes

called ambush marketing or stealth

marketing. It takes place when

organizations participate in events to some degree rather

than sponsor the events. For example, Coca-Cola might

pay to be the official sponsor of a skating competition.

However, Pepsi can pay to display an ad on the wall

around the rink.

Think Critically

Companies that use ambush marketing obviously think it

is beneficial. In the long run, is it? How might it even-

tually harm a company?

The marketing mix for sports-related products and services must be

constantly evaluated and updated because the popularity of certain

sports, sports teams, and star athletes can change over time. Access

thomsonedu.com/school/sports and click on the link for Chapter 1.

Examine the table of World Series television ratings. Generally, would

you say that baseball has grown more or less popular over the past

30 years? Explain your answer.

t h om sonedu . c om / s c hoo l / s p o r t s
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THE VALUE OF
SPORTS MARKETING

Sports marketing is a multi-billion-dollar global industry that has a

definite impact on the economy. The popularity of sporting events

impacts individual and family budgets. Whether it’s the family

vacation centered around a soccer tournament for the kids or the

Orange Bowl for a national football championship, large sums of

money are spent on sporting events and related products. The sports

industry has far-reaching effects on the automobile industry as sup-

portive parents transport families to soccer, baseball, basketball, and

numerous other sporting activities and events. Think of the restau-

rants, hotels, and service stations that count on the business generated

as a result of these events. Sports marketing has created job oppor-

tunities, ranging from a parking lot attendant to a marketing executive

for a professional sports team. Stadiums and other entertainment

venues must be built and maintained. Venues require building

managers, horticulturalists, security personnel, and maintenance

crews. Athletes require trainers, handlers, and personal attendants.

They also hire agents to maintain publicity, book engagements, and

negotiate contracts for them.

Emotional Value
Sports fans have emotional ties to their favorite high school, college, and

professional teams. Many sports enthusiasts live for the weekend to see their

favorite teams in action. Emotions such as affection and passion often

compel fans to buy tickets and other sports-related merchandise. Individuals

will freely spend discretionary income on sporting events that capture their

hearts, so marketers try to appeal to the emotions of fans.

So Many Channels
Marketers for the hundreds of television networks now

available through cable and satellite systems must consider

marketing strategies to capture the highest possible per-

centage of the viewing audience for the least amount of

money. Sitcoms, popular from 1960 to 2000, have taken a backseat to

reality shows starring average people and costing little to produce. The

networks must find the right mix of programming to reach audiences, attract

sponsors, and maximize profits. Sports programming has proven to be

valuable. Sporting events such as the Super Bowl, BCS (Bowl Championship

Series) games, and March Madness attract the attention of large sports-

minded audiences, which, in turn, attract high-paying promoters. Television

networks pay top dollars to obtain exclusive broadcasting rights for high-

profile sporting events in hopes of reaping financial benefits.

Name three ways that sporting events help boost the local economy and/or national
economy.
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Researching the demographics of a fan base for a particular sport would

be most closely associated with which core standard of marketing?

a. distribution

b. pricing

c. marketing-information management

d. financing

2. Gross impression can

a. include company logos on sports apparel

b. take place on a television show

c. involve the number of times a product is associated with an athlete

d. all of the above

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Give an example of how timing is essential to selling related mer-

chandise for a popular sporting event.

4. Research Watch a college or professional sporting event on television.

Select a sports brand represented in association with the event, and keep

track of how many gross impressions are made during the telecast.
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Lesson 1.3

Entertainment
Marketing
Entertainment
Marketing

Goals • Define entertainment.

• Describe the impacts of advances in entertainment technology on
entertainment marketing.

Terms

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE

Because of commitments to work, school, home, family, and other activities,

people have a limited amount of leisure time and money. Influencing how

people choose to spend their time and money on entertainment is the

purpose of entertainment marketing.
Entertainment marketing will be discussed in two ways. First, entertain-

ment will be looked at as a product to be marketed. Second, marketing will

be examined in light of how it uses entertainment to attract attention to

other products. Marketing entertainment as the product means pursuing the

free time of people who can pay for entertainment. An example of using

entertainment to market a product or service would be an author appearing

on a talk show to discuss a new book.

Television networks are desperate to attract male viewers

between the ages of 12 and 34 because of their strong

buying power and their intense interest in sports.

Age and gender are demographics used by television

researchers who determine the number and makeup of a

viewing audience. The rate that can be charged for

advertising during the show is calculated based on this

information. The larger and wider a television audience,

the more demand for advertising slots and the more that

can be charged for those slots. The X-Games is a

program that is specifically targeted to males between

the ages of 12 and 34.

Work with a group. Identify three additional TV

shows aimed at these sought-after male viewers. Make a

list of products that might be advertised

on these shows. Discuss why the prod-

ucts’ advertisers would be interested in

sponsoring these programs.

• entertainment marketing • entertainment • ratings
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What Exactly Is Entertainment?
Entertainment is whatever people are willing to spend

their money and spare time viewing rather than partic-

ipating in. Entertainment can include sports or the arts and

can be viewed in person or in broadcast or recorded form.

A distinction is often made between sports and entertain-

ment. The term sports is generally applied to games of athletic skill. Watching

sports can also be entertaining, but the term entertainment is generally

applied to movies, theater, music concerts, the circus, and so forth.

Sometimes what qualifies as sports and what qualifies as entertainment is

a matter of opinion. For example, professional wrestling has little resem-

blance to the National Collegiate Athletic Association’s (NCAA’s) sanctioned

sport of wrestling. Professional wrestling is an exaggeration of a real sport,

but is it really a sport or staged entertainment?

Whether an event is a sport or entertainment, sponsors of the event want

to gather as much marketing information as possible about the audience.

The collected information enables sponsors to design product promotions

specifically for that audience. The sponsoring companies must understand

the wants and needs of their customers and maintain accurate information

about their customers in order to succeed in marketing to them.

What are the two ways of looking at entertainment marketing?
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EVOLUTION OF ENTERTAINMENT
AND ENTERTAINMENT
MARKETING

At the beginning of the twentieth century, the performing arts represented

a major form of entertainment. Performing arts include live theater, ballet,

opera, and concerts. Marketing was limited to posters, newspapers, mag-

azines, and word of mouth. In order to enjoy any professional entertain-

ment, people had to travel to the theater, concert hall, or arena where

community entertainment was showcased. The shows were live, and the

entertainers received instant feedback from the audience in the form of

applause, boos, and even ripe tomatoes tossed at the performers.

Moving pictures initiated the merger of technology and entertainment

and added new dimension and depth to entertainment marketing. Tech-

nology distanced entertainers from their audience, first with movies and

then with television. The Internet has renewed instant response to marketing

information and furthered the possibilities of distribution of entertainment

to the masses.

The Beginning of Change
Louis Le Prince made the first moving pictures in Britain in 1888. The

Lumière brothers were the first to present a projected movie to a paying

audience in a café in Paris in 1895. Promotion of films quickly followed

with the construction of theaters for movies.

The first movie with sound, The Jazz Singer, opened in the United States in

1927 in the few movie theaters that were equipped at that time to handle

audio. Mickey Mouse arrived in 1928 in Walt Disney’s Steamboat Willie. Ten

years later, Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs became the first full-length

animated film. In a masterful marketing move, Disneyland opened in

Anaheim, California, in July 1955. A totally new approach to the marketing

mix of entertainment was born with the theme park. The live arts and

recorded arts were joined by an ever-evolving, technology-driven series of

new media.

Mills Corporation was selected by the New Jersey Sports

and Exposition Authority (NJSEA) to redevelop the 104

acres that housed Continental Airlines Arena. The arena

was the former home of pro basketball’s Nets and pro

hockey’s Devils. The NJSEA required a ‘‘public purpose’’

for the redevelopment and was criticized for selecting

Mills Corporation, a retail mall developer, to meet that

purpose. Mills proposed Meadowlands Xanadu---a daring

combination of sports, recreation, education, entertain-

ment, hotels, offices, and retail stores---to replace the

arena. Opponents of the Mills proposal questioned

whether a Bass Pro Shop (an anchor

of Meadowlands Xanadu) could really

be considered an entertainment or

sports facility.

Think Critically

Is there a difference between sports,

entertainment, and shopping? Has the

line between the three been blurred?

Explain.
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The Big Eye in Every Room
When television began to arrive in great numbers of American homes, sports

and entertainment marketers found a wide-open highway into the billfolds of

consumers. The market grew quickly and continues to advance throughout

much of the world.

The Early Days of Television and Marketing Nine television stations and

fewer than 7,000 working TV sets existed in the United States at the end of

World War II. In October 1945, more than 25,000 people came to Gimbel’s

Department Store in Philadelphia to watch the first demonstration of TV.

That same year, the American Association of Advertising Agencies encour-

aged the start of television advertising. TV changed the marketing of enter-

tainment in a profound way. Far more than newspapers and magazines had

ever been able to do, the audiovisual ‘‘life’’ of TV advertising hooked the

imagination of the viewer.

In 1946, NBC and the Gillette Company staged the first televised sports

spectacular—a heavyweight boxing match. The program was a viewing

success with an estimated audience of 150,000 watching on 5,000 TV sets.

This was an average of 30 people watching the fight on each set.

Television’s Increasing Influence Even in its early days, television took

promotion and advertising to a new level. Major national corporations

lined up to buy time and produce advertisements. The pricing of commer-

cial time slots was quickly tied to the ratings, or the number of viewers the

programming attracted. Television stations invited advertisers to use their

expertise to create commercials. The nine TV stations of 1945 grew to

98 stations by 1949.

On September 9, 1956, 82 percent of all television sets in the United

States were tuned to The Ed Sullivan Show, a weekly Sunday-evening variety
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TimeOutTimeOut
CNBC is cashing in
on interest in the
stock market by
offering the
humorous but
smart Squawk Box.
The daily TV
show covers Wall

Street news in a
not-so-serious manner.
Sponsors use this show
to promote products,
including sports and
entertainment products,
to a busy, educated
viewer who has money
to spend.
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show. The big attraction was the highly promoted appearance of the future

‘‘king’’ of rock and roll, Elvis Presley. Later, in 1964, more than 60 percent of

all U.S. viewers watched the television debut of The Beatles on The Ed Sul-

livan Show. Ed Sullivan set the standard for marketing talent in front of an

audience of millions by using technology for distribution of the product.

The show shattered ratings records by appealing to a mass audience rather

than focusing on a single demographic group. Advertising fees charged

for the show reflected the high audience ratings.

Change Accelerated
Improvements in technology have dramatically changed

the marketing of sports and entertainment by making

distribution to the masses easier. What had been available

to the few is now available to the many. The evolution of

moving pictures, radio, TV, video recorders, CDs, DVDs, and the Internet

has made sports and entertainment products available to the world.

The Internet continues to evolve as a medium. Marketers are learning to

use it for distribution as ownership of technology products catches up with

the endless uses of the Internet. Television is considered a more mature

distribution medium. However, it is taking on new twists, such as high-

definition digital capabilities, that add to the viewer’s pleasure and the

marketer’s opportunities.

Technology and Customer Feedback
The use of television, telephones, the Internet, and other

technology by entertainment marketers to receive instant

feedback from customers has evolved over time. Two-way

communication allows the entertainment company to

gather information from the customer and use the infor-

mation to refine and improve the product— the entertainment. If dissatisfied
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with the product, customers can ‘‘let the ripe tomatoes fly’’ through instant

messages, e-mail, or phone calls.

Reality TV shows allow viewers to create their own endings and select

their new favorite entertainers. The marketing mix of reality shows is unique

because the product is selected by the viewers using technology to com-

municate with the production company. Television shows such as American

Idol allow audience members to vote for their favorite participants. The final

winners produce musical recordings that require little additional promotion

to achieve record-breaking sales. The marketing mix has been fine-tuned

based on customer input.

Name a few benefits of television to marketers and advertisers.

Tom Osborne

Tom Osborne was a legendary football coach at the University of Nebraska from

1973 to 1997, winning three national championships. During his coaching pro-

fession, Coach Osborne was well known for having the right perspective on

sports. He was truly concerned about the well-being of individuals and families.

After retiring from coaching college football, Osborne was elected to the U.S.

Congress for three terms. Tom Osborne decided to take on the new challenge of

running for the governor of Nebraska. Early polls indicated that Osborne’s name

recognition would likely result in a win. Polls do not always predict results. Tom

Osborne lost the primary race to incumbent governor Dave Heineman.

Tom Osborne is not the only athlete, coach, or celebrity who has successfully

entered the world of politics. Former star football players J. C. Watts

and Steve Largent served as Congressmen from the state of Oklahoma.

Former football player Lynn Swann made an unsuccessful run for

governor of Pennsylvania in 2006. Arnold Swarzenegger (The Termi-

nator) was elected governor of California in 2003 and 2006.

Think Critically

Use the Internet to find additional examples of athletes, coaches, and

celebrities who are now politicians. Do you believe successful athletes

and celebrities are good candidates for political offices? Explain why

or why not.
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Which of the following can be considered entertainment?

a. performing arts, such as theater, ballet, and symphony concerts

b. participation in sports competitions

c. whatever people are willing to spend their time and money watching

d. both a and c

2. Which of the following statements is not true?

a. Television is considered a mature distribution medium.

b. The first televised sports spectacular was a baseball game.

c. The Internet enables marketers to receive instant customer feedback.

d. All of the above are true.

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Compare the audience interaction of live theater to a reality TV show

with an Internet site for messaging and voting.

4. Technology How has the Internet affected entertainment marketing?

Predict how the Internet will change entertainment marketing in the

future.
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Review Marketing Concepts
Write the letter of the term that matches each definition. Some terms will

not be used.

1. Involves the locations and methods used

to make products available to customers

2. The number of times per advertisement,

game, or show that a product or service

is associated with an athlete, team, or

entertainer

3. Common characteristics of a group, such

as age range, marital status, gender, and

income level

4. Ways to make customers aware of

products and encourage them to buy

5. The creation and maintenance of sat-

isfying exchange relationships

6. Whatever people are willing to spend

their money and spare time viewing

rather than participating in

7. What a business offers customers to satisfy needs

8. The number of viewers a program attracts

9. Describes how a business blends the four marketing elements of

product, distribution, price, and promotion

10. Amount of money individuals have available to spend after paying

for the necessities of life and other fixed expenses

Circle the best answer.

11. Designing, developing, maintaining, improving, and acquiring products

or services so they meet customer needs and wants is
a. distribution
b. selling
c. financing
d. product/service management

12. All of the following factors are important to the success of sports mar-

keting except
a. celebrities
b. new opportunities
c. timing
d. gross impressions

a. demographics

b. discretionary
income

c. distribution

d. entertainment

e. entertainment
marketing

f. gross impression

g. marketing

h. marketing mix

i. price

j. product

k. promotion

l. ratings

m. sports marketing
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Think Critically
13. Spend five minutes discussing with another student how entertainment

marketing changed after television became popular. Make a list of at

least five changes since 1945. Share the list with the class.

14. You are the manufacturer of a new sports clothing line. Choose a pro-

fessional athlete to represent your company. Who did you choose?

Why?

15. Using the Internet or sports magazines in your library, find and briefly

describe three popular new extreme sports. To whom and how are these

sports being marketed?

16. Under Armour is a manufacturer of football cleats. It wants to increase

its share of the market. What could Under Armour give participants at

sports camps across the country to increase brand awareness and sales?
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Make Connections
17. Marketing Math You are a famous athlete whose image is on t-shirts

produced by L&A Sports Products. You will receive 8 percent of the sales

of any items featuring your image. The t-shirts sell for $25 at a major

department store. Last quarter, 6,000 shirts were sold. Calculate your

share of last quarter’s sales.

18. History You are an entertainment marketer in 1950 America. Your job is

to promote a new automobile from that time period. Research the types

of television programs that were broadcast at that time. Write a one-

page paper describing how you would use television to advertise your

product.

19. Technology Use the Internet to look up the fan club of a favorite singer

or group. What merchandise related to this singer or group is sold on

the web site? What are the prices for the merchandise? How do you

think these prices were decided?

20. Communication Use the Internet to research drive-in movie theaters.

Your community has just opened a new, nostalgic drive-in movie the-

ater. Prepare a sample billboard that advertises this new entertainment

venue. Describe a special promotion to increase attendance at the drive-

in movie theater.
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21. Geography The American Football League (AFL) has become increas-

ingly popular for cities with populations of 100,000 to 400,000. Average

attendance at the AFL games has been around 10,000 people. Choose a

college city where football is popular. Provide ten good reasons for an

AFL team to locate in this city. How would you promote the AFL team to

fill an 80,000-seat stadium?
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PROJECT EXTRA INNINGS

You have been hired by the NFL to develop a marketing campaign to

increase the interest of males ages 12–18. The NFL wants to capture this

market to assure attendance at games in the future. You have been asked to

choose NFL players who will be good spokespersons to promote the NFL to

young males. You must decide upon a major national retailer to distribute

the NFL sports gear to young males. The NFL has asked you to plan activities

for males ages 12–18 to get them more involved with the NFL. The NFL will

hold sports camps in major cities throughout the United States, and pro-

fessional football players will make guest appearances at the camps. You

must organize the campaign that allows 500 young males to attend each

NFL game throughout the nation during the next football season.

Work with a group and complete the following activities.

1. Which NFL football players will you use for your spokespersons for the

campaign aimed at young males? Why?

2. Create a brochure that advertises a summer NFL sports camp in a major

city for males ages 12–18. Make sure to include all of the details.

3. Each participant at the sports camp hosted by the NFL will receive a

sports bag with NFL merchandise. What merchandise will you include

in the sports bag? Who are the sponsors of this merchandise? Why?

4. Outline the guidelines for the distribution of 500 tickets to males ages

12–18 for every NFL game during the next season. Be specific about who

receives the tickets and why.

5. Design an advertisement and contest that will encourage males ages

12–18 to get more involved with the NFL.
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NEW BALLPARKS REVIVE OLD
NEIGHBORHOODS
New stadiums result in economic
booms for surrounding neighbor-
hoods in major cities. Sports venues
are built in the heart of major cities
to create new economic opportuni-
ties for hotels, restaurants, retailers,
and neighborhoods.

Ballpark Village is a $300 million
mixed-use retail/entertainment and
residential district that will be built
in the shadow of Busch Stadium in
St Louis. Developers of Ballpark
Village will draw on elements within
the community to increase invest-
ment in the project.

Reviving Downtown
Ballpark Village will cover six city
blocks that connect directly to the
new Busch Stadium. Retail/enter-
tainment space, an aquarium, resi-
dential units, office space, and
parking are part of the planned
village. The village will also be home
to the Cardinals’ Hall of Fame
Museum. The goal of Ballpark Vil-
lage is to create new activity and
excitement in downtown St. Louis
throughout the whole year.

Ballpark Village will include a
plaza where fans can gather before
and after the games. Some of the
entertainment and retail venues may
include ESPN Zone, Hard Rock Café,
Barnes & Noble, Gold’s Gym, and
five-star hotels.

Ballpark Village is directly adja-
cent to left field in the new Busch

Stadium. Left field is completely
open to the city and will provide
great views of the game when the
new buildings are constructed.

Ballpark Village will be compa-
rable to Wrigley Field in Chicago
and Camden Yards in Baltimore.
Rooftops were built on top of
buildings beyond the bleachers of
Wrigley Field to catch the action of
baseball games. Beyond right field in
Camden Yards, a warehouse has
great views of the game. While none
of these buildings were specifically
built to watch the game, Ballpark
Village in St. Louis is designing
buildings with rooftops and balco-
nies for that exact purpose.

With careful planning, new ball-
park developers can build a renewed
spirit and revitalize downtowns that
were once on the decline.

Think Critically

1. What are the economic advan-
tages to a city that has a new
ballpark or stadium within the
heart of the city?

2. What are the disadvantages of
having buildings with balconies
that have a view of the game?

3. Can new sports venues actually
contribute to the cleanup of
cities? Explain your answer.

4. List ten good stores or retailers
that would be successful in a
new ballpark village.
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ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN EVENT
The Advertising Campaign Event
challenges participants to prepare an
advertising campaign of any length
for a real product, service, company,
or business and present the campaign
to a prospective client/advertiser. The
participants will also indicate an
appropriate budget and select media
for their proposed campaign.

Amajor U.S. city with a reputation
for crime has built a new ballpark,
stadium, and basketball arena in its
downtown. New restaurants, hotels,
retail stores, high-rise condominiums,
light rail, and increased police patrol
are all part of the extreme makeover
of a downtown that previously had
little activity after 5 p.m. on weekdays
and no activity on weekends.

Many consumers are not aware of
the new life that the sporting venues
have brought to the downtown. They
are still afraid of the crime rate. The
mayor and city manager have asked
you to develop an advertising cam-
paign to attract more people down-
town for sporting events, shopping,
dining, and other activities.

You will be preparing the written
entry for this DECA event. This
project can be completed by one to
three individuals. The body of the
written entry must be limited to ten
numbered pages, not including the
title page and table of contents. The
written plan should consist of an
executive summary, a description of
the product or service and the client,
objectives of the campaign, identi-
fication of the target market, a list of
advertising media, the advertising
budget, schedules of all advertising

planned, schedules of all sales pro-
motion activities planned, and a
statement of benefits to the client.

Performance Indicators
Evaluated
l Communicate an appropriate

advertising campaign through
writing and speaking.

l Analyze relevant data to make
recommendations for an ap-
propriate plan of action.

l Demonstrate critical thinking
and problem-solving skills when
creating the advertising
campaign.

l Demonstrate teamwork to
complete a group project.

l Demonstrate advertising budg-
eting skills.

Go to the DECA web site for more
detailed information.

Think Critically

1. Why is an advertising campaign
necessary to overcome the city’s
previous reputation?

2. Give several examples of activ-
ities other than sporting events
to attract customers downtown.

3. What is the advantage of having
new condominiums in the
downtown area?

4. Does the light rail system
present an advantage for your
advertising campaign? Explain
your answer.

www.deca.org
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22 Sports and
Entertainment
Means Business

Sports and
Entertainment
Means Business

2.1 Sports and Entertain-
ment Economics

2.2 Risk Management

2.3 Business Ethics

2.4 Financial Analysis
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EMI
EMI is one of the largest music content corporations in the world. EMI is

based in London, but its music catalog has an extensive roster of artists from

all over the world covering a variety of music and songwriters who are

globally known. EMI leads the industry in keeping up with the latest tech-

nology. It also leads the industry financially with over £2 billion in revenue

and an operating profit of over £225 million.

When EMI needed to restructure to improve its financial picture, one of

the steps was to outsource its manufacturing processes. The manufacturing

of CDs and DVDs was moved from its own facilities in the United States and

Europe and contracted to companies based in countries where labor costs

are less expensive. This strategy resulted in extensive cost savings.

EMI Group Chairman Eric Nicoli attributes the improved economic con-

ditions of the company in 2005 to the rapid growth in sales of legitimate

digital music. In prior years, illegal pirating of digital music had cut into the

company’s income.

The music industry has always been a creative industry, with a need to

embrace ever-changing technology, stay on the edge of effective business

operations, and constantly seek and support new musical talent. The indus-

try is recognized for the tremendous part it plays in driving the economy.

EMI has roots that go back to the beginnings of recorded sound and plans

to continue to be in the forefront of the future of music in whatever format

people choose to enjoy it.

Think Critically

1. Look at the EMI web site and briefly read the history of EMI. Why is the

company now called EMI? What two companies merged to form EMI?

2. Why does the outsourcing of manufacturing improve the financial

picture of many companies? Does outsourcing hurt the economy?

Would you be willing to pay more for CDs and DVDs to save U.S. jobs?

Explain why or why not.
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Lesson 2.1

Sports and
Entertainment
Economics

Sports and
Entertainment
Economics

Goals • Define profit and explain the profit motive.

• Describe types of economic utility.

Terms

THE PROFIT
MAKERS
For more than a decade, movie ticket sales in the United

States have increased each year. However, movie studios

continue to struggle for earnings. Less than 50 percent of

movies make a profit—the amount of money remaining

from revenues after all expenses are paid. Revenue is the money a business

receives from the sale of goods and services. Although revenues from ticket

sales have increased, the costs of production and marketing have increased

even more. A studio’s average cost of marketing a film is roughly half of the

cost of producing a film. Marketing costs can range from $30 to $60 million.

Studios are always looking for ways to cut costs and make more profit.

They are even joining forces with rival studios to split production and mar-

keting costs and share box-office ticket sales and other income sources.

Home video and international box-office sales are sometimes larger sources of

Convenience is a major factor in the level of satis-

faction of consumers who are spending their re-

sources on sports and entertainment events.

Ordering, paying for, and receiving refreshments

while not missing any of the game or show is a

convenience fans can appreciate. Research by

credit card companies has shown that con-

sumers will spend 60 to 70 percent more when

they are not limited to cash transactions and

do not have to miss any of the action.

ExaDigm is an innovative company that provides the

event and venue industry with point-of-sale wireless

terminals that have revolutionized concession sales.

ExaDigm uses secure wireless technology to accept

payments from credit and debit cards so that transactions

can be completed while fans remain in their seats.

Work with a group. Discuss why adding payment

options in the stands can increase a fan’s satisfaction at

a sports event.

• profit
• profit motive

• economics
• economic utility
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income than U.S. ticket sales. Some

movies are made for direct release

into the home video market, by-

passing the costs of distribution to

theaters.

Large movie studios have taken

on the role of financial manager in

an effort to redistribute the economic

risk of making a movie. Studios seek

out partnerships with rival studios

to help produce, promote, and

distribute films. Future studios may

be lean and mean, with very little

money tied up in studio facilities or

ongoing personnel costs.

Movie studios, sports teams,

sports venues, and the various

media companies that bring entertainment to the masses are all in the business

to make money. Having a profit motive means making decisions to use re-

sources in ways that result in the greatest profit. The National Football League

(NFL) teams, for example, have total revenue in excess of $5.5 billion. The

teams operate under an agreement that total revenue will be shared among the

32 member teams. Although the teams are privately owned by individuals

or groups, they share the revenue. The financial resources that teams share is

called the total football revenue (TFL) and includes the majority of the income

sources for each team, including revenues from local and national television

broadcasts, ticket sales, and sales of concessions and merchandise. Under the

agreement that runs until 2012, the players receive about 59.5 percent of the

TFL. Another percentage goes to pay all of the other costs of operating the

massive business. About $150 million per season is transferred from the top

15 high-revenue teams to the low-revenue teams. The money that is left after all

of the expenses are paid, including salaries and taxes, is the profit.

Cultural Opportunities for Profits
Worldwide distribution revenue is critical for movie profits.

The income from an international release of a movie can

increase the box-office take by 50 to 100 percent over

domestic ticket sales. Most films generate less than

25 percent of their final income from U.S. domestic ticket sales. The biggest

ticket seller in the last 100 years has remained Titanic with $600.8 million in

U.S. tickets and $1,234.6 million in overseas tickets, more than double the

total sales of Stars Wars, which comes in a distant second in sales.

With 1.3 billion people in China, the market for movies is tremendous.

Movie theater ticket sales have been shrinking in China because of the

widespread availability of pirated movies shown on home video or DVD

players. Currently, the Chinese government tightly controls the content,

filming location, and distribution of films released in China. Chinese films

must avoid political and religious topics. The Chinese government seeks to

limit the distribution of non-Chinese films and television programming so

as to limit competition and exposure to foreign cultures. Marketers must

understand the markets in which they are trying to sell.
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In addition to U.S. ticket sales, name two other large sources of revenue for U.S. film
studios.

ECONOMICS
Economics is the study of how goods and services are

produced, distributed, and consumed. There are two levels

of economics that are studied. Macroeconomics is the study

of the economics of the entire society (the big picture).

Microeconomics is the study of the relationships between

individual consumers and producers. Sports and entertainment marketers

are focused on microeconomics and their relationships with customers.

Marketers want to persuade consumers to use their resources on the prod-

ucts and services the marketers offer.

Sports and Entertainment Economics
Because people have limited time and money to spend on sports and en-

tertainment, they must make decisions as to how they will spend their limi-

ted resources. Often, the decisions are based on the amount of satisfaction

they believe they will receive from the sports or entertainment product. The

amount of satisfaction a person receives from the consumption of a par-

ticular product or service is called economic utility. Sports and entertain-

ment businesses are constantly seeking ways to increase the economic utility

of their products and services. Consumers are more likely to purchase a

product or service if it provides higher utility than another product or ser-

vice. The utility improvements can take place in four categories—form, time,

place, and possession.

When Toyota, a television sponsor of Desperate

Housewives, found out the show would be available

online for free to viewers, it could have pulled its support.

Instead, Toyota signed on to sponsor

the online version as well. Toyota views

the Internet as a way to com-

plement the older technology

of television. The Internet gives viewers more choices

about when they can view their favorite shows. Toyota

benefits from the increased exposure both on television

and on the Internet.

Think Critically

What are some additional options for online viewers of

traditional TV shows? Do you think the Internet will

totally replace television? Why or why not?
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Types of Utility
When the physical characteristics of a product or service are

improved, it is called form utility. Offering a movie in DVD

format is a form utility improvement over the same movie in a

16-mm format. A DVD is easily transported, while a 16-mm

full-length film is packaged in multiple 18-inch-diameter, heavy

metal cans. A DVD can be mailed in an envelope, but a 16-mm

film must be packaged for shipping.

The movie must be accessible when and where the consumer

wants to view it. Time utility is the result of making the product

or service available when the consumer wants it. For example, a

movie theater schedules several different showings of a movie

throughout the day. This way, the movie is available at a time

when it is more convenient for the customer.

Place utility ensures that the product or service is available

where the consumer wants it. If the consumer wants to watch

the movie at home, then the movie must be made available for

purchase or rental at conveniently located retail outlets.

Even if form utility, time utility, and place utility require-

ments have all been met, the consumer still may not make a

purchase if possession utility does not exist. Possession utility results from

making the product or service available at an affordable price. To take

possession of the movie, the consumer must be able to obtain it affordably

through convenient methods of payment. Allowing the consumer to rent a

movie rather than buy it is a way to improve possession utility. If the movie

is being viewed at a theater, the customer may prefer to pay for the tickets

with a credit card. Having more than one payment option is a convenience

for customers.

Three-Ring Utilities
When families take their children to see the circus, they want it to be fun for

everyone. A Feld Entertainment production of the Ringling Brothers and

Barnum and Bailey Circus offers maximum economic utility for the parents

and children. Information about times and locations as well as tickets are

available online. The circus travels around the country to make it possible

for all to enjoy. As the family settles in to enjoy The Greatest Show on Earth,

they have the added convenience of purchasing refreshments with debit or

credit cards without leaving their seats. The enhancements of the various

forms of economic utility have helped Feld keep the circus as the only form

of family entertainment that has performed nonstop for three centuries.

List four types of economic utility.

TimeOutTimeOut
The Greater Houston
Preservation
Alliance joined
with 15 univer-
sities, libraries,
and museums to
improve the form
utility of historical
documents and artifacts
by making them avail-
able in electronic format
and online. The project
will help market local
historical museums.
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Macroeconomics is

a. the study of sports and entertainment marketing

b. the study of the economics of the entire society

c. the study of the relationships between individual consumers and

producers

d. none of the above

2. Having a profit motive means

a. charging high prices

b. increasing the number of products offered

c. producing what consumers want

d. making decisions to use resources in ways that result in the greatest

profit

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Think of a sports or entertainment event you have attended. How could

the form utility have been improved?

4. Geography Select a country other than the United States in which you

could attend a sports event. Name the country, the sport, the location of

the event, and how you could get tickets. State how the possession

utility could be improved for you.
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Lesson 2.2

Risk
Management
Risk
Management

Goals • Define risk and describe the categories and classifications of risk.

• Name and describe four strategies for risk management.

Terms

RISKING
IT ALL

Opening a sports or entertainment business requires taking risks. Risk is the

possibility of financial gain or loss or personal injury. Financial loss can

occur if a business does not make a profit and has to close, resulting in

the loss of all of the money the owners and investors have used to start

the business. Personal injuries can occur if businesses do not take the appro-

priate safety precautions. Businesses must consider three categories of risk—

natural risk, human risk, and economic risk.

Categories of Risk
Natural risk includes weather conditions that cannot be avoided. Tornadoes,

blizzards, hurricanes, floods, droughts, and ice storms have major impacts on

consumers and businesses. Hurricane Katrina caused incredible destruction in

New Orleans and tourist cities in Mississippi. The population of New Orleans

was decreased by 80 percent due to the destruction of Hurricane Katrina.

Hotels, restaurants, and other tourist attractions lost months of business

due to the hurricane. Less catastrophic weather conditions can also cause

problems. Ice storms or other dangerous winter weather conditions will result

According to Disney spokesperson Kim Prunty, ‘‘The

warning signs indicate that ‘Mission: Space’ is not for

every guest.’’ Epcot brochures available in English,

German, and other languages warn visitors that riders of

‘‘Mission: Space’’ and ‘‘Test Track’’ ‘‘should be in good

health and free from high blood pressure, heart, back

or neck problems, motion sickness, or other conditions

that could be aggravated by this adventure.’’ There are

13 signs in the ‘‘Mission: Space’’ cue that warn guests

of certain medical conditions to not ride.

A four-year-old boy died in June 2005 and a 49-year-old

German tourist suffered a stroke and later died in April

2006 after riding ‘‘Mission: Space.’’ While two have died

after the ride, almost 9 million people have ridden since

its 2003 opening with no serious consequences.

Work with a group. Discuss what

risk people assume when they board a ride

at a theme park. What responsibility does

the theme park have to the riders?

• risk • risk management • liable
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in people staying home instead

of spending money at sports

and entertainment events. Out-

door concerts will face cancel-

lation or postponement due to

heavy thunderstorms, danger-

ous lightening, or tornadoes.

Human risk in business can

result from customer dishon-

esty, employee theft, and

employee incompetence. Busi-

nesses are aware of shoplifting

and other dishonest practices

by customers, such as credit

card fraud and bad checks.

Many sports and entertainment businesses hire special security personnel to

monitor special events. Businesses of all sizes must also deal with dishonest

employees. There is always the risk of employee theft in the company. Also,

employees who have not been fully trained to perform their jobs or have a

negative attitude at work pose financial and safety risks.

Economic risk faced by businesses is due to changes in the business envi-

ronment, such as the economy. The economy affects a consumer’s lifestyle,

which plays an important role in what an individual purchases. When the

economy is good, consumers have more discretionary income to spend on

sports and entertainment products and services. The opposite is true when the

economy is bad. Because of economic risks, there is no guarantee that con-

sumer demand will remain consistent for a long period of time.

Additional Classification of Risk
The three categories of risk—natural, human, and economic—can be further

classified as three additional types of risk. Businesses should be aware of

these risks and develop a plan for managing them if possible. These three

types of risk are gain or loss risk, controllable risk, and insurable risk.

Gain or Loss Risk A sports team that does not attract enough fans may

cease to exist. If this happens, all of the groups and individuals who have

invested money in the startup of the team will lose their investment. If the

team is wildly successful at attracting fans, the investors stand to make a

great deal of profit. Since the outcome is not known, the investors are taking

what is known as a speculative risk that could result in either a gain or loss. If

there is a chance of an event occurring that could result only in a loss, it is

known as a pure risk. For example, if a flood closes a golf resort, the loss of

business is a pure risk since there is no possibility of gain from the event.

Controllable Risk If a loss can be prevented or the likelihood of its occur-

rence reduced, it is called a controllable risk. If a theater has adequate fire

exits that are properly lit, sprinkler systems, and employees that have been

trained on fire safety procedures, the managers have taken steps to control

the risk of loss due to a fire. If a tornado blows the theater away, that is an

uncontrollable risk because the managers could do nothing to prevent the

loss. Weather cannot be controlled.
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Insurable Risk Insurable risk is pure risk for which the chances of loss are

predictable and the amount of the loss can be estimated. For example, the

likelihood of a fire and the average dollar amount of the loss from the fire

can be calculated using statistics of similar losses that have occurred in past

years. Insurance companies will provide insurance against losses resulting

from insurable risk. If there is a chance that a loss could occur, but the

dollar amount of the loss cannot be estimated, it is an uninsurable risk. For

example, if a baseball team has a losing season and ticket sales drop, the loss

of revenue is an uninsurable risk.

What is meant by a controllable risk?

MANAGING
RISK
Managing risk is a very important financial consideration for

sports and entertainment businesses. Risk management
involves preventing, reducing, or lessening the negative

impacts of risk by using the strategies of risk avoidance, risk

insurance, risk transfer, and/or risk retention. Marketers must develop risk

management strategies to ensure all possible risks are addressed. Careful

planning is required to prevent financial loss and personal injuries.

Risk Avoidance
Avoiding risky situations takes planning on the part of sports and enter-

tainment marketers. If a sports arena hires individuals to serve as security

personnel without performing background checks, it is not taking appro-

priate steps to avoid crime. If fire exits are locked or blocked in a nightclub

that has a pyrotechnics show, the danger of injury increases.

Inviting large groups of people to view an event carries the risk of poten-

tial legal action based on harm or personal injury. A business could be

successfully sued if it has not taken steps to ensure compliance with safety

laws that limit the liability for injury. Being liable means the business is

legally responsible for damages and might have to pay for the medical costs

and other losses suffered by an injured person. Added measures such as

security guards, video surveillance, controlled access to public and private

areas, and safety training for all staff members are ways to avoid risk. By

posting warning signs on some of its rides, Disney is trying to limit its risk.

Risk Insurance
Sports and entertainment businesses contract with insurance companies and

other financial institutions to cover their risk of financial loss. Risk insur-

ance pays for predictable losses. Insurance companies can predict the poten-

tial for losses due to fire based on the past occurrences of such losses.

TimeOutTimeOut
NFL teams want to
limit the risk of
choosing the wrong
players during the
yearly NFL draft.
The NFL Combine
is a three-day job
interview where
players are observed,
physically tested,
given drug tests, and
personally interviewed
by the owners, general
managers, and coaches.
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Risk insurance is available in many forms, such as property insurance, lia-

bility insurance, or theft insurance. Businesses pay the cost of insurance in

the form of a premium. The premiums from many businesses are pooled and

used to pay for the losses that a few businesses will experience. Many losses

are not insurable and must be covered in other ways.

Risk Transfer
Some risks can be transferred to another company or even to the consumer. A

park wanting to host a fireworks display may contract with another company

to be responsible for the show. In this way, the park is transferring liability to

the fireworks company. One method of transferring the risk to the fans is the

inclusion of a statement on the back of the event ticket saying that the pro-

moter is not responsible for any harm to the ticket holder. By accepting the

ticket, the attendee agrees to accept liability for possible risks. However,

neither of these examples of transferring risk relieves the facility or event

management from providing a reasonably safe environment.

Risk Retention
Businesses that face uninsurable risks must assume the cost of the risk. This

is referred to as risk retention. Owners of a theater production company

understand that they may not sell as many tickets as they planned due to

uncontrollable circumstances. If bad reviews keep attendance low, the

company may suffer a loss that cannot be recovered through insurance. The

business will retain the risk of a loss of sales.

All businesses will utilize risk retention to some degree because not all

risks are predictable. To offset costs that are unplanned, businesses can

simply set aside funds for use in these circumstances. Risk retention groups

are another option. These groups are formed by similar businesses that face

similar liability risks. The businesses join together and contribute resources

to be distributed among members who have suffered a loss.

Briefly describe four strategies for managing risk.

Almost everyone likes amusement park rides, but not all rides are right

for everyone. Amusement park rides are powerful machines, and there

is a risk that someone can get hurt. Access thomsonedu.com/school/

sports and click on the link for Chapter 2. Browse the Saferparks web

site to determine who is involved in the most ride-related accidents.

What are the primary risk factors? Is the risk of injury on an amusement

park ride a pure or a speculative risk for the amusement park?

t h om sonedu . c om / s c h oo l / s p o r t s
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. All of the following are examples of human risk except

a. employee dishonesty

b. thunderstorm

c. check written on bank account with insufficient funds

d. unskilled labor

2. The three classifications of risk are

a. gain or loss risks, insurable risks, and controllable risks

b. financial loss, personal injury, and property loss

c. risk transfer, risk retention, and risk avoidance

d. fire, theft, and floods

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. List four steps a sports venue could take to avoid risk of injury to fans

attending games.

4. Communication Write a letter to a state legislator about who should

regulate and assure the safety of rides at amusement parks. Should

theme parks be self-regulating regarding the safety of their rides (as they

currently are)? Or, should local, state, or federal agencies be involved?
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Lesson 2.3

Business
Ethics
Business
Ethics

Goals • Define ethics.

• Discuss the impacts of unethical behavior.

Terms

DO ETHICS
COUNT?

A perception exists among the gen-

eral public that sports and enter-

tainment celebrities no longer value

ethics. Ethics are a system of de-

ciding what is right or wrong in a

reasoned and impartial manner.

Ethics are an important part of

sound business decisions. Business

should be conducted with integrity,

trust, and fairness, which are all

core standards of ethics. When a

bitter NBA lockout almost resulted

in a lost season in 1998, the

credit for saving the season could

be given to a single player. Hakeem

Olajuwon, then of the Houston

Rockets, is known as a quiet and

religious man of principles.

Visits to the Parc des Princes stadium in Paris, France, for

a Paris Saint-Germain soccer game sometimes

provide a shocking side of sports. Members of

what the International Herald Tribune calls

‘‘hooligan gangs’’ often yell racial insults at

members of their own home team.

In the past, fans that were disruptive were

attempting to antagonize members of a rival

team. Currently, many teams across Europe are having

problems with hometown citizens harassing members of

the home team when their performance is lacking.

Work with a group. Discuss why fans are harassing

their home teams. What can teams and leagues do to

end harassment of players? Whose responsibility is it to

protect the players?
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Olajuwon met with Billy Hunter, the NBA Players’ Association negotiator.

Olajuwon, along with Shaquille O’Neal, Jayson Williams, and their agents,

persuaded Hunter to set up the last-minute meeting that led to the settlement.

O’Neal is a marketing giant, but he needed a thoughtful man of integrity like

Olajuwon to help bring the battle to an end. The players wanted a man of

ethics to represent them when it mattered the most.

Ethics and Character Matter
Ethical behavior is based on solid principles, which are the high standards

of rules and guidelines in both business and personal life. Almost all

societies can agree on some principles such as ‘‘don’t kill’’ or ‘‘don’t steal.’’

Character development can be divided into stages in which people advance

from childish behavior to mature and responsible behavior based on

principles.

In early stages of character development, a child learns that exhibiting bad

behavior will result in punishment, while good behavior will result in re-

wards. As a child matures, the influence of others’ expectations of him or her

grows. Eventually, the child may reach a stage of maturity in which he or she

acts on the basis of a set of principles. Ethical people do not act just because

they can. They consider the results and effects on others before making a

decision to take an action.

Today’s youth may have difficulty developing the later stages of ethical

behavior due to lack of mature adult role models. Exposure to frequent news

accounts of unethical behavior by politicians, sports and entertainment fig-

ures, and even religious leaders may cause a negative view of the value of

ethics. Do poor examples of ethical behavior receive more attention while

good examples are ignored? Are there more instances today of unethical

behavior or is it just being reported more than in previous decades? Either

way, there is no way to justify unethical behavior. Just because ‘‘everybody is

doing it’’ does not make it the principle by which to live, nor does it improve

The Smithsonian is a publicly financed museum that

signed a contract with Showtime Networks. The agree-

ment set up the Smithsonian Networks to broadcast

original television programming. According to Lorne Manly

in The New York Times, the venture gives the Smithsonian

Networks ‘‘the right of first refusal on commercial doc-

umentaries that rely significantly on the museum’s

archives, curators, or scientists.’’ The Smithsonian is using

the contract to bring in badly needed revenue.

The contract caused a negative reaction from more than

215 filmmakers, television executives, and academicians.

Those in opposition to the agreement believe the venture

will provide preferential treatment to a commercial entity

and limit the ability of independent filmmakers from

using sources other than the Smithsonian Network.

They believe it is anticompetitive and

will limit access to publicly owned

resources.

Think Critically

1. Do you think the museum should

have a limited commercial broadcast

contract? Why or why not?

2. How might this contract impact

independent filmmakers? Discuss

your opinion.
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the marketability of a product. In fact, a lack of business ethics can result in

publicity that will undo the best marketing plans.

How does a person’s character develop?

BUSINESS
BEHAVIOR

Having a profit motive for a business is sometimes mistakenly confused

with acting unethically out of greed. Making a profit is a legitimate goal of

business. Without profits a business will cease to exist. But, a need to make a

profit is not an excuse for unfair or deceitful business practices. Individuals

in businesses have the power to decide what they do and say. They must also

be responsible for the consequences of their actions and words.

Seeking an Advantage
When athletes take illegal drugs, such as anabolic steroids,

in hopes of improving performance, they are behaving

unethically and gaining an unfair advantage over their

competition. When athletes observe that those who are

‘‘cheating’’ by taking illegal drugs are rewarded with more

pay or recognition, making the ethical choice becomes more difficult.

When Being Bad Is Profitable
In efforts to control the bad behavior of professional athletes, leagues and

teams assess fines to players. According to Jon Weinback in The Wall Street

Journal, player’s fines assessed in one year by the NBA amounted to $13.9

million; by the NFL, $3.3 million; by the MLB, $170,725; and by NASCAR,

$384,495. The amounts actually paid are not released and are assumed to
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have been negotiated down from the original amounts. While most of the

major leagues donate the fines collected to charities, NASCAR actually

redistributes the pooled fines to drivers based on where they finish in the

final point standings.

Finding ways to control the behaviors of multimillionaires who are not

good role models is one of the ethical dilemmas for the sports and enter-

tainment industry. Only fans can really influence the behavior of ethically

challenged athletes and celebrities. Fans can effectively take a stand against

bad behavior by not buying tickets or the products promoted by unethical

celebrities. As long as the fans put up with poor behavior from celebrities,

the celebrities who lack self-control will consider themselves above the

standards of ethics. They will see no reason to behave as responsible adults

because they are profiting from their bad behavior.

Effective and Ethical
According to the Josephson Institute of Ethics, good decisions are both

ethical and effective. Good decisions are the right choices for the long term.

If a coach provides steroids to athletes, it may help the team win in the

current season. But in the long term, it may cause serious health problems

for the players and legal problems for the coach, players, and organization.

With profit as the motive for business, managers of publicly owned sports

and entertainment businesses may be under a great deal of pressure to

achieve success. They may be tempted to resort to unethical tactics to deliver

the desired results. In the long run, companies that establish core values, like

honesty and respect for others, and base decisions on those values will be

the big winners. When sports teams establish core values and demand that

players act within ethical guidelines, the players will ‘‘step up to the plate.’’

How can the bad behavior of celebrities be controlled?
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TimeOutTimeOut
Minimum NFL and
NBA player fines
for misconduct
continue to grow,
with most starting
at $5,000 and
above. However,
many of the fines are
reduced through
appeals.
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Ethical behavior requires

a. making tough decisions

b. using self-restraint

c. acting in a mature, responsible manner

d. all of the above

2. Principles

a. are applied to only certain people

b. are high standards of rules and guidelines

c. have no affect on businesses

d. none of the above

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Explain why it is worthwhile to encourage business people to act

ethically.

4. Communication Write a paragraph about how unethical behavior can

impact the promotion of a product.
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Lesson 2.4

Financial
Analysis
Financial
Analysis

Goals • Discuss sources of funding and revenue for sports and entertainment businesses.

• Describe four tools for financial analysis.

Terms

IT TAKES
MONEY

The main purpose of all business activity surrounding sports and entertain-

ment marketing is to make a profit. An unprofitable venture will eventually

run out of money, and other businesspeople will be unwilling to invest or

become owners. The venture will cease to exist.

Finding Funding
Individuals and businesses (entities) make profits in the

sports and entertainment business at many levels. Since

a number of entities generally come together to stage an

entertainment or sports event, each entity has the possi-

bility to make or lose money. Marketing represents just one activity within

each entity. Either the people who are the owners of the event idea must risk

their own money to stage and market the event, or they must find others

who are willing to invest in or sponsor the event. The owners/originators

must have a plan that will convince investors of the potential for profit. The

Banker David Pullman is credited with creating the Bowie

Bonds, a new way for performers to secure financing.

Named for singer David Bowie, who was the first singer

to have bonds issued based on future earnings for his

music, the Bowie Bonds provide upfront money to the

performer.

The bonds are agreements or promises by the performer

to repay a specific amount of money plus interest. The

performer is, in effect, taking out a loan by selling the

bonds to investors, who will be repaid from money

earned on future music and concert sales. Prior to the

first Bowie Bonds, most bonds had been issued by cor-

porations or the U.S. government. The idea of the Bowie

Bonds is now frequently used by film studios and even

for World Cup Football in Japan and South Korea.

Work with a group. Discuss why an

entertainer would want to finance a

project by issuing bonds. What are the

risks on the part of the bond purchasers?

Share your group’s thoughts with the rest

of the class.

• return on investment
• forecast

• budget
• balance sheet

• income statement
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plan must show what expenses will be incurred to produce the event

and how revenue will be produced from the sale of tickets and other

items.

Financing a movie can be very expensive. Movies made for teenagers

in which young actors star are a money-making asset for filmmakers. The

salaries paid to young up-and-coming actors, sometimes between $50,000

and $150,000 per movie, are much less than the $20-million salary of a

superstar. They also can cost 50 percent less to advertise than big-budget

movies. By using cable TV channels directed at teens, such as music video

channels, movie marketers can purchase cost-efficient ads and hold down

expenses.

Investors generally provide the funding for an event to cover all the

costs that must be incurred before tickets are ever sold. The costs may

include salaries for the cast and

crew who stage a play or con-

cert, the costs of the facilities,

the costs of promoting the event

to fans, and all other costs that

go into making an event hap-

pen. In return for providing

the money to cover costs, the

investors seek a return on

their investment. The return
on investment (ROI) is the

income from a venture that is

distributed to investors. Inves-

tors must feel secure about their

chances of earning a return on

investment before they will risk

their money to make a profit.

Movies that are rated G and PG sell more tickets than

R-rated movies and are thought by many to be more

wholesome for young children. Actress Geena Davis

disagrees that G-ratings automatically make

movies good for children. She has founded a

program called See Jane to try to reduce gender

stereotyping in G- and PG-rated movies. She is

working to improve the exposure of young

children to ‘‘a balance of active and

complex male and female charac-

ters.’’ Davis’s hope is that both

males and females will care about

each other’s stories.

Think Critically

1. Look at the See Jane web site for research on

gender representation in movies. Do you think

balancing what children see in movies will impact

their self-image as well as the image of others?

2. Why do G- and PG-rated movies sell more tickets

than R-rated movies? Why is the content of the

movies important to ticket sales? What groups

might be interested in investing in or providing

financing for See Jane projects?
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Money Sources
The revenues used to repay investors are generated through ticket sales,

broadcast rights, licensing, and facilities. Facility revenues are generated

from sponsor advertising (signage), parking fees, rental of luxury boxes, and

sales of concessions or rental of concession stands to vendors. The event

must attract fans that will use some of their limited financial resources to

purchase tickets, related licensed merchandise, and food and beverages.

Television networks generate revenue by selling commercial time to

advertisers and by selling programs to affiliated stations. To clear a profit,

they must bring in more revenue than they spend on buying the rights to air

sporting events or producing and distributing programs. The total of tele-

vision contracts with the National Football League (NFL) will cost CBS, Fox,

ESPN, and NBC over $3.1 billion each year from 2006 to 2011. These con-

tracts increased the total revenue going to the NFL from TV by over one

billion dollars. As the price of television contracts increases, the television

networks will have to charge more for advertising to cover the rising costs.

Name three sources of revenue from sports and entertainment.

WHERE IS
THE MONEY?
Putting the core standards of marketing to work costs

money, and the costs must be controlled and managed if

the sports and entertainment company is to stay in busi-

ness. Decisions made about where and how to spend

money impact profitability. Financing involves budgeting, finding ways to

pay the costs of doing business, managing the costs so that they do not

exceed the revenues coming in, and helping customers pay for the products

or services. Since sports and entertainment events often cost millions of

dollars to produce, careful financial plans must be prepared and records

must be kept. A report called a forecast is developed to predict the expenses

to be incurred and revenues to be received from an event. The information

from the forecast is vital for planning.

Budgets
A budget is a plan for how available funds will be spent. A budget is like a

road map for spending, and it has a specific purpose—to control costs so

they do not exceed the funds available. Budgets are usually prepared for one

fiscal year and broken into monthly segments. For a typical business, the

monthly costs of operation include costs of office space, equipment, utilities,

computers and software, salaries, supplies, merchandise to be resold, costs of

marketing, and taxes. Predicting costs accurately requires knowledge and

experience. Those starting new businesses usually need help from financial

advisors to ensure they have thought of all the costs involved and estimated

them correctly.

TimeOutTimeOut
Hollywood film
studios have gone
international to
obtain financing.
German investors
can obtain an
immediate tax
deduction on German-
owned film ventures,
making investments in
movies very attractive.
To qualify, the film must
be produced by a
German company that
owns the copyright.
Hollywood studios can
then repurchase the film.
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Financial Statements
Records must be kept of all financial transactions. The recorded data can be

organized into financial statements that report the financial condition of

the business. A balance sheet shows the company’s assets (items of value,

including cash, property, and equipment) and its liabilities (amounts owed

for purchases made on credit and loans) at a specific point in time. The

difference between the assets and liabilities is the net worth of the business.

The income statement shows all revenues received and all expenses in-

curred over a specific period of time. The income statement will reveal the

company’s profit or loss. If the company’s planning has been effective, the

income statement will show a profit. Potential investors will usually want

to look at the forecasts, budgets, and financial statements before making a

decision to invest in one of its sports and entertainment ventures.

What is the purpose of a forecast?

Becky Heidesch

Becky Heidesch brings both sports and business experience to her role as CEO of

Women’s Sports Services (WSS). Her background includes positions as head coach

at the high school, NAIA, and NCAA levels, assistant professor of health and

physical education, director of human resources, career counselor, marketing

consultant, event manager, and entrepreneur. In the fall of 1995, Heidesch

founded the Women’s Sports Wire (WSW), the first and only national clearing-

house for women’s sports business news and information. By 1997, the women’s

sports market was exploding, and the business expanded to become Women’s

Sports Services (WSS). WSS is a full-service women’s sports marketing agency

offering marketing consulting, event management, and career services. With

a commitment to women’s sports, the company held the ‘‘Girls’ Sports

X-travaganza’’ event in 2000--2002. The X-travaganza was the largest event

in the country celebrating National Girls & Women in Sports Day.

The company operates WomenSportsJobs.com, an online career center

for women interested in sports-related career fields. Heidesch is a popular

speaker. She conducts sports career seminars and training workshops

nationwide. Passionate about women’s sports, diversity, and career

management, Heidesch says, ‘‘The business is a marriage of all my

passions.’’

Think Critically

What kinds of teams or individuals would utilize the services of

Heidesch’s company? What might have inspired Heidesch to move

from coaching to marketing?
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Costs of sports and entertainment events include

a. salaries, facilities, and promotion

b. income, sales, and revenue

c. investors, networks, and revenue

d. none of the above

2. Forecasting involves

a. purchasing and promotion

b. pricing and ticket sales

c. predicting costs and revenue

d. planning, distribution, price, and advertising

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Think about the advertising sponsors that TV networks will be seeking

to pay the billions of dollars it costs to broadcast NFL games. Make a list

of possible advertisers and the likely target customers of each.

4. Why are balance sheets and income statements important to a business?

What would investors look for on a sports and entertainment com-

pany’s balance sheet and income statement?
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Review Marketing Concepts
Write the letter of the term that best matches each definition. Some terms

will not be used.

1. The amount of money remaining from

revenues after all expenses are paid

2. The study of how goods and services are

produced, distributed, and consumed

3. The possibility of financial gain or loss

or personal injury

4. A report developed to predict the

expenses to be incurred and revenues

to be received

5. The business is legally responsible for

damages

6. Involves preventing, reducing, or

lessening the negative impacts of risk.

7. The income that is distributed to investors

8. A system of deciding what is right or

wrong in a reasoned and impartial manner

9. The amount of satisfaction a person receives from the consumption

of a particular product or service

10. A financial statement that shows a company’s assets, liabilities, and

net worth at a specific point in time

Circle the best answer.

11. Pure risks
a. involve the possibility for gain
b. involve no possibility for gain
c. are never insurable
d. are speculative in nature

12. Categories of economic utility include
a. place
b. possession
c. time
d. all of the above

13. Strategies for managing risk include
a. risk avoidance and risk insurance
b. risk transfer and risk retention
c. risk acceptance and risk denial
d. all of the above
e. both a and b

a. balance sheet

b. budget

c. economics

d. economic utility

e. ethics

f. forecast

g. income statement

h. liable

i. principles

j. profit

k. profit motive

l. return on
investment

m. risk

n. risk management
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Think Critically
14. To increase their revenue, some movie theaters now run ads for local

businesses before a movie starts. Would you advertise this way if you

owned a business? Why or why not?

15. List two human risks faced by businesses and describe strategies to

overcome those risks.

16. Assess your school’s fire safety practices. Make a list of signs, lighting,

and other ways that the school is trying to reduce the risk of injury to

students.

17. Describe an example of unethical behavior in the sports and enter-

tainment industry that has been reported in the media recently. Explain

what impact this behavior had on the person(s) involved.

18. If your school cannot increase its seating capacity for basketball games,

describe two other ways it can increase revenue from basketball.
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Make Connections
19. Marketing Math A movie costs $40 million to produce and $45 million

to promote and distribute. The movie’s total revenue from ticket sales is

forecast to be 18 percent above costs, with 28 percent of revenue from

U.S. sales and the balance from overseas. What is the total estimated

revenue? How much of the total revenue will come from the United

States? How much will come from overseas?

20. Government Use the Internet to find out about safety regulations for

public entertainment complexes, such as theaters and sports arenas.

What governmental agencies are responsible to ensure regulations are

enforced? Write two paragraphs on your findings. Do you think that

enough is being done to ensure public safety? Write an additional

paragraph stating your position and describing any recommendations

you would make.

21. Geography Research current facts about the United States and China.

What is the geographic size of each country? What is the population of

each country? If you were a movie producer, would you try to market

your films in China? Why or why not?

22. Finance Research three sponsors of NASCAR. Explain how the sponsors

help finance NASCAR and how the sponsors benefit financially from

sponsorship.
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23. History Use the Internet to research how the recording industry has

changed over the last 100 years. Include information about the different

media that have been used to record music and the improvements in

form utility.

24. Marketing Math A local band with five members has the following

expenses.

Renting a recording studio, $2,400

Creating a promotional web site, $5,000

Duplicating and packaging 20,000 copies of a DVD, $50,000

Advertising and distribution costs, $62,000

Agent and songwriter fees, 10% of revenues

If the DVD sells for $15 per copy, how many copies will need to be sold

in order to earn $10,000 for each band member?

PROJECT EXTRA INNINGS

Video rentals used to require joining a video rental club for as much as $75

per year, going to a video rental store to see what was available, paying

about $5 to rent a video for 3 days, taking the tape or DVD home, and

returning it after viewing. Incurring late fees was always a risk in the event

you forgot to return the video by its due date. The economic utility of video

rental has been improved by a company called Netflix.

Work with a group and complete the following activities.

1. Use the Internet or library resources to research what is happening in

the video rental business.

2. What changes have online businesses such as Netflix caused in the video

rental business? Discuss all four categories of economic utility in your

answer.

3. Write a one-page summary that compares and contrasts the video rental

business before and after the arrival of Netflix.

4. In the summary, include your opinion of how the video rental business

could further improve economic utility.
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LOTTERY SALES REINVIGORATED
BY NEW SCRATCH GAMES
Lotteries and casinos are controver-
sial sources of revenue for an increas-
ing number of states. Most states have
avowed to use the revenue from
games of chance to fund education
and other worthwhile public causes.
The chances of winning the big
lottery are extremely small, but most
people still like to dream about the
possibility of becoming rich with
the purchase of the right ticket.

Scratch Your Way
to Millions
Lottery sales lost steam with the
increased popularity of casino and
Internet gambling, but high-priced
scratch-off tickets have revived lot-
tery sales and increased state reve-
nue. The introduction of instant-win
tickets that cost $10, $20, and $30,
offering top prizes of $1 million or
more, has set lottery ticket sales on
fire in many states.

Weak lottery revenue in 2004
caused Georgia to tighten eligibility
requirements for its HOPE scholar-
ships, which have paid tuition for
900,000 college students since 1993.
Now the program is successful again
thanks to a 17 percent increase in
instant-game sales, bringing in
$1.9 billion during the first nine
months of 2006. Florida’s instant-
game sales have almost tripled since
2002. Massachusetts launched a
successful scratch-off game, selling
$1 billion of $10 scratch-off tickets
that resulted in $800 million in
prizes. Texas has two $30-ticket in-
stant games which offer a $3 million

prize. The state also offers three
$20-ticket and six $10-ticket games.
California’s most expensive ticket is
$5 because of legal restrictions.

The popularity of $10, $20, and
$30 scratch-off tickets was unex-
pected. The limited number of tickets
for these games has sold out quickly.
The high-dollar tickets return about
75 percent in prizes, which could be
the reason for the high demand. Due
to its success, the scratch-off ticket
trend is likely to continue in the
42 states that offer lotteries.

Casino-gambling revenue has
increased 49 percent since 2000 to
$55.3 billion in 2005. Lotteries
contributed almost 1 percent or
$16 billion to state budgets in 2005.
Creators of scratch-off games under-
stand the financial rewards of deliver-
ing the next popular lottery game.

No research has been conducted
on who’s buying the expensive tick-
ets. Most lottery critics say the newest
games probably hurt the poor.

Think Critically

1. What are the benefits of state
lotteries and other state-
regulated games of chance?

2. What are the drawbacks of state
lotteries, scratch-off games, and
casinos?

3. What is the ethical issue in-
volving expensive scratch-off
tickets?

4. Why do you think that games of
chance are so popular with
Americans?
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SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
MARKETING SERIES EVENT
You are the ticket manager for a
major university that sells out all
home football games. Your football
team won two national champion-
ships in the past three years. The
100,000-seat stadium is a major
revenue producer for the university.

Many of the teams in your
school’s conference charge high ticket
prices for key rivalry games. The
regular price for a ticket to a football
game is $40. However, some univer-
sities will charge as much as $65 per
ticket for games that generate high
national interest or involve big rival-
ries. Two of your nonconference
home games are marquee match-ups,
and your major rivalry is scheduled as
the last home game of the season.
There are a total of seven home games
for the upcoming season.

The DECA Sports and Entertain-
ment Marketing Series Event consists
of a written comprehensive exam and
a role playing event. You have ten
minutes to review a situation and
develop a professional approach to
solving a problem. You then have ten
minutes to explain your solution to
the judge. The judge has an addi-
tional five minutes to ask questions.

You have been asked to develop a
pricing strategy for the seven home
football games. No tickets can be
sold for less than $40. The university
wants to maximize revenue. You will
need to justify the higher ticket
prices of selected games to fans. Fans
and university officials will also
want an explanation of how the
additional revenue will be used.

Performance Indicators
Evaluated
l Communicate pricing strategies

for supply and demand.

l Analyze relevant data to deter-
mine varying ticket prices for
home games.

l Explain the need for and use of
additional revenue from higher-
priced tickets.

l Demonstrate knowledge of
appropriate pricing strategies.

l Explain the benefits of increased
revenue for consumers of foot-
ball tickets.

Go to the DECA web site for more
detailed information.

Think Critically

1. Why have an increasing number
of universities varied ticket
prices to games based upon the
opponent?

2. Why must universities consider
the consumer before raising
ticket prices?

3. If games become too expensive
to attend, what other options do
consumers have to watch the
games?

4. How much revenue would be
generated from the seven games
if ticket prices were $40 all
season long?

www.deca.org
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Oprah Winfrey
Oprah Winfrey began her broadcasting career at WVOL radio in Nashville

while she was still in high school. At age 19, she became the youngest person

and the first African-American woman to anchor the news at Nashville’s

WTVF-TV. Oprah served as a co-anchor for a Baltimore television station and

co-hosted the local talk show, People Are Talking. Chicago was Oprah’s next

career stop to host the morning talk show, AM Chicago. Her high ratings

after one month resulted in expanding the show to one hour and being

renamed The Oprah Winfrey Show. Winfrey established Harpo Studios,

making her the third woman in the American entertainment industry (after

Mary Pickford and Lucille Ball) to own her own studio. The Oprah Winfrey

Show has remained the number one U.S. talk show for 19 consecutive

seasons. The show is broadcast internationally in 122 countries.

Oprah believes that education is the door to freedom, offering brighter

futures. The Oprah Winfrey Foundation has awarded hundreds of grants to

organizations that support the education and empowerment of women,

children, and families in the United States and around the world. The

contributions go to education for students who have merit but no means.

Oprah has developed schools to educate thousands of underserved children

internationally and created ‘‘The Oprah Winfrey Scholars Program,’’ which

gives scholarships to students determined to use their education to give

back to their communities in the United States and abroad.

Oprah expanded her global humanitarian efforts with her Christmas

Kindness South Africa 2002 initiative that included visits to orphanages and

rural schools in South Africa where 50,000 children received gifts of food,

clothing, athletic shoes, school supplies, books, and toys. Sixty-three rural

schools received libraries and teacher education. Oprah began a partner-

ship with South Africa’s Ministry of Education to build the Oprah Winfrey

Leadership Academy for Girls—South Africa.

Think Critically

1. Why is Oprah Winfrey such a successful celebrity talk show host?

2. Why is it important for celebrities to become actively involved in

worthwhile community service projects?
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Lesson 3.1

Industry
Segments
Industry
Segments

Goals • Define industry and give examples of subdivisions of an industry.

• Explain why marketing decisions are based on industry standards, norms, and
trends.

Terms

THE SPORTS AND
ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY

An industry is a group of organizations involved in producing or handling

the same product or type of services. Industries may be further defined by

subdivisions. Country, rock, top-40, and hip-hop are all subdivisions of the

music industry. Subdivisions for the hotel industry include full service, lim-

ited service, economy, and extended stay. The sports camp industry is in-

volved with every type of sport, dance team, and cheerleading group. Some of

the subdivisions for the television industry include talk show, reality tele-

vision, sitcoms, sports, and soap operas. The college sports industry covers a

wide range including football, basketball, baseball, soccer, softball, lacrosse,

gymnastics, and numerous others. The concert industry spans all categories of

music for indoor and outdoor performances. County and state fairs are part

of an industry competing for discretionary income from rural and urban

residents. The car racing industry ranges from stock car to NASCAR.

Because there is so much competition for consumers’ entertainment

dollars, it is important for businesses in related industries to understand

consumer behaviors and spending habits. When a business has a better

understanding of customers, strategies can be created to increase the market

share and overcome the competition.

Fans’ commitments to favorite athletes often spill

over into fan club activities. When they join a fan

club, fans have access to athletic statistics,

personal facts, schedules, and other information

about the sports figure. Fan clubs are good for

the entertainment industry because they give

consumers the opportunity to communicate

with their favorite celebrities. The Internet

has increased access to fan clubs and has become an

important marketing tool for athletes and entertainers.

Work with a partner. Choose a sports or enter-

tainment figure who has a fan club on the Internet. What

features does the club offer to its members? Do you think

it is worth joining? Why or why not? Discuss your find-

ings with the class.

• industry • industry standards
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Industry Standards and Trends
Industry standards are the guidelines and goals set for

different entertainment industries. Research is conducted to

determine an industry norm, or the average expectation within

an industry. For example, the standard that customers tend

to expect from a three-star hotel is a clean, nicely furnished

room with amenities such as a swimming pool, fitness center, room service,

and Internet connectivity.
Industry norms provide examples of what to expect for attendance, rev-

enue, length of events, and other important factors for sports and enter-

tainment planners. An industry norm may be the average attendance at a

state fair or home college football game.

Industry norm may refer to the average cost

for a three-day sports camp or the average

salary for a professional athlete.

Industry trends show the latest demand

for and consumer response to sports and

entertainment events and their relative

growth or decline over time. Collected

data over several years may show an

industry trend of growing attendance at

NASCAR events or decreased enthusiasm

for music concerts among young people.

The professional and college sports indus-

tries are concerned with the trend of young

children showing less interest in organized

sports than children of previous genera-

tions. Marketing plans are often based on industry trends.

What is an industry?

MARKETING DECISIONS
FOR AN INDUSTRY
Marketing decisions are based upon industry standards,

norms, and trends. Entrepreneurs planning a basketball

camp would check out industry standards to determine

what should be taught at the camp and the amount of

liability insurance to cover possible injuries at the camp.

Industry norms for the sports camp would include the number of days, price

charged per student, maximum enrollment for one camp, and the average

revenue from related sponsors. Monitored sports camp trends would indi-

cate the popularity of a particular camp, the best time of year for success,

and the most effective advertising methods for the camp.
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U.S. Sports Camps
U.S. Sports Camps (USSC) of San Rafael, California, specializes in one- and

two-week overnight camps to provide thorough training in one of a dozen

sports. Some of the most popular camps include tennis, swimming, football,

golf, and basketball. U.S. Sports Camps manages the marketing and admin-

istration of sports camps throughout the country. Some camps are set up on

college campuses with college coaches providing training and instruction.

The coaches are in charge of hiring their own staff. U.S. Sports Camps has

close ties to Nike. Nike sponsors many of the camps and provides Nike

apparel to all camp participants and staff.
USSC invested $80,000 in the creation of a strong, information-packed

commerce web site that has pro-

duced superstar results. It received

$1.4 million in online sales in one

year. U.S. Sports Camps attributes

much of its success to direct-mail

campaigns and advertisements in

specialized sports magazines geared

toward young athletes. The adver-

tising invites readers to find more

information on the web site. Besides

providing detailed information for

each camp, the web site allows

attendees to register and pay for a

camp through its online registration

and payment features. U.S. Sports

Camps has effectively handled a

20 percent increase in business with

20 percent fewer staff, due to people accessing information and registering

online. The online information has eliminated thousands of calls from

inquiring campers and from coaches who want to update their rosters. U.S.

Sports Camps does not handle transportation arrangements for campers,

but its web site provides convenient links to travel agencies that can make

arrangements for them.

College Sports
An industry trend in college sports is a continual increase in salaries into

the millions of dollars to attract and hold top coaches for football and

basketball. To help cover some of these expenses, colleges are expanding

their stadiums and attracting major sponsorships.

ISP Sports is a leader in collegiate sports marketing due to its nationally

recognized quality performance, professional workmanship, and out-

standing service. ISP Sports Network has more than 500 radio and 100

television outlets throughout the United States. ISP Sports is the country’s

largest and fastest growing multimedia company, serving as a partner with

27 of America’s leading universities. These relationships give ISP Sports

sponsoring opportunities for official university publications, radio and

television programming, Internet sites, game/event promotions, and

stadium/arena signage.

TimeOutTimeOut
Special Olympics
offers ‘‘Unified
Sports Camps’’ in
many states. At
these camps,
Special Olympians

and other athletes
team up to learn and

play sports. Corporate
sponsors of these
camps include America
Online and Coca-Cola.
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The Television Industry
The television industry constantly searches for programming that will pro-

duce higher viewer ratings. Reality television, makeover shows, and talent

search programs like American Idol have replaced the more expensive sitcoms

and other traditional programs. Ordinary people on reality television do not

demand the millions of dollars required for celebrities starring on traditional

programming. Networks are constantly trying new methods to reach viewers

through the Internet, video iPods, and on-demand services from cable pro-

viders. Central Broadcasting System (CBS) has become a programming

partner with SignStorey Inc., a Connecticut-based company that has video

screens installed in 1,300 supermarkets nationwide. This is a new form of

hi-tech promotion. The videos provide mini-programming for shoppers on

topics such as health or nutrition, or they may show current sports and

entertainment clips from CBS shows. The video screens usually appear in

produce and deli sections where customers tend to linger.

The Concert Industry
The concert industry may be facing a huge crisis as fewer stars coming on the

scene seem to have the universal appeal of older groups such as the Beatles

and the Rolling Stones. Paul McCartney and the Rolling Stones continue to

draw huge crowds of graying baby boomers. The former Beatle delivered an

amazing energetic three-hour concert at the Staples Center in Los Angeles,

California. The Rolling Stones’ ongoing tour concluded in 2006—probably

the last time for their extensive tour trek.

The concert industry faces the huge challenge of replacing McCartney, the

Stones, Bruce Springsteen, and other aging rock superstars. This will not be

an easy task since few artists of any age or musical style can command the

$300 or $400 ticket price and fill large venues with thousands of fans.

McCartney and the Stones had the two largest U.S. rock concerts between

2001 and 2004, each grossing more than $100 million. McCartney’s entire

47-city tour sold out, and 2006 looks like an even better year for McCartney,

with the Rolling Stones and U2 not far behind.

Average concert ticket prices in 2004 were $59, and the concert industry

sold $1.96 billion in tickets. A few top performers in the country music

Everyone is familiar with hype in advertising, such as

‘‘This is the BEST football camp on the planet!’’ or ‘‘In

one week, you’ll punt like never before!’’ While such

phrases are intended to draw participants to a sports

camp, they are misleading. How does one determine ‘‘the

best football camp on the planet’’? Does punting ‘‘like

never before’’ mean better or just differently? Carefully

look at the language used in advertising. For example,

whenever you see the word ‘‘virtually’’ in an ad, you can

substitute the word ‘‘not’’ because the word roughly

translates to mean ‘‘in effect, but not

actually’’ or ‘‘almost.’’

Think Critically

Pay close attention to advertisements for a

day. Keep in mind that advertising includes

billboards, posters, radio spots, logos, and

labels, as well as television commercials.

How surrounded are you by advertising?

How are some advertisements misleading?
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industry, such as Shania Twain and Kenny Chesney, have also fared con-

sistently well on their arena tours. However, the concert music experience

seems less important to today’s youth than to previous generations. Music

industry marketers must concentrate on filling arenas, amphitheaters, and

stadiums with artist-driven or event-driven tours. The increasingly frag-

mented music industry and audience, combined with a marked decline in

regional music, are trends that are somewhat alarming for the music indus-

try. There are fewer music events happening in big venues across the coun-

try. The industry’s future will probably be smaller and more fragmented with

more artists and smaller fan bases. The concert industry must make adjust-

ments for the expected trends.

State and County Fairs
State and county fairs are part of an industry that has made dramatic

changes to remain a viable entertainment option. Most state fairs last from

one to four weeks, while county fairs generally last from three to ten days.

The state fair industry is turning to a younger management group for

fresh marketing ideas on how to attract larger audiences of young people.

Successful state fairs have stepped up the use of technology with online

advertising and ticket sales, online

premium books, and special-topic

news releases.
The California State Fair expand-

ed its schedule to four weeks with

Mondays off. The 2004 attendance

at the California State Fair grew by

2,515 people to 918,253 people.

Perfect weather and a great combi-

nation of entertainment events were

a winning combination for the

California State Fair. Special events

included a solid entertainment

lineup, a beach-party theme, new

teen and children’s programs, new

sporting events, and an emphasis on

the arts.

The Wisconsin State Fair has gotten a financial boost through major

corporate sponsorships. U.S. Cellular provided $1 million for advertising

and sponsorship. As part of the sponsorship agreement, the fair’s main gate

was renamed and referred to as the ‘‘U.S. Cellular Main Gate.’’ U.S. Cellular

also received logo inclusion on the fairgrounds’ electronic message board

that can be seen by drivers on the nearby expressway.

List three different forms of sports or entertainment and a current industry trend for
each one.
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. The guidelines and goals set for different entertainment venues are

called

a. industry norms

b. industry standards

c. industry trends

d. tiers

2. Trends in the concert industry include

a. more mega superstars coming on the scene commanding concert

ticket prices of between $300 and $400

b. increasing fragmentation with more artists and smaller fan bases

c. a marked increase in regional music

d. increasing importance placed on the concert experience by today’s

youth

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Research Use the Internet and current publications to study your

favorite sport or other form of entertainment. List five current industry

trends for that sport or form of entertainment.

4. Communication You are a junior marketing executive, and you have

been asked for ideas. Based on your research in activity 3, think of a

marketing strategy you would use to react to one of the trends. Write a

memo to your marketing manager explaining the trend, your idea, and

why your idea is a desirable response to the trend.
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Lesson 3.2

Special Marketing
Tools
Special Marketing
Tools

Goals • Explain how a sports figure can be successful in the motivational lecture circuit and
the publishing industry.

• Explain the purpose of and promotion methods used for sports camps and clinics.

Terms

MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKING
AND WRITING

Many people enjoy listening to and reading what well-known individuals

have to say. This can result in big marketing opportunities for athletes and

entertainers. Public speaking and writing is a natural job extension for many

professional athletes and celebrities. In tough physical sports, such as

football and ice hockey, athletes cannot plan on a lifelong career. Many

extend their association with sports through speaking engagements and

writing.

Successful Speaking
Speakers’ success and the prices they can charge for speaking engagements

will depend on more than their sports ability. Public speakers need a dif-

ferent set of tools to do well, such as excellent speaking and communication

skills, well-written speeches, and a message that the audience is interested in

hearing time and time again.

• ghostwriter • literary agent

Have you ever heard a good motivational speaker? What

kinds of information did he or she include in the pre-

sentation? For how long did it affect you? Athletes

and coaches with strong reputations and winning

personalities can make a great deal of money on

the lecture circuit. Inspiring speakers can have a

strong emotional and motivating impact. As

the emotional impact of hearing the first

speech fades, fans will often buy tickets to

hear their favorite celebrity speak again.

Inspirational books work in much the same way. Athletes

and entertainers often write about how they reached

their level of success. Fans hope that by reading the

book, they can improve their chances of success by

applying the celebrity’s knowledge and expertise to their

own lives.

Work with a group. Find a book in the library or a

bookstore that is written by a sports or entertainment

figure. Would you want to read it? Why or why

not?
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Speakers rely on strong marketing and

promotional campaigns and an agent to

book speaking engagements. Agents are

paid a percentage of the fees charged for

the speech. Public speaking is big busi-

ness in the sports industry, and training

for it can be as rigorous as training for a

big game. Speakers may hire speech-

writers and coaches to help them create a

positive public image.

The Price of Motivation
The All American

Speakers Bureau is a

booking agency that

offers a wide choice of sports figures, celebrities, and other

speakers charging anywhere from $5,000 to over $50,000 for an individual

speech. Terry Bowden is a television broadcaster and former Auburn Uni-

versity football coach. He is a dynamic motivational and inspirational

speaker who also happens to be incredibly funny. Bowden’s fees range from

$10,000 to $20,000 per speech. Pat Summitt, the famous Tennessee Lady

Volunteers’ basketball coach, commands $20,000 to $30,000 for her

speeches.

Writing Their Stories
Writing is another way to extend or expand a sports or entertainment career

profitably. People love a good story about someone’s personal experiences,

failures, triumphs, and lessons learned. A well-written biography of a sports

hero or a rags-to-riches entertainer is likely to sell well. These books can also

set off a national publicity tour. For an athlete or entertainer who is also

gifted in speaking, the two career options can go hand in hand.

Broadening the Audience A book written by a sports celebrity will gen-

erally appeal to people who follow that particular sport. However, some

books will draw a larger audience because of universal themes and concerns.

One example is I Am Third, a book written over 30 years ago by football

great Gale Sayers. More than a book about football, this autobiography is an

inspirational story about friendship, faith, and love. It inspired the 1971

television movie, Brian’s Song. A more recent example is My Sergei: A Love

Story, published in 1996, in which young Russian Olympic skater Ekaterina

Gordeeva tells the story of her skating career and life with her partner Sergei

Grinkov, who died on the rink of a heart attack at the age of 28.

The Publishing Process Many sports and celebrity ‘‘authors’’ do not

actually write their own books. Instead, they tell their story to a ghost-
writer, often a sports or entertainment writer, who then commits it to paper

for a fee. The publisher arranges for the editing, printing, and distribution of

the book. The author usually receives a royalty, which is often a payment of

ten percent or more of the price of every copy sold. While this percentage

seems small, an author can make several million dollars on a best-seller.
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Book prices are determined by public demand and the extent of the dis-

tribution. If the book is intended for national distribution, it generally

will command a higher price than one planned for regional or local dis-

tribution. To help promote the book, publishers often require the athlete or

celebrity to make appearances on television and radio talk shows and at

bookstores for signings. An author often hires a literary agent who, for a
percentage of the sales, plans the marketing campaign and personal

appearances.

What are some reasons why athletes and celebrities choose to write books?

SPORTS CAMPS
AND CLINICS

Why would serious young athletes want to participate in a sports camp

headed by a famous athlete or coach? Perhaps they believe the top players

will be best at teaching them the sport. Perhaps they hope for a professional

contact who can help them ‘‘get their foot in the door’’ for a professional

career. Parents may think this is a way of helping their child succeed in

sports. Whatever their reasons, many people spend sizable amounts every

year for children and teens to participate in summer sports camps and

clinics. This has turned into a golden opportunity for sports marketers.

Sponsorships
Sponsorship is a major consideration for sports camps and

clinics. The featured athlete will need to be paid. Money is

needed for leasing the space for the camp or clinic and for

the costs of marketing the event. Sponsors can help keep

participants’ fees down by contributing products to the event, enabling more

people to attend. They can also add interest to the event. In return, sponsors

can promote their products and get to know their customer base better.

The Internet Writing Journal is a monthly online magazine

that provides readers with book reviews and author

interviews. The ReadersRead.com link provides a list of

the best sellers for different categories,

including sports. The web site includes

numerous links for users to

locate information on a wide

array of topics. This service provides a much quicker

means of finding out about the hottest selling books than

driving to the neighborhood bookstore.

Think Critically

Go to the ReadersRead.com link found on The Internet

Writing Journal web site. List five of the top selling books

about sports that interest you. How do web sites such as

this one aid in the marketing process?
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Sports camp and clinic organizers will target corporations to solicit

sponsorships. Many companies, such as Nike and Champion, recognize

the promotional value of sponsoring children’s sports camps and clinics.

The companies receive positive publicity and advertising as they help groom

the consumers of their products. Producers of sporting equipment and

sporting goods stores are good sponsorship targets. Local businesses looking

to promote goodwill in the community are also worth approaching.

The potential sponsoring business will need to know just what the camp

or clinic expects from its sponsorship and what it will receive in return by

way of recognition. In general, a sponsor can expect the following:

l a positive public relations campaign

l specific visibility and spoken recognition of its sponsorship

l advertising space in the camp’s or clinic’s publications

l the presence of sponsorship banners, posters, and fliers as well as

placement of sponsor logos on all print materials

l potential sales of its products at the camp

Camp Expectations
What can families reasonably expect from celebrity sports

camps? Generally, lodging, food, and a specific schedule of

planned activities are standard, but parents should read

material from the camp carefully to know just what is

promised. For example, parents may send their child to a

baseball camp expecting that he or she will receive a personal lesson from

the baseball superstar promoting the camp. In fact, the star may not even be

at the camp or only give a short welcome speech. Camp participants must

determine whether the camp will meet their expectations.

Location is another important consideration for sports

camps. Sometimes working parents are looking for a con-

venient camp where their children can safely learn the

basics of a sport while they are at work. Others may be

willing to fly their children across the country so they can learn advanced

skills from their sports hero.

Clinics
In contrast to sports camps that may concentrate on a

variety of skills, a one- or two-day clinic may focus on only

one skill. A baseball clinic may be called ‘‘Secrets of the

Swing’’ and focus on only improving batting skills. In a

clinic, or workshop, sessions are generally more intense and

concentrated, and the number of participants must often be more limited

than in a sports-camp setting. Rather than hiring an entire staff of coaches

and counselors to run the event, a clinic may have only one celebrity athlete

in charge of the whole group of participants. Smaller staffs mean lower

overhead costs, such as salaries.

Someone who is especially interested in improving his or her batting

abilities may be more interested in a short clinic than in a general, weeklong

camp that works on all phases of the game. Short clinics frequently introduce

a sport to beginners. The clinic agenda may include several short sessions

TimeOutTimeOut
Corporate sponsor-
ships of stadiums
and arenas are
big business. Big-
name corpo-
rations pay top
dollar for naming
rights. Below are a
few examples of the
annual costs being paid:
l Alltel Stadium, Jack-
sonville Jaguars,
$620,000

l American Airlines
Arena, Miami Heat,
$2.1 million

l Heinz Field, Pitts-
burgh Steelers,
$2.9 million

l Philips Arena,
Atlanta Hawks and
Atlanta Thrashers,
$9.3 million
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about each basic element of the game. A

beginners’ baseball clinic might open with a

description of the rules of the game. This

could be followed by an interactive session

on swinging the bat. Later, participants

may attend a session on pitching and

catching. The day could conclude with a fun

practice game. These types of clinics help

capture a larger fan base for the sport. As

fans become more knowledgeable, they are

likely to be come more enthusiastic, attend

more games, and buy more sports-related

merchandise.

Good Marketing Equals Success
A camp or clinic that promises but does not deliver will not last long. Camps

and clinics compete for motivated attendees, and parents demand quality

for their money. Good sports camps and clinics rely on reputable marketers

and organizers to help them succeed. Promotional materials must be en-

ticing, but they must also be accurate.

Promotion Once a location and sponsors are acquired,

the work is far from done. Organizers will need to get the

word out about the event. Sponsors will want marketers

to publicize the camp or clinic and have brochures and

registration materials available for their customers. Brochures should

include details about the camp or clinic, including objectives, schedules,

requirements (ages and skill levels), housing, dates, location, and costs. The

promotional campaign should include a variety of media and methods,

such as the following:

l local newspaper, television, and radio advertising

l contests or giveaways offering a free week at camp, a free t-shirt, an

item signed by the camp or clinic celebrity, or something similar

l interviews and photos

l a community appearance by the camp’s or clinic’s celebrity

Ongoing Promotions The marketing does not end once the camp or

clinic is in session. Sports camp organizers will work with public relations

professionals to ensure that articles about the camp and its attendees along

with photos make the local newspapers. Personal interest stories, such as those

about a child who beat the odds to become successful at a sport, provide

publicity and promote goodwill. Sponsors may choose to hold weekly

drawings for their products or services as a means of continued promotion.

Follow-up materials to parents help to promote goodwill. Providing survey

forms to the parents and attendees make them feel that they have a voice in

improving the event. Marketers should maintain a mailing list of all who

attended the camp or clinic the previous year and offer incentives for alumni,

such as discounts on future camps or clinics. Marketers can also ask participants

for the names of others who might be interested in attending the camp or clinic.
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Advertising
Sometimes well-planned camps and clinics fail because

they are insufficiently advertised. Sports marketers should

conduct research in the area in which a camp or clinic is

being held to find answers to the following questions:

l What do citizens read daily? Are there free, weekly publications that

have high rates of advertising success?

l Do the area schools have a high percentage of participation in this sport?

l At which local sports facilities could posters and brochures be placed?

l Which are the best radio stations to consider for promotional ads?

Once the initial research is done, it is time to prepare enticing, well-

written ad copy and get the information to the public. Marketers determine

the best time to distribute the information by calculating the planning and

preparation time necessary for participants.

Newsprint Amateur athletes tend to follow professional activity in their

sport through their local newspapers. Because papers offer reasonably priced

advertising, marketers can place large boxed ads to catch the interest of

potential camp participants. Other benefits of newspapers and weekly news-

print mailers are that they require little lead time. Adjustments to the ad can

be made usually within 24 to 48 hours of publication time. Disadvantages

of newspapers include that they do not target the clinic’s prospective atten-

dees and they are usually thrown away quickly. Additionally, nontraditional

sports, such as gymnastics, skating, and cycling, are not given much space in

the sports section regularly.

Magazines and E-Zines Sports magazines, especially those geared toward

the specific sport that the camp or clinic addresses, are great places for ads.

The lead time necessary to submit an ad for publication is often consid-

erably greater for magazines than newspapers, and they are printed less

often. Magazine advertising is also more expensive than newspaper adver-

tising, but magazines tend to be read by dedicated athletes and will provide

greater success in reaching prospective customers. Web magazines, called

e-zines, that focus on a sport have similar advantages to print magazine

promotion. Costs for online ad space vary.

Mailings and Brochures Marketing companies can both buy and create

their own mailing lists of people most likely to attend specific events.

Although direct mail is the most expensive advertising method discussed

here, if it is sent to a well-researched group of customers, it can be the

most effective method. The marketing letter can be personalized with the

addressee’s name. The materials are more likely to be read by someone with

a known interest in the focus of the camp or clinic. Collecting information

from satisfied customers who have attended similar events or who subscribe

to sports magazines is essential in developing good mailing lists.

Explain the difference between a camp and a clinic.
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Motivational speakers may need the services of

a. a speechwriter

b. a speaking coach

c. an agent

d. all of the above

2. Once camps are in session, public relations professionals should do all

of the following except

a. ensure that articles about the camp and its campers make the local

newspapers

b. collect inspiring quotes from campers to use in new brochures

c. hire photographers to take pictures for next year’s ads

d. nothing, they have done their job once the camps are in session

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Communication Basketball coach Rick Pitino uses ‘‘TEAM’’ as his speech

acronym, standing for Together Each Accomplishes More. Come up

with your own acronym for developing a speech. Explain what each

letter of your acronym represents and how it could help you to organize

your speech.

4. Geography List three good locations for a sports camp. Explain which

sport(s) these locations are suited for and why. Also, suggest suitable

sponsors for each of the camps and explain your choices.
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Lesson 3.3

Destinations: Travel
and Tourism
Destinations: Travel
and Tourism

Goals • Explain the role of travel and tourism in sports and entertainment.

• Discuss the roles of resorts and theme parks.

Terms

TRAVELING
The travel industry is the world’s largest industry. The World Travel and

Tourism Council estimates that worldwide, the travel industry employs over

220 million people. That number is expected to grow to over 240 million

by the year 2013. Tourism is generally considered traveling for pleasure,

whether the travel is independent or tour-based. Tourism includes vacations,

family visits, and attending conventions or sports and entertainment events.

Attracting Tourists
The travel and hotel industries are closely related to the sports and entertain-

ment industries. Most people who go to a Super Bowl will have to travel to

another location to attend. A major reason for a city to want to host an event

With 18 rooms directly on Kite Beach in Cabarete,

Dominican Republic, eXtreme Cabarete is a boutique

hotel that caters to surf, kite, wake, and skate boarders.

The unique hotel opened in 2005 and offers on-site

instruction, lockers to stow gear, private bathrooms, and

a full, American-style breakfast. Prices start at about $50

per night. Travelers seeking relaxing tranquility would

probably not be impressed, as the hotel is designed to

attract extreme sports fans. During his many business

travels, the founder, Bill Lee, realized there was no hotel

brand aimed at the ‘‘adventure traveler.’’ He wants this

location to be the first of a whole chain that will cater to

various extreme sports enthusiasts.

There is no lobby in the hotel, but there is the eXtreme

Surf and Skate Shop. The shop caters to hardcore surfers

and skaters by offering high-performance boards, spe-

cialized clothing, and accessories. For the traveler looking

for easy access to the sport of boarding and some lively

nightlife, eXtreme Hotel is the happening place.

Work with a group. Discuss the drawbacks of

owning a business that caters to a very

narrow group of people. If the hotel had a

more general appeal, do you think it

would attract more or fewer guests?

Explain you answer.

• tourism
• direct economic impact

• indirect economic impact
• niche travel

• ecotourism
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like the Super Bowl is to attract out-of-town visitors. Visitors will purchase

airline tickets, book hotel rooms, rent cars, visit local tourist attractions, and eat

at local restaurants. The mission of the travel trade—companies and individuals

who create and market tours—is to increase the volume of visitors and their

spending.

The economic impacts to an area of an event like the Super Bowl can be

classified as either direct or indirect. The direct economic impact is the total
of new spending resulting from the event or attraction. There are close to

100,000 people who visit a Super Bowl city, and about one-third are travel

companions who do not attend the game. The visitors stay an average of

3.5 days and spend more than $375 per day. The costs to the host city include

public funding of facilities; overtime pay for police, fire, and other security

forces; increased garbage cleanup; and so forth. The indirect economic
impact is determined by the multiplier effect, meaning the portion of the

money spent by visitors on local goods and services that is in turn spent

locally by employers and employees.

Determining the direct and indirect impacts is not an exact science. One

step is to examine the hotel occupancy rate from the same dates in previous

years and consider the increase as a direct impact. Not all of the increased

revenue will be retained locally, since many nationally owned restaurant

and hotel chains will transfer some of the money to their headquarters in

other locations. However, it can be assumed that at least some of the extra

revenues will be received by locals who will in turn spend some of the

money at local businesses. Sales taxes on all those extra sales will go to local

governments who may use them to fund public projects.

Tailor-Made Vacations
The word ‘‘vacation’’ may conjure images of leisurely strolls

through a tropical garden with a cool ocean breeze blowing

through the palm trees. If beaches are not for you, travel

marketers can repaint the picture. A wealth of travel oppor-

tunities exists and can be tailored to customers’ vacation

tastes and budgets. People in the travel trade refer to recreational travel or

tours planned around a special interest as niche travel. For example, niche

travel can be designed for a group of music enthusiasts traveling through

Europe listening to classical concerts.

Ecotourism
Ecotourism is respon-

sible travel to natural

areas that conserves the

environment and sus-

tains the well being of

the local people. Ecotourism attempts to

minimize the negative impacts of visitors

to unique and sensitive environments and

cultures while helping the people of the

host country.
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Ecotourism involves local people in planning the products and services

that will attract tourists. The use of locally owned lodging and other busi-

nesses benefits the local people as opposed to the foreign owners of major

corporations headquartered elsewhere. Promoting ecotourism is a matter of

educating the travel industry as well as tourists. Enjoying while at the same

time preserving natural environments so that they may also be enjoyed in

the future is sometimes also referred to as sustainable tourism.

Halls of Fame
As a travel destination, a hall of fame can serve as a basis for promoting

tourism. Sports halls of fame cover every recreation from lacrosse to jousting

and from chess to marbles. Stock cars, sports cars, power boats, drag racing,

and motorcycles are a few of the ‘‘Heroes of Horsepower’’ honored at the

Motorsports Hall of Fame of America located in Detroit, Michigan. The halls

also include a multitude of non-sports interests, including the Rock and Roll

Hall of Fame and Museum in Cleveland, Ohio, and the U.S. Astronaut Hall

of Fame located at the Kennedy Space Center in Florida.

Attracting visitors is critical to keeping a hall of fame alive. Motivating a

traveler to exit the interstate to visit requires the perfect marketing mix—the

right theme for the site, a convenient location, an appealing promotion, and

a fair price. Word of mouth is the best type of promotion for a hall of fame.

A Complete Destination While many hall of fame sites

are a single building, the World Golf Hall of Fame is part

of a complete destination—World Golf Village. A whole

family can be entertained in this historic St. Augustine,

Florida, location. Entertainment options include playing

golf, visiting museums, shopping, and enjoying a wide selection of area

dining choices. Custom packages are available that include golf, the Hall of

Fame, a showing at the IMAX theater, and a selection of hotels.

What is the mission of the travel trade?

You’ve probably heard of the National Baseball Hall of Fame in Coop-

erstown, New York, and the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in Cleveland,

Ohio. But did you know that Daytona Beach, Florida, is home to the

Hamburger Hall of Fame? There’s even (yuck!) a Cockroach Hall of

Fame in Plano, Texas. The National Toy Hall of Fame is located in

Rochester, New York. Access thomsonedu.com/school/sports and click

on the link for Chapter 3. On what basis are toys selected for the hall of

fame? How many of the toys that are currently in the National Toy Hall

of Fame have you played with?

t h om sonedu . c om / s c h oo l / s p o r t s

TimeOutTimeOut
The Dallas World
Aquarium (DWA)
is one of only 210
institutions
accredited by the

American Zoo and
Aquarium Association.
This allows DWA to
promote conservation
and serve as a home
for confiscated or
misplaced animals while
helping to educate the
public.
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RESORTS AND
THEME PARKS
Resorts and theme parks are very popular tourist destina-

tions. Theme parks are thought of as family-oriented des-

tinations, while resorts are usually aimed at adults rather

than children. Theme parks generally have activities, rides,

and other attractions centered around movies, cartoon

characters, or television shows that are well known to children. Resorts, on

the other hand, frequently focus on a single recreational sport, such as golf,

and other relaxing activities with or without a celebrity connection. Many

travel destinations have combined theme park and resort features—offering

the best of both in an effort to attract a wide range of visitors.

Theme Park Central
Orlando, Florida, is an extremely popular vacation site. There are seven major

theme parks and a total of 95 attractions in Orlando that bring more than

50 million business and pleasure visitors a year to the city. According to the

Orlando Convention and Visitors Bureau, about 47 million are domestic visitors,

or U.S. tourists. There are multitudes of eating establishments and lodging

that can be included in an Orlando-

Disney vacation package. Tickets to

the theme parks can also be custom-

ized with the per-day price dropping

as additional days are added. When

tickets are packaged with a Disney

property lodging stay, visitors can

access the park after normal closing

hours, when fewer people are in the

park. A ‘‘park hopper’’ option allows

visitors to enter and exit all four Dis-

ney theme parks as often as they

choose during each ticketed day.

Disney has added thrill rides and

young-adult nightclubs to attract

more customers. To maximize the

revenue per guest, Disney wants to be

a comprehensive provider of all of the

products and services visitors want and need during their stay.
Theme parks in other countries must also use promotional plans to attract

visitors. To increase revenue in Chinese theme parks, laser and water shows

are presented after dark. The late shows help keep visitors at the parks

longer, increasing the amount of money they spend while there.

Why might a theme park add restaurants and lodging to the site?
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Tourism

a. is the world’s largest industry

b. is the world’s tenth largest industry

c. has little impact on the world’s economy

d. none of the above

2. The indirect economic impact of a tourist event or attraction to the local

economy is

a. the total of new spending that is a direct result of the attraction or

event

b. the cost of operating the event or attraction

c. determined by the multiplier effect

d. all of the above

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Research Conduct research online or at the library to determine how

Super Bowl cities are selected. List four characteristics of the winning

cities.

4. Communication You work for the convention and visitors bureau in

your state. You want a theme park to be built in your state. Recommend

a specific location and write a one-page explanation of why investors

should choose your state. Specify what your state has to offer.
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Lesson 3.4

Worldwide Sports and
Entertainment Events
Worldwide Sports and
Entertainment Events

Goals • Describe the international role of sports and entertainment marketing.

• Discuss the challenges of international marketing.

Terms

GLOBAL SPORTS AND
ENTERTAINMENT
Like tourism, sports and entertainment is a worldwide

industry. People of all nationalities enjoy some form of

sports and entertainment. As the world economy grows,

and particularly the economies of India and China, sports

and entertainment marketers are looking overseas for new places to dis-

tribute their products and services.

An Expanding India
India has been a democracy for more than 60 years and is rapidly changing

itself from a poor, third-world country into one of the fastest growing eco-

nomies in the world. More and more citizens are earning enough money to

At 7-foot, 6-inches tall, Yao Ming is hard to miss, even in

a crowd. The Chinese-born Houston Rocket’s basketball

star represents the globalization of sports and enter-

tainment. Mr. Yao is the first-ever number-one NBA draft

pick to come from an international basketball league.

Mr. Yao’s father played for Shanghai’s local bas-

ketball team, and his mother starred on the

women’s national team. He began his formal

basketball training when he entered the

Youth Sports School at age nine. His pleasant

personality and great sense of humor made

him an instant hit with fans in the United

States, in China, and with sponsors. He has been voted

an NBA All-Star each year that he has played. Advertisers

see him as a major asset with his clean-cut image. He

has done ads for Apple Computers, Gatorade, and Visa,

and in China is helping McDonald’s and Pepsi. More than

200 million Chinese are expected to watch the NBA

preseason games. His agent projects that he will gross

over $300 million in his first ten years with the NBA.

Work with a partner. Describe the characteristics of

a multinational celebrity. Why are sponsors so attracted

to Yao Ming? Why is he so good at international

marketing?

• joint venture
• infrastructure

• globalization
• piracy
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cover the basic needs of food, clothing, and shelter and have discretionary

income that they may choose to spend on sports and entertainment. A

growing economy brings steady, high-paying jobs with benefits, like paid

time off. When people’s basic needs have been met and they have leisure

time, they seek sports and entertainment to fill their day. According to

Newsweek magazine, India’s movie and TV audiences are the world’s largest,

and they are growing. Additionally, amusement parks and theme parks

are becoming affordable options for Indian family entertainment. Turner

International India Pvt. Ltd. has teamed up with International Recreation

Park and Unitech Amusement Parks to bring to India theme parks designed

around their two kids’ channels—Pogo and Cartoon Network.

An Expanding China
The potential for growth of the sports and entertainment industry in China is

tremendous. China has a population of over one billion potential consumers.

At least 24 of the 32 Chinese provinces, municipalities, and autonomous

regions are working to increase the travel and tourism industry in their areas.

Since the early 1980s, China’s economy has grown by more than 10 percent

per year, and the number of middle-class wage earners has expanded.

Theme parks, amusement parks, and zoos have opened at an astounding

rate, but foreign-operated attractions have not faired well in China. Between

1990 and 2006, an estimated 2,500 amusement parks opened in China. In

contrast, fewer than 200 large- to medium-sized theme parks have been built in

the United States over that same time period. According to the Beijing Review, a

Chinese weekly magazine, only about

300 of the 2,500 amusement parks are

profitable. The fast-growing economy

and a huge number of consumers

eager for entertainment attracted the

glut of parks. The parks have generally

failed because of poor marketing

research, poor planning, and too

much competition among parks that

are too similar in nature. Standing out

from the great number of choices

requires a unique marketing mix.

A World Mouse
Disney continues to lead worldwide

in the theme park industry. It

opened Tokyo Disney Resort in

1983, Disneyland Resort Paris in 1992, and Hong Kong Disneyland in 2005.

The Hong Kong Disneyland resort includes a Disney theme park, two hotels,

retail shops, restaurants, and other entertainment venues. The park was

a joint venture in which The Walt Disney Company and the Hong Kong

SAR Government share the costs and profits. The SAR Government was

responsible for land development of the site and much of the infrastructure,
which includes water, sewer, roadways, and all other underlying framework.

The park is ten minutes from the main Hong Kong airport and so is very
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convenient for visitors who choose to fly to Hong Kong. The park was

projected to have 5.6 million visitors during the first year but had

difficulty meeting that goal due to ineffective marketing. An additional

Disney park is projected to be built in China by 2010 if Disney can

reach agreement with the Chinese government regarding distribution of

Disney media.

Why is the number of theme parks growing in China and India?

INTERNATIONAL
MARKETING

Goods and services flow quickly around the world, and international eco-

nomic relationships are becoming common place. This phenomenon of

international economic relationships is often referred to as globalization.

Scoring With Fans
Soccer, known internationally as football, is thought to have started as early

as 300 or 200 B.C. in Asia and Europe and has evolved into an international

sport. The sport was at times banned from certain cities due to its rowdy

nature but managed to endure through the centuries. Today, more than 200

national football associations represent their countries as members of The

Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA), which serves as

the international governing body for

the game.
FIFA has helped propel football’s

popularity as ‘‘the world’s game’’

through the World Cup, an interna-

tional football tournament held every

four years. Advances in communica-

tions and transportation allow inter-

national audiences to see games that

take place all over the world, opening

up global marketing opportunities

for sponsors. FIFA calls football a

‘‘common denominator for everyone

irrespective of socioeconomic and cul-

tural differences,’’ making it a dream

event for international marketing.

A Sponsor’s Dream
The German sporting goods manufac-

turer Adidas-Salomon competes with

the U.S. athletic footwear company

Nike Inc. to be the world leader in
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sporting goods sales. Each company estimates $1.5 billion in soccer-related

sales in the years that a World Cup tournament is held, and those sales

figures are expected to grow. Adidas is one of the official sponsors that

partners with FIFA to organize the World Cup tournament. As a sponsor,

Adidas provides funding for the event and, in turn, is given certain rights to

display signage, run advertisements, and use the World Cup logo on its

merchandise and in advertisements.

Another of the official World Cup sponsors since 1986 is

Anheuser-Busch Companies, a U.S. beer brewer. Anheuser-

Busch obtained the exclusive world rights to sell and mar-

ket its beer at the World Cup games, but it ran into a

problem when Germany was selected to host the 2006 games. Germans do

not like Anheuser-Busch beers, and they were opposed to those being the

only beer products offered. Additionally, Anheuser was not allowed to use

its trademark name Bud because German courts had ruled that it was too

close to the popular German beer Bitburger, which is called Bit. Anheuser-

Busch executives wanted their Bud brand to be presented before worldwide

audiences in a positive light. They chose to give up exclusive rights and

reached a compromise with Bitburger to allow it to sell Bit in the stadiums.

In turn, Anheuser-Busch gained the right to use the name Bud in Germany.

At the World Cup, Bud was served in commemorative souvenir cups fea-

turing the World Cup logo. Bitburger was sold in unbranded cups.

International Sports Trends
The spread of baseball from the United States around the world probably

started with the first world baseball tour organized by Albert G. Spalding in

1888. His Chicago team and a squad of all-stars performed at such stops as

Hawaii, New Zealand, Australia, Ceylon, Egypt, Italy, France, England,

Scotland, and Ireland. Spalding saw the tour as a way of opening the world

to baseball and of serving as an ambassador for America.

The state of world sports today has much to do with the political history

of the past 50 years. When the United States ended its occupation of Japan

after World War II, it left an interesting legacy—bubble gum, baseball caps,

and the sport of American baseball. The Japanese took to baseball with a

passion. Leagues were formed, both amateur and professional, and Japanese

children were fascinated by the diamond, the outfield, and the double play.

Major League Baseball (MLB) opened an office in Tokyo to spur promo-

tional activity among its existing television, sponsorship, and licensing clients

and to attract new sponsors and licensees. MLB also scored a hit with the

introduction of the international competition of the World Baseball Classic

held in 2006. Modeled after football’s (soccer’s) World Cup, the 17-day

tournament was played in Tokyo, Arizona, Florida, Puerto Rico, and Southern

California. The goal was to determine an authentic world baseball champion.

The event cost about $50 million to produce and generated a profit of about

$15 million. The largest numbers of fans in attendance at the games held in

the United States were for the Latin American and Asian teams, sending a

message to MLB to work harder to promote the game to Latin-American and

Asian-American fans in the United States.

TimeOutTimeOut
The government of
Greece has moved
to cut the red tape
and legal restric-
tions that have

prevented the
development of golf
resorts in the country.
Greece has perfect
golf weather and 13
million annual visitors.
With more golfing
options, golfers can be
expected to stay longer
and spend more money.
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A Connected World
When Warner Music Group Corporation merged one of its

divisions, Warner Music Korea, into a new joint venture

with SK Telecom Company, the way consumers buy, store,

and listen to music changed dramatically. SK Telecom

Company is one of Korea’s largest cellular phone compa-

nies, with markets in Mongolia, Israel, China, Vietnam, France, and the

United States. This merger, in 2006, was the first time a major music

company and a communications company had merged operations. It was

predicted to indicate the wave of things to come. Mobile phones will play a

significant role in how consumers access music.

The Warner-SK Telecom venture, called WS Entertainment, involves all of

Warner’s local labels in South Korea and opens a tremendous new dis-

tribution channel for Warner. Mobile phones are one of the few retail chan-

nels that have not been undercut by piracy—theft of copyrighted material.

Korea is an ideal location for the mobile distribution of music because

mobile music already outsells CDs in Korea six-to-one.

Why might cell phones be called ‘‘the heart" of the future of music?

Daryl Richardson

Daryl Richardson is the owner and creative genius behind the Dallas World

Aquarium (DWA), one of the few privately owned aquariums in the United States.

Richardson’s high energy, marketing knowledge, and interest in marine science

and conservation came together to create this ‘‘must-see’’ destination.

After earning a bachelor’s degree in marketing, Richardson opened a catering

business, Daryl’s By Design. He soon moved the fast-growing business to a

warehouse in Dallas’s edgy West End. It was roomy enough to accommodate both

the catering business and his personal aquariums. Visitors thought his hobby was

so fascinating that the display attracted over 2,000 guests the first month it

opened to the public. DWA’s major exhibits include a simulated tropical rainforest

filled with many animals and a walk-through seamless tunnel through

an aquarium that provides a panoramic view of sea and reef life. DWA

attracts more than 2,000 visitors per day. Its mission is to educate

people about sea life and the ecology and conservation of the reefs.

The catering business and DWA’s banquet rooms are constantly booked for

proms, weddings, and banquets. Major client Cessna Aircraft Company hires

Richardson to organize entertainment events for its customers at exotic sites.

Think Critically

How has Daryl Richardson combined his interests to create a world-class

entertainment venue? What makes the DWA a successful tourist attraction?
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Theme parks are opening in India due to

a. economic growth

b. more discretionary income

c. available leisure time

d. all of the above

2. Football (soccer)

a. started in the 19th century

b. is often called ‘‘the world’s game’’

c. is losing popularity in Europe

d. none of the above

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Research Conduct research and determine what positive social and

cultural similarities to the United States make India attractive to U.S.

sports and entertainment investors. List at least three.

4. Why would a company like Anheuser-Busch voluntarily give up exclu-

sive sales rights they have purchased? Was this a smart move? Why or

why not? How can other marketers apply this lesson?
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Review Marketing Concepts
Write the letter of the term that matches each definition. Some terms will

not be used.

1. The underlying framework supporting economic development,

including water, sewers, and roadways

2. Group of organizations involved in

producing or handling the same product

or service

3. Responsible travel to natural areas that

conserves the environment and sustains

the well being of the local people

4. Phenomenon of international economic

relationships with goods and services

flowing quickly around the world

5. The portion of money spent by local

employers and employees that came

from money collected from tourists

6. The guidelines and goals set for an

entertainment industry

7. Recreational travel or tours planned

around a special interest

8. Traveling for pleasure

9. A hired professional that plans the marketing campaign and book

appearances for authors

10. The total of new spending resulting from an attraction or event

11. A writer who listens to an author’s story and then commits it to

paper for a fee

Circle the best answer.

12. Industry ________ provide the average expectation within an industry.
a. standards
b. trends
c. norms
d. tiers

13. A business project in which two or more organizations work together

and share the costs and profits is called
a. an industry
b. a joint venture
c. travel trade
d. ecotourism

a. direct economic
impact

b. ecotourism

c. ghostwriter

d. globalization

e. indirect economic
impact

f. industry

g. industry standards

h. infrastructure

i. joint venture

j. literary agent

k. niche travel

l. piracy

m. tourism
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Think Critically
14. How have sports, dance, and other camps changed summer vacations

for families?

15. Discuss the reasons many Chinese amusement parks may fail. What

strategy would you recommend to a park to help it succeed?

16. List five characteristics of excellent motivational speakers and then list

five sports figures and celebrities who have these characteristics.

17. Use the Internet or your library to research a Convention and Visitors

Bureau (CVB) in your state. How are CVBs funded? What is the purpose

of a CVB?

18. Explain how an entertainment or sports event, such as the MLB World

Series, has a direct economic impact on the city that hosts the event.

Provide specific examples.
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Make Connections
19. History You are a sports marketer in the early 1900s, and you want to

attract international fans to the Olympics being held in the United

States. Select a U.S. city and create a one-page brochure to attract sports

fans from around the world to that city during that time period.

20. Geography As a promotion, Hong Kong Disneyland offered Hong Kong

residents a two-day pass for the price of a one-day pass, which is about

$42 U.S. dollars. At the same time, they offered Mainland Chinese and

international visitors a free photo or souvenir lunch box. On a map,

look at the location of Hong Kong and Mainland China. Why would the

offers be significantly better to Hong Kong residents than to others?

21. Marketing Math You are a famous athlete who has written a book. You

will receive royalties of 12 percent on all book sales. Your agent is to

receive 4 percent of all book sales, which will be deducted from your 12

percent. The book sells for $24.95. Last quarter, 40,000 books were sold.

How much will you earn from these book sales after payment to your

agent?

22. Geography Use the Internet or your library to research information

about Kanyakumari, India. Where is it located within India? What

features make it attractive to tourists? How can tourists travel to

Kanyakumari?
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23. Marketing Math You plan to operate a basketball sports camp during

the summer at Duke University. Total number of participants for the

camp is 200. Camp participants will stay three nights in the dormitories.

Each room will house two camp participants. The university charges you

$40 per room each night. Liability insurance for the camp will cost

$3,000. Meals for the three-day camp will cost $6,000. Duke University

will not charge you for the use of the basketball facility. Nike will pro-

vide sporting goods used by and given to participants. You and your

partner want to each clear $8,000 profit from this camp. How much will

you have to charge each camp participant to meet this goal?

24. Technology Choose a sports figure who you believe would make a good

motivational speaker. Assume you are the speaker’s agent. Use desktop

or word processing software to design a brochure that provides infor-

mation about your speaker, positive quotes from previous audience

members, speaking fees, and contact information.

PROJECT EXTRA INNINGS

The International Ecotourism Society (TIES) is an organization dedicated to

developing and distributing information about ecotourism. The organi-

zation works to help make sustainable tourism an effective tool for con-

servation. TIES completes a number of research projects each year.

Work with a group and complete the following activities.

1. Use the Internet or library to research a current TIES project.

2. Brainstorm ways that travel and tourism can help improve the eco-

nomic plight of people living in an undeveloped area while protecting

their culture and the natural environment.

3. Select one idea from your brainstorming session. Based on your idea,

write a plan for a sustainable tourism development project for the area.

Include multiple ideas for promotion.

4. Create a brochure meant to persuade the people currently developing

the area to adopt your idea.
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HIGH GAS PRICES RESULT IN NEW
TOURISM PROMOTIONS
Rising gas prices have had an impact
on Americans’ vacation and travel
plans. Many people have chosen to
stay home during the summer and
holidays due to record-high gas
prices. Summer is traditionally the
peak time for vacations.

Businesses involved in travel and
tourism are aware that up to 25
percent of Americans have canceled
trips. Many hotels, bed and breakfasts,
and amusement parks are offering
customers vouchers for gas with the
purchase of several nights’ lodging or
admission to amusement parks.

One-Tank Trips
Advertisements are targeting local
residents. Some hotels are promot-
ing ‘‘one-tank’’ getaways for short
trips that only require one tank of
gas to get there. The Rabbit Hill Inn
in Lower Waterford, Vermont, of-
fered discounts to guests who car-
pool to the destination. Savvy
marketers are trying to appeal to
what matters the most for
customers—saving money.

High gas prices are now the
number one concern for travelers.
More than 200 lodges and bed and
breakfast establishments posted
gas-related special offers on the
BedandBreakfast.com web site
where travelers can book

reservations at bed and breakfasts
around the country.

Six Flags has 29 theme parks in
North America. Customers of the
amusement parks were offered $15
discounts when they provided proof
of a gas purchase. The promotion
generated so much interest from
consumers that the parks extended
the offer for an additional month.
Best Western, the world’s largest
hotel chain, gave away $50 gas cards
with a three-night stay at participat-
ing hotels.

Some families have restructured
their vacation expenditures by skip-
ping expensive meals, staying with
relatives, and driving shorter distan-
ces for day trips within the state.
People are making lifestyle changes
to deal with the high gas prices.

Think Critically

1. Why are restaurants and hotels
concerned about high gas
prices?

2. How can state travel and tour-
ism departments capitalize on
the high gas prices?

3. How will rising gas prices affect
the types of cars rented from car
rental businesses?

4. Why are amusement parks good
travel destinations for families?
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SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
MARKETING MANAGEMENT TEAM
DECISION MAKING EVENT
Six Flags is constantly looking for
ideas to increase the attendance at
its 29 theme parks throughout the
United States. It is competing against
Disney, Universal Studios, and other
major theme parks throughout the
country. For many consumers, visit-
ing a major national amusement
park has become a ‘‘been there, done
that’’ experience.

High gas prices present a chal-
lenge for the tourism industry. Six
Flags believes that high gas prices
present an opportunity to sell more
park passes to families looking for
economical vacation choices.

Your team has been hired to
develop a marketing plan to attract
more year-round family business to
Six Flags amusement parks. Your
marketing campaign should em-
phasize the economic value of a
family vacation to Six Flags. You
must include incentives for those
families that choose the amusement
parks as their vacation destination.
You must develop an appropriate
marketing campaign to attract the
attention of the entire family. The
marketing plan must also include
entertainment options for the adults.

Your team has 30 minutes to
prepare your marketing plan. You
may use notes made during your
preparation time in your presenta-
tion, but note cards may not be used.
Both members of the team have a
total of ten minutes to describe the
team’s analysis of the situation to
the judge (representative from Six

Flags). The judge has an additional
five minutes to ask questions.

Performance Indicators
Evaluated
l Communicate an appropriate

marketing plan for increasing
family business at Six Flags.

l Develop appropriate promo-
tions for all age groups.

l Demonstrate critical thinking
and problem-solving skills.

l Sell the promotional plan to the
representative from Six Flags.

l Develop strategies to overcome
Six Flags’ competition.

l Prepare appropriate strategies
that are sensitive to the eco-
nomic conditions.

l Demonstrate an understanding
of marketing-information
management.

Go to the DECA web site for more
detailed information.

Think Critically

1. Why is it difficult to attract
visitors to amusement parks?

2. Why must an amusement park
constantly update its attractions
and rides?

3. Give examples of special events
that could take place at Six Flags
for major holidays such as
Fourth of July, Labor Day,
Thanksgiving, and Christmas.

www.deca.org
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C H A P T E RC H A P T E R

44 Hit a Home Run
with Customers
Hit a Home Run
with Customers

4.1 The Marketing
Concept

4.2 Discover What People
Want

4.3 Target Markets

4.4 Customer Service
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Frito-Lay Reaches Teens
The 30 million teenagers in the United States spend $175 billion annually on

everything from fashions to electronics. How do you market to media-savvy

consumers with short attention spans who are skeptical of traditional

advertising? Teens make up a fickle, competitive, ever-changing group of

consumers. Research gathered on teens becomes out of date more quickly

than for any other age group. Companies must be able to speak the

language of teenagers, identify their latest trends, and find the best ways to

appeal to them through everything from music downloads to instant

messaging.

The teen market is potentially very lucrative. Teens have a powerful

influence in the marketplace because they are trendsetters and early

adopters. Teens are an attractive market due to the potential lifetime of

value they offer. Gaining the loyalty of teens can result in continued long-

term future sales.

The teen market is increasingly sophisticated and challenging. Today’s

teens have a desire to be treated like adults. These young people feel that

they are under more pressure than the teens of any other generation. They

are expected to earn good grades, participate on a sports team and in other

extra-curricular activities, and be accepted into college.

Frito-Lay believes that companies have to match communication efforts

to the desired audience. Frito-Lay created partnerships with MTV Spring

Break, MTV Video Music Awards, Yahoo Music, and Universal Music to

make a greater impact with the teen market. It also created a partnership

with Wal-Mart to offer teen consumers free music downloads with the

purchase of Doritos. Teens could key in codes found in Doritos’ packages at

Wal-Mart’s web site to access free music. This marketing strategy was based

upon the popularity of music among teenagers. The strategy resulted in a

huge return on investment.

Think Critically

1. Why are teens receiving so much attention from marketing firms?

2. List two forms of technology used by Frito-Lay to capture the attention

of teens.
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Lesson 4.1

The Marketing
Concept
The Marketing
Concept

Goals • Explain the central focus of the marketing concept.

• Explain the reasons for increased sports and entertainment options.

Terms

THE MARKETING
CONCEPT

Marketing is an important business function. You participate in the mar-

keting process as a consumer of goods and services. About half of every

dollar you spend pays for marketing costs. Marketing costs include product

development, packaging, advertising, and sales expenses.

The most important aspect of marketing is satisfying customer needs.

Customers’ needs should be the primary focus during the planning, pro-

duction, distribution, and promotion of a product or service. A business that

keeps the focus of satisfying customer needs is said to be following the

marketing concept.

In the United States, $65 billion of snacks are sold each

year. The Hershey Company understands the snack

market. Nearly 38 percent of snacks sold fall into the

category of confection or candy, and Hershey is the

category’s sales leader with 29 percent of the total

business. Hershey has fourteen $100-million brands,

including Reese’s peanut butter cups and Hershey’s

Kisses.

Reese’s is one of Hershey’s star brands. The peanut

butter version is most popular in the United States.

To widen its appeal, white chocolate, fudge,

caramel, and ‘‘bites’’ versions are offered to

consumers. In the global market, marshmallow

and hazelnut versions are offered to appeal to

consumers in the Far East and Western

Europe.

Hershey’s Kisses, created by company founder Milton

Hershey over 100 years ago, has grown into a $400-

million brand. Sixty percent of the Kisses’ business is

seasonal, centering around special holidays. Hershey’s

has the goal of making Kisses the candy of choice year

round and has added caramel-filled, dark chocolate,

mint, and peanut butter versions. Kissables are miniature,

candy-coated Kisses available in a single-serving snack

pack and other sizes.

Work with a group. Determine the popularity of

Hershey’s within your group. How many in your group

enjoy snacks while enjoying entertainment events? Do

snack companies often advertise at or sponsor events

you have attended? Should Hershey’s be concerned

about the obesity trend among youth and its possible

relationship to Hershey’s products?

• marketing concept
• productivity

• breakeven point
• opportunity cost
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Maintain Relationships
The marketing con-

cept requires mainte-

nance of important

relationships with

customers. Managing customer rela-

tionships involves listening to cus-

tomers and carefully monitoring the

latest consumer trends. Maintaining a

successful marketing relationship

requires effort. Successful salespersons

learn about customers and their needs

by being good listeners. Each customer

is unique with a different personality,

requiring a unique marketing strategy.

While some customers demand inten-

sive attention, others prefer to be left

alone until they make the purchase.

Customer satisfaction is the bottom line for maintaining successful

marketing relationships. Price, quality, service, and the amount of pleasure

gained from a sports and entertainment event are factors that influence

customer satisfaction. Sports and entertainment event planners are chal-

lenged to organize satisfying events that customers want and can afford.

When individuals purchase goods and services, they expect appropriate

value for the money spent. Because there is so much competition in the

sports and entertainment industry, marketing strategies must include a

customer service component that stands apart from the competitors.

Customers who receive special attention are less likely to consider doing

business with competitors.

What is the most important aspect of marketing?

INCREASED SPORTS AND
ENTERTAINMENT OPTIONS

The increased standard of living in the United States has resulted in more

discretionary income for consumers. The average consumer has more

money to spend on sports and entertainment events and related merchan-

dise. Increased consumer demand for sports and entertainment events has

resulted in higher prices and more competition. Competition in the mar-

ketplace results in more options for consumers and improved events and

merchandise. Marketing strategies must include monitoring the competition

and consumer trends and making improvements that meet the latest cus-

tomer demands.
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Customer Focus
Productivity is the rate at which companies produce goods

or services in relation to the amount of materials and

number of employees utilized. Productivity has made

impressive strides in the United States as well as in many

other developing nations. Whether it’s the production of

5,000 concert t-shirts or 10,000 plastic promotional footballs for a pro-

fessional football team, the product demands for sports and entertainment

events can be filled quickly. But, increased competition has forced business’s

focus beyond productivity to establishing satisfying relationships with

customers. Imagine being highly productive in creating products that consum-

ers do not need or want! Remember, the primary focus of the marketing

concept is the satisfaction of customer needs.

Successful marketing strategies identify customer needs and then develop

and market products viewed as superior by customers. While it is important

to maintain satisfying customer relationships, companies must also earn a

profit. When marketing strategies do not pay attention to customer wants

and needs, sports and entertainment events have disappointing attendance

figures, and stores have surplus merchandise, resulting in price cuts. The

ultimate result of not having a customer focus is a failed business.

Successful marketing strategies identify prospective customers and their

location. Prospective customers must be offered the appropriate marketing

mix—product, price, promotion, and location—to maintain satisfying rela-

tionships. Marketing success depends upon offering the best product at an

acceptable price where the demand exists. Customers learn about the prod-

ucts and services through promotion. Customers are the driving force

behind the marketing concept.

Weekend Entertainment Choices
Every weekend, there are numerous entertainment choices ranging from

community celebrations and concerts to a wide array of sporting events. The

organizers of all of these events realize the intense competition for consumer

dollars and develop promotional strategies to catch the attention and increase

attendance of consumers. The bottom line is that these events must earn a

profit. The event’s planners and organizers need to know the breakeven
point, or the minimum attendance and sales required to cover all of the

TimeOutTimeOut
Small towns in the
United States often
associate their
identity with
sports at the local

school. Small
schools are facing

pressure to consolidate
to use tax dollars more
efficiently. But leaders
in small communities
fear that their com-
munities will lose iden-
tity as well as business
connected to local
sports teams. Many
small communities are
now taking steps to
increase their popula-
tions in order to save
their schools and the
community’s identity.

Surviving members of the Beatles have finally decided to

‘‘let it be’’ online. Apple Corps. is remastering the original

Beatles recording of the Let It Be album for eventual

reissue. At the same time as the

remastered songs will be available on

CD, they will also be available

for download from the Internet.

Up to this point, Beatles’ music has not been available

online. Legitimate online music sellers hope that the

Beatles’ decision will send a message to other music artist

holdouts that this is the way to go.

Think Critically

Why do you think the Beatles have resisted offering their

music online? How will this announcement affect digital

music sales?
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expenses of organizing, promoting, and

running the event. Revenues earned

beyond the breakeven point are the

profits.
Many young families use their enter-

tainment dollars to attend sporting

events for their children. Cities of all

sizes want to capitalize on the revenue

earned from hosting sporting events,

whether it is a baseball tournament, a

track meet, or a holiday basketball

tournament. Restaurants, hotels, mo-

tels, and service stations all have a

vested interest in events hosted in their

communities.

Movie theaters are competing with

Video/DVD rental businesses and sub-

scriber or pay-per-view movie television channels that allow consumers

to enjoy movies at home. Drive-in theaters that were popular in the 60s and

70s may be making a comeback. When traveling on Interstate 45 near Ennis,

Texas, do not be surprised to see long lines of cars waiting to enter drive-in

movie theaters where movies are displayed on large outdoor movie screens.

Perhaps it is a case of nostalgia or an example of a new marketing success.

Organizers of concert events are challenged to develop creative promotional

strategies to attract large numbers of fans willing to pay from $25 to $100 to

see their favorite performers. Excellent facilities and sound quality will draw

fans back for future events.

Opportunity Cost
Car races, rodeos, craft fairs, and community celebrations are just a few of the

additional entertainment options for consumers. Factors that individuals con-

sider when deciding on attending an entertainment event include convenience,

pleasure, dollar cost, and opportunity cost. Opportunity cost may be defined

as the value of the next best alternative that you forgo when making a choice.

The value is measured in terms of the benefits that you are giving up. For

example, you may want to go to a car race and a music concert, but you cannot

afford to do both. If you decide to go to the concert, the opportunity cost

would be the car race. As a consumer, you must decide which opportunity you

would value the most. An increasing number of Americans are opting to stay at

home during their free time due to rising fuel costs, traffic jams, and limited

time to relax. Online and other forms of at-home entertainment will continue

to grow due to these factors. The opportunity costs to these consumers would

include the value of the other entertainment options they are passing up.

Explain the reasons for increased sports and entertainment options.
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Businesses that follow the marketing concept

a. will face little competition

b. will always be profitable

c. will focus on satisfying customer needs

d. will experience high productivity

2. Which of the following has led to growth in the sports and entertain-

ment industry?

a. a higher standard of living and increased discretionary income

among average consumers

b. rising gasoline prices combined with periods of decreasing produc-

tivity in the U.S. economy.

c. less competition among sports and entertainment businesses

d. none of the above

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Movie theaters face stiff competition from video/DVD rental businesses,

subscriber or pay-per-view movie television channels, and even the

Internet. How can a movie theater use the marketing concept to keep

customers coming back?

4. Small, local sporting goods stores face stiff competition from large,

national sporting goods chains and department stores that have sport-

ing goods departments, making it necessary to offer unique products

and service. What could a sales associate at a local sporting goods store

do to maintain positive relationships with the store’s customers?
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Lesson 4.2

Discover What
People Want
Discover What
People Want

Goals • Explain the importance of understanding buyer behavior when making marketing
decisions.

• List and describe means of collecting marketing information for use in decision
making.

Terms

UNDERSTAND BUYER
BEHAVIOR
The economic market includes all of the consumers who

will purchase a product or service. Two of the major goals

of marketing are to determine what consumers want and

how much they are willing to pay. To achieve these goals,

marketers must understand the actions of consumers,

including their spending habits and buying motives. This information

enables businesses to better assist consumers in satisfying their wants and

needs. By knowing their customers, businesses are able to respond to their

needs more quickly. Consumers today are much more mobile than ever

before. Apple Computers recognized this and developed the video iPod.

The NFL draft and the solicitation of corporate sponsor-

ships have many things in common. Professional sports

franchises scout to identify talented athletes and to

determine if those athletes will be a good fit for the

organization. Common questions about prospective

athletes include: What is their performance history? Do

they fill a team need? How will they affect existing

players? How much coaching and assistance will they

need before they are ready to contribute? What values

are important to them? Is there an opportunity to

establish a mutually beneficial long-term relationship?

Sports organizations that are the most effective in

acquiring quality corporate sponsors are skilled in

scouting and assessing the potential benefits of a

relationship. When a team is assessing a potential player,

it looks not only at the player’s desired position but also

at a second role the player could possibly fill. A potential

corporate sponsor should also be considered for more

than one role. The relationship between the sports

organization and corporate sponsor must be mutually

beneficial if it is to survive beyond the terms of the initial

agreement.

Work with a group. Assume you are part

of a sports organization in need of a

sponsor. Discuss how you would research

possible sponsors. What information would

you need to ensure a mutually beneficial

relationship?

• economic market
• benefits derived

• comparative advantage
• emotional purchases

• rational purchases
• patronage purchases
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With the video iPod, consumers can download episodes of some of their

favorite shows, such as the Disney-produced show Lost, from the iTunes web

site for $1.99 each and watch them on the go.

Consumer Spending Habits
It is important to research the spending habits of consumers

in order to maximize profits on items they purchase at

sporting and entertainment events. The price fans are

willing to pay for a ticket depends upon their degree of

interest, which may be influenced by the national importance of the event,

the popularity of the participating athletes or celebrities, and the rivalry

associated with the sports contest. Fans’ degree of enthusiasm will also

influence their willingness to pay high prices for team- or celebrity-identified

clothing and equipment.

The price fans are willing to pay is also related to their perception of the

benefits derived. Benefits derived refers to the value people believe they

receive from a product or service. In college sports, benefits derived may

include the enjoyment received from a good game and the feeling of pride

when wearing a sweatshirt that shows off the team logo.

The global market has intense competition. Organizations must deter-

mine where they have a comparative advantage—the capability to produce

products or services more efficiently and economically than the competi-

tion. When a company can produce a product more efficiently and eco-

nomically than others, it should be able to pass along production cost

savings to its customers in the form of lower prices. For example, a sports

apparel manufacturer may have a comparative advantage because it pro-

duces its products in another country where labor costs are lower. This

allows it to price its products lower than competitors.

Consumer Wants and Needs
Abraham Maslow was an American psychologist who is

mostly noted for his theory of the hierarchy of needs, which

identifies five human areas of needs. Maslow’s hierarchy is

frequently referenced by marketers when studying human

behavior in relation to customer needs and wants. Maslow

theorized that people’s most basic needs must be satisfied first and then

their focus will progress to higher-level needs. The basic needs of food,

water, sleep, and shelter are referred to as physiological needs. Security is the

second level of the hierarchy—individuals want both physical safety and

economic security. Social needs in the hierarchy include the desire for friends,

family, and love. As individuals progress up the hierarchy, they focus on self-

esteem needs to gain recognition and respect from others and feelings of

adequacy and competence in themselves. The peak of the hierarchy pyramid

represents self-actualization, or the realization of one’s full potential and self-

fulfillment. Different people are at different levels on the hierarchy at any

given time, making it very challenging to design the most effective marketing

strategies.

When a major hurricane threatens a population, sports and entertain-

ment events are not high on the consumer’s priority list. The hurricane shifts
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attention to physiological and security needs. Games and sporting events are

postponed while people take care of the more urgent issues presented by the

storm. Lightening and severe storms will cause delay of games and evacu-

ation of stadiums for safety reasons.

Buying Motives Marketing research is conducted to determine why

customers spend money on goods and services. Consumers make

emotional purchases when they spend with little thought during emotional

highs or lows. For example, when fans attend a concert of their favorite music

star, they may be emotionally charged to pay top price for a t-shirt or the star’s

latest CD. When a team is on a winning streak and qualifies for a national or

world championship game, fans are emotionally influenced to purchase high-

priced tickets and merchandise with the team’s logo.

Rational purchases take place when individuals recognize needs and

wants, assess their priorities and budget, conduct research, compare alter-

natives, and then make purchases based upon careful thought and sound

reasoning. An avid runner makes a rational purchase when he or she shops

around for the best shoes that provide support, shock absorption, flexibility

and durability.

Self-Actualization
   (to realize your potential)

Esteem
  (respect and recognition)

Social
  (friends, love, belonging)

Security
  (physical safety and economic security)

Physiological
   (food, sleep, water, shelter, air)

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs Pyramid

Nike, Inc. is the world’s leading marketer of footwear,

apparel, equipment, and accessories for sports and fitness

activities. Nike traditionally has been sold only in sporting

goods stores or high-end department stores. Nike believed

that its brand would become devalued if it sold in discount

stores. As an international corporation, Nike has come to

realize that its customers have diverse needs, including

lower-cost athletic shoes. Nike created its Exeter Brands

Group LLC subsidiary to address this need. Exeter Brands

includes the Starter brand name. Customers can now buy

Starter gym shoes at Wal-Mart.

The working class image of the Starter brand fits well

with Wal-Mart and has become one of

its top-selling sneaker brands. Nike’s new

venture served the need to diversify in

an extremely competitive industry.

Think Critically

Who are Nike’s major competitors?

How has Nike achieved its high level

of success?
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Patronage purchases are based on loyalty to a particular brand or

product. Golfers may purchase Nike products due to the endorsement by

Tiger Woods. Fans remain loyal to their favorite teams and purchase

products directly related to those teams. Positive experiences with a partic-

ular brand will reinforce the consumer’s loyalty. The consumer will continue

to buy the brand with confidence and will be less likely to try competing

brands.

What is meant by benefits derived?

GATHER
INFORMATION
Most consumers use the decision-making process to decide

how to spend their money. The first step of the decision-

making process is to recognize a need or want and an

opportunity to satisfy it. Conducting research for more

information on a product or service is the second step of

the decision-making process. Information should be collected on all alter-

natives. After conducting research, individuals evaluate their choices and

then make a decision to purchase. The final step of the decision-making

process is the post-purchase evaluation in which purchasers assess their level

of satisfaction and the possibility of future purchases.

When consumers save money for a well-earned vacation, they conduct

research to determine the vacation options that meet their needs. After

thoroughly considering the alternatives, they purchase a vacation package.

Post-evaluation of the vacation is important—consumers determine their

satisfaction and adjust their strategies for planning future vacations.

Marketers must be aware of the decision-making process. They often are

involved in every step. A marketer can help a customer recognize a need for

a product, provide information, assist with the purchase, and follow up with

the customer after the sale to ensure satisfaction.

Information Needed for Marketing Decisions
Marketing decisions are based upon consumers and the business environ-

ment. Important factors to consider about consumers include demographics

and shopping behaviors. Marketing research looks at how consumers spend

money, including product and brand preferences and the frequency with

which products are purchased.

The business environment has an impact on consumer purchases. Eco-

nomic conditions influence how individuals spend their discretionary

income. Consumers are more cautious about spending and more likely to

postpone making large purchases during periods of economic uncertainty.

The amount and quality of competition in the marketplace determine the

number of good options available to consumers. Government regulations,

laws, and ethical issues also influence how consumers spend money.

TimeOutTimeOut
Major League
Baseball (MLB)
understands the
value of the fan
experience. The

behavior of the
ushers, the parking

lot attendants, the
ticket takers, and the
people selling food and
drinks in the stands has
a major impact on the
MLB brand. By offering
fans a rewarding
experience, MLB is
securing repeat
customers.
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Additionally, advances in technology have broadened the flow of information

and means of acquiring goods and services by consumers.

Once marketers have fully assessed their potential customers and the

business environment, they are better prepared to select the right marketing

mix that will influence customers to buy. Products must be offered with

features that meet consumers’ needs and wants. They must be available at a

price customers are willing and able to pay. Consumers are enticed to make

purchases that offer solid product guarantees, special discounts, and a

variety of credit choices. The location of special sales and services offered by

salespeople will also influence consumer purhases. Promotional methods

and choice of media must be selected carefully to reach potential customers.

Sources of Information for Businesses
In order to help customers with the decision-making process, it is essential

to collect information about their needs and buying behaviors. Sources of

information may be classified as internal or external. Internal sources of

information about customer buying habits include a business’s own cus-

tomer records, sales records, production records, and operation records.

Companies can look at their sales trends over past years as a starting point in

determining future marketing strategies. External

sources of information used by businesses can be

obtained through government reports, trade and

professional organizations, business publications,

commercial data, and information services. Re-

ports from these sources give decision makers a

broader picture of what is happening in the

industry and the marketplace.

Organizations often conduct research to learn

more about consumer behavior. The data col-

lected may be categorized as either primary data

or secondary data. Primary data is obtained for the

first time and specifically for the particular prob-

lem or issue being studied. Consumer surveys are

frequently used to ask questions and obtain

feedback on specific issues. Observing consumer

behavior is another technique used to collect primary data. Security

personnel may observe behavior of fans at a big sporting event to determine

future security needs. Samples and simulations give prospective customers

the opportunity to try something, such as a new soft drink or video game,

and give feedback before it goes into full production. Secondary data has

already been collected for some other purpose but is now found useful in

the current study. Secondary data can include government statistics about

population and other research data that will provide valuable information

to help make important marketing decisions.

Explain the difference between primary and secondary data.
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. The peak of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs pyramid represents

a. physiological needs

b. self-actualization needs

c. self-esteem needs

d. rational purchases

2. Primary data may be collected through

a. surveys and observation

b. government reports

c. business publications

d. both b and c

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Define rational, emotional, and patronage purchases and give an exam-

ple of each type of purchase at a sporting event.

4. Assume you are a marketer of running shoes. Your sales are declining

and you do not know why. How would you go about gathering market

information to determine the reasons for the decline, and what can be

done to attract more buyers?
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Lesson 4.3

Target
Markets
Target
Markets

Goals • Define target market and market segment.

• Describe how businesses use market segmentation.

Terms

DETERMINE THE
TARGET MARKET
The first step in marketing a product is to determine who

specifically ‘‘the customer’’ is for the product. A target market
is a specific group of consumers you want to reach. In order

to promote and sell products and services, a company must

know the needs and wants of its target market.

Focus Marketing Efforts
Because it would be impossible to satisfy the needs of every consumer, busi-

nesses must narrow down the focus of its marketing efforts. Using different

players or teams on the cover of the same magazine sold in different parts of

the country illustrates this concept. A market segment is a group of con-

sumers within a larger market who share one or more characteristics. Millions

of people in the United States enjoy college basketball, but a smaller group

specifically enjoys University of Kentucky basketball. Magazine covers

• target market • market segment • market share

Boston Red Sox has become the premier brand in sports

today because its owners market the brand in unique

ways. While the Yankees brand has been characterized by

its signature pinstripes and continued successes, the

Boston Red Sox had to overcome alleged curses and

nearly nine decades of anguish before winning the 2004

World Series. Red Sox merchandise sales soared for many

weeks following the World Series victory, ranking them

number one in merchandise sales for that time period and

a solid second for the 2005 season (behind the Yankees).

The Red Sox sold $130 million worth of merchandise in

2004, and by the third week of September 2005, had

already surpassed that figure with $142 million in sales.

Experts predict that the Red Sox brand will remain

popular. Great brands endure due to quality, integrity,

consistency, reliability, and vitality. The emotional

connections between a customer and a product lift some

brands to even loftier heights. The Red Sox brand is built

upon emotion.

Work with a group. Select a college team and a

professional team that sell large quantities

of merchandise. What has contributed to

their sales success? How can these brands

maintain high sales during periods when

the teams are not winning games?
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featuring the Wildcats will sell well in Kentucky, but

the same publication featuring the Indiana University

Hoosiers might not sell well in Kentucky.

Snowbirds are a market segment of retirees who

move to the South during the winter months and

move back to their northern residences with the return

of warm spring weather. Die-hard fans who follow

the ‘‘Rolling Stones’’ concert tour are also a market

segment. Everyone belongs to several different market

segments. For example, rodeo fans may also enjoy

attending country music concerts. Marketers must

identify the market segment to which they want to sell.

Meet Target Market Needs
Businesses and entertainment organizations must analyze market segments

in order to devise the most effective marketing strategies. Information that is

important to prospective businesses includes the number of potential

customers, their level of income, and the level of interest in the product or

service. Market segmentation data can improve business decision making.

Sodas used to be sold in collectible plastic souvenir cups at college games.

Fans enjoyed collecting the cups, and universities made huge profits because

fans were willing to pay higher prices for the cups. Sodas are now sold in

plastic bottles with sealed caps. The sealed bottles are for safety and health

reasons. Universities no longer have the huge profit margin from selling

the beverages in cups, and fans no longer have souvenir cups. However,

marketing information indicated that safety and health standards were more

important to consumers than the other issues.

What is a target market? Provide an example of a company’s target market.

MARKET
SEGMENTATION
Businesses do not try to satisfy the needs of all possible

customers. Businesses recognize that individuals have

different wants and needs and view product and service

choices quite differently. For example, consumers purchase

tickets to college football games for different reasons. The

dedicated alumni who donate money to the athletic department may attend

games due to school loyalty. College students may attend games as a social

activity. A young family may attend the game as a time of family bonding.

Businesses must narrow their marketing efforts to the specific market seg-

ments that they want to target. Markets may be segmented in many ways.

Examples include dividing markets according to geographic location,

demographics, psychographics, and behavior.
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Geographic Segmentation
Geographic segmentation divides markets into physical locations, such as

Eastern, Northern, Southern, and Western regions of the United States or the

urban and rural areas of a state. For example, a national clothing store chain

may offer a different mix of clothing in northern states than in southern

states because of the need for heavier clothing in the North during winter

months. A sporting goods chain in the South may stock a larger number and

variety of water sports equipment. Also, sports fans are likely to be loyal to

their own region when purchasing team-related products. Geographic

segmentation even occurs within a single city. For example, a local news-

paper publisher may segment markets by different areas of the city. Geo-

graphic segmentation is also commonly used in the travel and tourism

industries.

Demographic Segmentation
Demographic segmentation focuses on information that can be measured,

such as age, income, profession, gender, education, marital status, and size

of household. Marketers might use income information to target advertising

for upscale hotels to those who can afford them. Promotional materials for

children’s sports camps will be targeted to households with children.

Psychographics Segmentation
Psychographics focus on characteristics that cannot be physically measured,

such as values, interests, and lifestyle choices. For example, if a ballgame

falls on a holy day of your faith, will you attend the game? Consumers

frequently make decisions based upon emotions. Sports fans will buy more

clothing bearing their team’s logo right after the team has a big victory. Local

restaurants will experience more customer traffic right after the local team

has won a big game. Lifestyle choices also involve consumer interests. For

example, bowling alleys meet the needs of a specific psychographic segment

of consumers.

Behavioral-Based Segmentation
Behavioral-based segmentation focuses on a customer’s attitude toward

products and services. Two categories of behavioral-based segmentation

include product usage and product benefits. Product usage reflects what

products you use and how often. For example, some individuals may visit

amusement parks frequently while others visit them only occasionally.

Frequency of use determines promotional strategies for a market segment.

Marketers may want to develop separate promotions for different market

segments. One promotion may encourage frequent visitors to continue to

visit the park by purchasing a season pass. Another promotion may

encourage infrequent visitors to visit the park more often.

Marketers also group consumers based on the benefits derived from

products or services. For example, individuals attend sporting events for

different reasons. Benefits derived may include the satisfaction of spending

time with the family or of showing team spirit. Marketers will examine the

benefits derived and target their promotions to the different market seg-

ments. Competing sporting and entertainment events may use benefits

derived segmentation to encourage consumers to attend other similar

events.

TimeOutTimeOut
According to a brand
study conducted
by Ipsos-Reid,
NASCAR has
75 million fans.
Forty-two percent
of the fans earn at
least $50,000 per year.
Women make up 40
percent of the NASCAR
fan base. Sixty percent
of NASCAR fans are
between ages 18 and
44. This indicates there
are many different mar-
ket segments within the
larger NASCAR market.
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Capture a Market Share
Every business wants to sell to the maximum number of potential customers.

Market share is the percentage of total sales of a product or service that

a company expects to capture in relation to its competitors. Businesses

determine the most effective means of using their resources to reach a target

market. Research is conducted to determine who is spending money and how

much on different products and services. An aging population opens many

opportunities for sports and entertainment businesses. Senior citizens are

healthier today than ever before and are living longer, meaning they have

more years to spend money on sports and entertainment events. Hotels,

restaurants, and entertainment destinations like Branson, Missouri, are aware

of the financial gains from catering to a growing senior-citizen population.

Marketing campaigns are directed at senior citizens, offering special discounts

and vacation packages that allow them to travel to entertainment destinations

in chartered buses. Senior citizens are regularly offered special prices by

restaurants, movie theaters, and other businesses. By targeting this demo-

graphic, businesses hope to gain a larger market share.

Teenagers spend billions of dollars each year on clothing, food, and

numerous entertainment goods and services. Because of this, marketers are

intensely interested in capturing a larger share of the teenage market. The

competition for teen dollars requires continuous research since this market

segment has constantly changing tastes. The clothing industry provides a

good example of how frequently teenager tastes in products change. To

capture a bigger market share, businesses cannot rest on their past successes.

They must keep up with trends of the market.

List and describe four types of market segmentation.

College sports teams must generate enough revenue to

cover their large athletic budgets. Successful college football

programs have decreased the number of

tickets available to college students in

order to provide major financial contrib-

utors with the opportunity to purchase

tickets. In addition, student tickets that

used to cost $10 to $20 per game are

now priced at $45 and more.

Spring games on college campuses give

excited fans the opportunity to see next

year’s players in action. A scrimmage

is staged between the offensive and

defensive players of the same team. Most spring games

take place in April and have traditionally been free.

During the past three years, the University of Nebraska’s

Red/White Spring Game has attracted between 59,000

and 66,000 fans. The athletic department has decided to

charge $6 per ticket at the spring game, earning between

$300,000 and $400,000 in additional revenue.

Think Critically

Do you think it is right to charge college students high

ticket prices to attend their own team’s football games?

Is it ethical for a college to charge admission to scrim-

mages? Explain your answers.
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Understand Management Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Demographics

a. categorize market segments by age, gender, race, income, and

educational level

b. refer to the frequency of use of a product

c. refer to interests, values, and emotional responses

d. consider different parts of the country where market segments live

2. Market share

a. is the total number of people in a particular age group

b. refers to customers in a particular part of the country

c. is a group of consumers within a larger market who share one or

more characteristics

d. is the percentage of total sales of a product or service that a

company expects to capture in relation to the competition

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Give an example of a good market segment to target for casinos during

weekdays. Explain your answer.

4. Describe possible demographics, geographics, psychographics, and

product usage for snowmobiles.
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Lesson 4.4

Customer
Service
Customer
Service

Goals • Explain the importance of outstanding customer service.

• Explain what it means to establish a service culture.

Terms

OUTSTANDING SERVICE
EQUALS SUCCESS
Business success depends upon excellent customer service.

All customers expect to be treated with fairness and dignity.

Customer expectations also include a safe, comfortable

environment and value for the money spent. Customer

relationships should continue after the sale of goods and

services.

The best strategy for a business to rise above the competition is to provide

uncompromising, outstanding customer service. Paying attention to custo-

mers and their needs is the first step in making customers happy. Successful

sales personnel take time to get acquainted with customers. Many businesses

establish customer databases that include the addresses, telephone numbers,

buying preferences, and birthdays of customers. Sales associates who take

time to send thank-you notes and birthday cards with special coupons can

strengthen their relationships with customers. It is also important to keep an

eye on the competition and solicit customer feedback.

• customer service gap • values-based culture

When was the last time that you received outstanding

customer service? Good customer service is an art that

keeps customers coming back for more. Unfortunately,

good customer service has become a lost art for many

businesses. Some of the excuses for the decline in

customer service include low wages paid to sales

associates, not enough sales associates avail-

able during a shift, and pressure from large

crowds.

Good customer service must come from the

heart of an organization and its employees.

Customer service starts with people who

genuinely care about other people and want to assist

them with their needs. Consumers spend hard-earned

dollars for sports and entertainment events and

associated merchandise. They expect to receive the

attention and assistance that makes their buying

experiences pleasant. Sales associates and customer

service representatives must have a positive, helpful

attitude, believing that every customer is important and

deserves to be treated with courtesy.

Work with a partner. Discuss the last time you

received bad customer service. Describe the event and

the end result.
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A Track Record for Great Customer Service
The customer service gap is the difference between customer expectations

and the service that is actually received. Some examples of poor customer

service include

l Chatting on the phone or with others

while customers are waiting to be

served

l Dismissing a customer by whining ‘‘It’s

not my department’’

l Placing a calling customer on hold for

long periods and transferring the cus-

tomer from department to department

l Yelling at a customer who fails to

understand company policies

l Failing to follow up with customers in

a timely manner to ensure satisfaction

America’s service economy fails when its

members do not remember that customer service is everyone’s department,

from the parking lot attendant to the ticket agent at a major stadium.

Customers are more likely to try out the competition when they receive less

than adequate service from a business. Further, customers are likely to tell at

least ten people about their poor customer service experiences.

Training Programs That Make an Impact
It is important for businesses to train their employees on proper customer

service before a problem occurs. But ensuring good customer service actually

starts before the training ever takes place. First, the right employees must be

hired. Individuals hired should have a positive attitude and look forward to

meeting the public. Happy employees are more likely to treat customers well.

Once the right employees are in place, they must be properly trained. Every

company claims to have a training program for customer service. In many

training programs, however, the focus is not on how to serve customers well.

Instead, training consists mainly of what happens when employees make

mistakes. Providing outstanding service does not come naturally, so it is

necessary for leaders to explain what to do in various situations.

Employees hired by Nordstrom’s shoe department are trained to bring

out three pairs of shoes when a customer requests to try on a pair. The sales

associate will bring out the requested pair, a second pair in the same style

but a different color, and a third pair of that week’s hottest-selling shoes. By

having associates who go beyond customer expectations, Nordstrom hopes

to maintain a competitive edge and keep customers returning.

Why is outstanding customer service critical to a business in a highly competitive
marketplace?
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CREATING A
SERVICE CULTURE
Gallery Furniture has become the biggest single retail store

in America. Jim McIngvale (Mattress Mack) has become an

icon in Houston, hosting professional tennis matches and

a college bowl game. Mattress Mack’s success at Gallery

Furniture can be attributed to a strong work ethic, out-

standing customer service, and principles that guide the business. Many of

his principles can be applied to the sports and entertainment industries.

1. Demonstrate a values-based culture that is rooted in high perfor-

mance and excellent customer service. Advertisements for Gallery

Furniture consist of the word ‘‘TODAY.’’ This means that customers

will receive delivery of the furniture on the day they purchase it.

Delivery persons will make deliveries late into the night if necessary to

keep the store’s promise. This type of commitment results in repeat

customers. To guide employees and build commitment to values,

Mattress Mack believes that leaders have to practice them every single

day and build a culture of trust. Customer service employees should

go above and beyond customer expectations to show the customers

they are valued by the organization.

2. Follow the ‘‘FAST’’ (Focus, Action, Search, Tenacity) strategy.

Mattress Mack successfully focuses on such concepts as ‘‘promises

made, promises kept,’’ ‘‘being friendly,’’ ‘‘providing top value to

customers,’’ ‘‘the customer is right,’’ and ‘‘listen to what customers,

employees, or suppliers are saying.’’ A focus on these concepts gives

sales associates a target. The next step is to turn the focus into action.

Customer service employees must search for ways to increase customer

satisfaction. Tenacity is a necessary element for survival in the highly

competitive business world. Frustrated customers at crowded enter-

tainment events more than likely will not be pleasant, but good

customer service agents will remain focused, take action, and persist

until the customer is satisfied.

3. Passion results in energy. A successful business requires an enormous

amount of energy. Energy is acquired by having a very strong interest

in or a passion for what you do. This passion energizes people.

4. Demonstrate pride in every sale. Anyone working in the customer

service field must be proud of what they do. That pride will swell over

to customers who end up feeling good about attending an entertain-

ment event. Ideally, the customer will come to identify all of the

components of a sports or entertainment event as a brand. It is the

customer service agent’s job to sell the brand in a way that keeps

customers coming back.

5. Remember the value of long-term positive relationships. Customers

appreciate service representatives who answer their questions, give

them guidance, and remember their first name. No question asked by

a customer should be treated as a ‘‘dumb question.’’ At sports and

entertainment events, customer service agents can be the difference

between a pleasant and an unpleasant experience.

TimeOutTimeOut
Customer service is
so important to
businesses that a
whole week has
been set aside to
honor it and the

the people working
in this field. Customer
Service Week is an
annual celebration dur-
ing the first full week in
October. CSWeek.com
is a web site that offers
ideas for participation
in Customer Service
Week.
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Sports and entertainment businesses must recognize the importance of

building a service culture. The number one goal of customer service is

customer satisfaction. By identifying the wants and needs of customers,

marketers can develop plans to achieve this goal. Those businesses who

achieve this goal are much more likely to succeed.

How May I Help You?
When leaders overhear an employee telling customers any

version of ‘‘It’s not my department,’’ they should intervene

immediately. The customer must know that the organization

will go to great lengths to ensure customer satisfaction. ‘‘It’s

not my department’’ should be replaced with ‘‘How may I

help you?’’ Employees should observe the leader to learn

how to correctly assist customers.

Many sports and entertainment businesses are finding

creative ways to ensure their customers are receiving the best

service. Some businesses are using mystery shopping

programs to put their customer service to the test. For

example, an amusement park may hire an outside marketing

firm to send a mystery guest to the park to evaluate his or her

experiences with the park’s sales and service employees. The

mystery guest can evaluate other components of customer

service as well, such as telephone and Internet interactions. A

mystery guest might phone the amusement park to deter-

mine how promptly the phone is answered, whether he or

she is put on hold and for how long, and whether the

customer service agents are friendly and knowledgeable. The

mystery guest might also check the response time to

questions e-mailed or posted on the park’s web site. The

mystery shopping program can produce valuable marketing information.

Management should use this information to make improvements where

needed. Likewise, positive feedback should be shared with employees to

Because of increased competition in the sports and entertainment

industries, customers will simply take their business elsewhere if they

are not satisfied. Businesses must rely on their customer service to keep

customers coming back. Often, business is conducted over the phone.

Customers may call for show information, to purchase tickets, or to

make special arrangements. The way customer service employees

handle customer requests over the phone can positively or negatively

affect a business. Access thomsonedu.com/school/sports and click on

the link for Chapter 4. Read the article, Customer Service Tips and

Techniques, and list three tips for assisting customers over the phone.
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motivate them to continue their good performance. Employees who provide

outstanding customer service should be recognized.

Some hotel training programs have hotel workers check into a top-rated

hotel as customers to gain insight from the customer’s point of view as to

what characterizes exceptional service. Customer service employees benefit

from having an idea of what customers experience.

Explain what it means to have a values-based culture.

Trevor Edwards

Nike was founded in 1972. The company’s fortunes rose dramatically after it

signed an endorsement deal in 1985 with the University of North Carolina

basketball player Michael Jordan. Nike officials soon realized that in order to

become a global brand, they had to go after the world’s most popular sport---

football (known in the United States as soccer). Trevor Edwards, Nike Vice

President for Global Brand Management, understands the importance of soccer in

Europe, Latin America, and Asia. Nike had only 2 percent of the soccer equipment

market in 1994. In order to dislodge Adidas as the market leader, Nike targeted

young sports enthusiasts because they were perceived to have less-established

brand loyalty, and the benefits of gaining their loyalty would extend far into the

future. To reach the young players, Nike signed endorsement deals with

expressive stars from Argentina, Great Britain, Portugal, Mexico, China, and

Japan. Athletes are also a research and development investment for Nike. Brazil’s

Ronaldo helped Nike design the Mercurial Vapor shoe.

Edwards’s strategies reaped great results. Eight of the 32 World Cup finalists in

the 2002 World Cup wore Nike uniforms. Recognition of the Nike

brand has now surpassed that of Adidas. Nike’s global soccer revenues

totaled $500 million in 2003, a 24 percent increase over the year

before. Nike’s international revenues now exceed U.S. sales. The success

of Nike’s campaign on the pop culture can be attributed to ‘‘A Little Less

Conversation, a Little More Action’’---a remixed Elvis Presley song that Nike

used as the soundtrack for its ads. The commercial and song became a

number one hit in 13 countries.

Think Critically

Why is it important for companies to globalize their ad campaigns?
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. The customer service gap

a. is the first step toward quality customer service

b. is not a major factor for businesses to consider

c. indicates unmet customer service expectations

d. must be established and maintained for continued success

2. Which element would not be part of a values-based culture?

a. going beyond expectations

b. explaining to customers that their problem is out of your department

c. providing top value

d. keeping promises

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Communication Make up an acronym for good customer service. List

the word for each letter of your acronym and explain how it relates to

outstanding customer service.

4. Research Use the Internet to locate stories about outstanding customer

service in the sports and entertainment industry. List the names of the

organizations providing the services and what they do that qualifies as

excellent service.
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Review Marketing Concepts
Write the letter of the term that matches each definition. Some terms will

not be used.

1. Keeping the focus of satisfying customer

needs

2. The value people believe they receive

from a product or service

3. A specific group of consumers you want

to reach

4. The value of the next best alternative

that you forgo when making a choice

5. Purchases based upon careful thought

and sound reasoning

6. Point of sales at which all of the

expenses are covered

7. Group of consumers within a larger mar-

ket who share one or more characteristics

8. The percentage of total sales of a prod-

uct or service that a company expects to

capture in relation to its competitors

9. Purchases based on loyalty to a particular brand or product

10. A culture that communicates values through employees to

customers and others through performance

Circle the best answer.

11. When one company can produce goods more efficiently than the

competition, it
a. has a financial disadvantage
b. has a comparative advantage
c. will not have a high market share
d. cannot compete effectively in the marketplace

12. An example of a specific market segment would be
a. females between the ages of 14 and 18
b. the entire population of a country where the business is located
c. all women worldwide
d. none of the above

13. Which of the following is an example of secondary data?
a. observation of consumer behavior
b. government census figures
c. telephone surveys from customers
d. all of the above

a. benefits derived

b. breakeven point

c. comparative
advantage

d. customer service
gap

e. economic market

f. emotional purchases

g. market segment

h. market share

i. marketing concept

j. opportunity cost

k. patronage
purchases

l. productivity

m. rational purchases

n. target market

o. values-based culture
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Think Critically
14. You are the head of a customer service department. Write five rules for

customer service that you would require all of your customer service

associates to follow.

15. List three market segments for the senior citizen target market and

explain what services you would offer to satisfy these market segments.

16. List the five levels for Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. Describe how the

levels of needs could be met at a sports or entertainment event.

17. Explain how competition among sports and entertainment businesses is

good for consumers.

18. Define market share and relate the concept to a sports and entertain-

ment situation.
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Make Connections
19. Marketing Math You run a sporting goods store near a university in

your town. This year’s total sales of the university’s flag totaled $1.2

million. Sales of the university flag at your sporting goods store totaled

$400,000. What is your market share of university flag sales?

20. Research Price, quality, service, and amount of pleasure gained from a

sports and entertainment event are factors that influence customer

satisfaction. Write five customer survey questions to collect primary data

about an outdoor music concert. Make sure that answers to your

questions are measurable and useful for future events.

21. Communication You are the manager of a water park. Customers have

been complaining about the long lines and discourteous service they

have been receiving from employees. To close the customer service gap,

write a one-page report that explains how employees can offer better

customer service.

22. Economics List five alternative sports and entertainment events that you

and a friend could attend this weekend. Assume that you can attend

only one event. Explain the opportunity cost of your decision.
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23. Research Interview the owner or manager of a local sporting goods or

clothing store. Determine the target market for the store. What type of

research does the store use to learn about the target market? What does the

store estimate its market share of business in the local community to be?

24. Economics List all of your household’s purchases during a two-week

timeframe. Categorize each purchase as rational, emotional, or patronage.

PROJECT EXTRA INNINGS

You want your family of four to attend the next basketball game at your

favorite college within a half-day’s drive. You need to know how much

money to set aside for the trip. Since it is your idea, your family has put you

in charge of the budget.

Work with a group and complete the following activities.

1. Using the Internet, find two hotels near the arena and two motels ten

miles away from the arena. Assume your family will need one room for

one night. How much will these rooms cost? Which will you choose?

2. How many gallons of gasoline will your car need to get you to your

destination and back? How much will that cost?

3. Using the Internet, find ticket prices, parking prices, and if possible, the

prices of snacks and souvenirs. Could you take public transportation

from the motel and save a parking fee? How much would the fares be?

4. Plan to leave home early Saturday morning and return Sunday. Your

parents want to eat at one nice restaurant, but the rest of the meals can

be at fast-food or casual dining restaurants. Estimate the costs for four

people for two breakfasts, two lunches, and one nice dinner. Don’t

forget taxes and tips.

5. Using spreadsheet software, show each itemized expense and its

percentage of the total cost.

6. Produce a pie chart or bar graph from your spreadsheet information.

7. Write a paragraph that justifies to your parents that this money is being

well spent.
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SERVICE WITH STYLE FROM A PRO
Popular theme restaurants through-
out the United States bear the names
of famous athletes, coaches, an-
nouncers, and musicians. Famous
country musician legend Toby Keith
has created a restaurant that offers
great food and live music in Okla-
homa City and Kansas City. The
restaurant was named after Toby’s hit
single ‘‘I Love This Bar.’’ The down-
home experience includes an atmo-
sphere complete with over 100 pieces
of Toby Keith memorabilia, including
signed guitars, platinum records, and
clothing that Keith wore in videos.

Harry Caray was a popular base-
ball announcer in Chicago for over a
decade who was known for his ‘‘tell
it like it is’’ broadcasting style and his
rendition of ‘‘Take Me Out to the
Ballgame.’’ The Caray legend lives on
with Harry Caray’s Restaurant Group
that includes three restaurants and a
retro 10-pin bowling alley offering
an upscale lounge and 24 state-of-
the-art bowling lanes.

Coach Turned
Restaurateur
Frequently, ex-professional athletes
open theme restaurants in their favorite
cities. Many of the restaurants are more
popular for the celebrity name than the
food. Mike Ditka coached his last NFL
game in 2000. Ditka lead the Chicago
Bears to a Super Bowl title in 1985.
Chicago loves Ditka for his no-
nonsense personality. Mike Ditka’s,
located in Chicago’s Tremont Hotel,
serves linebacker-sized portions of
steaks, meats, and seafood. Ditka

believes that a good restaurant offers
great food and service instead of
unnecessary frills. Customers won’t
find tables adorned with orchids at
Mike Ditka’s.

Ditka travels extensively through-
out the United States, and he collects
menus from his favorite restaurants to
share with his executive chef, Tom
Kenny. It is not unusual for Ditka to
call Kenny from a restaurant in
another city to tell him about a great
dish that Mike Ditka’s should serve.

Ditka referred to his champion-
ship team as the Grabowskis to
symbolize the blue-collar work ethic
of the team. The Grabowski Lineup
on the menu includes chicken fried
steak, pot roast, meatloaf, and the
‘‘Fridge’’ Burger (named after a well-
known Chicago Bear’s player).

Chicago residents have embraced
the Grabowskis, and Ditka is still
one of the city’s favorite celebrities.
When Mike is in town, he appears at
the restaurant almost every night to
sign autographs and pose for pic-
tures with fans between bites of his
favorite rib eye steak.

Think Critically

1. Why is Mike Ditka’s so popular?

2. What role does Mike Ditka play
in the actual operation of the
restaurant?

3. List two celebrities whowould be
good candidates for theme res-
taurants. Explain your choices.

4. What personal characteristics
make Ditka a good entrepreneur?
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP PARTICIPATING EVENT:
CREATING AN INDEPENDENT BUSINESS
The Entrepreneurship Participating
Event includes the development and
presentation of various aspects of a
plan to form a business. You must
develop and demonstrate mastery of
essential skills that apply to the
analysis of a business opportunity,
the development of a marketing/
promotion plan, and development
of a financial plan.

The body of the written entry
must be limited to ten numbered
pages, not including the title page
and the table of contents. You may
use visual aids during the 15-minute
oral presentation to the judge. Five
additional minutes will be allowed
for the judge to ask questions about
your business plan.

Your business plan must consist
of the Executive Summary, Descrip-
tion and Analysis of the Business
Situation (rationale and marketing
research; introduction; self-analysis;
analysis of the business opportunity,
customer, and location; and pro-
posed organization), Proposed
Marketing/Promotion Plan, and
Proposed Financing Plan.

Select a major city that has a
professional sports team and a pop-
ular current or retired athlete. Write
a business plan for a theme restau-
rant that bears the athlete’s name.
The business plan must convince
investors that the restaurant will be a
profitable venture. Careful attention
should be given to the demographics
of the city, the competition, and
consumer demand for the res-

taurant. The personality of the ath-
lete should match the restaurant
theme.

Performance Indicators
Evaluated
l Communicate ideas clearly to

the judge (potential investor).

l Analyze all relevant data for
proposing a new celebrity-theme
restaurant.

l Demonstrate critical thinking
and problem-solving skills nec-
essary to propose and operate a
successful business.

l Interpret demographics and finan-
cial data for a proposed business.

l Understand consumer demand
and the existing competition.

Go to the DECA web site for more
detailed information.

Think Critically

1. Why is a business plan necessary
for a popular celebrity who wants
to open a restaurant in a city
where he or she is well liked?

2. Give three examples of success-
ful celebrity-theme restaurants
and what makes them popular.

3. What would be a good grand
opening event to attract the
maximum amount of attention
to the new restaurant?

4. What advantage does a profes-
sional athlete have over an aver-
age citizen when opening a
restaurant?

www.deca.org
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NuBoard Media Sports Promotion
There is always down time at sporting events between innings and at

halftime. James Allegro acted on an idea for a creative, targeted, and

measurable sports sponsorship opportunity that maximizes sponsorship

branding and marketing-information feedback. James, his brother Frank,

and Kevin Lilly turned a simple idea, which capitalizes on the down time,

into a patented marketing bonanza. Imagine 70,000 mini-billboards with

the advertiser’s logo right in front of fans during the entire game.

NuBoard Media has patented a nonresidue adhesive used to attach

plastic bags to the seat backs in sport’s venues. The adhesive is similar to

that used on sticky notes. NuBoard Media prints 12-inch-square ads on the

plastic bags. It then stuffs the bags with the sponsor’s promotional materials

or product samples for the seat holders to view and take with them.

NuBoard has clients in four of the major professional sports leagues—NFL,

NBA, MLB, and NHL—as well as major college bowl games. Fans quickly

open the bags after PA announcements are made about possible winning

game pieces included inside of them. During the game, fans have ample

time to look at the ads and examine the contents of the bags. This burns the

sponsor’s brand name into their memory. A much higher percentage of fans

can recall the event sponsors featured on the bags compared to those on

traditional signage or other media. Most bags go home with the fans as

souvenirs of the game, keeping the message alive long after the game.

The advertisers quickly receive marketing-information feedback. They

know how many people were reached by the advertising by the number of

people in attendance at the game. The response rate may be determined

from the number of coupon redemptions and additional hits on the web site

printed on the advertising. The high reach and response rates keep adver-

tisers coming back as repeat NuBoard Media clients.

Think Critically

1. What features make NuBoard’s promotional media more effective than

traditional media?

2. How could event sponsors use NuBoard’s promotional media to make a

stronger connection with people who are already their customers?

How could they collect data from repeat customers?
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Lesson 5.1

The Need for Speedy
Information
The Need for Speedy
Information

Goals • Explain the purpose of marketing-information management.

• Describe careers in marketing-information management.

Terms

REACHING
FOR DATA
Consumers have many choices when it comes to spending

their discretionary income. Sports and entertainment

businesses compete to gain a share of the total potential

market. To gain market share, businesses must obtain

information in a timely manner about their potential

customer’s wants and needs. Marketing research is conducted to gather data

and identify solutions to marketing problems.

Who Is Buying?
Developing a product or service can be an expensive undertaking. In

the motion picture industry, each step—from writing a movie script to

distributing and marketing the finished product—can add up to millions

of dollars. According to the Motion Picture Association of America, the

average film in 2005 cost $96.2 million to make and market. If the movie is

a flop, the investors have lost their money. Smart investors want marketing

information about what consumers want to view and the public’s opinion

Marketing research firms conduct surveys to help their

client companies determine public opinions about current

issues and people. Advertisers and filmmakers may

use the survey information to decide which actors to

cast to draw the most favorable public response.

If public opinion of a celebrity is low, the

public is less likely to attend a movie in which

the celebrity stars. Between 2005 and 2006,

telephone interviews were conducted with

1,013 adults over age 18. The interviews revealed that

favorable opinions of Tom Cruise plummeted from

58 percent to 31 percent over the one-year time period.

Filmmakers feared that the dramatic drop would mean

reduced attendance at movies starring the celebrity.

Work with a group. Discuss what might cause a

celebrity’s appeal to dramatically change in a positive

and in a negative way.

• syndicated research
• polls

• engaged customers
• client-side researchers
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of a celebrity before they invest. Research conducted by an independent

company and then offered for sale to everyone in an industry is called

syndicated research. Research data are collected and managed electroni-

cally, allowing current data to be viewed instantly worldwide and used to

make decisions.

Engaging Customers
Polls are surveys of people’s opinions. The Gallup Organization is an inter-

national marketing research firm that uses special software to conduct polls.

The information is used to help client companies move customers beyond

just being satisfied with the product or service to being totally engaged

with the company’s product and service. Engaged customers are repeat

customers who are completely loyal to the company’s products and services.

In his book The Loyalty Effect: The Hidden Force Behind Growth, Profits, and

Lasting Value, author Frederick F. Reichheld stresses that loyal customers

greatly increase a companies profits. Reichheld states that it is five times as

expensive to attract the business of new customers as it is to retain the

loyalty of current customers. Gathering and managing marketing informa-

tion provides businesses a deeper understanding of their customers, which is

essential to a business’s growth and success.

Why do businesses need marketing information?

CAREERS IN MARKETING
RESEARCH
Marketing researchers acquire and manage marketing

information. Media companies, including those of televi-

sion, motion pictures, radio, print, and the Internet, hire

marketing researchers to collect data about their audiences

as well as their competition. They track sales of movie

tickets, videos, DVDs, newspapers, and books, as well as the characteristics

of people who are buying them. They monitor where and how advertising

money is being spent. The information collected is used to provide clients

with recommendations about promotion, distribution, design, and pricing.

Marketing Research Firms
According to the U.S. Department of Labor, the number of careers in mar-

keting research will increase by 18 to 26 percent through 2014—much faster

than the average growth expected for other occupations. Most marketing

researchers are employed in large cities and generally need an advanced

college degree, such as a master’s degree. Researchers like to explore new ideas

and look for trends. To gain experience, researchers usually begin their careers

as entry-level associates who assist with conducting surveys and compiling

reports based on collected data. Often, a company will have an inside

TimeOutTimeOut
USA Today
conducts surveys
through mail-in
and online voting
that determine
the survival of
television shows.
Over 32,000 people
vote to ‘‘save’’ or
‘‘kill’’ shows that are
under consideration
for cancellation by
their television
networks.
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marketing researcher who coordinates the company’s research needs through

outside marketing research firms. When staff researchers work with external

research agencies, they are referred to as client-side researchers, because
they are employees of the client.

There are hundreds of companies that specialize in marketing research.

Some focus their research on specific market segments. ACNielsen is a major

marketing research firm that was founded in 1923. It is now a global con-

sumer expert serving more than 9,000 client businesses. ACNielsen is most

known for its TV audience ratings, but it has a number of divisions. The

Nielsen Entertainment division is further divided into businesses that focus

on segments of the entertainment industry, such as television or films.

On the Job
ACNielsen has over 21,000 employees worldwide that fill a large variety of

job types. The director of marketing position requires a bachelor’s degree and

experience in marketing or marketing research. A master’s degree in business

administration (MBA) is a plus, since the primary objective of the position is

to ‘‘drive profitable revenue’’ for the assigned products. The director’s team

tracks sales, analyzes advertising data, helps plan media campaigns, and much

more. The director manages the team, makes presentations, creates schedules

and action plans, develops training materials, and is the main contact for

information. Organization skills, communication and presentation skills, and

proficiency in word processing, database, and presentation software are

needed to be successful in the position.

Describe some of the job functions of a marketing researcher.

E-mail is a fantastic way for marketers to communicate

their message, but everyday, cybercrooks are devising

new ways to use e-mail to defraud gullible people.

Official-looking messages con recipients into linking to

fake sites where they are asked to donate money and/or

give personal information that will be used for identity

theft. Often, e-mail attachments will

unleash vicious computer worms that

imbed the victim’s computer

with malicious code that will

cause the computer to crash.

Because of cyber criminals, consumers have become leery

of opening any e-mail from unfamiliar addresses. The

criminals often use psychological ploys and tricks to fool

victims into opening the e-mails and attachments. Viruses

will often access a victim’s address book before causing

the computer to crash, and it will send replicas of itself by

e-mail to everyone listed. The e-mails will appear to be

coming from a trusted friend.

Think Critically

In what ways does cybercrime impact the use of the

Internet for marketing? List some ideas for preventing

cybercrimes.
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Syndicated research is

a. conducted by client-side researchers

b. conducted by independent companies

c. conducted for one specific client

d. none of the above

2. Most marketing researchers

a. like to explore new ideas and trends

b. need an advanced college degree

c. gain experience by assisting in conducting surveys

d. all of the above

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Why would presentation skills be important to a marketing research

director? Provide two examples of how presentation skills might be

used in the position.

4. Are there sports teams to which you are totally loyal? Or, do you lose

interest and make fewer team-related purchases when the team is not

winning? Describe some possible strategies for keeping fans ‘‘engaged’’

during team losing streaks.
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Lesson 5.2

The Marketing
Research Process
The Marketing
Research Process

Goals • List and describe the steps involved in marketing research.

• Discuss the human factors in marketing research.

Terms

STEPS IN MARKETING
RESEARCH
Univision is the largest television network in the United

States that is focused on Spanish-language viewers. In

advertisements in The Wall Street Journal, Univision quotes

statistics about the tremendous spending power of His-

panics in the United States. Univision also states that

Hispanics are 70 percent more likely to buy a product advertised in Spanish.

In these advertisements, Univision is using ACNielsen marketing research

data collected to show businesses why they should advertise on Univision.

When information is gathered that is very specifically focused on a single

target market, it is referred to as market research rather than the broader

topic—marketing research. Marketing research may involve market research,

but it is a process that can be applied to a number of marketing problems.

To continue to exist, sports and entertainment ventures

must make a profit for their investors, owners, and

sponsors. They are dependent on the goodwill of

the fans. Fans provide funding by participating as

viewers, ticket purchasers, and collectors of

memorabilia.

Catering to fans is what marketing is about. To

do so requires knowledge of the fans---their

likes and dislikes, how much disposable

income they have, their medium of choice,

and how their interests might change in the future.

These are questions that must be answered in order

to efficiently provide entertainment that will make a

profit. Marketing research is used to answer these

questions.

Work with a group. Discuss examples of enter-

tainment businesses catering to fans. Make a list of what

the businesses have done to attract fans. Make a sepa-

rate list of actions that have alienated fans. Discuss both

lists with the class.

• market research
• exploratory research
• desk research

• descriptive research
• causal research
• sample

• price points
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How It’s Done
Marketing research is a problem-solving tool

that helps focus decision making. The process,

which must be ongoing, repeated frequently,

and revised often, involves seven steps.

1. Discover and define the problem

2. Analyze current conditions

3. Develop the process for data collection

4. Collect the data

5. Analyze and report the data

6. Determine a solution to the problem

7. Implement and evaluate the results

1. Discover and Define the Problem Albert Einstein is quoted as saying,

‘‘The formulation of the problem is often more essential than its solution.’’

Marketing research is planned around the need to make a decision that will

solve a problem. The research that needs to be conducted is defined by the

decision or problem that needs to be resolved. According to William G.

Zikmund, in his book Exploring Marketing Research, there are three degrees of

research related to problem definition.

l Exploratory research is conducted when a business is unaware of the

exact problem. For example, fewer people are watching a TV show,

but the network does not know why. Exploratory research can include

desk research, where reports of other completed research are used to

help define the problem. Exploratory research is expected to lead to

further research once the problem is defined.

l Descriptive research is used when the business is aware of the

problem that needs to be solved. For example, if a group wants to start

a new professional soccer team, it needs to know if there will be a

sufficient fan base to support the team.

l Causal research is used to determine cause-and-effect relationships

when the problem is already clearly defined. For example, if a sports

team’s marketing department does not know which of two team logos

and colors will motivate fans to buy more team merchandise, research

can help determine the effect of each alternative.

2. Analyze Current Conditions Analysis might include examining sales

volume and customer data to understand current conditions. If sales of

merchandise related to team uniforms and logos have slowed while season

ticket sales are high, the team may need to take a look at changing the

uniform. If team merchandise sales are very high, a change might slow sales.

3. Develop the Process for Data Collection There are a number of ways to

conduct marketing research, including observation and conducting a survey.

When trying to decide whether to switch team uniforms, the marketers

could have the team wear each of the uniforms for one-half of a game and

observe the fans’ reaction. Another method would be to develop a written

questionnaire or survey and ask the fans to respond.
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A Likert scale is a
method of sum-
marizing and rat-

ing respondents’
attitudes. After
reading a com-
ment, the person
responding will indi-
cate the degree to
which he or she agrees
or disagrees with the
statement. This is usually
done on a five-point
scale---strongly disagree,
disagree, neither agree
nor disagree, agree, or
strongly agree.
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When a sports team needs to make a decision such as how to update

team uniforms, it makes sense to ask the fans for their opinions. The most

effective way to gather information about current and potential customers is

through personal interviews where fans can actually look at samples of the

uniforms and merchandise, but it is also a very expensive and slow process.

The Internet can be a more efficient way to conduct a survey and can include

photographs of players wearing the selection of uniforms. Either way,

questions must be carefully worded to assure that the answers will be valid

and will provide the needed information.

4. Collect the Data Using e-mail to contact season ticket holders and

obtain their opinion about the uniforms could be an effective method of

collecting data. Since it is often impossible to contact every member of the

potential market, a sample, or a small number representative of the large

group, is contacted during the data-collection phase. Ideally, the questions

asked will be carefully worded to clearly define the problem, be easy for the

respondent to answer in a short time, and be formatted so that responses

can be electronically compiled as they are submitted.

5. Analyze and Report the Data After the responses

are electronically compiled, the researchers will look for

patterns in the data and draw conclusions based on those

patterns. For example, the data could reveal that 75 percent

of respondents chose uniform number two over uniform number one. Most

research is more complex and may involve thousands of bits of information.

Tracking sales of team-related merchandise can involve more than just

looking at how many t-shirts are sold. Sales data may be analyzed at the end

of the season or after each game. Important data could include which styles,

sizes, and colors sold best and at which price points. Price points are the

range of prices charged for a category of merchandise. For example, the

t-shirts of highest quality and elaborate design may sell for $50 while those

of lesser quality and simple design may sell for $10, and there may be a

variety of choices in between. Noticing which price points sell best will

Many marketers think that one way to test market a new

product is to ask a group of people what they think.

The marketer may mistakenly believe that the product

will sell based on positive feedback received

in this way. The feedback may be inaccurate,

however, because very often people will tell you

what they think you want to hear.

To learn the real truth about how well a

product will sell, marketers can show

or demonstrate the product to con-

sumers. If they are interested enough to

buy it on the spot, then the product is a potential big

seller. If not, marketers should rethink the product or

forego any further investment in it.

Think Critically

1. Movie marketers offer free previews to media

movie critics. Why do you think they use this

technique?

2. What is the purpose of giving away limited ‘‘sneak-

preview’’ tickets to the public prior to a movie

opening?
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provide insight on what customers want and the limits on what they are

willing to spend on t-shirt memorabilia. Other factors to consider are how

sales are impacted when the team is winning and when it is losing. All of

these data can be used to determine what types of merchandise to offer in

the future.
Sorting thousands of bits of data and

making sense of it can be tedious and time

consuming. Spreadsheet and database soft-

ware programs are used to sort the data and

place it into graphic representations that

busy executives can quickly analyze. For

example, a dashboard format, as shown at

the right, may be used to present the data

around gauges and dials resembling those

found on automobiles. A chart, such as the

one shown below, is another common way to graphically present data. The

graphs and charts can be automatically updated as often as new information

is available. Whatever format is used for the report, it must be meaningful to

the client who has the defined problem.

6. Determine a Solution to the Problem Based on the conclusions from

the data, recommendations will be made to change the current conditions,

such as the style of uniforms, the price of the merchandise, or the distribu-

tion channels used for merchandise sales.

7. Implement and Evaluate the Results Finally, the company must

implement the changes and then determine whether they actually result in

an effective solution to the problem. If concerns are uncovered, marketers

may need to revisit some steps in the marketing research process.

Explain how market research is different from marketing research.

Music Market Share
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THE HUMAN
FACTOR
In Exploring Marketing Research, author William G.

Zikmund describes a sales manager and a marketing

research manager confronted with the same problem—

crossing a swiftly flowing river. The sales manager jumps

in, swims furiously, and finally manages to emerge beating

his chest and boasting of his accomplishment. The marketing research

manager in the meantime has studied the river’s flow and determined its

lowest point and other factors. He quietly wades across and does not say

anything to anyone. While this story stereotypes both managers, it makes

the point that the people in research and sales may at times conflict on how

to solve a problem and use research in a business.

Research Sophistication
In some businesses, gut feeling and intuition are used in decision making. In

others, research is valued and actively used as a decision-making tool. Most

companies fall somewhere between these extremes. Marketing research can

never completely remove uncertainty about the success or failure of a new

product or service, but decisions based on sound information can greatly

improve the odds of success. Marketing managers need to develop a high level

of knowledge about what makes good research and the harm that can come

from making decisions based on poor research. The level to which the com-

pany has embraced the marketing concept—focusing on long-term customer

relationships rather than short-term results—and its knowledge about research

will determine the place of marketing research in the company.

Reducing Conflict
For marketing research to be effective, it must be viewed as useful. The

potential exists for managers to want to ‘‘shoot the messenger’’ if marketing

research shows that customers are not happy with the product or service.

The sales and service departments are not likely to be happy to hear this

information and may react defensively. To reduce the chances of conflict,

marketing researchers must learn about all of the marketing functions. They

What kinds of music do you like the best? What do you think is the most

popular style of music in the United States? The market share of any

specific style of music can be determined by comparing its total music

sales to total sales of all music and calculating a percentage. Access

thomsonedu.com/school/sports and click on the link for Chapter 5.

On the RIAA web site, check the Music Consumer Trends chart for the

most recent year. Rank the five top styles of music in the United States by

market share. How would you describe the way the market share for

rock music has changed over the past ten years?

t h om sonedu . c om / s c h oo l / s p o r t s
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must work with managers to enhance the company’s profits through effec-

tive decision making. Reporting research results in an understandable format

for managers will help avoid conflicts due to poor communication.

Ethical Research
Marketing researchers must maintain high ethical standards and report

information accurately and objectively. They have an obligation to the people

who are the subject of the research and the client or business sponsoring the

research. Conducting fake or biased research and reporting only what the

client wants to hear is an example of unethical and perhaps illegal activity.

Asking people to provide information for research purposes comes with an

obligation to protect their privacy. Confidentiality means the researcher has

an obligation to not reveal the specific identities of the respondents. The

Federal Trade Commission considers it illegal for researchers to pretend they

are conducting research, when in fact they are actually disguising a sales tactic

to gain access to a prospective customer. The American Marketing Association

has a code of ethics that outlines the principles of ethical practice of marketing

research and the obligation to protect the consumer from ‘‘misrepresentation

and exploitation under the guise of research.’’

What’s in It for Me?
While people are often reluctant to answer personal questions, they fre-

quently supply the information in return for something they want. For

example, sometimes moviegoers receive a discount card for future savings in

return for filling out information on a sign-up form. The movie theater gains

demographic information about where the attendees live, how often they

attend movies, and which movies they see. Even something as simple as an

address can give an indication of a person’s income and education level.

Worldwide Data
As the global market for sports, entertainment, and recreation continues to

grow at a rapid pace, marketers must expand their knowledge of the cultures

of potential new customers. Billions of people in more than 200 countries

around the world watched or listened to the 2006 FIFA World Cup matches,

but only a few hours per day of the games were available on English-

language television. More coverage was available on Spanish-language

Univision. To assume that other cultures share tastes and values with

traditional U.S. consumers is a mistake. Potential customers can be lost

forever because of a lack of information about their wants and needs.

The United States continues to dominate the export of sports and enter-

tainment programming while importing virtually nothing. Lack of sensi-

tivity to other cultures can be viewed negatively. For a company to grow,

marketing information must be used to make effective decisions to shape

product and service offerings for global customers.

Briefly describe the reasons for potential conflict between sales managers and mar-
keting research managers.
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Exploratory research is used

a. when a business is unaware of the exact problem

b. to determine cause-and-effect relationships

c. when a business is aware of the problem that needs to be solved

d. when desk research is unavailable

2. Ethical research involves

a. gathering and reporting information the paying client wants to hear

b. gathering consumers’ private and personal information for other uses

c. reporting all information accurately and objectively

d. all of the above

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Write a paragraph explaining why defining the problem is critical to the

marketing research process.

4. Research Movie theaters often charge more for popcorn and a drink

than they charge for a movie ticket. Is there a point at which moviegoers

will not buy refreshments because of the price? How can theaters know

the price point at which demand is the highest? Write a paragraph

describing how the price point may be determined.
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Lesson 5.3

Managing the
Information
Managing the
Information

Goals • Explain the options for electronic data collection.

• Discuss the concept of data-driven decisions.

Terms

COLLECTION
OF DATA
The information gathered through marketing research can

be very valuable to businesses, but it must be collected,

stored, and analyzed before it is of use. The quality and

validity of the data collected are also critical to the useful-

ness of the information. The old adage ‘‘garbage in, garbage

out’’ indicates that if the data are inaccurate, then the reports and decisions

based on them will be of poor quality.

Data Mining
The use of powerful computers to ‘‘dig up’’ data needed to make decisions—

called data mining—is part of marketing research. ACNielsen uses data

mining as a tool to help businesses understand their customers.

ACNielsen’s research is generally based on actions rather than opinions,

and the input, storage, and analysis is done electronically. A newspaper or

magazine can count the number of copies sold, but there is no easy method

for knowing exactly how many people are watching a TV show. Nielsen

Media Research estimates the number of people by selecting a sample of the

total market and then recording the viewing habits of the people in the

Many companies are overwhelmed with data that are

available thanks to technology. The number of potential

customers and all of their wants and needs, the size and

depth of the competition’s products, the number of

people attending events . . . the list of information that is

tracked and stored is endless.

According to Michael Totty, writing for The Wall Street

Journal, managers do not have enough time to manually

decipher all of the information that is available. They are

searching for ways to simplify the information and

organize it into meaningful segments so that it is useful

for decision making.

Work with a group. Discuss the kinds of

information a marketing director for a

college football team might want to know.

Where might that information be found

online?

• data mining • cookie • click-through rate
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sample. Nielsen uses 10,000 households as the representative sample of the

109.6 million U.S. households with televisions. A top-rated show is one that

is watched by the most people in a sample during the show’s time slot.

Nielsen collects the data using an electronic box connected to the television.

Each viewer in the household has a separate button on a remote control

that, when activated, records the show being watched and attributes it to the

household member by age and gender.

Another ACNielsen division is Nielsen Sports, which identifies households

by their interest in professional sports. Using 125,000 households that make

up a consumer panel, the service is able to link a household’s interest in

professional sports to its purchases of specific brands and products and even

to specific stores where household members shop. The information allows

professional sports teams to closely target their fans with marketing efforts.

Cookies Anyone?
Nielsen households serve voluntarily as part of the sample, but personal data

are often collected from consumers when they are not even aware that it is

happening. Electronic marketers gather information about visitors to their

web sites through the use of cookies. A cookie is a small data file that is

placed on the hard drive of a web site visitor that collects and reports data on

the visitor. The cookie tracks how often the computer is used to visit the site,

where visitors go within the site, which ads they view and click on, where they

clicked from to get to the site, and so forth. Knowing customers’ interests and

habits allows companies to better focus on what customers want.

Consumer Privacy
Decisions based on data can help customers make the right choices and

businesses become more successful, but data must be collected and used

When customers use a credit or debit card to make a

transaction, information about the customer is collected.

The customer’s name and credit card number, the custom-

er’s personal identification number (PIN), the type of pur-

chase, the items purchased, and the

amount of the purchase are some of the

data collected as the transaction is pro-

cessed. According to industry rules,

retailers are not supposed to trace or

store personal cardholder data such as

PIN numbers in their computer systems.

According to a warning issued in 2006 by

Visa to its client companies, some older

and or misconfigured versions of software

made by Fujitsu Transaction Solutions, Inc.

may be inadvertently storing customer data, including the

PIN numbers, used in debit card transactions. The stored

personal data could be putting bank customers at risk

should the information be accessed by hackers or other-

wise fall into the wrong hands. The stored data could

potentially be used to access customers’ bank and credit

card accounts.

Think Critically

1. Do marketing researchers, credit card companies,

and retailers have an obligation to protect their

customers’ personal data? Why or why not?

2. How might it impact a retail store if it became

known that its customers’ data were not properly

secured?

TimeOutTimeOut
Most written
research reports
include a section
called an execu-
tive summary.

This summary is
located near the

front of the report and
is usually only one page
long. It highlights the
most important points
of the research, and
when well written, will
entice the reader to
delve further into the
research report.
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with care. The protection of customers’ privacy and their right to know how

their personal information is being used are key issues being addressed by

industry and federal legislation. There is a great deal of concern about

marketing information gathered from children. Security of credit card

information is also a concern for Internet shoppers. Despite these concerns,

Internet usage is growing at a tremendous rate.

The entertainment industry is working to collect data about who is

stealing from its members. In a move to protect their property from piracy,

movie producers have proposed action that some view as an invasion of

privacy. Both in the United States and Europe, movie studios have suggested

that technology be used to notify the copyright holder of every use of a

movie on a digital TV set. The copyright holder would also be notified if the

movie is transferred to or viewed on a computer.

Why do people often resent the collection of personal data?

DATA-DRIVEN
DECISIONS
Every day, customers and marketers use data to make

decisions. Businesses need information about customers

to make sure they are offering the right marketing mix.

Customers look at

product ratings,

descriptions, and prices to help them

make product choices.

Ranking the Ads
Internet sites like Google are search

engines that help users find relevant web

sites at no cost to the user. Google is

funded by sponsors that advertise on

the site. When companies choose to

advertise on an Internet search engine,

they want their ads to appear when a

user conducts a search that includes

related keywords.

Google ranks or positions advertise-

ments on its search-results pages

based on the amount companies are

paying for the ads and based on data

collected by Google. The data collected

include the click-through rates. A click-
through rate is determined by dividing
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the number of times an ad is clicked on by the number of times an ad is shown.

The effectiveness of an advertisement is immediately known, and the more

effective ads are moved up closer to the top of the web page. If a company has

more than one advertisement that is connected to the same keywords, Google

provides the company with information that shows which of the ads is most

effective. Marketers can use the information provided by Google to identify

strategies for improving effectiveness of future advertisements.

Why does Google improve the ranking of ads that get the most clicks?

Charlie Colon

Charlie Colon’s exciting career in marketing research began as a summer internship

from which he moved up through the ranks. Colon is currently the Executive

Director of Gallup Labs for The Gallup Organization, the world-renowned consulting

and marketing research firm. Colon’s job is to manage the project engineers who

oversee worldwide software development for immediate client needs.

Colon’s summer internship fueled his interest in marketing research and people.

His internship project dealt with overall employee satisfaction at a large corpora-

tion. Colon’s theory was that more money would make employees feel happy

about their jobs. He was surprised to discover that feeling their supervisors cared

about them as human beings was and is still the most important consideration for

employee satisfaction.

Colon’s division developed the software for the first Gallup World Poll, involving over

100 countries in a database that manages questions concerning quality of life, hope

and optimism, and democracy. The project required an incredible worldwide coordina-

tion of efforts. Colon knows that Gallup’s global connection will continue to grow. He

believes that his future with the company lies in the expansion of global clients. He also

believes that Gallup will continue to grow its consulting business, which

helps major corporations improve customer satisfaction by engaging their

employees in meeting customer needs. Charlie Colon sees a future with a

worldwide Gallup Organization that is helping customers 24/7.

Think Critically

1. Why would software development be highly important to mar-

keting research on a worldwide basis?

2. How could Gallup help sports and entertainment businesses

improve? Does the worldwide quality of life issue impact sports

and entertainment businesses? Explain you answer.
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Data mining involves using a high-powered computer to

a. compile a report

b. dig up data needed to make decisions

c. define a problem

d. none of the above

2. Cookies placed on visitors’ computers provide data on

a. how often the computer is used to visit the site

b. the visitor’s areas of interest within the site

c. PIN numbers for the visitor’s bank accounts

d. both a and b

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Ethics Think about the ways marketers collect data from customers.

Is there a difference in collecting data from volunteers as opposed to

unknowing customers? Discuss ethical issues and privacy concerns.

What boundaries do you believe should be set?

4. Advertising tobacco products on television is prohibited. Why would

market researchers still want to collect data about televised sports

watched by smokers?
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Review Marketing Concepts
Write the letter of the term that matches each definition. Some terms will

not be used.

1. Surveys of people’s opinions

2. A small number representative of a large

group

3. Staff employees who work with external

research agencies

4. The range of prices charged for a cate-

gory of merchandise

5. Gathering information specifically

focused on a single target market

6. Repeat customers who are completely

loyal to a company’s products

7. Research used to determine cause-and-

effect relationships when a problem is

already clearly defined

8. Determined by dividing the number of times an ad is clicked on by

the number of times the ad is shown

9. A small data file that is placed on the hard drive of a web site visitor

that collects and reports data on the visitor

10. Research conducted by an independent company that is offered for

sale to everyone in an industry

Circle the best answer.

11. When sales of a product are declining and the business does not know

why, it will conduct
a. syndicated research
b. exploratory research
c. descriptive research
d. causal research

12. The first step in marketing research involves
a. defining the problem
b. analyzing current conditions
c. collecting data
d. none of the above

13. The differences between marketing research and market research include
a. marketing research is focused on a very specific target market
b. marketing research involves a much broader scope
c. market research can be applied to a number of marketing problems
d. all of the above

a. causal research

b. click-through rate

c. client-side
researchers

d. cookie

e. data mining

f. descriptive research

g. desk research

h. engaged customers

i. exploratory research

j. market research

k. polls

l. price points

m. sample

n. syndicated research
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Think Critically
14. Why would a sports team that has client-side researchers on staff need

or want to hire an independent firm to conduct research?

15. Why do companies need to gather and manage marketing information?

Describe some of the ways the information might be used.

16. How could you create a student-operated marketing research firm for

your school? Who might your clients be, and what topics might they

want you to research?

17. If you were an event manager, how would you determine what to charge

for tickets to the event? What kinds of information would you need to

know about the people who might attend the event?

18. Professional sports teams are concerned about the decline in youth

attendance at games. Develop a ten-question survey for youths that

would help an organization design promotional strategies aimed at

increasing youth attendance at games.
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Make Connections
19. Problem-Solving Review the description of causal research in Lesson 5.2.

Provide an example, other than the one provided, of a clearly defined

problem a concert promoter might have that would need to be solved

with causal research.

20. Government Use the Internet to research how the European Union is

trying to protect its citizens’ personal data. Write a brief summary of

actions taken by the EU.

21. Geography Look online or in your school library for a map of New York

City. There are five boroughs that make up NYC. NYC has two baseball

teams and two stadiums. Name the teams and the stadiums. Determine

the location of each of the stadiums. Does where people live make a

difference in which of the two baseball teams they support? How do the

two teams know which residents are their fans?

22. History Use the Internet to learn about the fans of a major league sports

team of your choice. How have their demographics changed in the past

25 years?
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23. Marketing Math You have placed a different ad on two search engine

sites. Every time certain key words are used at each site, your ad comes

up on the search-results page. Both ads link visitors to your web site.

Search engine site A has reported that in the past month, your ad has

been displayed 56,690 times and that 8,503 visitors have clicked on

your ad. Search engine site B reports that your ad has been displayed

66,500 times and that 8,910 visitors have clicked on your ad. Based on

the click-through rates, which ad has been most effective? How will you

use this information when creating future Internet ads?

PROJECT EXTRA INNINGS

There is concern about the high incidence of obesity among today’s youth,

which can lead to heart disease, diabetes, and a number of other health

problems. Because of this concern, a new state law is mandating that your

school no longer sell high-calorie soft drinks that have no nutritional value.

Your school has always used the funds from soft drink sales to provide extras

for students, including covering the costs of field trips and school dances.

Your team has been asked to select legal, healthy alternative drinks that may

be sold to provide the funding for the extra activities.

Work with a group and complete the following activities.

1. Review the steps in marketing research, as described in Lesson 5.2.

Define the problem as it applies to your school.

2. Determine what method your group will use to collect data and the size

of the sample, with five percent of your school as a minimum. Carefully

write out the questions to be asked of the sample group. Test the

questions out on at least five people to see if the questions are specific

enough to generate the desired information.

3. Compile and summarize the data you have collected, and display the

data in graphic form.

4. Write up a brief report that states the problem, describes the research,

and recommends a solution. Present your findings to the class.

5. Did other groups come up with different recommendations? How can

you determine which recommendations are the best?
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LONGER LIFESPANS EQUAL
SMALLER INHERITANCES
Americans are living longer and
consuming their savings. Baby
boomers, counting on inheritances
to supplement their retirement
savings, should look for alternative
plans. A recent report by the Center
for Retirement Research at Boston
College found that 43 percent of
workers risk being unable to main-
tain their standard of living for
retirement.

Experts believe that more than
$40 trillion will be transferred from
one generation to another over the
next 60 years. Boomers are expected
to inherit $7 trillion to $10 trillion.
The greatest percentage of inheri-
tance will go to individuals who
have a net worth of $450,000 or
more. By the end of 2004, about
19 percent of boomers—born from
1946 to 1964—had received an
inheritance. The median amount of
inheritance was $49,000.

Planning for Retirement
The 90 and above age group is
increasing. More individuals are
enjoying longer years of retirement
and are deservingly spending savings
to enjoy life. Fidelity Investments
estimates that a 65-year-old couple
retiring today will need about
$200,000 to cover health costs that
are not covered by Medicare. The

average cost of a nursing home is
$60,000 per year in many cities.

Boomers come from families that
were relatively large. Parents of
children born from 1946 to 1964
had an average of 3.5 children,
resulting in a smaller inheritance
for each child after dividing it up.
Inheritance is a very sensitive topic.
Baby boomers must plan savings
that will meet their standard of
living for retirement. Maintaining a
lifestyle of travel and entertainment
throughout the retirement years will
require smart financial planning.

Think Critically

1. Why should baby boomers not
count on inheritance as a major
part of their financial well
being?

2. What can the travel and tourism
industry do to attract the busi-
ness of a growing senior citizen
population?

3. What message does this case
send to individuals who want to
maintain their lifestyle after
retirement?

4. Because individuals are living
longer, what kinds of insurance
should they consider buying to
protect their savings and
investments?
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TRAVEL AND TOURISM MARKETING
MANAGEMENT TEAMDECISIONMAKING EVENT
The American population is living
longer and enjoying longer years of
retirement. Many senior citizens
load up RVs and move to warmer
locations for the winter.

Many retirees still want to main-
tain residences in the North where
their family lives. The Best of Both
Worlds has retirement communities
throughout the United States, en-
abling individuals to have two resi-
dences during the year. Individuals
can enjoy the North in the summer
and the South in the winter. Residents
must be at least 55 years old and
cannot have children currently living
in the household. Each retirement
community is a self-contained com-
munity, complete with a supermarket,
exercise facilities, club house, golf
course, bank, drug store, medical
services, and other important retail
establishments.

The Best of Both Worlds is a rela-
tively new concept for retirement
communities. The price for both
residences is less than the cost of two
similar single households. All main-
tenance services are included in the
price of the condominiums. Resi-
dents have the peace of mind that
both homes are maintained and
secure at all times.

Because The Best of Both Worlds is
a new concept for retirement living,
you have been hired to develop a
marketing promotional plan to cap-
ture the attention of senior citizens.
You must select the forms of adver-
tising and promotion that will be
most effective for the target market.

Your team has 30 minutes to
organize a marketing promotional
strategy for The Best of Both Worlds.
You may use notes and a laptop
computer for your presentation. You
will have ten minutes to present your
proposal, and the judge has an addi-
tional five minutes to ask questions.

Performance Indicators
Evaluated
l Communicate promotional

ideas clearly to the judge.
l Analyze characteristics of the

target market.
l Explain the economic benefits of

senior citizens owning two
residences.

l Emphasize the advantages of a
retirement village concept that
involves two locations.

l Understand the product being
promoted and its value to the
target market.

Go to the DECA web site for more
detailed information.

Think Critically

1. Why are two residences attrac-
tive to many senior citizens?

2. How do high gas prices affect
senior citizens who use RVs?

3. List three characteristics of
the retirement communities
that are attractive to senior
citizens.

www.deca.org
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AEG
Sports fan and billionaire Philip Anschutz is known to have made his fortune

by seizing opportunities. Anschutz buys companies that are on the verge of

financial trouble, puts them through bankruptcy to get rid of the debt and

to take advantage of legal restructuring, and brings them back as efficiently

operating businesses. This strategy has been used to build Anschutz Enter-

tainment Group (AEG), a subsidiary of The Anschutz Corporation. During the

early 2000s, Anschutz became a key player in movie exhibition by gaining

control of exhibitors Regal Cinemas, United Artists, and Edwards Theaters.

AEG’s marketing strategy is to dominate specific markets. AEG is the

second-largest promoter of live events in the United States. It owns or

controls six major sports and entertainment venues and owns all or part of

more sports teams than any other corporation in the world. After acquiring

the Los Angeles Kings hockey team and an interest in the Los Angeles

Lakers, AEG built the Staples Center, which is now home to five professional

sports franchises.

To round out the continuous use of the Staples Center, AEG moved into

the concert promotion and booking business. More than $500 million in

tickets are sold each year to AEG events. Further expanding the corpo-

ration’s reach into sports and entertainment, AEG added LA Live next to the

Staples Center. LA Live consists of a 55-story, 1,100-room convention hotel,

a broadcast and restaurant facility, a movie theater, and a 7,000-seat music

venue. The Latin Grammy Awards as well as other productions from VH1,

MTV, and BET will be hosted at LA Live.

Think Critically

1. What strategy has AEG used to position the company to dominate the

venues it controls?

2. Is the strategy similar to or different from strategies used by most

businesses? Explain your answer.
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Lesson 6.1

The Game
Plan
The Game
Plan

Goals • Explain the difference between marketing tactics and strategies.

• Discuss the importance of planning to stay ahead of the competition.

Terms

MARKETING
TACTICS
When marketing

research showed Nike

running behind com-

petitor Adidas, Nike

became determined

that the corporation’s goal was to be

number one in the global sports mar-

ket. Nike is trying to catch Adidas and

would like to fill a spot in customers’

minds and pocketbooks that is already

occupied by Adidas. However, for Nike

to be successful, it will have to have

a tactic that capitalizes on how Nike

is different from Adidas rather than

how it is the same. Nike will have to

fill a new, unoccupied space in the

minds of consumers.

When the George Mason University (GMU) Patriots

became the Cinderella team during the National Colle-

giate Athletic Association (NCAA) tournament in

March 2006, they changed the way the nation

looked at the university. Prior to the tournament,

GMU was a relatively unknown university with

multiple locations near Washington, D.C. It

came out of near obscurity after the men’s

basketball team for the first time in its

history progressed to the Final Four. During

and following the tournament, more than $1 million

of GMU-related merchandise was sold, and interest

by student applicants rose to new heights. GMU

capitalized on its newfound fame to attract additional

funding and more high-level students and basketball

players.

Work with a group. Discuss why one tournament

could make such a difference to a university. How can

GMU maximize the benefits of its newfound fame?
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Tactics First
In their book Bottom-Up Marketing, authors Al Ries and Jack Trout define a

tactic as ‘‘a competitive mental angle.’’ They use the word ‘‘competitive’’ to

mean that the product or service stands out from the rest of those in the

market, and the word ‘‘mental’’ to mean in the mind of the consumer. A

tactic is the way a product or service is differentiated in the minds of cus-

tomers from other competing products or services. To truly hold a com-

petitive edge, a company’s product or service must be truly different in the

minds of consumers—not the same product that is offered by a competitor,

and not just better or cheaper. NuBoard Media did not invent advertising on

plastic bags, but it devised a tactic to build brands and engage customers for

sports sponsors by using the plastic bags as mini-billboards.

The process of developing a tactic requires extensive knowledge and

involvement with customers. It begins at the bottom, where sales are made,

and works its way to upper management. This is contrary to most com-

panies’ processes. Tactics must be developed by people who have their

minds open to the idea of exploring what customers think. In short, the

most effective tactics are created by the people who are the closest to the

customers—the salespeople.

Strategies
Once the tactic is determined, then a strategy can be developed. Strategies are
the processes by which the tactics are implemented. NuBoard Media used

the strategy of selling ad space on the mobile mini-billboards and adhered

them to the seat backs in stadiums to advertise for their clients’ businesses.

Ritz-Carlton operates five-star hotels known for their luxury. The company

adopted the tactic of differentiating its new ultra-premium hotels to appeal

to only the wealthiest of customers. Instead of trying to change the image of

the luxury Ritz-Carlton hotels in the minds of the ultra rich, the strategy was to

use another brand name for the new ultra-premium properties. Ritz-Carlton

formed a partnership with the Italian jewelry firm Bulgari to open the lavishly

After getting off to a rough start, the newest Major

League Soccer franchise---the Houston Dynamo---

attracted over 25,000 enthusiastic fans to watch the

team win its opening game. The team is owned by AEG,

a subsidiary of The Anschutz Corporation.

Although AEG has vast experience in naming

teams and venues, it stumbled with the original

name for the team---Houston 1836. The name

was chosen because the city of Houston was

founded in 1836. The proposed name

sparked controversy because the final,

decisive battle of Texas’ war for

independence from Mexico was won in Houston in 1836.

A large number of Houston’s soccer fans vocally expressed

dislike of the name’s association with a major defeat of

Mexico. As a result, the team name was changed to

Dynamo before the opening game.

Think Critically

1. Should teams be in touch with their fan base before

choosing a name? Why or why not?

2. Why would fans care about something that hap-

pened in 1836?
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elegant Bulgari Hotels and Resorts. A new image was created in the minds of

the targeted ultra-rich customers.

What is the difference between a tactic and a strategy?

BEATING
THE COMPETITION
When a product or service performs very well and is sell-

ing very quickly, it will attract competition. To maintain

growth, a business must plan to stay ahead of the com-

petition. Additionally, before jumping into a new product

area, sports and entertainment marketers want to know the

competition the new product will be facing.

A sports team wants to know everything possible about the team it is

playing next week. Coaches and players will spend hours watching videos of

their opponents playing against other teams to determine players’ strengths

and weaknesses. From the analysis, tactics and strategies will be devised and

used to win the game. ‘‘Winning the game’’ in business means gaining

market share over competitors and making a profit, and it takes the same

depth of knowledge of the competitors.

What Information Is Needed?
Information gathered about

competitors is referred to as

marketing intelligence.
Some of the types of informa-

tion about competitors that

are valuable to marketers

include competitors’ prices,

distribution methods,

product/service offerings,

and promotional strategies.

A complete picture of the

competition can be developed

from putting all of the types

of information together. The

information is not used as a

means to copy competitors,

but to ensure you are distinct

from them.

Pricing For some customers, price can be the major factor

in the decision to buy. Pricing is very important to cus-

tomers, and the prices being charged by competitors can

influence their purchases.
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Distribution When planning distribution, marketers

must make the product convenient for customers to buy.

Knowing how competing products are made available

to customers and the locations where the most sales are

occurring, such as over the Internet, can help marketers determine how to

make the place utility of their product better.

Product/Service Management Knowing the product

and service offerings of competitors can help a business

determine how to differentiate its products. The goal is to

offer additional choices to consumers, not just follow com-

petitors’ leads.

Promotional Efforts Analysis of competitors’ promo-

tional efforts will help a business to know the product

characteristics competitors are emphasizing, the customers

they are targeting, and how much they are spending on

their promotions.

Finding the Information
It is not always easy to find the information about the competition, but it is

extremely important and can help drive marketing plans. Marketing intel-

ligence must be studied and analyzed to spot trends and try to anticipate the

future actions of the competition. Using the information to plan the next

tactics and strategies will help a business stay ahead of the competition,

differentiate itself, and continue to be profitable. Sources of information

include the Internet, observations, trade shows, and customers.

The Internet Using the Internet to obtain public information about

companies is a cost-effective and efficient research method. Entering the

competition’s company name in a search engine often yields a great number

of web pages that link to a treasure trove of valuable information. Addi-

tionally, using keywords that pertain to your type of product or service

may turn up additional competitors and their distributors that might not

Have you ever played Rock Paper Scissors? Did you know that if you get

really good at Rock Paper Scissors, you can turn pro? It’s true! Rock Paper

Scissors fanatics from all around the world gather every year to compete in

the International World Championships. Access thomsonedu.com/school/

sports and click on the link for Chapter 6. Visit the World Rock Paper

Scissors (RPS) Society’s web site and click on the Sponsors link. What is the

age category for World RPS Society’s potential and current customers?

What kinds of companies do you think would be likely to sponsor RPS

competitions? Can you think of a good way to promote RPS to possible

customers?

t h om sonedu . c om / s c h oo l / s p o r t s

TimeOutTimeOut
One of the biggest
competitors of
movie theaters is
the home-theater
system. Luring

audiences out of
the comfort of their
homes can be a chal-
lenge when big screens
with surround sound at
home rival what is
offered in theaters.
Theaters that offer on-
site restaurants, video
arcades, and live music
give movie buffs addi-
tional incentive for
going out for their
entertainment.
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have otherwise been known. For example, entering the keywords ‘‘ultra-

premium hotels’’ brings up listings like the $25,000-per-night penthouse suite

at The Setai in South Beach, Miami.

Observations Salespeople can gain insight into the competition through

observation. Observation can provide information that is not otherwise

available. In his article ‘‘Learning About Your Competition,’’ Dave Kahle

states that he considers salespeople to be ‘‘managers of information.’’ The

salespeople are in contact with the customers more than any other group,

and at trade shows they can observe the competitions’ salespeople. They can

be the eyes and ears that gather small bits of information about what is

happening in the marketplace. The small bits, when combined, can provide

an increased awareness and understanding of the customer.

Trade Shows Salespeople can collect valuable information about the

competition at trade shows. Trade shows are major events where people in

a related industry meet to show their products, exchange ideas, learn about

the latest trends, and so forth. Competitors may set up booths where they

are showing their new products to customers and providing information

about pricing and distribution channels. This gives salespeople a firsthand

look at their competitors’ products, tactics, and strategies.

Customers Potential customers may attend trade shows or visit you at

your place of business. They may also have met with salespeople of the

competition. Especially for large purchases, smart consumers will shop

around for the best products and prices. They may volunteer information to

you in casual conversation about what the competition is offering. Even

when they do not buy your product, they can be a rich source of informa-

tion when they tell you why they are not buying from you. Reasons for not

buying can be very useful in improving marketing plans.

Give three examples of marketing intelligence information that might be collected by a
movie theater.
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Tactics are

a. the study of the sales process

b. the ways a product is differentiated from the competition

c. the study of the relationship of individual consumers and producers

d. strategies for success

2. To find information about the competition, marketers can

a. use the Internet

b. attend trade shows

c. talk with customers

d. all of the above

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. What does it mean to ‘‘get a product into the mind of consumers’’? Why

is it important to do so?

4. Think of two radio stations in your area. How do they differentiate

themselves from each other? What are their tactics and strategies?
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Lesson 6.2

Entertainment and
Sports Strategies
Entertainment and
Sports Strategies

Goals • Explain the importance of learning from customers.

• Discuss sports marketing strategies.

• Discuss entertainment marketing strategies.

Terms

INFORMATION FOR
DECISION MAKING
Before committing to market a new product or service,

smart sports and entertainment marketers do extensive

planning and create a marketing plan. Amarketing plan is

a precisely written document that describes the tactics and

strategies that will be used to market the product or service.

It includes how the business will implement each strategy. Once the tactics

are determined, the strategies are designed based on marketing research

data. Raw data are the facts and recorded measures that have been gathered.

They are not of much use until they are organized and grouped into formats

that are suitable for helping make decisions.

Interpretation
If a marketing manager for a collegiate sports team knows that 1,000 people

like the blue team shirt more than the red team shirt, it has little meaning

without being grouped with additional information. You would also want

In The Wall Street Journal, writer Kat Kelly pointed out

a new trend in the movie industry. Kelly wrote about the

promotions of executives Marc Shmuger and David

Linde to the chairman and co-chairman positions

at Universal Pictures. The big news about the

promotions was that both of the executives

came from the marketing side of the

business.

The appointment of Shmuger and Linde was the first time

executives of a major studio came from marketing rather

than from the movie production side of the business.

According to Kelly, ‘‘the future of the business may be in

the marketing and distribution of movies, not simply their

selection.’’

Work with a group. Discuss why the movie industry

would change the management focus from production to

marketing.

• marketing plan
• interpretation

• applied research
• touchpoints
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to know the total number of people surveyed. For

example, was it 1,500 or 5,000? What percentage of

those surveyed liked the red shirt best?

Interpretation means explaining the informa-

tion so that it has meaning and drawing conclu-

sions that relate to the defined marketing research

problem. Marketing managers are careful when

interpreting information so as not to draw the

wrong conclusions. Knowing that 1,000 people like

a shirt and making a decision based on that data

alone could result in a poorly designed marketing

plan. Gathering an adequate amount of data and

then transforming it into useable forms, such as

summaries, charts, or graphs, simplifies the decision-

making process.

Applied Research
Basic marketing research can be undertaken to verify a theory or just to

learn, but marketing managers initiate applied research, which is con-

ducted to solve problems. Because the marketing concept focuses on cus-

tomers, long-term profitability, and coordination of all six of the core

marketing standards, applying what is learned from marketing research to

planning is a critical step to successful marketing. Peter Drucker, a man-

agement guru, defines marketing as ‘‘the whole firm, taken from the cus-

tomer’s point of view.’’ This statement emphasizes the need to carefully

learn from the customer and then use what is learned to attract customers

and then engage them with the products or services offered.

Collecting customer information that can be used to develop and implement

marketing strategies requires businesses to identify all the ways it interacts with

customers. These points at which the business makes contact with customers are

called touchpoints. Touchpoints can include web site visits, e-mails, phone

calls, advertisements, one-on-one sales pitches, or any means by which an

opportunity exists to communicate with customers and increase sales.

When planning, marketers should literally make a list of every touch-

point, whether it involves a company employee or someone who works for

a vendor that sells the company’s products. For example, the salespeople

who work at a retailer that sells a team’s licensed merchandise are not

employees of the team, but they have a strong influence on what and how

much the customer will buy. If the team earns a percentage of the sales from

concessions, the concession food handlers and salespeople are touchpoints.

Organizing and using the feedback received from all the touchpoints, includ-

ing the data that comes from the point-of-sale cash registers, can make the

difference in a marketing plan that works or fizzles.

Explain what Peter Drucker’s definition of marketing means.
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SPORTS MARKETING
STRATEGIES

Attracting fans to watch games in person or on TV and motivating them to

buy related merchandise that generates a profit is generally the purpose

behind both professional and collegiate sports. Sports teams without fans

cease to exist. Gathering marketing information, interpreting the informa-

tion, creating the right tactics, and forming strategies to engage fans is a

challenge for all teams.

Fans Rule
Adidas’ game is soccer. Adidas has been making soccer balls for the World

Cup since 1970 and promotes its customizable soccer cleats. The cleats on

soccer shoes are made to be worn on grass fields.
Nike made its global mark with running and basketball shoes, but it

wants to be a leader in soccer-related merchandise as well. Nike is using a

tactic of filling the niche for street-ready soccer merchandise, such as team

shirts. The strategy Nike is employing is to sponsor a number of major

international soccer teams, including the teams of the United States, Mexico,

and Portugal. Nike provides the teams with Nike team shirts and other Nike

products. However, Adidas continues to be the dominant brand by being a

World Cup sponsor and providing equipment, such as the game

balls. Both Adidas and Nike will continue to devise new tactics

and strategies to win over soccer fans and to try to dominate the

world’s most popular sport.

When AEG started the new Major League Soccer (MLS) team

the Houston Dynamo in Houston, Texas, the tactic was to fill a

large niche in the minds of a very ethnically diverse group of

sports fans. Prior to the Houston Dynamo, there was no MLS

team in the fourth largest city in the United States. Houston is

a very diverse city with about 25 percent African-American, 5

percent Asian, 49 percent white, and the balance of the popu-

lation of other or mixed race. About 37 percent of the population

is of Hispanic or Latino ethnicity.

The AEG and MLS strategy was to bring the worldwide favorite

sport to Houston and unite the diverse fans behind one team.

Also competing for fans’ allegiance in this area are a Major

League Baseball team, National Football League team, National

Basketball Association team, Women’s National Basketball

Association team, a minor league hockey team, and hundreds

of amateur and college teams. Even in a region of six million

people, there is a limit to the number of sports teams that can be

supported. Marketing plans must be carefully crafted to attract the maxi-

mum number of fans.

What drives professional sports teams’ marketing plans? Explain why.
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ENTERTAINMENT
MARKETING STRATEGIES

The movie and

music industries

employ many of

the same strategies

used in sports mar-

keting to attract

fans to purchase

tickets and buy

related items.

Determining the

new tactic first and

then figuring the

strategies that will

drive sales is the

key. The movie industry has recognized that marketing is important to the

profitability and continuation of the industry.

Capitalizing on Controversy
When Sony Pictures decided to make a movie of the best-

selling novel The DaVinci Code by Dan Brown, Sony knew

it was tackling a controversial subject. The book had been

a smashing success, selling more than 40 million copies.

However, the book was also controversial and was viewed as disrespectful to

some traditional Christian beliefs. Worldwide attention was again focused

on the novel when Brown was unsuccessfully sued in London for plagiarism

by another author who claimed the idea for the book was stolen. With this

built-in worldwide audience and name recognition, Sony needed to care-

fully develop a tactic and strategy that would not overexpose fans to The

DaVinci Code. Sony also addressed some of the religious outrage by pro-

viding a web site where a religious dialogue could take place without any

control by Sony. In a National Public Radio talk segment, commentator

Madeleine Brand pointed out that in the weeks leading up to the movie’s

release at theaters, Sony marketers were being very quiet. Part of the Sony

strategy was to forego the usual advanced screenings and star interviews that

precede a movie’s release. Sony’s tactic was to avoid overexposure of the

movie and add mystery in the mind of the public. The movie generated

$462 million in worldwide ticket sales during its first two weeks of

showings.

Concert Pricing Strategies
Concerts played indoors, rather than in outdoor stadiums,

use less sound and other equipment and are less costly to

produce. When performers can attract sell-out crowds at

very high ticket prices, the smaller indoor venues can be

more profitable even with a smaller crowd. Between 1995 and 2006, the

average price of concert tickets jumped by over 100 percent, from less than

$25 to more than $50.
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TimeOutTimeOut
Concert ticket prices
are at an all-time
high. In the sum-
mer concert season
of 2006, tickets to
hear Madonna
cost as much as
$350, and Bon Jovi
tickets were available
for as much as $400 per
person. Madonna’s sea-
son tours were expected
to gross $190 million.
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Between 1995 and 2006, the ownership of concert venues and music

radio stations dramatically changed. A large percentage are now owned

and operated by large national companies rather than by local owners.

According to Rollingstone.com, Clear Channel Communications controls

about 70 percent of all live events promoted in the United States. With little

competition, Clear Channel is free to charge what the public will pay.

There are limits to what the public will pay, however, and the industry

may have surpassed those limits. Two years of declining profits from concert

tours may force the music industry to reconsider some of its marketing

practices, such as charging $9 convenience fees, $4 processing fees, and

$0.75 facility fees in addition to regular ticket prices. The ticket prices have

been blamed for concerts that did not sell out, so companies are taking

another look at all costs and considering lowering ticket prices as a strategy

to fill all of the seats.

A Little Music with Your Coffee?
Famous for it pricey cups of coffee, Starbucks has ventured

into the entertainment marketing business, first with music

and then with films and books. In 2004, Starbucks stores

sold more than 835,000 copies of the Ray Charles Genius

Loves Company CD. By 2005, Starbucks had sold 3.5 mil-

lion CDs of a wide variety of artists. With more than 12,000 stores world-

wide and five new ones opening each day, Starbucks could saturate the pop

culture entertainment market.

Starbucks Entertainment was formed to connect the Starbucks brand with

entertainment. Starbucks’ tactic to differentiate itself from competitors is to

become a cultural icon for its customers. Its strategy is to offer customers an

opportunity to buy CDs, books, and movies deemed ‘‘in’’ by Starbucks’

targeted customers.

Why would a coffee shop add entertainment items to its menu?

Pollstar is an online magazine that provides information

and articles related to the music industry. Fans can get

accurate information about concerts and buy tickets

online. For the professionals in the

industry, Pollstar offers a weekly

magazine by subscription only.

Pollstar also sells historical

statistics regarding the tours of specific artists or specific

venues. Editor in Chief Gary Bongiovanni is frequently

quoted in news articles of other news publications

reporting on the music industry.

Think Critically

Visit the Pollstar web site. Make a list of information that

is available free to music fans. Make a second list of

information available for purchase by professionals in the

industry.
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Applied research is

a. gathered from all touchpoints

b. conducted to solve a specific problem

c. data that have been organized and interpreted

d. none of the above

2. Touchpoints are

a. sensitive areas of a business

b. buttons pushed on computer screens

c. the points where a business makes contact with customers

d. all of the above

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Discuss with a group why proper organization and interpretation of

data are critical to decision making. List at least three reasons.

4. Describe Starbucks’ target customers. What kind of entertainment

would its customers want to buy? Why would they choose to buy their

entertainment at Starbucks?
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Lesson 6.3

Mapping
the Plan
Mapping
the Plan

Goals • Explain how marketers determine direction and focus for a marketing plan.

• List and describe the components of a marketing plan.

Terms

KNOW WHERE YOU
ARE HEADED

A marketing plan is a written component of the overall business strategic plan

that addresses how the company will carry out the core marketing standards.

A marketing plan can be simple or

detailed. Of primary importance

to the marketing plan is the reit-

eration of the company’s mission

statement. A company’s mission
statement identifies the nature

of the business and the reason it

exists. The mission statement pro-

vides focus for the company’s

marketers and planners as they

develop tactics for new products

and services. All tactics and strat-

egies must be built around the

company’s mission statement.

For entrepreneurs who are trying to market a new

product, developing a realistic marketing plan can be a

critical step. Experienced marketers know the value

of careful planning. When NASCAR’s tactic was to

expand its brand and gain a larger share of the

Canadian market, it outlined a plan titled

‘‘NASCAR Canada.’’

NASCAR’s strategy was to form a partnership

with TSN, a Canadian media service, to find

new sponsors. A NASCAR Canada logo was developed,

driver appearances were set up, and a multimedia ad

campaign was launched. NASCAR now has a number of

Canadian companies that are official sponsors, expand-

ing the brand name and gaining new fans. NASCAR has

added new racing events in Canadian locations.

Work with a group. Discuss why an entrepreneur

needs to have a plan for new products or services to

continue to grow.
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• mission statement
• mass market

• product portfolio
• test marketing
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A Sense of Direction
Based upon the mission of a business, the company selects

products and services that will differentiate it from the

competition. The products and tactics should focus on a

target group of customers rather than on a broad group,

or mass market. All the products a company has available

for customers at any one time make up the product portfolio of the com-

pany. A company’s product portfolio must continually be renewed as sales

of any one product are maximized because the sales of that product will

begin to decline at some point in time.

To help understand how customers will react to a new product or service,

planning may include test marketing where the sales potential for a new

product is tried in a regional, or otherwise small, market prior to its final

release nationwide and/or worldwide. Test marketing can help a company

know if the selected strategies need adjusting before a plan is implemented.

Explain the importance of a company’s mission statement to the marketing plan.

THE PLAN

Once the tactics and strategies are determined, detailed planning begins. The

end result of the planning is a formal document—the marketing plan—that

further details and defines the tactic and strategies a company will use to

carry out the core marketing standards.

Components of a Marketing Plan
There is no specific format for a marketing plan. The major components of a

marketing plan are determined by the specific needs of the organization and

the products or services to be marketed. A focus on customers and their

current and future needs should guide the plan. When an organization

moves its focus away from its customers, it

loses the customers’ business. A marketing

plan can generally be divided into three

major categories—the analysis, strategy,

and implementation.

Analysis The analysis section includes the

mission statement, marketing information,

and the tactic.

l The Mission Statement The analy-

sis section reiterates the organi-

zation’s mission statement. The

marketing plan must be in agreement

with the organization’s mission. The

mission statement helps marketers

focus their efforts. �
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l Marketing Information Pertinent marketing informa-

tion is shared in this section of the marketing plan.

Marketing information includes data about the current

and past performances of the organization. This section

also describes the potential and current customers (the

target market), their needs and wants, what motivates them to buy,

and how the organization might acquire and retain their loyalty. It is

also important to include information about the organization’s direct

and indirect competitors and their strategies. All of the marketing

information is gathered, analyzed, interpreted, and used to make

business decisions. The marketing information also provides back-

ground and support for the tactic.

l The Tactic Based on marketing information, the tactic is specified.

The tactic describes how the new product or service will be differ-

entiated in the minds of customers from all other competing products

or services. It should pinpoint a gap that is not being filled by another

product or service.

Strategy The strategy section describes the marketing mix—product or

service, distribution, pricing, and promotion—as well as the plans for

financing and risk management.

l Product/Service The product or service is planned

based on the need that is identified from the marketing

information and the tactic that is chosen. Once the

product or service is developed, the organization will

address how the remaining marketing core standards

will be carried out to help market the product.

l The Distribution System This section describes how

the product or service will be made available to the

customers. It will also examine how place utility can be

improved for customers.

TimeOutTimeOut
American Sports
Data, Inc. (ASD) is
a consumer survey
research company
for the sporting
goods industry. In

2005, ASD con-
ducted a mail survey of
25,000 adults and chil-
dren to track sports
participation in 103
different kinds of sports
and sports activities.
Organizations can pur-
chase this research to
help monitor industry
trends.

In the 1970s and 1980s, drivers who had a problem with

each other on the racetrack generally settled it with fists

after the race. Today, network television

crews with high-definition cameras cover

every moment of a driver’s time. There is

little chance to settle a score without

public attention. Throwing a punch at a

photographer after losing a race almost

cost NASCAR driver Tony Stewart his

Home Depot sponsorship. Owners of race-

cars cannot afford to race without their

sponsors, and sponsors do not want their

drivers seen fighting.

Sponsors want a clean-cut image of their drivers wearing

the corporate logo on their firesuits. NASCAR is quick to

fine drivers who misbehave outside of their cars, but it rarely

fines drivers for bumping each other’s cars on the track.

Think Critically

1. Would fist-fighting racecar drivers affect the image

of a corporate sponsor? Why or why not?

2. Why is bumping cars at high speeds more accept-

able to sponsors than fistfights between drivers?

Explain your answer.
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l Pricing This section addresses pricing questions. What is

the best price for the product or service? How much will it

cost the organization to provide the product or service to

customers? How much will customers pay? How many

customers will buy the product or service at this price? Would a lower

price increase the customer base and consequently increase revenue?

Marketers must analyze various price points. The price must be set

where revenues will be maximized to cover all costs and provide a profit.

l Promotional Strategies This part of the plan describes

how the organization will use advertising, publicity,

personal selling, and sales promotion to position the

product in the minds of customers. It will describe the

media to be used and explain how the strategy is in

alignment with the organization’s goals.

l Financing Expected costs and expected revenues must

be fully disclosed in the marketing plan. Many questions

must be answered. How much will it cost to produce or

deliver the product? What is the estimated revenue from

the product? Will the price generate enough revenue to cover all costs?

What costs are involved in marketing the product? How long will it

take to make a profit? Answers to these questions may show a need

for the organization to borrow or obtain additional investments.

l Risk Management There are risks, such as legal liabilities, involved

with marketing any new product. In this part of the marketing plan,

the possible risks and strategies for minimizing the risks must be

outlined.

Implementation The implementation section describes how the market-

ing plan will be put into action. It includes a timeline, assignments of

responsibility, communication procedures to be followed, selling methods

to be used, and guidelines for review and evaluation of the plan.

l Timeline When establishing a timeline, start with the date the plan

needs to be completed and work backwards to the start of the plan.

Specify what needs to be accomplished and in what sequence. Set a

scheduled date for the action to commence and for each stage of the

plan to be completed.

l Assignments of Responsibility The plan must specify who is respon-

sible for carrying out each task to be accomplished. Without clear

ownership, there will be duplication of effort, or worse, no effort as

each team member assumes that others are responsible for a task. Clear

organization and assignment will enable the work to be accomplished

in an effective and efficient manner.

l Internal Communication Systems It is desirable that all areas of the

organization buy into the plan. Communications systems must be in

place to assure that all key members of the organization have a chance

to review and communicate feedback. When all departments are

involved in the planning process, they will be more cooperative in

implementing the plan.
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l Selling The marketing plan must outline how direct

sales, such as ticket and related merchandise sales, will be

handled. All touchpoints should be identified.

l Review and Evaluation The marketing plan should

include mileposts where the organization will measure progress to

ensure the plan is on track.

Look to the Future
An organization must consider where its business is going and what the next

steps will be for staying ahead of the competition. Because products and

services fall in and out of favor, it is important to identify the next product or

service to offer while the current one is still selling well. Over time, changes

will occur, such as changes in the economy, new technology, new products,

or new competitors. Organizations will likely need to revise their marketing

plan. Organizations need to look to the future to ensure they have a plan for

offering customers the products or services they want and need.

Why must the marketing plan include intervals for review and evaluation?

Catherine Liggins Hughes

Catherine Liggins Hughes is the first woman to found and own a number-one-

ranked, major-market radio station. Hers is the first African-American company in

radio history to lead several major markets simultaneously. She is the first African-

American woman to own a company that is publicly traded on a U.S. stock

exchange. She began her career in Omaha, Nebraska, working in various jobs at a

radio station. As her fame grew, she was asked to lecture at Howard University’s

newly established School of Communications in Washington, D.C. In 1979, she

bought her first radio station, which served as the foundation for her entrepre-

neurial achievements.

Hughes is the founder and chairperson of Radio One, Inc., which owns 69 radio

stations in 22 U.S. cities. Radio One has grown by buying radio stations and

converting their format to target urban African-Americans. In 2004, Radio One

opened TV One, Inc. and ventured into the pay-television business in

partnership with Comcast. TV One is an entertainment and lifestyle

network for African-Americans. Two years after its launch, it had over

30 million subscribers. One of Catherine Hughes’ trademarks has been

extensive community involvement. Her stations have reached out to the

heart of the cities where they broadcast. The Washington Post has called her

‘‘the voice of the Black community.’’

Think Critically

What tactics and strategies did Catherine Hughes use to become an

urban radio specialist? Why are her achievements so significant?
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. A mass market is

a. a religious group

b. a broad category of consumers

c. a group of investors

d. none of the above

2. The major categories of a marketing plan include

a. analysis

b. strategy

c. implementation

d. all of the above

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Why would you start at the target completion date of a marketing plan

and work backwards when setting a timeline? How would this help

in planning?

4. Assume you are the marketer of a sporting event. What information

would you need to gather for the pricing section of the marketing plan?

Explain how and where you would obtain the information.
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 6

Review Marketing Concepts
Write the letter of the term that matches each definition. Some terms will

not be used.

1. A broad group of customers

2. Research conducted to solve problems

3. Information gathered about competitors

4. The processes by which the tactics are

implemented

5. Any means by which the business makes

contact with customers

6. Identifies the nature of the business and

the reason it exists

7. A precisely written document that

describes the tactics and strategies that

will be used to market a product or

service

8. Explaining the information so that it has meaning and drawing

conclusions that relate to the defined marketing research problem

9. Trying out the sales potential for a new product in a small market

area prior to its final release nationwide and/or worldwide

10. Major events where people in a related industry meet to show their

products, exchange ideas, learn about the latest trends, and so forth

Circle the best answer.

11. Which of the following would not be considered a touchpoint?
a. an e-mail to a customer
b. a manager-employee meeting
c. an interactive web site where customers can find information and

provide feedback
d. an advertisement

12. The implementation section of the marketing plan will contain
a. timelines
b. assignments of responsibility
c. intervals of review and evaluation
d. all of the above

13. A product portfolio is
a. the research completed on a product
b. a pricing strategy
c. all of the products a company has available for customers at any one time
d. all of the above

a. applied research

b. interpretation

c. marketing
intelligence

d. marketing plan

e. mass market

f. mission statement

g. product portfolio

h. strategies

i. tactic

j. test marketing

k. touchpoints

l. trade shows
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Think Critically
14. Why do successful marketers focus on how a product’s characteristics

are unique from the competition? Provide an example of a sports or

entertainment product or service and specify how it is unique from its

competition.

15. You are a salesperson for a sportswear company that sells to Little

League teams. What would you do to gather marketing intelligence

about your competition? What would you want to know?

16. You want to increase sales of your CD and you know that 5,000 people

visited your web site. From those 5,000 visits, you sold only 75 CDs.

What else do you need to know and how would you use the informa-

tion to increase sales?

17. What is meant by overexposure? Why might overexposure to informa-

tion about a movie keep people from viewing the movie?

18. Your sporting goods company’s products are sold at retail stores, and

you want to improve the sales. What steps might you take to promote

more sales of your items? If you could meet with the retail salespeople,

what would you say?
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Make Connections
19. Marketing Math A movie theater has 24 screens. Half of the screening

rooms seat 150 people, and the remainder seat 250 people. Each screen

shows a movie 3 times a day, 7 days a week. How many movie screen-

ings are there in one week? The theater has been selling tickets at about

75 percent of capacity and would like to increase the daily ticket sales

by 5 percent. How many additional tickets will have to be sold to reach

the goal?

20. Technology How has the Internet changed the touchpoints used in

marketing? Write a paragraph to describe these changes.

21. Communication Write a one-page summary of information about the

last sports or entertainment event you attended. Include information

a competitor would like to know about the event. What media was used

to promote the event? How did you buy your ticket and how much

did you pay? What was really done well at the event? What could have

been done better?

22. History Use the Internet or library to research the history of soccer.

How and when did it start? Why is it so popular worldwide? Why is it

growing in popularity in the United States?
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23. Marketing Math Based on its marketing research, your DECA chapter

had 100 t-shirts printed at a cost of $5.50 each. The club paid sales tax of

6 percent on all the shirts it bought. There were 25 shirts of each size

(XL, L, M, S). The school let the club have a sales table at school events.

The club sold the shirts at $15.00 each. If the club sold 6 XL, 25 L, 25 M,

and 10 S, how much total profit did the DECA chapter make? How

many shirts were left over that couldn’t be sold? How much profit could

the club have made if all the shirts had sold? What can the club do to

improve its future marketing research and sales?

PROJECT EXTRA INNINGS

A new sports drink company wants your marketing firm to find a sport for

the company to sponsor, research the market surrounding that sport, and

prepare a marketing plan. The company prefers a less popular sport rather

than, for example, professional football. The company wants consumers to

see its product as fresh, exciting, invigorating, young, and daring.

Work with a group and complete the following activities.

1. Use the Internet to find an up-and-coming sport. It can be a team sport

or an individual sport. What kind of publicity is the team or individual

seeking? Why? What features of this sport can be related to the product’s

characteristics?

2. What are the demographics of the fans of the team or individual ath-

lete? Include age range, gender majority, income, education, and

information pertaining to the fans’ participation in any sports.

3. Prepare a questionnaire to hand out to fans attending an event. What

five essential pieces of information do you want? What reward will you

offer the fans for filling out the questionnaire?

4. Explain to your client why these fans will be attracted to the beverage.

5. Research which media your fan base uses most. Television? The Inter-

net? Mainstream newspapers? Alternative newspapers? What kinds of

radio stations?

6. Design a label for your client’s drink that will attract the attention of its

desired customers.

7. Plan an advertisement for your client. Outline the steps you will take to

develop the ad.

8. Prepare the marketing plan and present it to the class as you would the

client. Use multimedia presentation software or other visual aids.

Include a written outline of the main points.
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CONCERTS VERSUS DVDs
The music industry has experienced
numerous changes during the past
four decades. Innovations that have
greatly enhanced the music industry
over the years include eight-track
players, cassettes, CDs, DVDs, and
state-of-the-art stereo systems.

While attending concerts in the
70s and 80s was a popular trend,
today the purchase of music DVDs is
gaining momentum. The music in-
dustry has incorporated the latest
technology to satisfy the changing
demands of consumers. A $26 DVD
is much more affordable than a $75-
$100 ticket for a popular concert.
While the concert is a one-time
event, the DVD offers entertainment
time and time again.

DVD Sales Are Growing
Most concert promoters are con-
cerned about the trend of declining
attendance at concerts. Music lovers
may be choosing not to attend
concerts due to rising ticket prices,
gas prices, security issues, or quality
of seats. While attendance at con-
certs may be declining, the interest
in music videos is rising. DVDs
provide an alternative to concerts
and provide opportunities to learn
more about popular musicians
through interviews and biographies.
Videos for some top hits are now
available on the Internet, allowing
fans to download their favorite
music stories.

Fans who choose not to attend
concerts or buy CDs still like to see
their favorite artists perform. DVDs
allowmusic fans to enjoy concerts in
the comfort of their homes. The
number of music titles on DVD grew
from 1,477 to 1,850 from 2004 to
2005.

Retailers are making exclusive
deals to entice customers to pur-
chase DVDs. Starbucks’ exclusive
edition ofHail! Hail! Rock ’n’ Roll is a
$20 purchase that includes a spe-
cially edited CD and DVD combo of
Chuck Berry classics. Wal-Mart offers
CD/DVD combo packs that include
the latest hits and biographies of
other top stars. Best Buy, Circuit
City, and Tower Records have de-
voted more space to a wider array of
music DVDs.

The financial future for music
DVD sales is looking up. Marketers
are aware that individuals who enjoy
watching music videos of their favor-
ite artists on cable television are a
good target market for DVDs.

Think Critically

1. Why are more people choosing
not to attend concerts?

2. What advantages do music
DVDs have over CDs?

3. Why is it a good idea for
Starbucks to sell music DVDs?

4. What age group is Starbucks
targeting when selling the
Chuck Berry DVD?
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP EVENT
Great ideas for new business oppor-
tunities often require large amounts
of money. Banks and venture capi-
talists must be convinced that the
business idea has strong potential
for profit. The business plan is used
by banks and investors to help deter-
mine whether an entrepreneur will
receive the necessary capital for a
start-up business.

You must develop a written
business plan for a start-up sports
and entertainment-related business
in your community or local area.
The business plan must focus atten-
tion on marketing a new product.
The business plan must not exceed
15 pages single spaced.

Each participant will make a
presentation before a panel of judges
and a timekeeper. No audience will
be allowed to watch the speech. The
length of the presentation can be no
more than ten minutes. Contestants
will be given a warning (with flash
cards) when two minutes, and then
one minute, remain.

The completed plan should in-
clude, but is not limited to, the
following sections: Title Page and
Table of Contents, Executive Sum-
mary, Description of Proposed
Business, Objectives of the Business,
Proposed Business Strategies, Prod-
ucts and Services Offered by the
Business, Management and Owner-
ship of the Business, and Market
Analysis (customer profile, compe-
tition, short-range operational goals,
requested loan amount, and sup-
porting documents).

Performance Indicators
Evaluated
l Develop a written business plan

for a start-up business.

l Identify the customer base and
demographics for the target
market.

l Demonstrate knowledge
and understanding of
entrepreneurship.

l Communicate research in a clear
and concise manner both orally
and in writing.

l Demonstrate effective persuasive
and informative communication
and presentation skills.

l Identify customer relations and
promotions related to successful
businesses.

l Analyze financial data and deter-
mine appropriate pricing
strategies.

Go to the BPA web site for more detailed
information.

Think Critically

1. Why is a detailed business plan
so important when starting a
business that offers a new
product or service?

2. Why is the Executive Summary
the most important part of the
business plan?

www.bpa.org

3. Why is it important to look at
the competition when preparing
a business plan?

4. What is the value of surveying
the target market when prepar-
ing a business plan?
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Fame and Fortune Used to Benefit
Those in Real Need
Brad Pitt has been a famous movie star for 15 years and is a favorite target

of the paparazzi. Celebrity magazines make millions of dollars reporting on

movie stars’ romances and lifestyles. The media attention heated up further

when Pitt began dating Angelina Jolie. The paparazzi followed Brad and

Angelina to Namibia, South Africa, and Haiti. Brad decided to lead the

paparazzi to parts of the world that are in dire need. As a result, the AIDS

orphans in South Africa, the plight of children in Haiti, and conditions of

poverty in other parts of the world have been highlighted in the media.

Brad and Angelina’s new daughter, Shiloh Nouvel, is a highly sought-

after target of the paparazzi. After her birth, Brad and Angelina managed to

keep her from the media and later sold a picture of Shiloh to People

magazine for $4 million. Brad and Angelina gave the money from the

picture to African charities. Collecting millions of dollars for people who are

really in need is a strategy that the movie stars intend to continue. Pitt is

now researching the causes of poverty in Africa and strategies for turning it

around. He is drawing attention to the unfair trade practices that African

nations encounter with other parts of the world.

Fatherhood has shifted Pitt’s focus on life. He adopted Jolie’s two

adopted children. Maddox is their adopted son from Cambodia, and Zahara

is their adopted daughter from Ethiopia. Brad Pitt has demonstrated interest

in worthwhile projects at home, putting up $100,000 to help sponsor an

architectural competition to create affordable, multifamily housing in the

hurricane-ravaged New Orleans. The housing must be eco-friendly and

community focused. The contest has already attracted more than 3,000

applications. Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie exemplify how a celebrity’s fame

and fortune can be used to benefit the needy.

Think Critically

1. What are the paparazzi? How has Brad Pitt taken advantage of this

group?

2. What effect will Pitt’s actions in Africa, Haiti, and New Orleans have on

his celebrity status? Explain your answer.
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Lesson 7.1

The Product
Mix
The Product
Mix

Goals • Define product mix, product extension, and product enhancement.

• List and describe the components of the product mix.

Terms

WHAT IS A PRODUCT
MIX?
Every product is a complex blending of tangible and

intangible parts. Tangible parts are physical features that

can be seen and felt. Intangible parts are the nonphysical

service features. Decisions must be made about a new

product’s final form and the total assorted features referred

to as the product mix. The brand name, the various products offered under

the brand, and the packaging are all a part of the product mix.

Product extensions are items added to a product to make it more attractive

to the target market, including guarantees, warranties, and instructional infor-

mation CDs. Consumers are attracted to automobiles with 100,000-mile

warranties. They like the idea of not having to worry about unexpected major

expenses should repairs become necessary during a major portion of the

product’s life. Easy product instructions and 1-800 help lines are additional

product extensions that are attractive to consumers. Product testimonials from

experts in the field are another example of a product extension that gives

consumers confidence about making a purchase.

Callaway, Nike, and McGregor are brands associated with

golf. All three companies are putting more dollars into

network television advertising during PGA Tour events.

Leading professional golfers who will be in the

Callaway advertisements include Phil Mickelson,

Annika Sorenstam, Arnold Palmer, Charles

Howell III, and Morgan Pressel. Callaway

believes that advertisements must be shown

early in the season when golfers are making

their choices on golf equipment.

Nike will use Tiger Woods, Justin Leonard, and K. J. Choi

in its early season advertisements to increase sales of

golf merchandise. MacGregor’s new theme for golf is

‘‘better technology, better materials, better design, no

matter the cost.’’ Greg Norman will be featured in the

30-second network spots.

Work with a group. Why are three major golf

companies using similar advertising strategies? Which

company seems to have the most diversified endorse-

ments? Explain.

• product mix
• product extensions
• product enhancements

• product line
• brand
• trademark

• licensed brand
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Basic vs. Enhanced Product
Target markets have an identified need for a basic product. Product
enhancements are features added to the basic product that satisfy addi-

tional needs and wants with the same purchase. An automobile is a basic

product demanded by consumers to get to work and other commitments.

Enhancements can include dual comfort controls, upgraded interior fabrics,

air conditioning, cruise control, power convertible roof, stereo system, and a

more powerful engine.

Athletic shoes are a basic product constructed for support and safety to

avoid injuries during sports. Nike has created specialized running shoes with

air-cushioned soles and lightweight fabric. The added features to the running

shoes are enhancements that increase the comfort and performance of run-

ners. Some target markets want athletic shoes that serve multiple purposes.

Cross-trainer shoes are enhanced running shoes that are good for walking,

hiking, running, biking, and other amateur sports. The cross-trainer shoes

satisfy several needs with one purchase. Product enhancements add value to

the product and normally increase the price charged for the product.

Another example of product enhancement can be seen in the football

stadium or basketball arena. The basic seating at a football game may be the

bleacher seats in the end zone that have no back supports. Product enhance-

ments would include individual seats with back supports located on the

50-yard line and seats located in an air-conditioned suite or sky box. Enhanced

products may satisfy several needs with one purchase. Fans who watch the

games from suites enjoy the game in a climate-controlled environment that

offers food service and other special comforts. Target markets for stadium

suites include companies that can afford the high cost of entertaining busi-

ness clients.

Product enhancements may be viewed as important by some individuals

and unnecessary by others. It is important to give consumers options so that

products can be matched to their budgets and individual needs.

Provide three examples of a product enhancement.
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TimeOutTimeOut
Although the base
price for a luxury
car may be
advertised as
$30,000, this is
unlikely the final
price. Typically
the car will sell for
$38,000 to $42,000 due
to the costs of
enhanced features.
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PRODUCT MIX
COMPONENTS
In an attempt to satisfy customer needs, marketers must

make many decisions about their product and product

mix. Product mix includes product line, packaging, and

brand development.

Product Line
A product line is a group of similar products with slight variations to satisfy

the different needs of consumers. The goal of the product line is to achieve

the greatest amount of sales possible by satisfying the needs of a diverse

target market. The addition of items to a product line increases the

satisfaction of individual customers.

Soft drinks are a perfect example of a product line. There are

choices to meet the needs of different consumer tastes and diets.

The Coca-Cola Company offers Coca-Cola Classic, Diet Coke,

Caffeine-Free Diet Coke, Coke Zero with no carbohydrates, and

varieties of Coke with added flavorings, such as vanilla, lime,

lemon, and cherry.
Product line includes variation of product size. Television sets come

in sizes ranging from 5-inch screens to 60-inch and larger screens.

Adding items to the product line adds to the cost of manufacturing,

distribution, inventory control, and other marketing activities.

Retailers who sell extended product lines need more display space.

Product lines for travel can range from weekend getaways to

vacations that last a week or longer. Central themes for vacations may include

skiing, snorkeling, golf, and other related activities. Popular tourist resorts offer

a product line with a wide array of activities, lengths of stay, and prices.

Product lines can also involve variation in the quality of goods sold. Airlines

offer first-class and economy flights with a variation in quality. First-class

passengers receive more leg space, food service, boarding preference, and other

benefits not experienced by economy passengers. The price for first-class air-

line tickets is much higher than the price for economy tickets.
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YouTube is a company that caught the attention of

Yahoo, America Online, and Turner Broadcasting. But it

was Google, Inc. that purchased YouTube in 2006 for

$1.65 billion in stock. YouTube has tapped the public’s

desire for reality programming by

mixing professionally made clips,

music videos, movie trailers,

and amateur video clips

uploaded and shared by

everyday people. The number of people accessing You-

Tube has grown from 3 million a day to 30 million since

the web site was launched in December 2005. YouTube

does not sell advertising and does not charge customers

to view or upload videos. Executives at YouTube and

Google have not unveiled a business plan showing how

the company intends to become profitable.

Think Critically

Why do you think YouTube is successful? Would you

invest in this company? Why?
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Packaging
Packaging is important. Ease of use, safety, consumer attraction, accessibility

for self-service stores, and the environmental friendliness of the package

influence sales. The package must be convenient for consumers to handle.

Society demands packaging that is environmentally friendly. Packages that

can be recycled catch the attention of an environmentally conscious society.

Packaging of easy-to-use, lightweight, and durable portable stadium seats

that attach to bleachers must make them easy to transport and store.

Brand
Brand is the name, symbol, word, design, or combination of these elements

that identifies a product, service, or company. The brand represents the

company’s reputation of quality, reliability, and status in the marketplace.

Target markets often associate brands with successful athletes and celebrities.

Buick, Ping, and Nike are brands endorsed by Tiger Woods.

Trademarks and Licenses A trademark is the legal protection of words

and symbols used by a company. It makes it illegal for other companies to use

a brand name. A licensed brand is a well-known name and/or symbol

established by one company and sold for use by another company to promote

its products. Organizations, such as The Walt Disney Company, sell licenses to

other companies that allow them to use character names and images on

clothing and toys. College and professional teams license names and mascot

images for products. Licensed products from popular children’s movies are

sold in department stores and fast-food restaurants. The organization that has

sold the license receives a percentage of the sales—usually 8 to 12 percent—of

the merchandise bearing the licensed name or image.

Levels of Brand Recognition There are generally five stages of brand rec-

ognition including nonrecognition, rejection, recognition, preference, and

insistence. During the nonrecognition stage, consumers are unable to identify

brands. A new brand of basketball may be nice but is not purchased because

consumers do not know or trust the brand. Rejection occurs when a customer

will not purchase a product due to the brand. Consumers may reject sporting

goods bearing brands known for poor quality or that have had recalls due to

safety issues. During the brand recognition stage, consumers know of the brand,

but the brand has little influence on their purchases. Consumers view brands

as valuable during the preference stage. They will purchase a preferred brand if it

is readily available but may purchase another brand if it is not. Insistence

occurs when consumers value a brand to the extent that they reject other

brands even when the preferred brand is not readily available. They will go to

great lengths to purchase the desired brand or will do without rather than buy

a competing brand. Most consumers who drink cola insist on one brand over

another. Some teenagers and basketball players will wear only Nike shoes.

Companies strive to reach the insistence level of brand recognition.

What are the components of the product mix?
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Which of the following is not a stage of brand recognition?

a. preference

b. introduction

c. recognition

d. rejection

2. Product extensions include

a. warranties

b. testimonials from satisfied customers

c. instructional CDs

d. all of the above

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. List three brands you like to purchase. Why are you loyal to these

brands?

4. Communication Design a newspaper advertisement to sell a popular

sporting goods brand. Make sure to include the celebrity who endorses

this brand in your advertisement.
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Lesson 7.2

Recruiting Athletes
and Entertainers
Recruiting Athletes
and Entertainers

Goals • Define the bottom line for sports.

• Explain the high cost of sports and entertainment events.

Terms

THE BOTTOM LINE
FOR SPORTS
Millions of dollars are spent on sports and entertainment

events each year. Marketing strategies must attract the

best blue-chip athletes for college and professional

sports. Blue-chip athletes are those individuals who are

excellent athletes and demonstrate good character and leadership qual-

ities on and off the field. Rodeos, concerts, and state fairs must have

marketing strategies and budgets to attract the most popular entertainers.

The bottom line for sports is winning. The bottom line for business is

profit. Winning teams generate profit for entertainment venues and related

businesses. Successful athletic teams depend on high caliber athletes who

can deliver top-notch performances. Recruiting athletes is the most impor-

tant element for future success of college and professional teams. The

recruiting process for college athletics is highly competitive. Coaches of

major universities host football and basketball camps to attract the best high

school junior and senior athletes. Athletes who attend these camps and

make a positive impression on coaches have the inside track to athletic

scholarship offers at popular universities.

Look through any sports magazine, shop at any store, or

turn on any sports television channel, and you will see

the immense power of advertising in the sports world.

Whether you see a teenage tennis star wearing a sports

company’s products and logos or a racecar covered with

multiple company names, you will understand that

advertising is the fuel on which professional sports run.

Millions of advertising dollars are spent every day by

companies that want people to buy their products and

use their services.

Work with a partner. Why are companies

turning to the world of sports to help meet

their promotional needs? How do spon-

soring firms decide which teams or indi-

vidual athletes to link up with?

• blue-chip athletes • NCAA • fringe benefits
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NCAA Regulations
The National Collegiate Athletic Association regulates the college recruit-

ment process. The National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) is a
voluntary organization through which the nation’s colleges and universities

govern their athletics programs. It comprises more than 1,250 institutions,

conferences, organizations, and individuals committed to the best interests,

education, and athletics participation of student athletes. High school ath-

letes can be offered athletic scholarships from major universities, but they

cannot be offered any additional financial rewards or other benefits to

attend a university. Alumni and coaches who become overzealous during

the recruitment process jeopardize the integrity of their university. Athletic

teams are penalized and even placed on probation for recruitment vio-

lations. Examples of recruitment violations include paying recruits bribes,

giving incentives to families of recruits, and altering grade transcripts to

make athletes eligible to play. Examples of NCAA punishments can include

limiting the number of scholarships offered, prohibiting post-season play,

suspending players, forfeiting games, and even shutting down those pro-

grams with the worst violations.

Compensation for Athletes?
Successful college football and basketball teams draw large amounts of

revenue for universities. The amateur athletes who attract the crowds for the

college cannot be paid for their performance. Currently, athletes receive

scholarships and grants for their

college education. They do not have

enough time in the day to work

at part-time jobs for additional

income. Some of the best young

college athletes are tempted to sign

multimillion-dollar contracts with

professional sports organizations

before graduating from college.

Once a college athlete signs with an

agent to help find and negotiate a

deal with a professional team, he or

she is no longer eligible to partici-

pate in college sports. In some

states, proposals have been brought

before the state legislature to pay

college athletes.

What is the bottom line for sports and how is it related to the bottom line for
businesses?
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THE COST
OF SUCCESS
Major universities count on knowledgeable, skilled coaches

to lead their teams to success. They also are dependent

on top-notch players who will score victories for their

school and attract fans and sponsors. Event managers

depend on popular entertainers to attract visitors to an

event. The cost of attracting and keeping top performers can be quite high.

Attracting and Keeping Coaches
Major universities are willing to pay $1 million and more per year to the best

coaches. Successful coaches receive large bonuses, salary increases, and other

incentives to stay at their current jobs. Mark Richt is the head football coach

at the University of Georgia. During five seasons at Georgia, Richt’s teams

have won three Southeastern Conference Eastern Division titles and two

Southeastern Conference Championships. His 52-12 record is the sixth best

in the nation since 2001. Mark Richt was rewarded for his success, receiving

a contract extension worth $2 million annually until December 31, 2013.

The university realized the need to increase Richt’s pay and fringe benefits to

make sure that another major university could not entice the successful

coach away. Fringe benefits are incentives received in addition to a base

salary, such as medical insurance, use of an organization’s vehicles, paid

travel, and so forth. In addition, top coaches may receive opportunities for

endorsements, radio shows, and other income-producing ventures.

Attracting and Keeping Star Athletes
Coaches are responsible for recruiting top athletes—a task that can be as big as

preparing a team for an important game. Recruiting top athletes involves

Star players and schools have run into trouble with the

National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) in cases

where players and their families were influenced by

agents while still playing college sports.

The NCAA vacated the 1996 basketball tournament

records of the University of Massachusetts and the

University of Connecticut after Massachusetts’ Marcus

Camby and Connecticut’s Ricky Moore and Kirk King

were ruled to be ineligible because of their dealings with

agents. The University of Massachusetts forfeited the

four wins that took the Minutemen to the Final Four and

was ordered to return $151,617 in revenue---45 percent

of its earnings from that tournament. Connecticut for-

feited its two wins en route to the Sweet 16 and was

ordered to return $90,970.

The University of Southern California hired Pete Carroll to

help fulfill the dream of building a mighty football

powerhouse. While the team has exceeded all expec-

tations, allegations of NCAA violations involving two of

its biggest stars and a shocking sexual

assault arrest have taken away the

luster of the success.

Think Critically

What might cause star athletes to have a

lapse of judgment resulting in penalties for

their team? What steps can teams take to

reduce the likelihood of such incidents

occurring?
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the fine art of personal selling, financing, and marketing-information man-

agement. Coaching staffs must have charismatic recruiters who convince

young athletes and their parents to commit to a university that may be located

over 1,000 miles from home. Honesty and integrity are two characteristics

necessary to be a successful recruiter. College recruiters who emphasize the

importance of the athlete’s education win the attention of parents and

recruits. Athletes and their families like coaches who take a personal interest

in the well being of their athletes. The recruitment process is expensive.

Recruiters fly all over the country to market their universities to top athletes.

Recruiters must maintain careful records on all of the athletes being recruited,

their school preferences, and what is needed to close the deal.

Professional sports are now aggressively recruiting a handful of the top

high school athletes. LeBron James was selected directly out of high school at

the age of 18 by the Cleveland Cavaliers as part of the first overall pick in the

2003 NBA Draft. As a result of the NBA’s most recent collective bargaining

agreement, age limits are now in place. Now, all high school athletes who

want to play in the NBA must be at least 19 years of age plus one year re-

moved from high school. NBA teams and major sporting good companies are

anxious to offer million-dollar contracts to young athletes. College coaches

realize that they are not only competing against college rivals for the best

athletes, they are also competing against professional teams.

Recruiting the top athletes is closely related to the economic concept of

supply and demand. The supply of top-performing athletes is limited while

the demand for those athletes is very high, resulting in huge financial

contracts.

The Price for Top Musicians and Other Entertainers
Concerts, rodeos, state and county fairs, and seasonal celebrations feature

top entertainers to increase attendance at the events. Popular performers

may charge organizations $50,000 to $100,000 for one performance.

Booking the best entertainment requires legal contracts and large budgets.

Event planners must determine whether the audience will be large enough

to cover the costs of the event. In small venues, it may be necessary to charge

$50–$150 for tickets. Concerts held in large stadiums allow costs to be

spread among a greater number of attendees, and thus ticket prices can be

lowered. Not all seats at a concert held in a large stadium will give con-

sumers equal satisfaction. Some seats are closer to the stage than others, so

some seat tickets will sell for higher prices than others.

Celebrities starring in high-rated sitcoms demand large salaries for each

episode and receive it because of their popularity. The shows’ sponsors pay

the television networks to air advertisements to reach the large number of

fans that tune in to see the celebrities in their favorite shows.

Marketing Women’s Sports
Sports marketing has seriously neglected women’s sports until recently.

While many fans would tune in twice a year to watch women’s figure skating

and women’s gymnastics on TV, these competitions were mostly amateur.

Although marketing was involved, it was limited.

When the U.S. Women’s Soccer Team won the World Cup Soccer

Championship in 1991, it barely made the sports pages. Eight years later,

TimeOutTimeOut
A recent online poll
asked who would
be the best suc-
cessor to Paul
Tagliabue, the
outgoing Commis-

sioner of the
National Football
League. The results
included sports execu-
tives and even a gov-
ernment figure head.

l Roger Goodell, NFL
Executive and VP,
39.4%

l Condoleeza Rice,
U.S. Secretary of
State, 26.5%

l Rich McKay, Falcons
President and Gen-
eral Manager, 17.8%

l Steve Bornstein, NFL
Network President/
CEO, 16.3%
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due to its continued success and international popularity, fans closely

watched the Women’s U.S. team win the 1999 championship. Women as

much as men have made this sport popular in the United States.
Lisa Leslie and Tina Thompson are superstars in the Women’s National

Basketball Association (WNBA),

founded in 1996. The teams and

their stars have a strong follow-

ing, averaging 8,712 spectators

per game during the 2002 season.

The WNBA’s web site keeps fans

up to date on players, sponsors,

schedules, and the latest mer-

chandise for sale.

Salary Inequities Women’s

professional sports are becoming

increasingly popular. However,

salaries are grossly inequitable in

comparison to male professional

athletes’ pay.

Women’s professional football

attracts players from all walks of

life. The 11-team Women’s Pro-

fessional Football League (WPFL)

pays players only $1,000 for the

ten-game season that runs from October to early February. Each team roster

has 40 players plus ten members on the practice squad.

The WNBA average salary is $50,000 with the top salaries not exceeding

$80,000. Rookie salaries start at $30,000 for the four-month season, while

the minimum salary for veterans is $42,000. The National Basketball Asso-

ciation has agreed to pump $12 million into the WNBA. Additionally, ABC

Sports and ESPN have agreed to televise WNBA regular-season and playoff

games.

The WNBA Phoenix Mercury is getting a significant in-state media boost

due to an Arizona Department of Health Services campaign that uses the

team to promote its anti-tobacco message. The ad campaign, tagged ‘‘Inhale

Life—It’s a Girl Thing,’’ is part of a three-year sponsorship that the

Department of Health Services signed with the Mercury organization.

A Marketing Frontier The growing popularity of women’s sports adds new

female fans to the market, many of whom have been uninterested in tradi-

tional men’s games. Women have different interests than men, and a new

frontier sure to become lucrative for creative marketers is the production of

sports-related merchandise that will appeal to this new category of fans.

Why is it important for young, talented, and highly sought-after athletes to hire
trustworthy agents to represent them?
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Amateur athletes

a. are now being paid to play college games

b. perform on college teams

c. are represented by agents

d. can endorse products and businesses

2. The recruitment process for top high school athletes to play at colleges

a. is highly competitive

b. is regulated by the NCAA

c. cannot include additional financial rewards

d. all of the above

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Do you think universities should pay their athletes? Explain why or why

not.

4. Communication Choose a major university that is successful in football

or basketball. Play the role of a coach recruiting a blue-chip athlete and

compose a letter to encourage that athlete to attend your university.
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Lesson 7.3

Customized
Entertainment
Customized
Entertainment

Goals • Define customizing.

• Describe the financial impact of Baby Boomers on the entertainment industry.

Terms

CUSTOMIZING
PRODUCTS
One of the first steps in developing the marketing mix for a

particular entertainment product is to collect marketing

information about the consumers of the product. Once

information is gathered about the needs and wants of the

various consumers within the market, product marketers

can customize products or services to the tastes of their target audiences.

Customizing is changing a product to fit the needs or wants of a particular

market.

In Southern California, Killer Entertainment provides live impromptu, or
spontaneous and changing, entertainment based on audience reactions.

Killer Entertainment and similar organizations present theater productions

aboard dinner cruise ships and at parties. A production can include audience

participation in a comedy, drama, or murder mystery, with the length and

content suited to the viewers and the event. The performers improvise by

changing the content based on the audience’s reactions. By understanding

the audience, entertainment can be customized for its tastes.

For more than a decade, regional corporations have been

building cineplexes containing as many as 30 screens in

suburban areas. Magic Johnson, a retired basketball

legend, created Magic Johnson Theatres as a way of

counteracting this trend. Johnson chooses the locations

of his theaters based on the economic needs of minority

neighborhoods. In February 2004, five theaters were

opened---one each in the inner cities of Cleveland,

Atlanta, Los Angeles, Houston, and New York City.

Johnson wants his theaters to be community centers

focused on distribution of a personalized service to a

market segment. Concession areas are stocked with food

and beverages that appeal to minorities. Customizing

allows marketers to promote to a specific segment of the

population.

Work with a group. Discuss

marketing information that Magic Johnson

would need in order to determine locations

for more theaters.

• customizing • impromptu • tiering
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Local TV American Style
Current product planning for the majority of national

network television shows takes place in Los Angeles.

Planning and production of shows are expensive and

require a large viewing audience to attract advertisers to

cover the production costs. Local television programming, on the other

hand, may be of little interest to viewers nationally and may attract only a

small number of viewers. Local shows are made at a fraction of the cost of

nationally produced shows and are customized to the local market. With

fewer costs, shows require a much smaller audience to earn a profit, and

therefore, financing is simplified. If a locally produced show is a hit, it can

be duplicated in other localities or syndicated and shown nationally.

Much of the local television programming in the United States has fallen

out of favor with major networks. Often it does not attract enough viewers

to draw advertisers and cover the costs of production and broadcasting.

Broadcasters have determined that nationally syndicated programs attract

larger audiences. Cost-cutting efforts on the local level and consolidation

of TV network ownership have narrowed the scope of local programming

primarily to newscasts. For local programming to succeed and attract

advertisers, knowledge of the market segment’s interests is required. Mar-

keting information about potential customers provides direction for the

entertainment.

Children’s Programming The first generations of American youth that

grew up with TV watched locally produced programs developed specifically

for children. Local news anchors or weathermen often dressed up as clowns

to host the shows. Children became great fans of hosts, such as Birming-

ham’s ‘‘Cousin Cliff’’ Holman on Cartoon Clubhouse. The hosts often had

such a strong influence on children that parents pressured broadcasters to

prohibit the hosts from personally endorsing children’s products. Many

advertisers subsequently lost interest in sponsoring the shows, and the lack

of advertising led to the downfall of the locally produced children’s shows.

Sports Programming Sports programs had generally

been broadcast on a regional level until cable and satellite

television changed the distribution system. Now viewers

can watch their teams through either regional sports net-

works or national sports networks via cable or satellite, sometimes on a pay-

per-view basis. The costs of sports programming have soared in direct pro-

portion to the excessive salaries of sports figures. Sports teams have pushed

some of the costs of salary increases onto the national television networks.

The networks, in turn, have pushed the costs onto the cable and satellite

subscribers. ESPN recently enforced rate hikes as high as 20 percent.

The rising costs of cable have attracted the attention of the Federal Com-

munication Commission, which has proposed tiering prices for sports

programming. With tiering, sports channels and specific sports programs

will be offered outside the basic cable or satellite package. The consumers

who choose them will be charged additional fees for the premium services.

Regional sports networks have always been a basic service in the past. Thus,

cable providers do not consider the tiering of regional games a good

TimeOutTimeOut
Up to 80 percent
of the entire
multichannel TV
audience watches
ESPN during the

fourth quarter of
a popular football

game.
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option. Programming prices are often directly related to the number of

viewers, and alienated local viewers may find alternatives to the service.

Public TV and Radio
Viewer- and listener-supported TV and radio stations generally have as their

mission to entertain and educate their audiences. They are usually nonprofit

organizations financed through grants, corporate donations, and listener

contributions. Much of the programming is created locally and tailored to

the viewers or listeners. The stations know their audiences and work to

please them. Public TV and radio stations with similar audience interests

often purchase and broadcast the best of each other’s locally produced

programming.

Why is different TV programming shown in different cities or regions of the United
States?

MARKETING TO BABY
BOOMERS
One of the best-known U.S. market segments is the Baby

Boomers—the generation born between 1946 and 1964.

There are over 76 million Boomers who are said to reach

their peak spending level at age 46. A surge in Boomer

spending began in 1993 and will continue to grow into the

year 2008 when the number of 46-year-olds begins to decline. Their spending

on leisure time activities and entertainment will continue the major economic

impact started in 1946 with the purchases of diapers and baby formula.

Boomers Won’t Retire
Baby Boomers are expected to soften the line between career and retirement.

Many will continue to work beyond normal retirement age. Others will serve

as volunteers or work part time. These people enjoy recreational activities,

personal fitness, and all types of entertainment, from concerts to fine arts.

Most importantly, these consumers have the discretionary income to pay for

the products and services they desire.

Segmenting the Group
Marketing plans for an entertainment product are developed after careful

examination of the data and research about the market segment. Knowledge

of the customers’ preferences, spending habits, incomes, occupations, and

areas of residence can provide the marketing information needed to focus

the marketing message. Marketers and product and service planners must be

careful to create target or niche markets when dealing with a group as large

and varied as the Baby Boomers. For example, those Boomers born in 1946

are now retiring. Those born in 1964 are worrying about how to get their

children through college. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, the average
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age of the U.S. population in 1994 was 34, in 2000 it was 35.5, and in

2035 it will be 39.1. This indicates that the population is aging. Marketers

will have to focus their efforts on satisfying the needs of this aging market

segment.

Entertaining the Boomers
Boomers are now finding more time for an evening out. Large increases

in movie theater audiences are attributed to growing attendance by Baby

Boomers. According to Reel Source, a firm that tracks movie attendance,

Baby Boomers account for more than one-third of all attendance at movies.

Baby Boomers’ interest in movies has not gone unnoticed by movie studios.

Boomers read movie reviews and want to see smart, critically acclaimed

movies. Independent film studios are filling the niche by producing films

such as Seabiscuit, a movie about overcoming long odds starring Jeff Bridges,

a Baby Boomer actor. Research shows that Boomers like to see stars of their

age in the films they view.

Understanding All Parts of the Group
Marketers must take care not to exclude a part of the group they want to

reach. To assume that all the people in a large group have the same tastes in

entertainment is a major mistake. The Baby Boomers are as diverse in

opinions as they are large in number. The marketing message aimed at a

subgroup of Boomers must be fine-tuned to meet that group’s needs. For

example, entertainment ads targeting younger baby boomers may focus on

family events, while ads targeting older baby boomers may focus on more

lavish events. Baby Boomers offer a huge potential customer base. Boomers

will continue through 2020 to be a major target of entertainment marketing.

Why are Baby Boomers important to entertainment marketers?

The United States has a long history as a ‘‘melting pot’’

that welcomes all immigrants. However, for marketing

purposes it was primarily viewed as a white,

Anglo-Saxon nation. This will change if the latest

studies by the U.S. Census Bureau prove to be

accurate. The Bureau estimates the fastest-

growing segment of society to be Hispanic.

This group contributed 32 percent

of the nation’s population growth

from 1990 to 2000. It is expected to

contribute 39 percent of the nation’s growth from 2000

to 2010, 45 percent from 2010 to 2030, and 60 percent

from 2030 to 2050. By 2010, the Census Bureau esti-

mates that Hispanic spending in the United States will be

nearly $200 billion.

Think Critically

What does this information tell entertainment marketers

and marketers in general?
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. An advantage of customized entertainment over entertainment for the

masses is

a. more people will buy it

b. it can be impromptu, based on the audience

c. no information is needed about the customers

d. none of these

2. Baby Boomers are important to entertainment marketers because

a. they have discretionary income

b. they are interested in leisure-time activities

c. they are expected to be active throughout retirement

d. of all of these

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. If Baby Boomers are the largest age group in the nation, why is so much

sports and entertainment advertising aimed at 12- to 24-year-olds?

4. Break down the Baby Boomers into four different niche markets based

on age and gender. Name two sports or entertainment products or

services to market to each niche. Justify your choices.
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Lesson 7.4

Product
Marketing Strategies
Product
Marketing Strategies

Goals • List and describe the stages of the product life cycle.

• Explain how products are positioned in the marketplace.

Terms

THE PRODUCT
LIFE CYCLE
Every product has a life cycle. There are four stages in

the product life cycle including introduction, growth,

maturity, and decline. Marketing strategies for a product

will differ in the various stages of the life cycle.

Introduction Stage
During the introduction stage, the product is somewhat of a novelty in the

marketplace and only one brand of the new product is available. Common

price strategies implemented during the introduction stage include skim-

ming and penetration.

The skimming price strategy introduces new products at a very high

price. Quality and uniqueness of the product are emphasized to justify the

price. Skimming results in higher profits for the company and encourages

other companies to enter the market. When Ty introduced Beanie Babies to

Soccer is one of the most popular sports in the world. The

U.S. soccer team entered the 2006 World Cup with high

confidence after a strong showing in 2002. The opening

game shattered that confidence when the Czech

Republic dealt the U.S. team a devastating 3-0

defeat. The skies did not clear for the U.S. soccer

team. The team bowed out of the competition

early after two additional losses to less-than-

marquee opponents. Soon the U.S. soccer

team became the top joke for most late-

night talk-show hosts.

The enthusiasm of young Americans for soccer is evident

with the busy weekend soccer fields. Even though soccer

is not as popular in the United States as football and

baseball, young enthusiasts are determined that the

United States will become a dominant force in the sport.

Work with a group. List three promotional strate-

gies to increase the popularity of soccer in the United

States. What cities would be good locations to try the

promotional strategies? Why?

• product life cycle
• skimming price strategy

• penetration price strategy
• positioning
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the market, it used the skimming strategy, charging higher than normal prices

for small stuffed animals. The Beanie Baby frenzy became a collector’s market,

and prices increased due to consumer demand. The popularity of Beanie

Babies attracted the manufacture of clear plastic boxes for storage, plastic

protectors for the Ty tags, and special shelves to display Beanie Babies. Major

sporting events gave Beanie Babies to the first 1,000 fans that arrived to a

game. Success associated with Beanie Babies opened the doors for related

businesses, encouraged competitors to make similar products, and was used

in marketing strategies to increase attendance at sporting events.
The penetration price strategy uses low pricing to help capture a large

market share early. A company may offer low introductory prices on a new

product or service to help establish a customer base. The low price also

discourages competition. A new water park may offer low ticket prices

temporarily to attract customers to the park.

Growth Stage
The growth stage is the second part of the product life cycle. During this stage,

sales of a product and profits increase. The target market knows about and

regularly purchases the product. Advertising during the growth stage focuses

attention on customer satisfaction. During the growth stage, competition

increases as competitors begin offering alternative products. Products in the

growth stage may need to be modified and new models offered to maintain

customer loyalty. During the growth stage of reality shows such as American

Idol, numerous other similar shows popped up, such as America’s Got Talent.

The success of one or two talent shows made them appealing to television

networks that wanted a share of the market.

The Maturity Stage
The maturity stage is the third phase of the product life cycle. Sales level off

or slow down, and most of the target market has already purchased the

product. Marketing costs increase as promotions kick into high gear to fight

off the competition and maintain market share. Commercials for products

during the maturity stage may actually mention or mimic the competition.

The Mall of America in Bloomington, Minnesota, may run advertisements

comparing its amusement park to traditional amusement parks. Mall of

America may point out the advantages of visiting its year-round amusement

park that also gives consumers access to stores and restaurants under the

same roof. Sales prices are often offered during this stage to try to hold off

the competition.
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The Decline Stage
The final stage of the product life cycle is the decline stage. During this stage,

sales decrease and may not generate enough revenue to justify continued

marketing of the product. Companies have several choices during the

decline stage. They may drop the product, sell or license the product to

another company, discount the product, regionalize the product, modern-

ize/alter the product, or recommit the product. During the decline stage of

the product life cycle, marketers are forced to make tough decisions that will

have a major impact on the future of the product and company.

Drop a Product To cut company losses, marketers may choose to drop a

product entirely. Amusement parks are always under pressure to offer the

most thrilling rides. Rides that were once standard at every amusement park,

such as the giant slide, are often torn down to make room for rides that are

more appealing to thrill seekers.

Sell/License Some companies choose to minimize losses during the

decline stage of a product life cycle by selling or licensing the product to

another company. The other company assumes the risk of marketing the

product, but a license agreement allows the originating company to con-

tinue to receive a percentage of the sales. Clothing designer, Mossimo, made

the bold decision to license his line of designer clothing to Target. This

strategy of offering designer clothes at reasonable prices has been very

successful.

Discount In the decline stage, companies often reduce

prices so that the merchandise sells faster. The costs of

developing the product have been recovered by this point,

and promotional budgets will be minimalized to keep

costs down. The discounted price alone will hopefully encourage more

consumers to buy their product instead of their competitor’s product. The

higher volume of sales may result in sufficient profit to continue offering the

product.

Regionalize A company may choose to regionalize by committing its

product to a geographic location where it is the most popular and profitable.

Manufacturers of ski equipment and clothing may commit their merchan-

dise to Colorado and other popular ski markets to move merchandise

during the decline stage.

Access thomsonedu.com/school/sports and click on the link for Chapter 7.

AKAI is one of the world’s leading consumer electronics companies. Like

all entertainment-related goods, AKAI’s merchandise goes through the

four stages of the product life cycle. Select three products manufac-

tured by AKAI and explain which stage of the life cycle each product

is in.

t h om sonedu . c om / s c h oo l / s p o r t s

TimeOutTimeOut
Scalping tickets
means selling tick-
ets for a greater
amount than the
price printed on
the ticket. Ticket

scalpers make large
sums of money from
highly demanded sold-
out sporting and enter-
tainment events. Ticket
scalping is illegal in
many states.
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Modernize/Alter The enthusiasm of consumers for a product may be

reignited by modernizing or altering the product in some way. Products that

are marketed as ‘‘new and improved’’ or ‘‘more effective’’ are examples of

this strategy. Companies must project what alterations or modernizations

will increase sales. Many new stadiums have been built in recent years to

house professional football and baseball teams. The new stadiums include

amenities that are more appealing to fans. Live music, restaurants, and hall

of fame museums are on-site for fans to enjoy.

Recommit A product may have originally been developed and promoted

for a specific purpose. As sales slip into decline, the product is recommitted

when other purposes for the product are found and promoted. Plain aspirin

was originally promoted as a pain reliever. Now it is promoted as a measure

to prevent heart attacks. A bottled drink originally developed to recharge

athletes on the playing field may now be promoted as a refreshing beverage

for health-conscious consumers.

What are the stages of the product life cycle?

POSITIONING
A PRODUCT
Companies must decide how they will position their

products in the marketplace. Positioning is used by a

company to differentiate its products or services from its

competitors’ products or services. Positioning can involve

status, price, brand recognition, and other factors. Some

companies position their products according to price and quality. Other

companies position their products based upon features and benefits.
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Making comparisons to the competition to point out differences in the

products is another strategy for positioning in the marketplace. Some

products are grouped together as a product line. The entire product line can

be positioned by quality, price, and product features.

Nike positions its products using brand recognition and status. Because of

its many celebrity endorsements, Nike is associated with status, which cre-

ates a high consumer demand for its products. Highly sought after Nike

basketball shoes endorsed by the latest basketball star may sell for more

than $1,000 per pair due to high consumer demand fueled by brand rec-

ognition and a desire for status. Luxury hotels position their products in the

marketplace according to price and related services. Disney World and

Universal Studios sell family season passes to their parks, emphasizing

entertainment and price savings. Other sports or entertainment organ-

izations may try to position themselves based upon their safety record.

List three ways a product may be positioned in the marketplace.

Annika Sorenstam

Annika Sorenstam is Sweden’s shining star of golf. She is within striking range of

third place on the all-time LPGA victory list, and she continues to keep winning.

Annika won six of her first eight golf tournaments in 2005, breaking 70 a total of

22 times in those 30 rounds. During 2004, Annika won four times in her first

eight starts. During 2003, Ms. Sorenstam placed first or second five times in a

seven-start span. She won three of seven early events in 2002 and seven times in

her first eight starts in 2001. By the end of April, 2006, Annika earned $500,000

with four top-ten finishes in five events.

Sweden’s golf heritage can be divided into everything that happened before

Annika Sorenstam arrived on the scene and everything that’s happened since. She

has successfully shattered the stereotype of the unemotional, can’t-do-it-in-the-

clutch Swedish golfer.

The performance-based ‘‘These Girls Rock’’ brand, unveiled by the LPGA

in June 2005, is promoted by Annika Sorenstam and Alice Cooper. The

duo recently completed a radio commercial with an ‘‘anything-you-can-

do-I-can-do-better’’ comparison of equipment, tours, fans, and talents.

The advertisement that contrasts a rock tour with an LPGA Tour will be

used to promote the Kraft Nabisco Championship.

Think Critically

Why is a radio commercial that features a rock star and golf star a

good promotional idea?
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Penetration pricing is

a. used to attract a large share of the market early

b. used to discourage competition

c. a low-price strategy

d. all of the above

2. Sales level off during which stage of the product life cycle?

a. introductory stage

b. growth stage

c. maturity stage

d. decline stage

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. How would you position a designer-brand polo shirt at a university

bookstore?

4. Where would be a good place to regionalize surf shorts that were once

popular with the masses but are now in the decline stage? Explain your

answer.
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Review Marketing Concepts
Write the letter of the term that matches each definition. Some terms will

not be used.

1. Spontaneous and changing

2. A product’s final total assorted features

3. Incentives received in addition to a base

salary

4. The legal protection of words and sym-

bols used by a company

5. Items added to a product to make it

more attractive to the target market

6. The introduction, growth, maturity, and

decline stages of product marketing

7. Introduces a new product at a very high

price, emphasizing quality and unique-

ness of the product

8. A group of similar products with slight

variations to satisfy the different needs

of consumers

9. Features added to the basic product that

satisfy additional needs and wants with

the same purchase

10. A voluntary organization through which the nation’s colleges and

universities govern their athletics programs

Circle the best answer.

11. During the decline stage of the product life cycle, all of the following are

options except
a. regionalizing
b. recommitting

c. raising prices
d. discounting

12. Which of the following is not a component of the product mix?
a. product line
b. packaging

c. brand
d. distribution channels

13. The latest trends in television production include
a. customized entertainment
b. locally produced children’s programs
c. fewer dedicated sports channels
d. both a and c

a. blue-chip athletes

b. brand

c. customizing

d. fringe benefits

e. impromptu

f. licensed brand

g. NCAA

h. penetration price
strategy

i. positioning

j. product
enhancements

k. product extensions

l. product life cycle

m. product line

n. product mix

o. skimming price
strategy

p. tiering

q. trademark
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Think Critically
14. Select four sports and entertainment products and indicate the stage of

the product life cycle for each product. Give a marketing strategy you

would use for each product. Explain your answers.

15. Why would a company choose to license the marketing of a product in

the decline stage to another company?

16. Explain the difference between tangible and intangible features of

products. Provide two examples of each.

17. Explain the difference between a basic and enhanced product.

18. How do the salaries for professional women’s sports compare to salaries

for professional men’s sports? Why does a difference exist? What would

it take to bridge the gap?
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Make Connections
19. Research Select a specific type of sports equipment and a brand for that

equipment. Research the complete product line offered by the brand.

How varied is the line? What are the price points? Describe the target

markets for each item in the product line.

20. Advertising Think of a new purpose for a common product. Assume the

product is in the decline stage of its product life cycle. Create an

advertisement for the product that recommits it to the market.

21. Marketing Math Six celebrities starring on a popular sitcom that has a

12-show season are each paid $200,000 for each show produced during

the season. Additional costs of producing the sitcom are $180,000 per

episode. A 12-show reality series costs $250,000 to produce each show.

What is the difference between the total costs to produce the 12-show

sitcom and the 12-show reality series? Why is the reality series attractive

to the television network?

22. Economics Research the salaries of five successful college football

coaches. List the salaries and fringe benefits received by each. How can

the colleges economically justify their coaches’ salaries and benefits?
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23. Geography You are in charge of recruitment for a major college football

program. Eight coaches will visit recruits throughout the United States.

Print a map of the United States and divide it into eight recruitment

regions. Record the estimated population in each region. (Hint: The U.S.

Census Bureau lists population estimates for each state).

24. Economics Your company has developed a unique product that no

competitor can currently match. The CEO is very concerned about using

the proper pricing strategy with the introduction of the product to the

market. Describe to the CEO alternative pricing strategies and the

advantages and disadvantages of each. Which strategy would you rec-

ommend to the CEO? Why? Include any assumptions you make about

the product.

PROJECT EXTRA INNINGS

You are the activities director for a major resort in Branson, Missouri. The

largest target market for this resort is senior citizens. Your resort is located

close to a large outlet mall.

Work with a group and complete the following activities.

1. Research Branson, Missouri, a popular tourist attraction for senior

citizens. What are the major attractions for seniors at Branson?

2. What means of transportation bring seniors from all parts of the United

States to Branson?

3. List three vacation activities that attract senior citizens.

4. What special promotions can be used to attract more senior citizens to

your resort?

5. Create a brochure that gives senior citizens at least ten reasons for

wanting to visit your resort.

6. Create a multimedia presentation to convince senior citizens to visit your

resort. Make sure to highlight the major concerns of senior citizens.

7. Describe the product and service line at your resort.
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USING SPORTS TO INCREASE
CUSTOMER TRAFFIC
Many successful businesses have
strong sports connections. Gallery
Furniture in Houston, Texas, believes
in brand building with a sports
marketing approach. Jim ‘‘Mattress
Mack’’ McIngvale’s successful furni-
ture store is associated with sporting
events and sports personalities. The
relationship with sports gives Gallery
Furniture an image of energy and
vitality. It also links the furniture
giant to the community and makes
the store more visible.

A Sports Marketing
Approach
Sports marketing can work for nearly
anyone. Working with local athletes
and professional sports teams does
not have to cost a lot of money.
Mattress Mack invests heavily in
sports marketing today, but he did
not spend much to get started. Many
lesser-known athletes who do not
get a lot of endorsement opportuni-
ties will be willing to work for low
fees or even on a commission basis.
Former pros or pros who are cur-
rently not well known are often
delighted to get opportunities to be
in the limelight. Mattress Mack
started with these individuals, and
soon he was working with superstars
like Andre Agassi, Shaquille O’Neal,
Clyde Drexler, Brandi Chastain, Mary
Lou Retton, and Bela Karolyi.

As a business becomes successful,
it can give back to the athletes and
their teams. Gallery Furniture gave
back by building practice facilities for
the Houston Rockets of the NBA and

the Houston Comets of the WNBA.
Now, every time one of the Rockets
or Comets is interviewed during
practice, the Gallery logo receives air
time in the background. This serves
as free publicity for Mattress Mack.

Mattress Mack has hosted the
Gallery Furniture College Bowl
Game in Houston, Texas. His busi-
ness also hosts the professional
tennis tournaments on clay courts in
West Houston. Frequently, sports
shirts, caps, and collector footballs/
basketballs are given to customers
during special sales events.

Mattress Mack is not afraid to
tie in special offers with the perfor-
mance of the local professional
sports teams. When the Houston
Texans played the Indianapolis Colts,
Mattress Mack promised that anyone
who purchased $3,000 of furniture
on the weekend of the game would
receive the furniture for no charge if
the Texans beat the Colts, an unlikely
event. The Colts won the game by
more than 20 points.

Think Critically

1. How has Gallery Furniture
given back to athletes?

2. How has Gallery Furniture
demonstrated loyalty to local
sports?

3. What strategy did Mattress Mack
use, involving sports, to increase
traffic into the store?

4. Why is it a good idea to give
away sports merchandise at a
furniture store?
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DESKTOP PUBLISHING EVENT
Many aspects of today’s visual busi-
ness publications require desktop
publishing. This event challenges
participants to demonstrate skills in
the areas of desktop publishing,
creativity, and decision making.

You have been hired by the
manager of the state fair to develop a
desktop publishing document to
advertise this year’s fair and the
activities that it offers. Your publi-
cation will be included in com-
munity newspapers throughout the
state.

Youmust research this year’s state
fair to determine the dates, admis-
sion prices, entertainment, sponsors,
and special promotions. You will
work with a partner. You and your
partner may use two computers, a
scanner, and clipart to complete this
project. You have two hours to
complete this project. Your final
product should showcase your
graphics and text creation skills.
Layout creativity and appropriate
use of fonts and type size are also
important components in your final
product.

The state fair is concerned about
the declining attendance during the
past five years. New exciting concerts
and other activities have been
scheduled to reinvigorate interest in
the state fair. In addition, new rides
have been added to the fair this year.
Publicity is needed tomake residents
of the state aware of the annual
entertainment event. Corporate
sponsors also want to see an increase
in attendance for the annual event.

Performance Indicators
Evaluated
l Communicate the goals of the

state fair.

l Prepare an attractive document
that incorporates the latest
desktop publishing technology.

l Create an original, appealing
newsletter to increase awareness
and attendance at the state fair.

l Understand the comprehensive
nature of this project and its
purpose.

l Select graphics and fonts that
appeal to the intended audience.

l Produce a final product that
indicates a clear thought process
and an intended, planned direc-
tion with formulation and exe-
cution of a firm idea.

Go to the FBLA web site for more
detailed information.

Think Critically

1. Why does the state fair need
multiple forms of publicity to
increase attendance?

2. What promotional item could be
included in your desktop pub-
lishing document to help increase
the attendance at the state fair?

3. How can the state fair measure
the effectiveness of your
publication?

4. What types of graphics would be
appropriate for this publication?
Why?

www.fbla.org
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TiVo, Inc.
Finding and watching your favorite TV shows when and where you want

them is an amazing service available through TiVo, Inc. According to TiVo,

Inc.’s CEO Mike Ramsay, ‘‘TiVo’s overriding philosophy is that everyone, no

matter how busy, deserves to enjoy the home entertainment of their

choosing, at their convenience.’’

The term TiVo (pronounced tee-voh) is used to refer to both the service

and the company’s digital video recorder (DVR) that records a digital version

of the selected shows, including high-definition TV recordings. The con-

sumer can then play the shows at leisure. A subscription is required for full

functionality of the hardware, but the DVR can be used as a regular recorder

without a subscription.

TiVo, Inc. is an Alviso, California, company that was co-founded in the

1990s by Mike Ramsay and Jim Barton. With more than 1.9 million sub-

scribers, TiVo is totally focused on consumer and entertainment content

distribution. TiVo has stepped back from allowing subscribers to automat-

ically skip over TV commercials, a practice that could anger TV networks

whose prime revenue is provided by advertising. TiVo subscribers can still

fast forward through commercials and even set the fast forward to skip

30 seconds at a time. TiVo has been testing pop-up and banner ads that will

appear as a subscriber fast forwards through a regular commercial.

TiVo is working hard to be distinguished from its competitors and be ‘‘at the

focal point of the digital living room’’ by forming partnerships with other tech-

nology companies to add features and services that are beyond the scope of

traditional DVRs. Internet video is one of the services offered by TiVo. Subscribers

can view clips from the web sites of the NBA and iVillage Inc. at no extra charge,

stream digital music, load photos from their PC to their DVR, and schedule

recording using any Internet connection. TiVo’s main competitors are cable and

satellite television operators who offer DVRs as part of their subscription, but the

‘‘free’’ DVRs do not include many of the features offered to TiVo subscribers.

Think Critically

1. Why is it difficult for TiVo to compete against regular DVRs that do not

require a subscription? What tactics and strategies is TiVo, Inc. using to

differentiate from competitors?

2. Make a list of features you would like to see added to TiVo if you were

a subscriber. Would you be willing to pay more for the services?

3. Should TiVo allow advertisers to encode their commercials with pop-up

ads that appear if a viewer fast forwards through the commercials?

Explain your answer.
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Lesson 8.1

Global Channels
of Distribution
Global Channels
of Distribution

Goals • Explain the importance of sports and entertainment distribution.

• List and describe distribution channels for sports and entertainment.

Terms

GET IT
THERE
When a sports and entertainment business has developed

the perfect product or service that fans really want, it must

determine the best means of making it available to con-

sumers. If it is an event, it must choose the most effective

location for the event to be held. If it is a product, it must choose the best

method of getting it to the customers. Distribution is one of the four elements

of the marketing mix. It involves the transportation and dissemination of

a product or service.

Economics of Distribution
Distribution is very important to the operation of the free-enterprise system

in United States. Free enterprise is an economic system that allows the

unregulated supply and demand of products to drive the economy. This is in

contrast to a controlled market where supply, pricing, and distribution

policies are set directly by the government.

While sales of other consumer items slump, sales of TV

sets soar every four years in the months before the start

of the World Cup. If a team does well and progresses

into the later stages of the tournament, television

sales in the team’s home country can easily exceed

all sales projections. If the team is eliminated

early in the tournament, retailers may be stuck

with unsold sets.

For the first time, the 2006 World Cup was

transmitted in high-definition (HD), driving

sales of HD-ready televisions. In the first five months of

2006, United Kingdom-based retail store John Lewis had

a 120-percent increase in television sales. Across the

United Kingdom, more than 230,000 TV sets are esti-

mated to have been purchased by football (soccer) fans

during May of 2006.

Work with a group. Discuss the impact of the

worldwide popularity of a sports event on the sales of

related products. Name products and services for which

sales are impacted by a major sports event.

• free enterprise
• amphitheaters

• venue
• mass media

• platforms
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For a product or service to be successful, customers must be able to obtain

the product or service when and where they want it. When a new song is

heard on television and radio, the recording will not be economically suc-

cessful if fans cannot find out how and where to buy a CD or download

the music. Distribution moves the product to the customer.

Global Challenges
Uncertainty about governmental policies abroad can affect distribution of

entertainment products to other countries. Although marketing information

may show that an audience exists for the entertainment, many countries

want to nurture their own entertainment industries. International products

are discouraged through restrictions and tariffs that result in high prices.

Many European countries try to reserve at least half of their television pro-

gramming for shows with a European origin.

The United States has no formal barriers to the import of audiovisual

entertainment, but demand for foreign-produced entertainment is not

strong. U.S. consumers show low interest in movies that are dubbed in

English compared to films produced in English. Demand for U.S.-made

movies dubbed in other languages is high but has not been freely allowed

into all countries.

Disney in Europe
Walt Disney took advantage of worldwide markets as early as the 1930s.

However, World War II interrupted the growth of his international business.

In 1949, Disney set out again to capture the European market for his car-

toons and related products. He hired Armand Bigle of France to run the

Disney distribution operations in Europe. Bigle’s challenge was to convince

merchants that using the Disney characters would improve their sales.

Today, merchandise with Disney characters can be purchased in virtually

every corner of the earth.

How does distribution affect the success of an event or product?
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THE CHANNELS
There are only two major channels of distribution for

sports and entertainment events—live and via media. No

media can deliver the sensation of being there when your

favorite singer belts out your favorite song or when your

team wins. But, media can distribute the event to millions who are unable

attend in person.

Live Events
Historically, the only option for delivering sports and entertainment events

was to present them live. Only those people who could travel to an event

could view it. Early in the 1st Century A.D., the Romans built a number

of amphitheaters across the vast Roman Empire. Amphitheaters are oval-

shaped outdoor theaters with tiered seating around a central staging area. The

Coliseum in Rome, Italy, was built almost 2,000 years ago as an amphitheater

that would seat about 70,000 spectators. Deadly fights between slaves or

between humans and wild animals were staged as gory entertainment for the

Roman emperors, the rich and famous, and common citizens.

Audiences of live performances are limited to those who can be accomo-

dated by the venue, the facility where the event is held. Live performances

are expensive to produce and generate a limited amount of revenue, but they

continue to be the most appealing form of entertainment. Well-produced

broadway-style plays and circus acts continue to draw large crowds and thrill

audiences. It is also more fun to be there and cheer your favorite team to

victory, or hear your favorite group perform, than to experience it through

any type of media.

Via Media
When distance, price, or limited availability prevents fans from attending

a live event, media can provide the next-best thing. The continuous

TimeOutTimeOut
The Lincoln Center
for the Performing
Arts in New York
City is the world’s
largest performing
arts center. The

center is home to
12 arts organizations,

including The New York
Philharmonic, The New
York City Opera, and
The New York City
Ballet.
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advancement of technology has produced user-friendly media that distrib-

utes the event to the audience. Mass media is a term used to describe a

means of distributing an event to a large volume of people—the masses.

Examples of mass media include radio, television, and the Internet. Dis-

tributing the event through mass media to millions of fans can provide

massive marketing opportunities far beyond what is available with a live

audience.

Radio Once thought to be on its way out of use, radio has carved a unique

place in the minds and hearts of sports fans and music lovers. Radio is

unique because it requires inexpensive equipment and is readily available

where other media is unavailable. People can safely listen while they work

or drive in their cars.

Radio is an audio media where the action must be described to create a

picture in the listeners’ minds. Good radio sportscasters form a bond with

their listeners that has never been matched by TV sportscasters. Whether or

not the fans have ever been in the ballpark, a good sportscaster’s play-by-

play can make fans feel as if they are there. Radio is an effective delivery

system for sports and entertainment, and technology, such as satellite radio,

is adding new dimensions to the availability of the media.

Television By 1950, television had become a major distribution channel

for sports and entertainment with more than 10.5 million TV sets in use—

up from less than 200,000 a few years prior to that. Today, more than 110.6

million U.S. households have one or more television sets. Television has

made sports and entertainment a visual event for millions of people who

could never attend a game or go to the theater.

Just as with any new media, early broadcasters had to experiment to

determine what sports and entertainment events were most effectively dis-

tributed using television. Sports were particularly attractive to new television

networks that were trying to establish a viewer base. Sports broadcasts

attracted viewers and were more easily broadcast than entertainment shows

requiring sets, scripts, and paid actors. Sporting events also were already

happening in an existing venue, had an existing fan base, and were played in

well-lit areas sufficient for early television cameras.

Years ago, teenagers spent much of their time listening to the radio.

Many radio disk jockeys, such as Wolfman Jack and Dick Clark, became

just as famous as the singers. These days fewer people are listening to

traditional radio stations. How consumers listen to music is as important

to marketers as the kind of music they listen to. Access thomsonedu.

com/school/sports and click on the link for Chapter 8. Read the article

and suggest reasons why fewer people are listening to traditional radio.

According to the article, what is the strength of traditional radio?

t h om sonedu . c om / s c h oo l / s p o r t s
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U.S. football is especially well suited for being broadcast over a visual

media such as television. Each football play lasts for a short period of time,

allowing enough time for the camera to refocus on the area of the field

where the players regroup to start a new down. Sports like soccer and hockey

have continuous activity, and cameras sometimes have a hard time follow-

ing and catching all the action on the small screen. Most televised sporting

events attract a target audience of male viewers between the ages of 18 and

49. Sponsors’ advertising is carefully targeted to the viewing audience.

The Internet The Internet has sent shock waves through the major tra-

ditional media. Radio, television, and motion-picture companies have scram-

bled to embrace the Internet as a sports and entertainment distribution

channel. Information about sports stars and celebrities is distributed to fans

through many web sites. Fans can download their favorite songs or chat

with their favorite stars online. As Internet technology improves, creative

ideas emerge for its use to enhance and complement the older channels of

distribution.

Delivery Options
As technology continues to advance, the platforms—types of delivery

systems—for delivering sports and entertainment will continue to expand

and improve at a rapid pace. Consumers’ perceptions of the economic utility

of platforms will continue to drive which platforms become mainstream and

gain wide acceptance. Creative inventors and marketers will search for ways to

satisfy customers, making virtual events resemble actually being there.

Name two major channels of distribution for sports and entertainment.

A jukebox located in a restaurant or bar has in the past

held a distinct collection of music that when played by

customers reflected the character and theming of the

establishment. Customers could count on finding a

favorite song that they played each visit. Now, web-

enabled jukeboxes with digital

recordings are quickly replacing the CD

jukeboxes. The unique distinc-

tion of the music that helped

define the neighborhood café has been standardized to

the same, although wide, variety of songs offered by all

businesses using the Internet service. Like the food in

many national chain restaurants, the music in the local

diner has lost its unique flavor.

Think Critically

Create a list of positive and negative points about web-

enabled jukeboxes replacing CD jukeboxes. Who benefits

from the use of the new technology? What effect might

the infinite access to music at many locations have on

repeat customers to a restaurant?
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Distribution

a. is a core marketing standard

b. includes the activities involved in delivering products to consumers

c. is an element of the marketing mix

d. all of the above

2. Sporting events were particularly attractive to early television networks

trying to establish a viewer base for all of the following reasons except

a. they had an existing fan base

b. they were already happening in an existing venue

c. they were played in a well-lit area

d. they were not offered in any other media formats

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. If you were trying to increase interest in soccer in the United States,

describe the channels of distribution you would use and why.

4. History Research the history of the Internet. How and why did it start?

When did it become available to consumers? In your opinion, what

types of sports and entertainment are best suited to this means of dis-

tribution? What trends do you expect in the future?
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Lesson 8.2

Sports
Distribution
Sports
Distribution

Goals • Discuss distribution and sponsorship of amateur sports and recreation.

• Discuss the distribution of college sports.

• Discuss the distribution of professional sports.

Terms

AMATEUR SPORTS
AND RECREATION
The Society of Seniors (SOS) is an organization that pro-

vides competitive tournaments on fine golf courses for its

more than 700 members. Its members are the best senior

amateur golf players in North America. An amateur athlete is

someone who is not paid, but plays for the enjoyment and challenge. Pro-

fessional athletes must be young, healthy, and strong, but amateur athletes

can be of any age and have physical challenges. All types of amateur sports are

growing in popularity.

Fitness and Fun
Health, leisure time, and money all drive the recreation

industry. People are interested in staying active and healthy.

Research has shown that there is a positive correlation

between participation of youth in physical activities and

their emotional well-being. Continued participation in rec-

reational sports into adulthood provides health benefits throughout life.

One challenge of recreational marketing is to motivate people to actively

participate in the sports and activities that interest them. Over the long term,

high costs may reduce people’s interest in professional sports. Smart mar-

keters will fill this gap by forming and promoting recreational sports.

Dorothy Kelly Rothrock, octogenarian (a person

age 80--89), defies the rocking-chair image of

her age group. She walks and weight trains at

one health club and participates in water

aerobics at another club. ‘‘I belong to two

different health clubs. I like the people at one

and the equipment at the other,’’ she states.

She frequently invites her water aerobics class to her

home for lunch and a swim in her pool.

Work with a group. Discuss the channels of distri-

bution that would best reach octogenarians interested in

staying fit.

• Title IX • cartel • league agreement
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Facilities versus Wilderness
Making sports facilities available where they are needed is a continuing

challenge for amateur sports marketers. As part of their regional planning

process, community leaders must recognize the need for recreational space

for local residents. They must also consider the environmental impact of

recreation. Outdoor experiences such as backpacking, off-road driving, and

rock climbing can be potentially destructive to wilderness areas. Somehow,

leaders and citizens must balance the two needs and help educate outdoor

enthusiasts about how to enjoy and protect the wilderness.

Getting Access
Participation in recreational sports is directly related to income. Families

with higher incomes are more likely to take part in recreational activities

because of the prices of needed equipment and the ease of access to good

recreational sports facilities. Developers in more affluent areas build private

recreational facilities such as golf courses and tennis courts. People living in

less affluent areas must depend on public facilities or choose forms of rec-

reation that require less costly equipment and/or facilities, such as running.

More youngsters than ever before have access to and participate in school-

sponsored sports. One reason is the passage of Title IX, an amendment in

1972 to federal education law that prohibits discrimination against females

in school sports. Over the past 35 years, Title IX has helped equalize access

to sports for females. Schools must provide females with access to facilities,

equipment, and training that is equal to that provided to males.

What factors affect the development of recreational sports facilities?

COLLEGIATE
SPORTS
A winning college team has economic implications not

only for its school but also for the community, region, and

state. A college community can benefit from the success

of its primary sports program through revenue earned from

supporting fans. The home city will benefit from the in-

creased patronage of local businesses and a growth in jobs.

Football Rules
The National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) is the

governing body of college and university athletic programs.

According to the NCAA Postseason Football Handbook, the

NCAA’s Postseason Football Licensing Subcommittee

determines how postseason bowl games are licensed and made available to

fans. The Bowl Championship Series (BCS) is an end-of-season match up

between the best college football teams within the various conferences.
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The 2006 Bowl Championship Series included the Tostitos Fiesta Bowl, the

Nokia Sugar Bowl, and the FedEx Orange Bowl games. Each participating

team received between $14.8 and $18.3 million.

When an organization applies to sponsor an NCAA-licensed bowl game,

at a minimum, it must pay for both participating teams’ travel and partici-

pation expenses. Sponsors want to attract a sell-out crowd and a large TV

audience to obtain maximum revenue

from ticket sales, merchandise sales,

related events, and advertisers.

College Team Rankings
Sports magazines and

nationally recognized

sports enthusiasts

determine college team

rankings based on past team perfor-

mance, talent, and team schedules. Pre-

season rankings influence the game

schedules of the major television net-

works. Televised games mean more

revenue for the team and its university.

High BCS standings equate to big money

and determine which teams play in the national championships. Three

components are used to determine the BCS rankings—the USA Today

Coaches’ Poll, the Harris Interactive College Football Poll, and an average

of six computer rankings from well-known sports statisticians.

What influences which games are distributed via national television?

PROFESSIONAL
SPORTS
In countries where the economy is market driven, profes-

sional sports are distributed based on their popularity

among consumers (demand) at the highest price the

market will bear. In countries where economies are con-

trolled by the government, professional sports are not always readily avail-

able, and the distribution channels are tightly controlled.

Worldwide Coverage
In 2006, the FIFA World Cup matches were available in more countries than

at any other time in history. The 64 games were collectively watched by

32 billion people. All of the games were, for the first time, broadcast in

high definition television (HDTV). Host Broadcast Services (HBS) of Zug,

Switzerland, spent three years planning and preparing for the broadcasts.

Worldwide, more than 300 partners signed on to broadcast the games.
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During the final game of the World Cup, 10,000 people watched it on

huge TV screens in a disposable arena provided by Adidas for fans unable to

attend the game. The Berlin stadium was a scaled-down replica of the

Olympia stadium where the real game was played. Cities and corporate

sponsors around the world are finding that temporary structures are an

effective and inexpensive way to provide access to the game for sports fans.

Political Football During the rule of the Taliban in Afghanistan, from 1996

to 2001, the broadcast of the World Cup was banned. In fact, the use of

television itself as a media was illegal. According to BBC News, the game of

soccer was banned in Afghanistan at one time but was later allowed if players

kept their arms and legs covered. The game was stopped during prayers, and

fans were banned from cheering. In a dramatic change, key 2006 matches of

the World Cup were televised live to people in Afghanistan. Fans in other

countries were not as fortunate. People in Mogadishu, Somalia, were banned

by armed militia from watching the 2006 World Cup. Soccer fans in North

Korea could watch only the versions their government edited.

Distributing the Game
The U.S. government encourages the growth and con-

sumption of professional sports. There are more U.S. cities

that want professional sports teams than there are teams

available. The leagues control the location of the teams

based on the business benefits to the leagues’ owners.

Individual teams within a league are separately operated businesses, but

they are not in competition with each other as they would be in a free open

market. Instead, each team is a member of a cartel. A cartel is a combination

of independent businesses formed to regulate production, pricing, and

marketing of a product. In the case of professional sports, the cartel is a

number of independent sports teams grouped together and governed by a

league agreement. A league agreement controls the marketing mix and

governs the distribution of the games, including the locations of the teams

and the number of teams allowed to operate within the league. Because

teams must have other teams to play, they must stay in the league or start a

new league. Federal antitrust law prohibits cartels in most cases, but special

legislation exempts the professional sports leagues from those laws.

How Distribution Is Decided Regions with a large

potential customer base are considered favorable for the

location of a team. In many cases, owners request public

funds to subsidize, or financially back, the new team.

Because subsidies are often obtained through taxes, local government

agencies must have the support of voters. Many cities consider the subsidies

as an investment that will reap future revenue.

It Takes Money The existing leagues’ owners set the price

the new owner will have to pay for the franchise. The price

is an expansion fee that is divided among the owners. Bob

McNair’s record-breaking $700-million bid made him the

newest NFL league owner of the Houston Texans in 2002.

Reliant Energy paid $300 million in 2002 to place its name on Houston’s

stadium. As part of the contract between Bob McNair and the NFL, Super

TimeOutTimeOut
Fox Sports signed
a $1.8 billion
contract with
Major League
Baseball to

broadcast some
regular-season
and postseason games
through 2013. Fox will
show the All-Star Game
and the World Series,
but no divisional cham-
pionship games.
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Bowl XXXVIII was played in Reliant Stadium the second year of the venue’s

existence. In addition to the 71,500 people who attended the Super Bowl,

another 10,000 to 40,000 nonticket holders visited the city and took part in

the weeklong activities. The surrounding businesses benefited from the

direct spending of the crowd, which totaled $129 million for lodging, food,

beverage, and entertainment. Sales taxes of $3.2 million were generated, but

after all the bills were paid, the net proceeds to the city were only $913,397.

Before a city can cash in on a Super Bowl, it must meet 20 pages of NFL

requirements, including having at least 20,000 hotel rooms available, 65

limousines available exclusively for NFL use, 1,000 buses available for trans-

porting fans, and many private and public golf courses nearby.

Nonstop Distribution
For the fan that can never get enough of the NFL, the NFL

Network is available via cable, satellite, and even through

some local phone companies on a 24/7 basis. The network

offers television and radio programming that covers pro-

fessional football from every angle, including how to become a professional

football cheerleader, an inside view of pro football training camps, and

highlights of the previous season’s best games.

Why would a city want a professional sports team in its area?

Billionaire Boone Pickens offered Oklahoma State University

(OSU) $165 million to expand its football stadium, build

an ‘‘athletic village’’ with practice fields, and build an

additional stadium for soccer and baseball. The new facili-

ties required demolition of a number of

privately owned homes. This met with

objections from about 20 percent of the

neighbors. Controversy also arose when

the university’s charity, OSU Cowboy

Golf, Inc., invested the money in BP

Capital Management, an investment fund

controlled by Pickens. The fund waived all

fees and profits on the OSU money. The

donation was made on December 30,

2005---in time to allow Pickens to take

advantage of Hurricane Katrina Relief

legislation that allowed any donation made in 2005 to be

100 percent deductible from gross income.

None of the actions taken were illegal, but Pickens was

criticized for taking advantage of tax laws and hurricane

relief efforts and of being insensitive to long-time resi-

dents of the area. The New York Times, CNN, and other

media were accused of ‘‘character assassination’’ for

questioning the good intentions and ethics of Pickens.

Think Critically

1. Should Pickens be criticized for a donation that will

help the sports program?

2. Should people have to move to make way for a

sports program that could benefit the university and

the city? Explain your answer.
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. The NCAA

a. is a professional sports league

b. is a recreational sports organization

c. creates and enforces guidelines and rules of collegiate sports

d. none of the above

2. One purpose of a professional sports league is to

a. add as many teams as are wanted by cities

b. control the number and location of teams

c. serve as a fan club

d. do none of the above

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Write a paragraph about the positive impact of recreational sports on

the economy.

4. Government Explain how the political systems of a country can affect

the distribution of sports.
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Lesson 8.3

Entertainment
Distribution
Entertainment
Distribution

Goals • Explain the distribution of movies.

• Discuss the changing formats of music distribution.

Terms

AT THE
MOVIES
Barcelona, Spain, has been called a ‘‘cinema city’’ by Jeff

Koehler in Continental Magazine. More than 80 different

films are shown on any given day in this city of 1.5 million

people. The famous Cines Verdi in Barcelona was at one

time named the Best European Cinema. Showing a film in the right theaters

at the right time can result in success.

The Big Screen
Movies are made with the demographics of a particular audience in mind.

Where the movie is made available to the target audience can influence its

financial success. Adults like to combine dining and shopping with seeing

a movie, so locating the theater near restaurants and stores is important.

Disney took a major financial risk when it decided

to create a trilogy and film two sequels back to back.

The two movie sequels to the original Pirates of the

Caribbean were scheduled to be filmed on a very tight

and grueling schedule, in part to save money on cos-

tumes and sets and also to fit the stars’ very busy

calendars.

By shooting the two sequels at once, Disney

also hopes to score at the box office with a

major hit released two summers in a row. A

number of problems delayed the dual filming,

including tropical storms and exhaustion of

the cast and crew. Filming was also delayed so that the

actors could participate in a marketing campaign for the

second movie’s release. Each delay added to the esti-

mated $450 million costs of the two sequels, but Disney’s

promotional plan for ‘‘Pirates’’ includes related mer-

chandise and theme park rides that could produce even

more revenue than the movie trilogy.

Work with a group. Do an online search for

Worldwide Box Office and determine the dollar amount

of worldwide ticket sales for each movie in the Pirates of

the Caribbean trilogy that has been released. Did the

financial risk pay off for Disney?

• art-house movies
• wide release

• movie preview
• docking station
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The time of year a movie is first shown also has an effect on the box-office

take. Movie marketers consider the time of year as part of their total mar-

keting strategy. The summer and holiday seasons are when new movies are

in peak demand. But releasing a movie during the summer or holiday

season requires extensive advertising to compete with the other blockbusters

that are released at the same time. Amovie preview is the release of a movie

to a limited number of theaters prior to its official release. Movie previews

often generate a buzz about the movie that helps promote it.

In an attempt to attract adults, movie theaters will show both popular

films and art-house movies. Art-house movies are those outside the

mainstream of popular subjects. They are often made by independent

filmmakers that are not connected with the large Hollywood studios.

Managing the Costs of Movies
Production costs and distribution costs are two of the

biggest expenses for movie studios. Some film makers will

produce low-budget movies, which are generally defined as

those costing less than $250,000 to produce. They also

have low advertising budgets and are released in off-season times, such as

January or September. Attracting attention without spending much money

is a challenge for movie studios. One method of promoting low-budget

movies is showing them at film festivals, such as the Sundance Film Festival.

Internet advertising is also effective for promoting low-budget movies.
Movie studios also

look for ways to cut dis-

tribution costs. The cost

of distribution is about

$1,200 to $3,000 for

each 35mm film reel.

To control distribution

costs, major studios reg-

ulate the release of mov-

ies. A wide release
involves distributing a

movie nationally to a

thousand or more theaters at the same time. Because art-house movies draw

smaller audiences, they have a limited release. Digital release of a movie cuts

distribution costs and allows a faster response time for in-demand movies.

Watch It at Home
Movie fans certainly don’t have to travel to theaters to

watch films. Digital video discs (DVDs) can be purchased

or rented at retailers. Mass-market retailers such as Target

and Wal-Mart generally dominate DVD sales through sheer

volume. To help stimulate merchandise sales, movie distributors often

provide point-of-purchase (POP) displays, including posters and shelving to

house the DVDs or CDs. The POPs are set up next to the checkout area and

are an effective promotional tool.

Advances in technology have resulted in changes to the format of movies

offered for sale or rent. Movies, once available to the public only in 16-mm
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film at a considerable cost, are now available in much more convenient and

compact formats at a lower cost. With improved technology and mass pro-

duction, technology products go down in price and sales go up. The selection

of movies available in VHS format expanded with the increased sales of video

players. Now, DVDs are beginning to replace videocassette tapes.

DVDs are a convenient size and weight, making them easy to send through

the mail. Netflix took advantage of this and began an online DVD rental

business. Netflix offers movies through the mail to subscribers. Customers

order online, never incur late fees, and return the DVD in a prepaid envelope.

Netflix opened up a new channel of distribution for entertainment.

List at least three ways that movies are distributed.

MAKING
MUSIC
Music and entertainment are distributed in many styles and

formats throughout the world to suit a variety of tastes.

Some people like classical music CDs, while others prefer

rock-and-roll downloads.

Marketing the King
In 2006, a sitting U.S. President visited Graceland for the first time in his-

tory. Graceland is the estate of the late entertainer Elvis Presley, deemed ‘‘The

King of Rock and Roll.’’ To make the visit even more remarkable, President

George W. Bush accompanied Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi of Japan.

Koizumi, a huge Elvis fan, lived out a dream when he was given a personal

tour of the estate. The tour was broadcast worldwide.

Popular U.S. entertainers, such as Elvis, have frequently enjoyed world-

wide fame and marketability. The appeal of an icon offers a variety of

opportunities to distribute music and related products globally.

From Vinyl to iPod
In Elvis’s glory days, music was distributed via live per-

formances or in a recorded format including record albums

of 12-inch grooved vinyl disk that were played on pho-

nographs. The format of recorded music quickly evolved

from 12-inch vinyl to audiotape and then to compact disc

(CD). The most recent trend in music formats is digital files that can be

played on personal computers or portable media players, such as iPods. The

portable media players offer the advantage of storing thousands of songs

on a small portable device. The popularity of Apple Computer’s iPod has

created revolutionary changes in the way music is distributed.

The early models of digital devices such as iPods required users to sacrifice

high quality for the quantity of music that could be stored. The compression

of the digitally stored music files caused a reduction in sound quality when

TimeOutTimeOut
A new service
being offered by
AT&T blends TV
and the Web to
provide movies to
home subscribers.

The service, Home-
zone, integrates

AT&T’s high-speed
Internet service and
DISH Network Satellite
service using a single
set-top device. Movies
can be viewed via sat-
ellite or downloaded
from the Internet to the
TV for viewing anytime.
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compared to music stored on a CD and played on a surround-sound audio

system. A quality digital recording can take up ten times as much space on

a storage device as a compressed version and costs more.

Jumping on the Bandwagon
Apple reportedly sold

more than 50 million

iPods in its first four

years on the market.

The high volume of

sales indicated that consumers desired

quantity and portability. Apple provides

music for the iPod on its online iTunes

Music Store, where music and videos can

be downloaded inexpensively and stored

in quantity on an iPod.
To avoid being left out of the ever-

changing music business, producers of

high-end electronic stereo systems

jumped on the digital bandwagon. Bose

and other companies known for their

quality speakers began offering docking

stations. A docking station enables

iPods to be connected to speakers that

project the music throughout a room, rather than being limited to the

individual earbuds of the iPod. Apple is developing other products that will

play music and videos stored on personal computers and cellular phones.

What changes in music distribution did portable digital music players bring?
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Most movie sequels are expected to sell fewer tickets than

the original film, even if the original was a blockbuster hit.

The sequel is generally assumed to follow the same for-

mula of the original and to lack the excitement and

intensity of experiencing it the first time. Exceptions to that

myth include the Lord of the Rings sequels, Toy Story 2,

The Matrix Reloaded, and Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead

Man’s Chest. Each of these sequels outperformed the

originals in worldwide box office sales. The Matrix

Reloaded outsold The Matrix by over 60 percent. The

Pirates sequel broke all box office records, grossing $135.7

million in ticket sales during its opening

weekend alone.

Think Critically

1. Why would a movie producer take

a risk and film a sequel?

2. How do you think distribution of a

sequel influences ticket sales?
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. A movie preview is a marketing strategy that

a. is used only for art-house movies

b. seeks to attract an audience that wants to be the first to see a movie

c. includes matinee showings at reduced prices

d. none of the above

2. Producers of high-end electronic stereo systems are getting on the

digital bandwagon with the introduction of

a. docking stations

b. adapters for satellite radio receivers

c. USB ports on sound systems

d. all of the above

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Besides ticket sales, discuss at least three ways entertainment companies

can increase their revenues from popular movies.

4. What impact would the attention of two world leaders have on the

distribution of an entertainer’s products?
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Lesson 8.4

Technology and
Distribution Media
Technology and
Distribution Media

Goals • Describe the convergence of sports and entertainment media.

• Explain the changes brought about by digitalizing music.

Terms

MEDIA
MERGE
The lines between the various information, communi-

cation, and entertainment media are becoming more and

more blurred. Entertainment companies have branched

into multiple ventures, creating cross-promotional oppor-

tunities. Many companies are integrating new technologies with the old,

delivering the best of all worlds in one seamless package.

Cable Mania
In the early days of television in the United States, there

were three national networks—ABC, NBC, and CBS. Now

there are hundreds of networks broadcasting through cable

and satellite systems. Television networks are finding ways

to make programs available as podcasts. A podcast is a way of distributing

multimedia files over the Internet for playback on computers, iPods, cell

phones, and other mobile devices. The word ‘‘podcast’’ was formed by com-

bining two words—Apple’s ‘‘iPod’’ and ‘‘broadcasting.’’

A number of colleges and universities offer students free

online music through legal music download services, such

as Napster. Colleges have established agreements with

online music providers for the inexpensive or free service

in part to combat the extensive illegal downloading by

students. So much illegal music was being downloaded

that, at times, university computer networks were choked,

and the recording industry was filing lawsuits against the

illegal music swappers. The legal downloading services

allowed Vanderbilt University in Nashville, Tennessee, to

recover $75,000 a year in network costs by freeing up the

clogged network equipment.

The music downloading services are paid for in part by

donations and school fees, or the students are offered a

discounted price for the service of about $2 per month

for unlimited downloads. The normal cost is about $10

per month. Not all students like the service, partly

because the files are not compatible with iPods.

Work with a group. Discuss how tech-

nology has changed the distribution of

music. Why is illegal downloading of music

a concern to musicians and the music

industry?

• podcast • vertical integration • MP3
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According to the National Cable and Telecommunications Association, of

the 110.6 million U.S. households with televisions, more than 59 percent

of them were cable subscribers in 2006. Cable television programs at sta-

tions throughout the country are picked up by a master antenna and delivered

to homes via cables. As other technologies improve, cable TV will need to

make changes to keep its lead over other distribution methods.

Digital Delirium
Strategy Analytics is a global research and consulting firm

for the information, communication, and entertainment

industries. It estimates that by 2008, 29 million U.S. homes

will have high-definition television (HDTV). HDTV offers

digital sound and digital video transmissions that are twice as sharp as

standard television. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has

issued a mandate that all television transmissions must convert from analog

to digital format by February 2009. For the transition, stations have been

given a free channel on which to transmit the digital signal while main-

taining the analog signal on their original channel. After the complete

conversion to digital, the stations will give up their analog channels. The

analog channels will then be used for other purposes. When analog trans-

missions stop, consumers will still be able to use their analog television sets,

but will need a set-top converter box.

Space-Based Radio
Radio is also moving to digital formats. It is transmitted

digitally from space via satellites. Currently, there are only

three satellite-based radio broadcasters—WorldSpace

Sirius, and XM. WorldSpace serves Europe, Africa, and Asia

and is scheduled to eventually service Central and South America. Sirius and

XM serve the United States. Satellite radio systems have three components:

satellites that orbit the earth, ground stations that transmit signals to the

satellites, and radio receivers that unscramble the signals for the listeners.

Satellite radio provides to

its subscribers what they

want to hear, when and

wherever they want to hear

it. A U.S. subscriber of sat-

ellite radio can tune to one

radio station and drive from

coast to coast without los-

ing the station. Subscribers

are offered over 100 chan-

nels that offer a wide range

of music and news, sports,

talk, variety, and comedy

shows. Some of the chan-

nels broadcast commercial

free. Upscale automobiles

are expected to include sat-

ellite radio as a standard

feature in the future.
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TimeOutTimeOut
In 2006, a heated
battle over control
of the Internet
was taken to the
U.S. Congress. The

term ‘‘net neutral’’
was coined by sup-

porters who want to
keep the Internet free
from control by network
providers that want to
charge fees to content
providers for speedy
access. Consumer
advocates believe that
Internet users should
control what content
they view---not network
providers.
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Mega Distribution
Broadcast webs (not related to the World Wide Web) are

groups (called affiliations) of television networks, pro-

duction studios, and related entertainment businesses that

produce shows or provide services for other members in

the group. This kind of business structure, in which one company controls

several different areas of the same industry, is known as vertical integration.
Vertical integration is a change from previous distribution systems in which

the networks aired shows developed by independent producers.

The Walt Disney Corporation is an example of a vertically integrated

media company. While Disney’s original business was motion picture pro-

duction, the company has ventured into many types of sports and enter-

tainment businesses. In addition to the movie studios, Disney owns record

labels, theatrical production companies, animation studios, television net-

works, theme parks, and resorts.

One of Disney’s goals is to create cross-promotional

opportunities. For example, Disney can advertise on the

Internet and, in turn, allow the Internet provider to advertise

on its television network. Most media companies generate

profits through the sale of advertising, but Disney also earns

income from movie ticket sales, cable TV, and direct selling. Disney has the

ability to market both advertising and entertainment to the world.

Name two advantages of satellite radio over traditional radio.

DIGITAL
PLATFORMS
The advance of technology and the speed of change it

brings make it difficult for sports and entertainment dis-

tributors to focus on a single channel of distribution.

Consumers are a fickle group and are often moving on to

the newest technology before the marketers have figured

out how to incorporate it into their business model.

The Internet Music Revolution
Music marketers lost site of what customers wanted when they failed

to provide easy access to quantities of portable legal music at the right

price. The major music distributors—EMI, Universal, Warner, and

Sony/BMG—attributed loss of music sales to extensive illegal copying of

music. File-sharing—making files available for others to download—and CD

piracy—unauthorized copying—was targeted by the music industry as

wreaking havoc on the sale of products distributed through legal channels.

The U.S. $13.3-billion-a-year music industry took a strong stand and filed

lawsuits against illegal online music swappers. The Recording Industry
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Association of America (RIAA) uses software to trace the unique identification

number that identifies a computer online. Once the RIAA finds a user with a

large collection of copyright-protected, illegally obtained music, a subpoena

can be issued and a lawsuit filed against the computer owner. The problem

might have been prevented if the music industry had not been so slow to react

to the potential of the Internet as a channel of distribution for music.

While major music producers and distributors missed the onset of the

Internet music revolution, Apple Computer embraced customers’ desires

and provided inexpensive music in an easy-access format. From the Apple

online music store iTunes, customers can purchase their choice of over 3

million songs for 99 cents each, an album for $9.99, and a video for $1.99.

Downloads from iTunes are only playable on Apple’s iPod players.

Portable players from other companies use different software formats,

including MP3. MP3 (MPEG-1 Audio Layer 3) is a digital audio encoding and

compression format designed to greatly reduce the amount of data required to

represent audio. It is used to download music as small digital files. It uses a lossy

method to compress the music and then decompress it in a way that may be

slightly different from the original, but not enough to noticeably affect the

quality. eMusic is an online music service that offers a selection of music in

MP3 format that has no encryption or copy protection. Major recording labels

require that their music catalogs be offered in encrypted formats that prevent

illegal copying, thus limiting what is legally available in MP3 format.

Why is there only a limited amount of music available in the MP3 format?

Alvaro Saar Rios

When playwright Alvaro Saar Rios was growing up in Houston, he had never

heard of or met a Hispanic writer. He thought all writers were dead white men.

Rios recalls being in the car with his family when he was 8 years old and his

father tuned in the radio. ‘‘Why does Dad always have to listen to Mexican

music?’’ he asked. ‘‘I don’t like it.’’ His brother told him, ‘‘Because he’s Mexican,

and you’re Mexican, too.’’ Rios answered, ‘‘What? No way!’’

Rios, at age 30, is the author of four children’s plays that have been

produced and two full-length adult plays. A Trip Through the Mind of

a Crazy Mexican is his comedic play showing the human side of being

born of Mexican heritage in the United States. He holds a bachelor’s

degree in English from the University of Houston. He is active in the Latino

literary scene with several additional works underway.

Think Critically

What channel of distribution is typically used for a play? What other

channels could Rios consider to distribute his work to a wider audience?
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. The parts of a satellite radio system include all of the following except

a. satellites that orbit the earth

b. ground stations that transmit signals to the satellites

c. radio receivers that unscramble the signals

d. MP3 software that compresses the unscrambled signals to digital

format

2. Conversion to digital TV was driven by

a. consumers

b. the FCC

c. the broadcast industry

d. TV manufacturers

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Describe at least two instances where formerly separate media tech-

nologies are now being merged.

4. Discuss how to keep a balance between making entertainment available

in digital formats to a mass market while protecting it from illegal use.
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Review Marketing Concepts
Write the letter of the term that matches each definition. Some terms will

not be used.

1. Distributing a movie nationally to a

thousand or more theaters at the same

time

2. Films outside the mainstream of popular

subjects, often made by independent

filmmakers

3. Allows iPods to be connected to speakers

that project the music throughout a room

4. A way of distributing multimedia files

over the Internet for playback on

computers

5. Oval-shaped outdoor theaters with tiered

seating around a central staging area

6. A means of distributing an event to a

large volume of people

7. The release of a film to a limited number of theaters prior to its

official release

8. A business structure in which one company controls several differ-

ent areas of the same industry

9. An economic system that allows the unregulated supply and

demand of products to drive the economy

10. A digital audio encoding and compression software designed to

greatly reduce the amount of data required to represent audio

11. Controls the marketing mix and governs the distribution of pro-

fessional games, including the location and number of teams

12. An amendment in 1972 to federal education law that prohibits

discrimination against females in school sports

Circle the best answer.

13. The location of a pro sports team is determined by
a. the fans
b. the league

c. the FCC
d. the NCAA

14. A combination of independent businesses formed to regulate pro-

duction, pricing, and marketing of a product is called
a. vertical integration
b. a cartel

c. free enterprise
d. a podcast

a. amphitheaters

b. art-house movies

c. cartel

d. docking station

e. free enterprise

f. league agreement

g. mass media

h. movie preview

i. MP3

j. platforms

k. podcast

l. Title IX

m. venue

n. vertical integration

o. wide release
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Think Critically
15. Write two paragraphs explaining how the media selected for distribu-

tion can affect the success of an entertainment product.

16. Why do you think there are rules governing the distribution of college

sports? How do the rules affect the marketing of the sport?

17. How do professional sports teams differ from other businesses that

compete in a free-market system? What keeps businesses from using the

same system as sports teams?

18. Why are college team rankings so important to universities?

19. What do you think is the preferred music media of people between the

ages of 16 and 25? What about people between the ages of 50 and 65?

How would you promote the newer media to the older age group?
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Make Connections
20. Technology You are a retailer who wants to target both boys and girls

ages 10 to 13. You sell video games, movie videos, CDs, and other forms

of entertainment technology. You are considering using cable TV, sat-

ellite TV, and the Internet for product distribution. State where most of

your distribution dollars will go and why.

21. Geography Compile a list of recreational sports. Use a map of the United

States to locate popular areas for these sports. Explain some of the geo-

graphic considerations for the popularity of these sports.

22. Ethics In the interest of a free-enterprise system, antitrust laws in the

United States prohibit cartels in most industries. Special legislation

makes professional sports leagues exempt from antitrust laws. Why do

you think this exception is made? Do you believe that allowing the

control of the leagues by cartels is ethical? Justify your answer.

23. Research Select a college and use the Internet to research the ranking of

its basketball team? Explain how the team’s ranking might affect the

distribution of its games and the amount of revenue it generates.
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24. Marketing Math To host the Super Bowl, a city must spend $17 million to

update the city’s infrastructure and meet NFL requirements. Overtime pay

for police officers will cost $5,236,000, and extra garbage collection will

cost $1,240,000. There will be 80,000 in attendance for 3 days who will

spend $700 per day that is taxable at 14 percent. Another 25,000 people

will attend related events for 2 days and spend $300 per day that is taxable

at 8 percent. After paying all bills, howmuch net revenue will the city earn?

25. Communication Your city is considering improving recreational facilities

and will need to increase taxes to obtain the funds. Write a persuasive

letter to your mayor outlining why you think this is a good idea and

what types of facilities you believe are most needed in your city.

PROJECT EXTRA INNINGS

Because advances in technology are expected to continue to change the

media used to distribute sports and entertainment at an accelerated pace,

marketers must anticipate change. Your marketing firm wants to be on top

of any new technologies currently in development that might become the

next big trend.

Work with a group and complete the following activities.

1. Use the Internet or library to research any new advances in media

technology, either recently developed or currently being developed.

2. Based on your research, brainstorm with your group to create a list of

ideas about the types of media that could replace DVDs.

3. Write a one-page summary describing the new media and how it will be

different from DVDs. What improvements will it bring over digital video?

4. In the summary, include your group’s opinion on the future of tech-

nology media. Present your group’s opinion and supporting evidence to

the class.
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OVERCOMING THREATENING WEATHER
Hurricanes Katrina and Rita left
lasting scars on the tourism indus-
tries for Louisiana, Mississippi, and
Florida. The relentless storms de-
stroyed hotels, casinos, and major
sports and entertainment venues.
Newscasts of devastation, death, and
personal trauma remain on the
minds of Americans and world
travelers. Travelers are wary about
booking vacations in storm-prone
areas where forecasters have pre-
dicted an active hurricane season.

Marketing Safety
to Consumers
While most hotels are updating
rooms with flat-screen televisions
and crisp new linens, the New
Orleans Sheraton Hotel is luring
guests with a new state-of-the-art
radio system, expanded backup
power, a hurricane staffing plan to
keep the hotel operational during a
city evacuation, and emergency
weather and news updates every 30
minutes. The focus of Gulf Coast
tourists has shifted from state-of-the-
art luxuries to safety during violent
storms. The 1,100-room Sheraton
continued operating after Hurricane
Katrina pummeled the city in 2005.

Other tourist areas faced with
possible devastation from hurricanes
are also changing promotional
strategies to assure guests that they
are ready for all kinds of weather.
The Florida Keys’ web site includes a
hurricane information link and a
downloadable Prepared in Paradise
guide that includes emergency and
safety information.

The goal of ‘‘reassurance market-
ing’’ is to assure tourists that hotels
and attractions have safety plans in
place and are ready for the worst
weather conditions. More than a
dozen tour operators, resorts, airlines,
and travel destinations have launched
or extended ‘‘hurricane guarantees’’
that promise to reimburse travelers if
their vacations are disrupted.

Other places are reluctant to give
specifics on hurricane safeguards.
Some hoteliers would prefer not to
mention hurricanes to avoid raising
the concern level of potential cus-
tomers. Hospitality, tourism, and
sports management businesses have
depended on the subliminal mar-
keting message of ‘‘Come here, trust
us, and we’ll give you a good time.’’
Today’s consumers want to be better
informed. Consumers want to know
how businesses will deliver on their
promises to keep them safe.

Think Critically

1. How has Mother Nature changed
the marketing strategies for the
travel and tourism industry?

2. What technologies are being
used to keep consumers better
informed about natural disasters
that threaten popular tourism
locations?

3. How does weather impact
sporting events such as college
football?

4. Why are hotels spending time
and money to inform customers
about their plans for possible
natural disasters?
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MULTIMEDIA PRESENTATION
This event may be completed by one
to three individuals. Using tech-
nology to support a presentation
enhances a business leader’s effec-
tiveness. This event recognizes
FBLA members who demonstrate
the ability to effectively use presen-
tation software to prepare and
deliver their message.

You have been asked by a major
hotel chain in the Gulf Coast to
prepare a presentation that covers
safety procedures the hotel will
follow in the case of a hurricane.
Guests need to be assured that the
hotel has a plan to handle a major
disaster such as a hurricane. Hotel
guests also need instructions to
follow in the event of a hurricane.
Your presentation must include how
weather warnings will be relayed to
guests, safe locations to go within
the hotel during tornados and hur-
ricanes, and what guests should
expect as far as backup utilities.

The multimedia presentation
should be at least two minutes long,
but nomore than four minutes long.
The oral presentation is an expla-
nation of the multimedia presenta-
tion, not a viewing. The explanation
should include, but not be limited
to, the following:

l development of the topic
l development and design process
l use and implementation of in-

novative technology
l use and development of media

elements
l copyright issues with pictures,

music, and other elements

A computer, projection device, and
screen will be provided for the oral
presentation. You will be given nine
minutes to make your oral presenta-
tion, including setup time. The judges
have three minutes to ask questions.

Performance Indicators
Evaluated
l Understand the impact of hurri-

canes and the need for a guest
safety plan.

l Realize the importance of ex-
plaining a preparedness plan to
prospective hotel guests.

l Design an effective multimedia
presentation that outlines the
dangers of hurricanes and ex-
plains the safety plan.

l Explain all aspects of the multi-
media presentation.

l If applicable, demonstrate team-
work that involves all members
in the presentation.

Go to the FBLA web site for more
detailed information.

Think Critically

1. Why does a multimedia pre-
sentation work well for this type
of project?

2. Why is a multimedia presenta-
tion more effective than a
printed document?

3. Why should the hotel invest
money in this project?

www.fbla.org

4. How would this multimedia
presentation be distributed to
the intended customers?
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Cereal Stars
One winning marketing strategy is to use celebrity endorsements to pro-

mote a product. Wheaties1 cereal provides a classic example of the suc-

cessful use of this strategy.

Wheaties came into existence by accident in 1921. A man was fixing

his breakfast and dropped an oatmeal-like wheat bran mix on a hot stove

and the splat cooked into a crispy flake. The man ate it, loved it, and

recommended it to the Washburn Crosby Company. Washburn Crosby

marketed the discovery as Gold Medal Wheat Flakes. Later, the name was

changed to Wheaties, and General Mills took over Washburn Crosby.

Wheaties’ first featured star was a fictitious character from radio—Jack

Armstrong, All-American Boy. Lou Gehrig was featured on the box in 1935,

and from that point on, athletes became a permanent fixture on Wheaties’

boxes. Stars from baseball, aviation, tennis, skating, NASCAR, basketball,

swimming, track, gymnastics, hockey, and golf have appeared. Being fea-

tured on a box of Wheaties is a career goal for many athletes. It is a sign of

achieving success, an honor, and a boon to any athlete’s career.

In 1999, Wheaties launched a five-box series of packages honoring

women in sports. The featured athletes were members of the U.S. Women’s

Soccer Team. Wheaties’ Marketing Manager Jim Murphy said, ‘‘A new era

of heroes (was) born. We wanted to do something special to permanently

honor these women and their achievements.’’

Think Critically

1. Explain the benefit to Wheaties of having a star athlete on its box.

Explain the benefit to the athlete.

2. Name some risks to Wheaties of having real people on its boxes.

3. Discuss the elements of sponsorship, promotion, and endorsement in

relation to Wheaties.
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Lesson 9.1

Supply and
Demand
Supply and
Demand

Goals • Explain the relationships among supply, demand, and price.

• Discuss the government’s influence on pricing.

Terms

THE LAWS OF SUPPLY
AND DEMAND
Consumers are individuals who purchase products to sat-

isfy their needs and wants. DVDs, concerts, sporting events,

air flights, and hotel rooms are in demand by consumers.

Demand is the relationship between the quantity of a

product that consumers are willing and able to purchase and the price.

Consumers conduct research and talk to friends and family to select goods

and services to satisfy their needs. Producers are businesses that use resources

to develop products and services. Supply is the relationship between the

quantity of a product that producers are willing and able to provide and

the price. Producers also conduct research to gather information about the

types of goods and services that customers are likely to purchase. Ballparks,

special-event centers, and surrounding restaurants and pubs are built based

upon consumer demand for sports and entertainment events.

Price-Demand Relationships
Finding a balance between what producers are willing to produce and what

customers are willing to buy is one of the major challenges of marketers.

Economists believe the economic value of a pro-

fessional sports team does not measure up to the

social and psychological significance of the

team. Most team owners and sports fans would

disagree. For an existing team to move to a city

or for expansion teams to be approved, there

must be financial benefits to the league’s

member owners, to related businesses, and

to the cities in which the team will locate. Success cannot

occur if one makes a profit and the others lose money.

Work with a group. Brainstorm benefits other than

financial that might come to a community acquiring a

professional sports team. Exchange and discuss the lists

of other groups.

• law of demand
• law of supply
• scarcity

• equilibrium
• price fixing
• bait and switch

• price discrimination
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Many factors must be considered when trying to determine the marketing

mix—the right blend of products, pricing, promotion, and distribution.

If consumers know about a desirable product and it is readily available,

they may be willing to buy more of it when the price is low. But they will

buy less of it when the price is high. This inverse relationship—when the

price goes up demand goes down, and when the price goes down demand

goes up—is known as the law of demand.

Price-Supply Relationships
The producers of a product, whether it is a sports event or a major motion

picture, are in business to make a profit. They are willing to invest their

resources—time, money, and materials—if they have a good chance of

making a profit. The producers of music DVDs are willing to invest millions

of dollars to make a profit. But, if the selling price of music DVDs drops,

then fewer DVDs will be produced because the chances of making a profit

are lessened. If the price of DVDs increases, more companies are willing to

produce more DVDs. This relationship—when the price goes up the supply

produced goes up, and when the price goes down the supply produced goes

down—is known as the law of supply.
Marketers help to balance the impact of the laws of supply and demand

by providing consumers information about new products and by making

the products conveniently available. Consumers then decide to use their

limited resources on the products based on their wants and needs. Producers

must pay attention to what is selling at profitable prices and quantities and

what is not and adjust production accordingly.

Scarcity
Consumers have limited money to spend on sports and entertainment

products and events. Producers also have limited resources to use in the

production of products and events. The lack of resources is referred to as

scarcity. Consumers and producers must decide how to use their limited

resources to meet unlimited wants and needs.

Equilibrium
The economics of supply and demand can be illustrated by curves on a graph.

The supply curve indicates how much product will be provided at different

prices. When prices for the goods rise, producers are encouraged to produce

more. The demand curve

shows how much consumers

will buy at different prices.

Consumers generally will

buy more at lower prices.

When prices are too high,

consumers will choose other

alternatives or do without

the goods. Equilibrium is

the point where the supply

and demand curves intersect.

Equilibrium indicates the

best quantity and price for

goods and services.
100
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TimeOutTimeOut
Three Gulf Coast
casinos that reop-
ened after being
destroyed by
Hurricane Katrina
earned $14.5

million in the first
ten days. The casinos
profited from high
consumer demand.
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Concerts in the Spotlight
Popular concerts sell out in a few hours, sometimes months before the

actual event, due to high consumer demand. Fans will form lines at the

ticket outlets up to 12 hours before tickets go on sale. Extreme loyalists may

even camp outside overnight to ensure they are first in line to purchase

tickets. Because of the high demand and limited supply (of available seat-

ing), prices can be set high. If demand is high enough, event planners may

increase supply by adding a second show.

How does price affect demand?

GOVERNMENT INFLUENCE
ON PRICING
The United States has a free-enterprise system, also called a

private-enterprise system, based upon independent decisions

made by consumers and businesses. The government plays

a limited role but even a private-enterprise system calls for

some government involvement. The government has an influence on prices

charged for merchandise directly and indirectly through antitrust laws,

taxation, and various consumer protection laws.

Benefits of Competition
Antitrust laws serve to encourage competition and to avoid monopolies where

one business controls the entire market. Increased competition is beneficial

to businesses and consumers alike. Competition in a free market allows the

laws of supply and demand to set the prices. Businesses receive new ideas

from the competition and improve their merchandise and services in order

to successfully compete for the business of consumers. Competition also

encourages businesses to develop new products and services.

The Internet has provided a convenient means for selling

tickets to sports and entertainment events. It also has

served as a great marketing tool for selling memorabilia.

eBay allows individuals to buy and sell

merchandise over the Internet and pay

online through the PayPal

system. Individuals interested

in purchasing retro sports jerseys, for example,

should be able to locate the desired merchandise

online.

Think Critically

1. What is a disadvantage to buying tickets and mer-

chandise over the Internet?

2. Why is it important to eBay that buyers post feed-

back about sellers?
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Taxation
Taxation is a second strategy used by the government to encourage or dis-

courage sales. Increasing taxes on alcoholic beverages or cigarettes causes

prices for those items to rise. The higher prices will discourage sales and will,

at the same time, provide needed revenues to the government. Tax reduc-

tions encourage production and sales. Tax breaks to companies manu-

facturing ethanol encourage production of an alternative fuel source.

Illegal Pricing
Price fixing occurs when related businesses conspire to charge high prices.

Suppose that all competing fast-food restaurants formed a cartel that

decided to charge $12 for all hamburgers. Price fixing is an illegal practice in

the United States.

Bait and switch is another illegal practice. Bait and switch occurs when

a product that is advertised at a great price is ‘‘out of stock’’ when customers

want to purchase it, and the salesperson then tries to sell customers a

higher-priced alternative. Prices that are advertised cannot be deceptive

or misleading.

Price discrimination occurs when one individual, group, or business is

charged a higher price than others purchasing the same product or service.

There must be a valid reason for price differences. Reasons may include

differences in distribution costs to different locations, volume of sales,

changing market conditions, and so forth.

List three ways the government influences pricing.
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Which of the following is not an accurate statement based on the laws of

supply and demand?

a. When demand for a product goes up, prices can be set higher.

b. When demand for a service goes down, a business will increase

prices in order to make up for the loss of sales.

c. When the supply of a product increases, prices tend to fall.

d. The price point at which supply and demand are equal is said to be

the equilibrium point.

2. Advertising a great price and then not having the merchandise available

for consumers to purchase is part of which practice?

a. bait and switch

b. price discrimination

c. one-price strategy

d. none of the above

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Based on the laws of supply and demand, explain why a baseball signed

by Babe Ruth commands a high price.

4. Why do governmental laws seek to restrict monopolies and cartels?

How does this benefit consumers and businesses?
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Lesson 9.2

Pricing
Strategies
Pricing
Strategies

Goals • Discuss pricing strategies used by businesses to increase sales.

• List five steps for determining price.

Terms

PRICING
CONSIDERATIONS
Price is the amount that customers pay for products and

services. Pricing is the process of establishing and com-

municating the value of goods and services to customers.

When determining the price to be charged for goods and

services, you must take into consideration the cost of merchandise, oper-

ating expenses, and the desired amount of profit. If you were a retailer, the

cost of merchandise would be what you paid to manufacturers for the

products that you offer for sale. Operating expenses would be all the costs

associated with running your business. Examples of operating expenses

include utilities, salaries, and federal income taxes. The amount that is

added to the cost of an item for sale to cover operating expenses and allow

for a profit is called markup.
Remember that pricing is also determined according to the rules of supply

and demand. In a monopoly situation, where there is only one company

offering a product or service, the company can set prices high if consumer

demand for the product is strong. When there is competition, it is important

for a company to differentiate its product or service. In situations of pure

competition, where there are many companies offering the same product for

which customers do not recognize major differences in the brands, the market

will drive the prices low as businesses compete for consumers’ business.

The Donald Trump line of business clothing demands a

high price. Mr. Trump earns 10 percent royalties for all

sales of his business clothing. What motivates con-

sumers to purchase expensive business attire? Many

businesspersons will associate the Donald Trump

name with prestige and success. Brand awareness is

enhanced with a celebrity name. A well-known name on

a product gives consumers more confidence in the

quality of the product.

Work with a group. Identify personal

characteristics of Donald Trump that can

be associated with his line of clothing.

Design a clever print advertisement for the

Donald Trump business clothing line.

• operating expenses
• markup

• price lines
• loss-leader pricing
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If the market price, as determined by the laws of supply and demand, is not

sufficient to cover a business’s product costs and operating expenses and

allow for a profit, then the business will stop offering the product.

Pricing Policies
A one-price policy means that all customers pay the same price for a product,

such as a concert, football game, or running shoes. A flexible pricing policy

allows customers to negotiate prices within a range. Automobile dealerships

typically allow room for customers to negotiate better prices.

Price lines are distinct categories of merchandise based upon price,

quality, and features. Ralph Lauren has Polo as its high-end price line and

Chaps as the next best alternative at a lower price.

Geographic pricing allows pricing variations based upon geographic loca-

tion. Factors influencing geographic pricing include distribution costs, local

competition, and local taxes and/or restrictions. Generally, when manu-

facturers are located closer to retailers, distribution costs are lower, which

helps keep prices down for consumers.

A Variety of Pricing Strategies
Retailers use a wide variety of pricing strategies in an effort to increase total

sales. Marketers must choose the right strategy to motivate customers to

buy.

Psychological Pricing When retailers use psychological pricing, they are

creating an illusion for customers. Odd-even pricing is an example of psy-

chological pricing where prices ending in $.98 or $.99 give customers the

illusion of spending less than the next higher dollar amount. Customers

have the illusion of a movie DVD priced at $29.98 as being considerably

less expensive than $30.00, even though there is only a difference of

two cents.

Prestige Pricing When retailers charge higher-than-average prices for

merchandise and target customers seeking status and high quality, they

are using the prestige pricing strategy. Athletic specialty stores charge higher

prices for their merchandise, suggesting superior quality and service.

Many NASCAR racing fans are angry

about the potential damage to their

sport due to the multistate Master Set-

tlement Agreement (MSA). Under the

agreement, tobacco companies are

restricted from sponsoring events such as

NASCAR auto races in which participants

may be under age 18. Winston-Salem of

North Carolina announced that it would

discontinue sponsorship of the NASCAR

Winston Racing Series, which it had sponsored for 26 years.

Opinions such as ‘‘Companies have a right to advertise and

make a profit’’ and ‘‘These limitations are an infringement

on free speech’’ are circulating within the auto racing

industry.

Think Critically

Express your own opinion on the two statements. What is

your opinion about government regulation of advertising

of products that have proven to be harmful?

TimeOutTimeOut
Bobblehead dolls
are popular promo-
tions used by MLB
to entice people to
buy tickets to the
games. The San

Francisco Giants
were the first MLB

team to offer a bob-
blehead giveaway in
1999. The bobblehead
was of Willie Mays.
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Volume Pricing Stores like Wal-

Mart advertise everyday low prices.

Wal-Mart pays lower prices for its

merchandise due to the volume pric-

ing it receives from its suppliers.

Wal-Mart passes these savings on to

customers. In turn, the high volume

of sales experienced by Wal-Mart

allows it to continue offering low

prices.

Promotions To get more custom-

ers in the store, retailers may use

promotional pricing strategies. Exam-

ples of promotional strategies may

include the two-hour/50-percent

off sale, buy-one-get-the-second-item-half-price sale, and the no-interest-for-

12-months-credit sale. Loss-leader pricing is the willingness to take a loss

on the reduced prices of selected items in order to create more customer

traffic. Customers attracted by the loss leader will likely purchase additional

merchandise that has a much higher markup. The revenues generated by the

additional sales will make up for the losses from the loss leader. A special

event promotion associates a special sale with a major event, such as Thanks-

giving or March Madness. Some stores attract repeat business with rebates

and coupons. For purchases made in December, Saks Fifth Avenue may give

customers a coupon for 25 percent off any purchases made in January. This

type of promotion will encourage customers to come back the following

month to buy more merchandise when business is typically slow. Rebates are

coupons on products that customers can mail in for a refund. The refund

depends upon further action on the part of the consumer.

Quantity Discounts Power bars may sell for $2 each and havemultiple-unit

pricing of 3 for $5. Customers receive a financial benefit for buying the larger

quantity of power bars. Theme parks may charge $60 for a single day’s

admission but may charge $120 for a three-day pass, reducing the cost per

day to $40. Or, they may charge $160 for a seasonal pass.

Trade-In Allowances Customers may be given a trade-in allowance for old

merchandise when making a new purchase. Some sporting goods stores

give trade-in allowances for used sports equipment, such as golf clubs, that

can be refurbished and resold. As athletes excel at a sport, they may trade

in old equipment that was appropriate for beginners for more advanced

equipment of higher quality.

List and describe five pricing strategies to increase sales.
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DETERMINING
THE PRICE

There are five steps for determining the price to charge for a

good or service.

1. Establish price objectives. You must first decide the

amount or percentage of profit you want to earn.

2. Determine the cost of the product or service. A 1.7-ounce bottle of

designer perfume may cost $5 from the wholesaler. Setting up cos-

metic booths with sales associates may average $6 per bottle of per-

fume. All forms of promotion and advertising may cost $14 per bottle

of perfume. The total cost to acquire and market each bottle of per-

fume is $25. The retail price decided upon must cover the total cost

and allow for a profit.

3. Estimate consumer demand for your product or service. Will demand

be high enough to command high prices? Will setting the price low

generate enough additional demand to both move the merchandise

and make a comfortable profit?

4. Study the competition. Consumers must be able to distinguish your

goods and services from those offered by the competition. Higher

prices can be charged for better merchandise or better service.

5. Decide on a pricing strategy. Carefully evaluate your product or service

to determine an appropriate price that will result in sales. Smart

pricing decisions are based upon good marketing information,

including an assessment of the competition and consumer trends.

List the five steps for determining price.

Many college sports do not draw large crowds to the

games or large numbers of people to a city. For example,

college baseball games traditionally have low

attendance. The top 50 teams had an average of

2,540 fans per home game in the stands during

the 2004 season. The top ten teams had an

average of 4,838 fans per game in 2004.

Louisiana State University topped the

rankings with an average of 7,802

fans at home baseball games.

A college football game can generally attract 100,000

fans or more.

Think Critically

1. Find the average home attendance for baseball and

football games for five different colleges or uni-

versities. How many times did more people attend

the football games than the baseball games?

2. Are there any marketing advantages to having a

smaller crowd? Explain.
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Which of the following allows consumers to negotiate prices?

a. one-price policy

b. flexible pricing policy

c. psychological pricing

d. promotional pricing

2. Which of the following statements regarding markup is true?

a. Markup is the amount of profit you want to make.

b. Markup is not affected by operating expenses.

c. Markup must be sufficient to cover operating expenses and allow for

a profit.

d. none of the above

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Marketing Math The owner of a sporting goods store has decided upon

a 50-percent markup on all apparel. How much will the store charge

for bicycle shorts it purchased from the wholesaler for $10 each? What

did the store pay for running shoes that are selling for $75?

4. Psychology Why do so many price tags end in .98 or .99? What is this

pricing strategy called? How effective is this pricing strategy?
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Lesson 9.3

Market
Conditions
Market
Conditions

Goals • Define the business cycle and describe its impact on sports and entertainment.

• Discuss the importance of monitoring consumer trends.

Terms

IMPACT OF THE
BUSINESS CYCLE
The business cycle, also known as the economic cycle, refers

to the ups and downs of the economy. While referred to as a

cycle, there is not a well-defined pattern. The length and

severity of each up and down swing can vary significantly.

Sports and

entertainment planners

should be aware of the mar-

ket conditions they are facing

as they make their plans.

Expansion
The upside of the business

cycle is referred to as expan-

sion. During the expansion

phase, there is a growing

demand for goods and ser-

vices. It is a growth period

There is some truth to the saying, ‘‘What goes around,

comes around.’’ The clothing industry is a prime example

of how popular styles make a comeback 15 to 30

years later. The sports and entertainment indus-

tries also experience shifts back to what used to

be. Retro jerseys, drive-in movie theaters, college

homecomings, and some sports have survived

dips in popularity and then made great

recoveries. Today, students are less inclined

to faithfully attend college football games.

The games were a popular entertainment event for pre-

vious college generations. Today’s economy offers con-

sumers many more entertainment options, making it

increasingly necessary to compete for the discretionary

income of consumers.

Work with a group. What must organizations do to

make college and professional sports appealing to young

people to sustain the financial well-being of these forms

of entertainment?

Peak

Real
GDP

Trough

Peak

Contraction

Contraction

Ex
pa

ns
io

n

Business Cycle

Time

• business cycle • inflation • shoulder periods
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that has great potential for profit. Competition is encouraged to enter the

market during the expansion stage. Peak is the highest point of growth in the

economy.

Contraction
The downside of the business cycle is referred to as contraction. During this

time, the economy slows down, unemployment goes up, and consumer

demand lessens. Depending on the severity of the contraction, it may be

referred to as a recession or a depression.

Inflation occurs when prices for goods and services rise faster than con-

sumer income. The combination of inflation and growing unemployment

can mean less discretionary income available for spending on sports and

entertainment. How customers feel about the economy and their economic

security influences the money they spend on sports and entertainment. Even

consumers who remain actively employed may become nervous about

spending money and will tighten their budgets. Spending will be reserved for

necessities. Individuals may opt to watch the big game on television instead

of spending large sums of money to attend the event in person.

Business Reaction
Sports and entertainment businesses are usually hit hard during a recession.

As incoming revenues decline, sports and entertainment businesses will

tighten their budgets and trim staff. The lowest point of a contraction period

is called a trough. Recovery occurs when the economy shows signs of im-

provement. Businesses are encouraged to add staff and increase produc-

tion during the recovery stage, which leads to a period of prosperity.

The travel and tourism industry has taken a hit with the rising costs of fuel

and airline prices. Rising prices can rapidly change an expanding economy

into a contracting economy. Hotels must create strategies to maintain

acceptable occupancy rates. While increasing energy prices have hit discre-

tionary income hard, consumers have indicated that they still intend to

travel and take vacations, but they may be less extravagant in their spending

while on vacation. Astute travelers look for the best deals. Instead of paying

transportation costs for two trips, many business travelers choose to com-

bine a business trip with a family vacation. They may attend business

meetings during the week and enjoy the sports and entertainment offerings

of the area with their families over the weekend. Hotels that offer great

weekend room rates are targeting these business travelers.

Sports and entertainment businesses must react to changing consumer

demand caused by the business cycle. When consumers cut back on spend-

ing but still want to enjoy some form of sports and entertainment, com-

peting attractions must vie for consumer dollars. Businesses must tighten

their budgets, reduce production and supply, and/or offer low-cost alter-

natives to the budget-conscious consumers.

Seasonal Cycles
For some businesses, the demand for products and services fluctuates with

the seasons. A ski resort’s high season, for example, would typically be the

winter, while for an amusement park, winter is typically the off season.

Periods of moderate demand are called shoulder periods.
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Orlando, Florida counts

heavily on travel and tourism.

The hotels and amusement

parks depend on attracting

business throughout the entire

year. Marketers are challenged

to develop strategies to attract

tourists during the school

year. Special promotions for

Halloween, prom, senior days,

Mardi Gras, and other occa-

sions keep amusement parks

and hotels profitable even

during the traditional shoulder

and off-season periods. Organ-

izations like DECA that have

more than 160,000 members

are an attractive target market

for convention cities and

related amusement parks.

The New York Experience

and the Sports and Entertainment Management Conference hosted by

National DECA are popular events that bring business to tourist destinations

such as New York City and Orlando. Cheerleader and music camps are

additional examples of special events to generate business during normally

slow periods. Sports and entertainment marketing strategies must be

developed to help even out the fluctuations created by changing seasonal

demands.

What is inflation and how does it contribute to a recession?
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Surviving the off-season is difficult for many businesses. If a business is

not prepared, it will fail. Planning is critical to meet the challenges a

business faces during the off-season. Access thomsonedu.com/school/

sports and click on the link for Chapter 9. Read the article and list

several things that a business can do to survive the off-season.
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IMPACT OF CONSUMER
TRENDS
‘‘What goes around, comes around’’ is true for many indus-

tries, including sports and entertainment. Successful mar-

keting firms must follow the latest trends and monitor

fickle consumer attitudes. Baseball parks that added roofs

for protection from the weather are now making the roofs

retractable to bring the outdoors back to the game. Reality programming

is currently very popular with viewers and is much less costly to produce

than sitcoms. But how long will this trend last before audiences long for the

return of more programming like Friends or Everybody Loves Raymond? Trends

in the world of sports and entertainment are dictated by television revenue,

sponsors, and, above all, consumer demand.

Retro Television
Retro is in style, even in the world of television. There are cable channels

totally dedicated to old sitcom television shows like Leave It To Beaver, The

Andy Griffith Show, The Dukes of Hazzard, Cheers, and Three’s Company. Fans

of retro shows like to relive the good old days and recall positive memories

of growing up watching the stars in the sitcoms. Television networks do not

have to spend large sums of money to show popular reruns.

Game Shows
Even game shows from the past are making a great comeback. There are now

game show channels that rerun old favorites. The major television networks

dedicate entire television specials to game shows like Let’s Make a Deal, The

Newlywed Game, Hollywood Squares, and numerous other hit game shows

of the past. Game shows like The Price Is Right and Wheel of Fortune have

survived throughout the years due to broad viewer appeal. Bob Barker, host

of The Price Is Right for 35 years, became a big hit with young people,

middle-aged fans, and senior citizens alike. New game shows are being

produced to meet consumer demand.

Audience Ratings Speak
New television shows are introduced with great expectations for success.

Some series do not last for more than six airings due to flat ratings. Tele-

vision networks cannot afford the risk of having viewers switch channels to

watch a more exciting show on another network.

Even local television station newscasts change during Sweeps Week, when

viewer ratings are measured. Oftentimes, newscasts will save the spiciest

consumer watchdog stories for Sweeps Week. The Nielsen ratings have a

definite impact on strategies used by major television networks. Shows that

appear to be bombs in the first few airings will be pulled from the network

schedule quickly to cut the losses.

Socio-Culture Issues
Socio-culture issues include trends in customer attitudes, lifestyles, opinions,

and demographics. Lifestyles that include eating out frequently may result in

obesity, which opens up a new market for businesses to serve. Consumer

opinions are important when designing goods and services. Special attention

TimeOutTimeOut
Sweeps Week runs
four times a year.
TV networks go
all out to attract
audiences during

this time period
because the rates
they charge adver-
tisers are based on the
viewership numbers
collected during Sweeps
Week.
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must be paid to changing demographics, whether it’s the growth of the senior

population or greater ethnic diversity.

Sports and entertainment events cannot count on past successes for future

profits. Today’s young consumers cannot be taken for granted. They are not

as loyal to entertainment venues as individuals who are part of the Baby

Boomers, Generation X, or Generation Y. Sports and entertainment spon-

sors and advertisers must follow the socio-culture trends closely and invest

their money wisely.

Businesses must be aware of lifestyle choices to determine such things as

the best hours of operation for a store or restaurant, best airtime for a

televised ball game, and best time for special sales. Assessing customers’

ever-changing needs and wants is the bottom line for success or failure of a

product or service.

Why must sports and entertainment marketers pay careful attention to consumer
trends?

David Weissman

David Weissman earned his degree in Business and Marketing from the University

of Texas and has enjoyed a successful career spanning nearly three decades with

the Phillips-Van Heusen (PVH) Corporation. He is a key account representative

responsible for $20 million of wholesale business to 750 stores in Houston,

Dallas, Atlanta, St. Louis, Minneapolis, and New York.

PVH began in England in 1886 and grew into a $3 billion apparel, shoe, and

fragrance corporation. Labels that have been acquired by PVH include Izod, Bass,

Arrow, Geoffrey Beene, Kenneth Cole, and Calvin Klein. PVH earned the ranking

as the number one U.S. shirt manufacturer by acquiring competitors, associating

with designer labels, and producing merchandise desired by consumers.

Mr. Weissman met Donald Trump and Sean John (Diddy) at meetings where the

celebrities signed contracts with PVH for their own celebrity-named clothing lines. Most

people probably would not associate fine dress shirts with a rap artist, but

the clothing line has been very successful. Celebrity-named brands truly sell

merchandise, even when the celebrities are not directly involved with the

marketing process. Mr. Weissman enjoys a successful and challenging career

that involves staying up to date with the latest clothing trends and the

hottest celebrities and designers to give customers what they want.

Think Critically

1. What are the likely target markets for the celebrity-named brands?

2. Why is it important for David Weissman to stay up to date on

celebrities and designers?
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. The business cycle

a. is a well-defined, predictable pattern in the U.S. economy

b. refers to the ups and downs of the economy

c. does not greatly affect sports and entertainment businesses

d. all of the above

2. Which of the following is characteristic of the expansion phase of the

business cycle?

a. growing unemployment

b. less discretionary income

c. increased consumer demand

d. decreased competition

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. What impact does the price of fuel have on family vacations? How can

tourist and hospitality businesses respond?

4. Explain how lifestyle choices influence the hours that a business is

open. How do lifestyle choices influence the airtime dedicated to a

televised college football game?
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Review Marketing Concepts
Write the letter of the term that matches each definition. Some terms will

not be used.

1. Occurs when related businesses conspire

to charge high prices

2. The lack of resources

3. The inverse relationship—when the

price goes up demand goes down, and

when the price goes down demand goes

up—between price and demand

4. Refers to the ups and downs of the

economy

5. The point at which demand and supply

are the same

6. Periods of moderate demand

7. Occurs when prices for goods and ser-

vices rise faster than consumer income

8. The costs associated with running a business

9. The amount that is added to the cost of an item for sale to cover

operating expenses and allow for a profit

10. The willingness to take a loss on the reduced prices of selected items

in order to create more customer traffic

Circle the best answer.

11. Which of the following is an example of prestige pricing?
a. A football jersey on sale for $9.98
b. Individuals negotiating prices at a swap meet
c. Charging high prices for designer products
d. Charging wealthy customers higher prices than other customers

12. Which of the following practices is restricted by law?
a. bait and switch
b. price fixing
c. price discrimination
d. all of the above

13. At the point where supply of a product is the same as demand
a. the economy has reached its peak
b. the price is set at its optimum point
c. inflation will occur
d. both a and b

a. bait and switch

b. business cycle

c. equilibrium

d. inflation

e. law of demand

f. law of supply

g. loss-leader pricing

h. markup

i. operating expenses

j. price discrimination

k. price fixing

l. price lines

m. scarcity

n. shoulder period
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Think Critically
14. Explain how the prices charged for tickets to sports and entertainment

events have been influenced by the free-enterprise system.

15. How can small town America take advantage of rising gas prices to

increase revenue from sporting events, travel, and tourism?

16. Assume you are the marketer for a resort in the Rockies. Your high

season is in the winter when all of your rooms are booked with ski

enthusiasts. In the past, the resort has closed for the summer. The

owners have decided to keep the resort open all year. What strategies

will you use to attract summer business?

17. Why would a store be willing to lose money on a loss-leader item?

18. Describe how marketers can help balance the relationship between the

supply producers are willing to make available and the demand con-

sumers have for a product.
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Make Connections
19. Marketing Math Your favorite college team has just won a national

championship. You operate a screen-printing company that has the

exclusive rights to manufacture and sell the championship t-shirts. The

plain cotton shirts cost $3. You plan to charge $15 per shirt to cover

operating expenses and to earn a profit. What is the dollar amount of

the markup on your t-shirts? What is the markup percentage?

20. Government Explain the role of government in the U.S. free-enterprise

system. What are its goals?

21. Research Use the Internet to research prices charged for retro sports

jerseys. Provide at least three examples. How do you think the prices for

the jerseys were determined?

22. Ethics Describe some pricing policies that you have experienced that

you felt were unfair to consumers. Were the practices of the businesses

illegal? If not, do you believe such practices should be made illegal?

Discuss.
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23. Economics Draw a supply and demand curve for gym shoes. Set the

equilibrium price point at $50 and the equilibrium quantity sold at 600.

Make up the other numbers on the graph as needed. Explain what

would happen if the price of the gym shoes rose to $60.

24. Communication You are in charge of raising funds for the school dance.

Because reality TV is very popular, the principal has asked you to cre-

ate a fundraising activity based on this trend. Write a letter to your

principal describing your idea.

PROJECT EXTRA INNINGS

Major entertainment events are concerned about rising gas prices and

the elevated terrorism alert. Promoters for state fairs, vacation destinations,

professional and college sports, and concerts are concerned that consumer

demand will decline due to less discretionary income and safety concerns.

Work with a group and complete the following activities.

1. How will rising gas prices and an elevated terrorism alert affect the

number of fans watching sporting events on television?

2. Use the Internet to locate web sites for your state fair, a popular vacation

destination, and your favorite college team? What special promotions

are being advertised by these entertainment venues to attract

attendance?

3. Why should college and professional football teams, some of which are

building new stadiums, be concerned about the declining interest and

demand of young people? Describe in detail five promotional strategies to

attract a younger target market to college and professional football games.

4. Why is it important for new stadiums to serve as a venue for multiple

entertainment events?

5. Explain the concept of inflation when considering ticket prices for the

Super Bowl or the BCS Championship Game.

6. Why must the sports and entertainment industries be sensitive to eco-

nomic conditions when setting ticket prices?
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. . . COME ON DOWN, YOU’RE
OUR NEXT CONTESTANT
In an age when attention spans are
short and television programming is
sometimes controversial, one day-
time game show has remained in-
credibly popular with fans of all
ages—The Price Is Right. The popular
game show is taped at CBS Tele-
vision City in Hollywood. Every
morning long lines of people wait
outside the studio, hoping to be
asked to ‘‘Come on down!’’

A Diverse Audience
The Price Is Right is truly a family
experience passed down from
generation to generation. Many loyal
fans of The Price Is Right developed a
love affair with the show during
their childhood while watching with
their parents. The show attracts a
diverse market of millions of TV
fans, ages 19 to 95. Fans line up
along Fairfax Avenue at 3 a.m., four
days a week, most of the year,
hoping to land one of the 325 spots
in the studio audience. Hopeful
contestants often come in intergen-
erational groups that schedule their
vacations around tapings of the
show. They appear at CBS studios
wearing shirts that identify them by
their town or family name.

The Farmer’s Daughter Hotel
across the street from the studio is a
popular lodging establishment for
hopeful contestants. They can re-
ceive a nightly tutorial from a desk
clerk on how to improve their
chances of being selected as mem-
bers of the studio audience.

Bob Barker, the show’s host for
35 years, attributes the success of the
show to its central theme—gauging
inflation when guessing prices. Any-
one who shops can identify with The
Price Is Right.

Most game shows have contes-
tants between the ages of 20 and 45
who are physically attractive. The
Price Is Right selects contestants of all
ages, races, and body types. One big
winner was 95 years old. Fans of The
Price Is Right do not have to win
talent contests or overcome back-
stabbing boardroom tactics to earn a
piece of daytime fame. While other
game shows come and go, The Price
Is Right endures as a cultural touch-
stone for generations of American
shoppers.

Think Critically

1. Why has The Price Is Right
remained popular over many
decades?

2. What type of family value is
associated with The Price Is
Right?

3. What age groups make up the
target market for The Price Is
Right? What characteristics do
they have in common?

4. Considering the target market
for The Price Is Right, what types
of commercials would be likely
to air during the show? Explain.
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MARKETING MANAGEMENT SERIES ROLE PLAY
The goal of television programming
is to capture the greatest percentage
of viewers possible. Television rat-
ings determine which programs stay
and which ones are discarded. The
number of college football bowl
games has increased to more than
30, making it difficult to capture the
attention of college football fans.
The popularity of the teams and the
significance of the game are factors
that determine television success.

A lower-tier college bowl game is
scheduled to air on the morning of
December 31 immediately following
The Price Is Right. The morning time
slot is a drawback for television
ratings, but no other games are
scheduled to broadcast on compet-
ing networks during 80 percent of
the airtime. Television ratings for
this game have been declining dur-
ing the last three years. Two major
football conferences have signed a
five-year commitment to play in this
bowl game. Your marketing firm has
been hired to increase the popularity
of the game and the size of the
television audience watching. You
must develop a marketing plan and
advertising campaign to promote the
game and elevate it to the status of a
major bowl game.

Consider the demographics of
the television audience that nor-
mally tunes in on weekday morn-
ings. Capture the attention of The
Price Is Right viewers so that they
remain tuned into the channel.

Performance Indicators
Evaluated
l Demonstrate an understanding

of the economic challenges
facing television network
programming.

l Demonstrate critical thinking
and problem-solving skills.

l Describe promotions appropri-
ate for the target market that will
result in increased ratings for the
bowl game.

l Describe advertisements that will
attract the attention of your
target market.

l Develop a strategy to encourage
viewers of The Price Is Right to
watch the bowl game.

Go to the DECA web site for more
detailed information.

Think Critically

1. How have the number of bowl
games affected the television
ratings for the games?

2. Why are the scheduled date and
time of the game important
factors for ratings and
promotions?

3. Why should television networks
pay attention to the program-
ming scheduled around the
game and on competing net-
works when making decisions?

4. How can an association be

www.deca.org

made between the game show
and the bowl game?
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Velocity Sports and Entertainment
Velocity Sports and Entertainment is a promotional agency that specializes

in sponsorship and event marketing. Velocity works with its clients to seek

sponsorships that focus on the cross-promotional opportunities offered by

sports and entertainment events.

In its third year of existence, Velocity ranked 99 on PROMO Magazine’s

list of top 100 promotional agencies. By the following year, Velocity had

jumped to 19 on the list. In 2004, Velocity had climbed to the number two

spot and has continued to make headlines ever since.

Velocity’s clients include Golf Digest, FedEx, Cirque Du Soleil, and

Universal Parks and Resorts. Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., chose Velocity to

activate its sponsorship of the NASCAR Nextel Cup Series. The series was

viewed as a next stop for Toyota to expand its role with NASCAR and

promote its Camry brand. Velocity had previously helped Toyota become

the ‘‘official vehicle, car, and truck’’ of Lowe’s Motor Speedway, home to

NASCAR’s All-Star Challenge.

When the FedEX Orange Bowl hosted the Bowl Championship Series,

FedEX asked Velocity to help develop first-class, VIP hosting events during

the days before the game. The events were for the best customers, potential

customers, and their spouses. Velocity planned and executed four days and

three nights of events for the customers at the Miami Marriott Doral Golf

Resort and Spa. FedEX strengthened its customer relations based on

Velocity’s strategies and plans.

Think Critically

1. Why would a promotion firm want to move up on the list of top firms?

2. Look at PROMO Magazine’s web site and determine three of the

criteria for making its top-100 list.
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Lesson 10.1

Promoting Sports
and Entertainment
Promoting Sports
and Entertainment

Goals • Describe the goals of promotion.

• List and define four elements of promotion.

Terms

THE PURPOSE OF
PROMOTION
Promotion is the process of making customers aware of a

product, service, or event. The primary goal of promotion

is to increase sales, both by winning new customers and

by persuading regular customers to remain loyal. Promo-

tion can include advertising and generating publicity to draw attention

to a product or service. Before consumers will buy a new product or service,

they must know about it first.

Promotional Goals
The main goal of promotion is to increase sales. Related goals include increas-

ing customers’ usage, maintaining customer loyalty, building a fan base,

educating potential customers, and overcoming the resistance of hesitant first-

time buyers. Sporting event promoters often offer special prices for different

groups, such as half-price tickets for children accompanied by an adult. This

type of promotion brings in additional adults and helps cultivate a future fan

base. For long-time supporters, promoters might offer an upgrade in season

• advertising
• product placement

• publicity
• sales promotions

• personal selling

Newspapers are under pressure to increase revenue while

more and more consumers are turning to electronic

media as sources of information. The Wall Street

Journal made a decision to give up editorial space

on its front page to make room for advertise-

ments. The 120-year-old newspaper has been a

standard for information about financial and

business news around the world. Judy Barry,

Senior VP---Advertising Sales, was quoted

as saying, ‘‘Our new front-page advertising opportunity

enables our clients to make a powerful statement to the

journal’s unique readership.’’

Work with a group. Try to obtain a copy of The Wall

Street Journal. Identify who you think reads this news-

paper. What kind of advertisements would be appropri-

ate to appear on the front page? Who would be the ads’

target customers? How could The Wall Street Journal

attract young readers?
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tickets or discounted parking. Before spending money on a promotional

campaign, the company must know exactly what it wants to accomplish

and the market it wants to target. Once the target market has been identified,

a company must research the various types of market segmentation—

geographic, demographic, psychographic, and behavioral-based—to ensure

that the product and the market are compatible.

Gaining New Fans—An Example
In the early 1990s, professional tennis began to lose audience share, espe-

cially among the youth market. The loss was credited to a lack of charismatic

stars such as John McEnroe and Chris Evert, a lack of exciting player match-

ups, and a lack of interest by amateur players. Market research showed that

as many as 94 million people had tried tennis, but a majority of them lost

interest because of a bad beginning experience.

The U.S. Tennis Association (USTA) and the Tennis Industry Association

(TIA) wanted to keep their strong audience of affluent 21-to-35-year-olds.

They also wanted to generate a love of tennis in the younger generation. The

associations invested in a number of initiatives to increase participation in

tennis. As part of their promotional strategy, the associations created the

Tennis Welcome Center (TWC) partnership. The TWCs are tennis facilities

set up across the United States to offer friendly introductory lessons to help

make the experience fun for beginners. Tennis service representatives were

hired to attract new players to the tennis facilities.

Public image and community outreach are top priorities for all profes-

sional sports. Professional sports leagues frequently sponsor research to

determine what type of impact they are making in the community and to see

if their promotional initiatives are working. The Taylor Research & Con-

sulting Group and Sports Marketing Surveys conducted marketing research

to determine the success of the tennis program. A sampling of 25,500

Americans was surveyed. The results showed that participation in tennis

dramatically increased in 2005, adding approximately 5.8 million players.

The number of frequent tennis players—those playing more than 21 times per

year—increased by 8.8 percent. Player retention improved by 6 percent over

the previous year.
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What is the goal of promotion?

PROMOTIONAL
ELEMENTS
Promotion cannot overcome the drawbacks of a poor prod-

uct that is priced too high. With a good product, promo-

tion can ensure that target customers know its benefits.

Promotion can be divided into four elements—advertising,

publicity, sales promotions, and personal selling.

Advertising
Advertising is a paid form of communication delivered by a product maker

or seller to consumers. Effective advertising will catch the audience’s atten-

tion and clearly explain the benefits of a good product. It will also let

consumers know where they may purchase the product. Advertising can take

many forms, appear in almost any media, and reach millions of people.

Product placement is closely related to advertising, but it is a little more

discreet. With product placement, a product is integrated into the plot of a

movie or television show. Sometimes a character will simply use the product

and then place it in plain view for the audience to see. The camera may

zoom in on the brand name of the product.

Publicity
Any unpaid media attention, both negative and positive, about a business

and its products, services, or events is publicity. Newspaper articles and

television news stories are examples of publicity. Articles about actress Julia

Roberts becoming a spokeswoman for Earth Biofuels brought free positive
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public attention to the company and its earth-friendly products. A business

may try to keep its name in positive public view through press releases,

speeches, letters to the editor, and community involvement through vol-

unteer work and donations to charitable and social causes.

Sales Promotions
Sales promotions are additional incentives offered for a limited time to

encourage consumers to buy a product. Examples include limited-time

memberships to health clubs, giveaways, coupons, items with the com-

pany’s name printed on them, and free samples of a product. Sales pro-

motions may be aimed at consumers, as with giveaways or free sample

products, or at vendors, as with a free display rack with the agreement to sell

a certain sports magazine.

Personal Selling
An in-person, face-to-face communication between a seller and a customer

is called personal selling. It can be between a vendor and a business buyer,

such as the representative of a sportswear manufacturer and the manager of

a college bookstore, or between a retail store clerk and a customer. The

advantage of personal selling is that the seller can immediately address any

concerns that may be causing hesitation on the part of the consumer. A

knowledgeable seller can offer information, demonstrate the product, make

comparisons with a similar product, tell stories about personal experiences

with the product, and answer any questions that may arise. Often, human

interaction is needed to make the sale. Even if a current sale is lost, cus-

tomers are likely to return to the business if they are treated courteously and

professionally.

List four elements of promotion.

TimeOutTimeOut
In his book The
Tour de France: A
Cultural History,
author Christo-
pher S. Thompson

points out that
the tour was
begun in 1903 in an
effort to improve the
circulation of a daily
sports newspaper. The
tour is staged over two
weeks and covers too
many miles for fans to
view in its entirety. Fans
must rely on media
coverage for updates. It
has become a favorite
event of sponsors hop-
ing to increase sales.

Are you a NASCAR fan? If so, you are not alone. Stock car racing is one

of the fastest growing spectator sports in the United States. If you’ve ever

seen a NASCAR race, you’ve certainly noticed the stickers plastered all

over the cars. These decals identify the sponsors who help fund the

driver’s racing team. They also serve as powerful advertisements, as a

recent article in The Madison Scholar indicates. Access thomsonedu.com/

school/sports and click on the link for Chapter 10. According to the

article, how many people are fans of NASCAR? Why do you think a

company that does not have a direct relationship to auto racing, such as

Kellogg’s, might sponsor a NASCAR driver?

t h om sonedu . c om / s c hoo l / s p o r t s
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Promotion is

a. the process of making customers aware of a product, service, or event

b. the exchange of a product or service for another item of value

c. a deceptive practice

d. part of product/service management

2. An example of publicity is

a. giving a coupon for a free CD case with the purchase of a CD

b. being featured on the evening news

c. buying advertising space in a newspaper

d. helping a customer find an item in a sporting goods store

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Think about a sales promotion that you have been offered. Did it

influence you to buy? How could the experience have been improved

without costing the company more money?

4. Communication Think about the last time that you experienced per-

sonal selling. Write a paragraph about the experience. Include details

about how you were treated, whether you were given good information,

and whether you bought or intend to buy the product. Suggest how

your experience could have been better.
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Lesson 10.2

Advertising
and Placement
Advertising
and Placement

Goals • List and describe the steps involved in developing effective advertising.

• Describe the use of product placement.

Terms

ADVERTISING
Advertising plays a strong role in a free-enterprise system.

Advertising promotes competition and, thus, innovation, as

new and improved products and services are developed in

order to beat the competition. Advertising informs con-

sumers about new products and services and helps consumers make com-

parisons among alternatives.

Step by Step
Sports and entertainment organizations collaborate with sponsors that

advertise before and during a game or event. This partnership adds a source

of revenue for the team or venue and gives the sponsor access to its potential

target customers. The advertising must reach a balance between meeting the

sponsor’s goals and controlling costs. To be cost effective, the advertiser

must research and carefully plan each of the following steps in the adver-

tising process.

The current model for network television is that adver-

tisers sponsor shows and the content is basically free to

the viewers. Advertisers make money because viewers

buy the products they see advertised. Many trends are

working to change this model. For example, digital video

recorders allow viewers to skip advertisements, viewers

can buy commercial-free versions of shows from iTunes

for $1.99, and Amazon.com offers ad-free downloads of

TV shows. Traditional advertising is still paying for the

production of original programming. At some point,

advertisers will no longer have an incentive to pay for a

show’s production if viewers are not seeing their ads.

Television programming could become very expensive for

viewers.

Work with a group. Determine how much it would

cost to watch ten episodes of each of your favorite six

shows at a cost of $5 per episode. Brainstorm

alternative ways the production of televi-

sion programming could be funded. What

ways would be most appealing to a TV

viewer?

• tagline
• media strategy

• reach
• wear out

• frequency
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1. Set a measurable advertising goal.

2. Develop the advertising budget.

3. Create an advertising theme.

4. Choose the advertising media.

5. Create the message.

6. Develop an advertising schedule.

7. Measure the effectiveness of the advertising.

The Goal Determining a specific, measurable goal is the first step in the

advertising process. A company must decide what it wants to accomplish by

advertising and how it will know that the goal has been met. The goal must

be specific enough to be measurable so that ad effectiveness can be deter-

mined. For example, a goal may be set to increase sales or brand recognition

by a specific percentage. Sales revenues or consumer surveys may be used to

determine if the goal was achieved. The goal must be considered throughout

the advertising process.

The Budget The methods used to determine an advertis-

ing budget are varied. Marginal analysis is a technique of

setting the advertising budget by estimating the point at

which an additional dollar spent on advertising equals

additional profit. Spending on advertising will continue until the marginal

benefit is no longer greater than the marginal cost. The percent of sales

budgeting method directs a percentage of expected sales revenues to the

advertising budget. Sales revenue projections are based on an analysis of

past sales and market conditions. The fixed sum per unit method determines

the advertising budget based directly on the expected

number of units to be sold. The competitive parity

budget method is designed to maintain the current

share of voice. Share of voice refers to maintaining a

similar dollar amount or frequency of advertising as

that of competitors.

Relating the amount to be spent to the goal to be

accomplished is an effective way to determine an

advertising budget. What will it cost to increase sales

by five percent? Will the sales increase more than cover

the advertising cost? The results of advertising must

be cost effective.

The Theme The goal of the ad and the product or

service will drive the selection of a theme. The theme

of an ad is also known as the tagline. It is usually a

slogan that conveys the main message of the ad.

The Media Print (newspapers, magazines, plastic

bags, billboards), broadcast/cable (radio, TV), and

the Internet are forms of media that may be used to

advertise. Media can be categorized as out-of-home

(billboards, stadium signage, and radio) and in-home

(TV and magazines) advertising. Selection of the
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appropriate medium or a media mix is based primarily on the advertising

budget and the target audience. Selection requires an analysis of marketing

information concerning the media, budget, and audience as they relate to

the product or service being advertised. Choosing the media that will bring

the most effective advertising message to the targeted consumer is referred to

as the media strategy. Information about the reach, or the number of

people in the target market expected to receive the message through the

chosen medium, is a factor in setting the media strategy. Sometimes only

one medium is used. For key promotions, a firm may use several forms

of media—television, radio, newspapers, magazines, and the Internet—

simultaneously to get its message to the masses.

The Message The creative talent in the advertising department or hired

advertising firm writes the copy, or the words to be spoken or printed in the

advertisement. The copy must be carefully crafted to motivate the consumer

to act. Extensive research has been conducted on what works with various

target consumers. Artwork, photographs, and video are added to enhance

viewers’ interest and grab their attention. A company must continually

demonstrate new approaches in its advertising to avoid wear out. Wear out
occurs when advertising loses its effectiveness due to overexposure or poor

message quality.

The Schedule Marketing research data provide demographic information

about the target customer and the frequency, or number of times the tar-

geted customer is exposed to the media. The most cost-effective media

provide the greatest reach and the highest frequency at the right times and at

the lowest cost per person. Buying space in or time on a single medium is

called a concentration strategy of scheduling. Using a dominance strategy, a firm

buys the maximum reach and frequency in one medium and purchases

additional space in or time on other media. A company might be the spon-

sor of a major sporting event and also purchase NuBoard Media’s seatback

bag ads, thus dominating the available media at a time when there is a

captive audience.

The Effectiveness Determining the effectiveness of advertising is critical.

If the ad does not meet its goals, then the costs and efforts have been wasted.

With a well-written, measurable goal, the results of the ad can be quantified

into a response rate. The response rate refers to the number of customers

who connect with and act in relation to the ad. Response data can be col-

lected, compiled, and examined. If the goal is to attract 50,000 new visitors

to the firm’s web site, web traffic can be monitored and the increase cal-

culated. Knowing the effectiveness of an advertising campaign can help to

shape and improve a business’s future advertising strategies.

It’s Showtime
Advertising revenue is critical to the survival of widely distributed enter-

tainment such as that shown by TV networks. New fall TV shows are

‘‘pitched’’ to the advertising firms during an annual presentation in the

preceding spring. The ad firms buy time slots on the TV shows based on the

compatibility of the targeted customers and the potential viewing audiences.

The goal of the ads is also a factor. Primetime, when the largest viewing
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audiences are watching TV, is the most expensive time to advertise. Prime-

time ads are paid for before a new TV season begins. The time slots are

priced based on the expected audience ratings.

Interactive Advertising
Effective advertising will engage viewers and motivate them to take specific

action. No matter which strategy is used, getting the results is always a

challenge. One method of engaging viewers is to use digital communica-

tions to create an interactive connection with potential customers. To pro-

mote its new sedan to a young, tech-savvy target market, Pontiac gave

customers who photographed the edgy G6 sedan with their cell phones a

chance to win $1 million. The contest encouraged potential customers to

look for a G6 on the street, visit a dealership, or attend a car show. Photos

were e-mailed and the winner chosen at random. The contest created great

publicity and awareness for Pontiac. USA Today and other media ran articles

on the contest.

In an effort to keep viewers watching live TV, rather than ad-free record-

ings, TV programmers are using text messaging. Viewers are asked to vote

on what happens in reality shows, such as Big Brother, or enter a contest

through text messaging. In addition to holding their viewership for tradi-

tional ads, TV programmers are being paid up to 40 percent of the mes-

saging revenues from text messaging communication companies.

List the steps involved in developing effective advertising.

PRODUCT
PLACEMENT
The popular star of a hit movie casually takes a sip from

a can of Coke and sets it back on the table. The camera

follows her hand and momentarily rests on the familiar

red and white label. The action in the movie continues to

another dramatic pitch and concludes with a surprise ending. The placement

of the Coke product in the film is no accident. Placement is a fast growing

form of sales promotion used in films, television shows, and live theater. As

it becomes more difficult to get consumers’ attention through traditional

commercials, advertisers and media producers are becoming more creative

with product placement.

The Basics
A commercial-free version of the television show 24 included only two three-

minute ads by Ford Motor Company at the beginning and end of the show.

How could the Fox Network afford to run an ad-free show? The answer is

product placement. Jack Bauer, the shows main character, drives a Ford

Expedition, and other Ford automobiles are placed throughout the show.

TimeOutTimeOut
The Federal Com-
munications Com-
mission (FCC)
requires TV shows
to provide infor-

mation about
product integration

and placement in a
show’s closing credits.
The FCC is considering
toughening placement
requirements, especially
for programming for
kids under age 15.
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Product placement is not a new idea. In the 1920s, film studios and

product producers bartered over the use of products in films. In 1950, a

liquor company paid to have its product tossed overboard in the movie The

African Queen. In the 1982 movie E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial, a loveable alien is

coaxed out of hiding using Reese’s Pieces.

Who Pays?
There are at least three ways that product placement

deals are constructed. Many product placement

deals are done on a fee basis. A corporation will pay

the film’s producers a fee for its product to be

prominently placed.
In some cases, where very expensive products are

needed as part of the story, the products may be

provided in return for prominent display of the

brand name. A film that needs very expensive auto-

mobiles, such as Ferraris, as part of the storyline

might barter for the use and safe return of the car.

A corporation may make an agreement with a

film producer to include movie promotion in its

product advertising in exchange for placement of the

product in the movie. Assuming they appeal to the

same market, both parties will gain from the con-

nection. In exchange for the placement of Reese’s

Pieces in E.T., Hershey Foods promoted the movie

by using the E.T. character in its ads. The movie was

a hit, and Reese’s Pieces’ sales skyrocketed.

Name three ways product placement deals are constructed.
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Web sites with millions of members, such as MySpace

and YouTube, have propelled previously unknown

entertainers into the spotlight. Kent Nichols and Douglas

Sarine posted their homemade video Ask a Ninja on

YouTube. It caught the eye of editors at iTunes and was

listed as a top-subscribed podcast, meaning it is one of

the first titles that appears to people browsing for

podcasts. Nichols and Sarine post a new video each

month as a continuing series. They continue to seek ways

to turn their newfound fame into profitable business,

including selling ads and t-shirts.

Think Critically

Work with a partner. Discuss the advantages of devel-

oping entertainment for highly viewed web sites that

allow individuals to post their own videos. If the web

sites do not allow for direct commercial gain by

those posting materials, how can

the creators use their creations to

make money?
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Television advertising is sold

a. after the new fall TV season begins

b. before the start of a new fall TV season

c. without regard to the time slot in which it will be shown

d. all of the above

2. Product placement is

a. the planned integration of a product into a movie or television show

b. accidentally showing the label or brand of a product in a film

c. mentioning a product in a newspaper article

d. all of the above

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Technology How has technology affected the advertising business?

Predict how technology will change advertising in the future.

4. Compare and contrast advertising and placement. What are the major

differences in the two? How are the two alike?
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Lesson 10.3

Publicity and Sales
Promotions
Publicity and Sales
Promotions

Goals • Define publicity and explain its role in creating a positive public image.

• Describe various types of sales promotions.

Terms

PUBLICITY
Publicity is free, but the message presented is not controlled

by the business. It is controlled by the news media and

others that are presenting the message. Publicity can be a

very positive promotional tool. Many people who do not

watch weekly football tune in to the Super Bowl because of the publicity

surrounding the event. On the other hand, if a sports figure is caught up in

a scandal, the publicity can have a very negative side effect for sports and

entertainment businesses and their sponsors.

Goodwill
Publicity can be advantageous to a sports or entertainment business by

creating goodwill, or customers’ positive feelings about the business. Fund-

raising charity events, such as marathons, depend on amateurs to make an

event happen. The charity must inspire people to run. Often, the runners

must encourage others to pledge money. The charity also recruits businesses

to make donations in return for public acknowledgment of the gifts. The

individual consumers who support the charity appreciate the businesses’

support and in turn will likely patronize the businesses.

The East End Little League Astros flew to Williamsport,

Pennsylvania, for the Little League Urban Initiative Jam-

boree. The trip was part of a program supported by Major

League Baseball to increase participation of inner-city

youth in Little League. The program also uses baseball-

themed activities to reinforce literacy, math, and science

skills. The Jamboree gives Little Leaguers from around the

United States opportunities such as flying for the first time

and participating in a positive sports-related activity. MLB

receives a great deal of positive publicity from the event

and connects with future players and fans.

Work with a group. Make a list of five ways

another professional sports league could do

something positive for the community and

make a connection with future fans and

players. Name a specific league and those

who would benefit from the special

activities.

• goodwill
• publicist

• grass-roots effort
• viral campaign

• public relations (PR)
• trade allowances
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Damage Control
When a sports figure is arrested, the information is printed in the news-

paper, covered on TV, and posted and discussed on the Internet. The sports

team cannot control the publicity that is generated by the player’s arrest. The

player and the team’s publicist, who is responsible for maintaining rela-

tions with the public and news media, generally issue a statement. The

statement is meant to provide damage control by refuting, justifying, or

downplaying the circulating stories and focusing attention on more positive

matters. If a business or individual tries to deny the obvious or alter the

facts, the matter may be made even worse. Few people will buy the fab-

ricated version, and it will cause the media to dig deeper into the incident,

possibly creating even more negative publicity. It is much less damaging to

admit a mistake and move on to more positive news.

Grass-Roots Publicity
When an unknown person or event is propelled into the spotlight by the

fans, it is often referred to as a grass-roots effort. A number of films have

become financial winners through grass-roots efforts. Internet blogs have

provided an effective and inexpensive way for fans to talk about movies they

like. A viral campaign is a promotion where a few online mentions turn

into a real buzz about a movie and propel it into a mega hit.

Organizations sometimes want to create the public image of a grass-roots

effort when it is not. Creating a fake grass-roots effort is called astroturfing,

named after the artificial grass used in some sports arenas. Consumers for

Cable Choice presents itself as a group of thousands of individual cable

users lobbying for changes in cable regulations. It has been called an astro-

turf group because it receives a large percentage of funding from telephone

companies, such as Verizon and AT&T. The new laws proposed would make

it easier for telephone companies to enter the cable business.

Image Is Everything
If you follow any major sports,

chances are that you chose your

favorite teams and athletes based

on past experiences and feelings of

connection to the team or players

and their image. Part of the reason

that baseball, football, basketball,

and ice hockey are popular sports

is due to extensive marketing cam-

paigns. Public relations (PR) is

the arm of promotion that tries to

create a favorable public opinion

for an individual or organization.

Public relations professionals work

hard in the sports world to create

positive public images of the game

and the players.�
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TimeOutTimeOut
People who try to
‘‘spin’’ the facts to
justify negative
behavior are
sometimes called
spin doctors.

According to The
Word Detective web

site, the origin of the
term ‘‘spin doctor’’ is
related to sports such
as baseball where
‘‘imparting a spinning
motion to the ball gives
the player more control
over its trajectory and
behavior.’’
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Creating an Image Public relations focus on the future with the intent

of creating a positive image of the business. A comprehensive strategy for

developing good PR will include a definition of the image the company

desires and what needs to be done to attain the image. A business may have

a public relations department or may hire an outside public relations firm to

help it establish a good public image. A spokesperson will be selected to

represent the business to the media. This spokesperson must know and

understand the image desired and present the company message in a pro-

fessional manner, whether in writing or while being interviewed. The PR

staff may even write corporate speeches to be delivered by high-ranking

company officials.

Athletes and Their Public Image There are many athletes who have man-

aged to avoid the pitfalls of fame and fortune. NFL player Drew Bledsoe is

among those who have excelled in pro sports and maintained a spotless

image. He was inducted into the World Sports Humanitarian Hall of Fame.

Bledsoe is a husband, the father of four children, and a former international

spokesperson for Children’s Miracle Network. The Drew Bledsoe Founda-

tion supports Parenting With Dignity, a program aimed at helping children

by teaching their parents to do a better job. Bledsoe believes that it is a great

privilege and responsibility to give something back to fans because athletes

have been blessed with so much. He has been recognized by his teammates

with a number of awards due to his ability to balance his personal life and

his professional life. Drew Bledsoe is a public relations dream for the NFL.

Professional athletes feel the pressure of being public role models while

meeting athletic performance standards. Athletes are aware that less-than-

stellar performances will mean disappointing contracts. Sports organiza-

tions are not the only ones that depend upon professional athletes. Because

many athletes come from adverse economic backgrounds, they may feel an

obligation to help their loved ones with financial burdens. The pressure to

succeed may cause young athletes to make immature, bad decisions, such as

to use illegal drugs to enhance athletic performance.

Media coverage about high athlete salaries can lead individuals to believe

that professional athletes are overpaid for their talents. Some of the best

There is an old saying that ‘‘any press is good press,’’

meaning that any publicity received by a sports team or

celebrity is better than not being noticed at all. There are

many examples of negative publicity that have resulted

in increased sales. If a city bans a movie or book from the

area, attendance or sales in other areas will increase

due to the negative publicity and curiosity resulting from

the ban. On the other side, many sponsors of teams or

sports figures do not agree with the ‘‘any press’’ statement

and drop their sponsorship of players who

are charged with illegal activity.

Think Critically

Discuss the ‘‘any press is good press’’ state-

ment with a partner. Make a list of examples

of negative publicity that has hurt a celeb-

rity’s or team’s image. Also, give an

example of an increase in attendance or

sales due to negative publicity.
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athletes receive negative publicity when fans read about their latest multi-

million-dollar contracts. They can be perceived as greedy, thoughtless

individuals. Athletes can overcome this image by sharing their wealth and

giving back to the community. Many become spokespersons for special

causes, such as Big Brothers/Big Sisters, Special Olympics, and The March of

Dimes. Many athletes support the Children’s Miracle Network, a nonprofit

association that raises money for children’s hospitals around the world.

Former NFL player Michael McCrary formed Mac’s Miracle Fund, which

contributes to the Special Olympics of Maryland and other charities that

support youth. The Mia Hamm Foundation was formed by the former

soccer player to raise funds and awareness for bone marrow diseases while

promoting opportunities for young women in sports. The charitable efforts

help the community and provide a positive image for the athlete and sports

in general.

Game Day Image The importance of a positive image extends beyond the

athletes and the team. Sports facilities need to maintain a reputation for

excellent service, cleanliness, and safety. Fans are more likely to attend a

sporting event if they believe they will be safe and comfortable. They are also

more likely to support their team on the road in cities where fans are known

for good sportsmanship. Fans known for good sportsmanship and hospitality

are a bonus for team public relations. Home-team agencies can confidently

promote the pleasant experiences that visitors are likely to encounter, both

at the sports venue and surrounding areas. On the other hand, when a

team’s fans have a bad reputation, large numbers of people will stay away.

Even the best public relations firm may not be able to overcome a bad

image of unruly fans.

Few social gatherings can compare to the weekly festivities during college

football season. Stadiums make college football unique. Neyland Stadium at

the University of Tennessee recently was ranked by MSNBC as the number

one college football stadium based upon setting, structure, fans, history, and

continual expansion. The Tennessee River and Smoky Mountains provide

a perfect scenic backdrop for a fall Saturday afternoon. Neyland Stadium

rises straight up from the ground, intimidating opponents with its size.

The stadium has undergone 16 renovations since it was built in 1921 with

Authors Michael Baigent, Richard

Leigh, and Henry Lincoln wrote the

nonfiction book Holy Blood, Holy Grail

in 1982. In 2005, they sued author

Dan Brown on the basis that he copied

the theme of his book The Da Vinci Code

from their book. Publicity surrounding the

trial increased sales of both books, which

were published by the same publisher.

Many people saw the very expensive,

unsuccessful lawsuit as a publicity stunt, since the movie

based on Brown’s book was coming out within a month

of the start of the trial.

Think Critically

Do you think the lawsuit was a publicity stunt, even

though its costs likely exceeded the increased sales of

the books? If so, is such a tactic to increase publicity

ethical? Why or why not? Who would benefit from the

lawsuit?
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3,200 seats. The enormous stadium now holds 104,079 fans, making it the

second-largest college football stadium.

How is publicity different from other types of promotion?

SALES
PROMOTIONS
Sales promotions are marketing efforts that offer the cus-

tomer an additional incentive to buy the product or ser-

vice. They are used for a limited time to motivate potential

customers to act. Sales promotions can have an immediate

positive influence on sales, changing reluctant potential customers into

buyers.

Consumer Sales Promotions
When a sales promotion is directed at the final consumer, it is called a

consumer sales promotion. Consumer sales promotions can include

l Temporary price reductions,

such as half-price tickets

l Price-pack deals, such as

four ballgame tickets,

drinks, and hot dogs pack-

aged together at a special

price

l Coupons offering a special

price

l Special gifts, such as posters

or team hand towels that are

given out to the first 500

people entering the ball park

l Contests or games that

offer prizes to customers

l Rebates that refund part

of the purchase price of

a product

There are many additional types

of sales promotions that have

proven to effectively motivate consumers who like to feel that they are

getting something for free or a good deal.

Trade Sales Promotions
When a sales promotion is directed at members of the distribution channel,

it is called a trade sales promotion. Trade sales promotions can include
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l Trade allowances, which offer short-term discounts to distributors

and retailers for selling or participating in the promotion of a product

l Trade contests, in which a retailer that sells the most of a product,

such as a specific brand of tennis racquet, will receive a reward

l Point-of-purchase displays, in which display materials are provided

free to retailers to help them sell the merchandise

Trade sales promotions are sometimes used to get shelf space for products

in a retail store because space in a store is limited. The location of the prod-

uct within a retail store can be very important to sales and is also something

that can be negotiated through trade sales promotion activities.

Employee Sales Promotions
Some companies that wish to differentiate themselves by offering the high-

est quality of service will focus on training staff and offering incentives to

employees. The cash and prize incentives are awarded to employees who go

beyond what is expected to serve and please customers. Push money is an

extra commission paid to salespersons who sell or push particular products.

List three consumer sales promotions.

Crystal C. Brown

As the founder and CEO of Crystal Clear Communications, Crystal Brown has built

her advertising and public relations agency by providing customized business

solutions to clients. She is an honors graduate of the University of Houston with a

B.A. in Radio--Television. Prior to founding her own agency, Brown worked for

Microsoft, Chanel, Nike, and Chase Bank in various capacities. Brown is also an

accomplished journalist, with more than 500 published works in magazines and

newspapers, and has made several radio and television appearances.

Brown is active in her community and has volunteered her time and agency resources

for several nonprofit organizations. She is a State Advocacy Committee member for

the American Heart Association and a board member of both Gridiron

Heroes and Bo’s Place, a grief support center for children. Brown is a 2006

Women on the Move honoree with Texas Executive Women and was

selected as a 2006 Top Bachelorette by Ebony Magazine. Ebony selects

single young women who demonstrate leadership qualities and are talented,

educated, goal oriented, confident, and active in their communities.

Think Critically

What in Crystal Brown’s background has helped her succeed in the

advertising and public relations business? How has Brown brought

positive publicity to her agency? Explain your answers.
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Which of the following is an example of a sales promotion?

a. a limited-time discount

b. sponsorship of a sports competition

c. a free gift with purchase while supplies last

d. both a and c

2. Which of the following examples would a public relations firm want to

downplay?

a. a Special Olympian throwing out the first ball at a professional

baseball game

b. media coverage explaining that an athlete was unjustly accused of

taking drugs

c. a professional team paying its star player a record salary

d. an event offering a percentage of its proceeds to a children’s hospital

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Research Fans can make or break the image of their team and com-

munity. Look through newspapers, sports magazines, or web sites to

find two examples of fans displaying a positive image and two in which

they displayed a negative image. Explain what demonstrated good and

bad sportsmanship in the four scenarios.

4. You want to provide 5,000 attendees at a professional baseball game a

sales promotion item from your sporting goods company. You must

not spend more than $2.00 per item, including putting your company’s

name on the item. What would you choose and why?
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Review Marketing Concepts
Write the letter of the term that matches each definition. Some terms will

not be used.

1. Customers’ positive feelings about a

business

2. The number of times the targeted cus-

tomer is exposed to the media

3. A paid form of communication deliv-

ered by a product maker or seller to

consumers

4. Integration of a product into the plot of

a movie or television show

5. The person responsible for maintaining

relations with the public and news

media

6. The number of people in the target

market expected to receive the message

through the chosen medium

7. The arm of promotion that tries to create

a favorable public opinion for an individual or organization

8. Any unpaid media attention, both negative and positive, about a

business and its products, services, or events

9. A promotion where a few online mentions turn into a real buzz

about a movie and propel it into a mega hit

10. Additional incentives offered for a limited time to encourage con-

sumers to buy a product

Circle the best answer.

11. A goal of promotion is to
a. increase sales
b. maintain customer loyalty

c. educate potential customers
d. all of the above

12. Examples of trade sales promotions include all except
a. a trade allowance
b. a trade contest

c. price-pack deals
d. point-of-purchase displays

13. All of the following are steps in the advertising process except
a. create an advertising theme
b. develop the product
c. develop the advertising budget
d. choose the advertising media

a. advertising

b. frequency

c. goodwill

d. grass-roots effort

e. media strategy

f. personal selling

g. product placement

h. public relations (PR)

i. publicist

j. publicity

k. reach

l. sales promotions

m. tagline

n. trade allowances

o. viral campaign

p. wear out
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Think Critically
14. Discuss the factors that influence the choice of advertising media.

15. Look at the promotions for your favorite professional sports event. List

the media used and why you think the media was selected. How could

promotions be improved to attract new fans to the sport?

16. Think of sports figures that serve as public role models. What charac-

teristics of these athletes contribute to their favorable image? How do

they affect your perception of their sport? Now think of athletes who

have received negative publicity. What has contributed to their poor

image? Have they been able to overcome it? How does negative media

coverage affect your response to the player and/or the sport in which

they are involved?

17. Using the Internet, newspapers, or sports magazines in your library, find

and briefly describe three examples of positive publicity for an enter-

tainment group. What image do the articles create?

18. The FCC is considering toughening product placement regulations for

shows targeting audiences under the age of 15. Make a list of what you

believe should be included in the regulations.
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Make Connections
19. Marketing Math A full-page, full-color ad in a major city newspaper that

would run as part of the Sunday comic section costs about $41,000. The

comics have a loyal readership of about 2 million readers. The same ad

placed in another section of the paper costs $12,000 and has about 1 mil-

lion readers. What is the approximate cost per reader of each ad?

20. History Assume it is the 1940s, and you are employed by a promotion

firm. Describe what changes are taking place in the media available for

advertising. How is the new media different, and how will they affect

the type of promotions you create?

21. Technology Explain the impact of technology on publicity and public

relations in the sports and entertainment industries.

22. Communication Choose three print, television, or Internet ads for sports

and entertainment products, services, or events. Examine the compo-

nents of the ads. For each ad, list the form of media used and the action

the ad wants you to take. Identify the target market for the ad and give a

brief explanation of what led you to this conclusion.
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23. Ethics Some people believe that product placement is a deceptive prac-

tice. List the pros and cons of product placement. Then, write a para-

graph explaining whether or not you believe product placement is

deceptive.

24. Problem Solving Symphony orchestras are rarely found outside of very

large metropolitan cities. They seem to have difficulty attracting a youn-

ger audience. Develop a list of ideas for attracting individuals between

the ages of 16 and 25 to attend symphony performances.

PROJECT EXTRA INNINGS

Your advertising company has been hired to help a television network find

ways to use product placement in television shows. It is especially interested

in targeting young people, ages 16 to 25, who would view the television

show.

Work with a group and complete the following activities.

1. Choose a television network and a television show for which to develop

a product placement plan.

2. Select three to five products that could be easily ‘‘placed’’ in the show.

All of the products must be legal for use by the entire targeted age group

and appropriate for family television viewing.

3. Research the products and determine their manufacturers. Create exam-

ples of how at least three of the products could be placed in the show and

describe which characters would be involved with their use.

4. Use the Internet to search for information about the average number of

people, ages 16 to 25, who watch the show.

5. Use all of this information to develop a presentation to be given to the

TV network first and then to the product manufacturers.
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THE SUCCESS OF ANIMATED MOVIES
Disney/Pixar’s Cars is an animated
fast-paced comedy adventure set in-
side the world of cars. Lightning
McQueen (voice of Owen Wilson) is
a hotshot rookie racecar that has the
drive to succeed. Lightning discovers
that life is about the journey, not the
finish line—a common life lesson.
Lightning is unexpectedly detoured
in the sleepy Route 66 town of
Radiator Springs, where hemeets the
town’s offbeat characters—Sally (a
snazzy 2002 Porsche voiced by
Bonnie Hunt), Doc Hudson (a 1951
Hudson Hornet with a mysterious
past voiced by Paul Newman), and
Mater (a rusty but trusty tow truck
voiced by Larry the Cable Guy). All
of these characters help Lightning
realize that there are more important
things in life than trophies, fame,
sponsorships, and awards.

Forming Partnerships
Americans have become enamored
with animated movies. Toy Story, Toy
Story 2, A Bug’s Life, Chicken Run, and
Finding Nemo are just a few of the
many animated films that have been
highly popular with the masses. Per-
haps it is more fun for moviegoers to
immerse themselves in imaginary
characters than it is to try to relate to
actors starring in movies. The ani-
mated movies have all been family
friendly and relay popular Disney
values. Disney/Pixar’s Cars has the
right combination of humor, action,
heartfelt drama, and amazing new
technical feats. The movie has won
over fans of all ages.

State Farm Insurance is a sponsor
of Cars. This relationship is perfect
for advertising automobile insur-
ance. The cute automobiles starring
in the movie are great characters for
automobile insurance commercials.
This is not the first time that ani-
mated cars have been used in tele-
vision commercials. Chevron has
successfully used animated cars to
advertise their clean fuel.

The success of G-rated animated
movies proves that Americans still
enjoy good, clean entertainment.
These movies are successful because
they make use of the latest technol-
ogy, have well-written scripts voiced
by famous stars, and use adorable
characters. Animated movie-themed
merchandise sells in high volumes
online, in fast-food establishments,
and in retail stores, such as Disney
Stores. Is it any wonder that com-
panies like State Farm want to be
associated with these popular ani-
mated movies?

Think Critically

1. Why are animated movies so
popular?

2. Why do movie writers and
producers choose animation to
make a statement?

3. Give three examples of popular
merchandise related to animated
movies.

4. What kind of movies do you
associate with Disney? Does this
affect the type of reputation that
Disney must uphold?
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RETAIL MERCHANDISING SERIES ROLE PLAY
You are the national sales manager
for the Disney Store. Besides selling
Mickey and Minnie Mouse mer-
chandise, your store also sells mer-
chandise related to popular Disney
rides and movies. Recent animated
movies have provided a strong plat-
form to sell related toys and mer-
chandise, including clothing. You
believe that merchandise sales could
be doubled by selling more mer-
chandise online, in movie theaters
where shows are playing, at reputa-
ble restaurants, and at retailers who
sponsor the movies.

You have been asked to develop a
marketing plan to increase sales. You
must recommend companies that
would be good candidates to spon-
sor Disney. Disney wants relation-
ships with companies that have solid
ethical backgrounds. You must
communicate the types of coopera-
tive advertising that you would use
to promote Disney merchandise and
the sponsoring company. For exam-
ple, State Farm is a major sponsor
for Disney/Pixar’s Cars, and Disney
characters and merchandise are fea-
tured in State Farm ads. You must
make suggestions for three addi-
tional product lines to develop for
Disney movies. Your plan should
include ideas for advertising and
promoting the new merchandise.

You will have ten minutes to
review the situation and devise your
marketing strategy. You will then
have ten minutes to present your

strategy to the CEO (judge) of
Disney Stores. The judge will have
five minutes to ask questions.

Performance Indicators
Evaluated
l Define the target market.
l Explain the marketing strategy

to increase sales of Disney
merchandise.

l Communicate promotional
ideas clearly to the judge.

l Explain the value of the rela-
tionship with retailers who sell
to target markets that watch
Disney movies.

l Describe cooperative sponsor-
ships and promotional strategies
with other companies to increase
sales of Disney merchandise.

Go to the DECA web site for more
detailed information.

Think Critically

1. How could a gift shop located
in movie theaters near the exits
help increase sales?

2. What is the value of diversifying
distributors of Disney mer-
chandise?

3. How can Disney benefit from
associating with other well-
known and respected
companies?

4. Can sales of related merchan-
dise increase attendance at the
Disney movies? Explain.

www.deca.org
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Pouring on the Heat
Two years in a row, the Miami Heat basketball team sold out its season

tickets months before the start of the regular season games. President of

Business Operations Eric Woolworth is largely responsible for this. Under his

leadership, Miami Heat has become one of the top customer service and

sales-driven organizations in the sports and entertainment industry.

Woolworth has focused the team’s efforts on tech-savvy promotional

strategies to make sure the tickets sell. The Heat has compiled a marketing

database containing about 700,000 names of previous customers. Using

marketing-information-management techniques, the fans can be catego-

rized by zip code, age, income, and spending habits. The Heat then uses

highly targeted promotions with special offers made directly to the existing

fans, rather than advertising to the masses through traditional means. The

Heat generates more revenue from database marketing than any other

team in the NBA.

The Heat is spending its promotional budget to build a stronger rela-

tionship with its current fan base, especially the season ticket holders. It has

created a ‘‘buy now’’ mentality, with about 40 to 45 percent of season

ticket holders purchasing a three-year renewal package of season tickets.

The three-year renewal program rewards loyal season ticket holders with

affordable ticket prices. The multiyear ticket strategy is considered cutting

edge in the NBA, and its success is being closely watched. The Heat has also

introduced several partial ticket plans to make lower-priced tickets available

for all fans.

When fans attend a Miami Heat game, the staff goes out of its way to

exceed customer expectations and create an exciting experience. The Heat

has a strong marketing plan that matches its strength on the court.

Think Critically

1. Why would the team focus promotions on current fans? Explain your

answer.

2. What would the team gain by selling season tickets three years in

advance? What might the team lose by selling season tickets three

years in advance?
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Lesson 11.1

Promotional
Plans
Promotional
Plans

Goals • List steps in developing a promotional plan.

• Discuss recent promotional trends and ways to stay current with trends.

Terms

PLANNING TO
PROMOTE
Sports and entertainment promoters are facing a challenging

and exciting future. Technology continues to dramatically

broaden the choices available for making consumers aware

of products and services. Traditional print and broadcast

media continue to provide effectiveness when trying to reach Baby Boomers

and older generations. Newer techniques have greater effectiveness when

trying to reach younger markets. Knowing your target customers and having a

plan to reach them are essential for effective promotions.

Developing a Promotional Plan
A promotional plan must be developed as part of the overall marketing

plan. A promotional plan is a written, detailed description of how the four

Internet trends have changed the business of promoting

sports and entertainment. Promotions of the movie

Snakes on a Plane took online fan promotion to new

heights months before the movie’s release. Blog entries

and mentions on several Internet portals first sparked fan

interest. Fans were allowed to become official licensees

of Snakes on a Plane merchandise, opening the door for

millions to design and sell promotional t-shirts and

other gift items such as mugs. A promotional

sweepstakes required contestants to post links on

forums, blogs, and web sites and collect votes

from the users of those sites. In a music video

contest, fans were encouraged to write and

record original songs inspired by the movie

and then make them into music videos. As a

result, more than 25,000 blog references were written,

over 300 YouTube videos were posted, and thousands of

fan-generated products were developed by people who

had not yet seen the movie. Many false trailers and

parodies of the film were also created, posted online, and

circulated. Further, fans used an interactive feature on

the movie’s official web site to send more than 250,000

voice messages featuring the voice of Samuel L. Jackson,

the horror movie’s star. The web site had more than

2.5 million visitors prior to the movie’s release.

Work with a group. Discuss the ways web sites are

changing movie promotion. How do recent online pro-

motions differ from the earlier online banner and search

engine ads?

• promotional plan
• promotional mix

• advergame
• quantitative measurement

• qualitative measurement
• social network
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elements of promotion—advertising, sales promotion, publicity, and

personal selling—will be used. It usually covers a year at a time and is

reviewed and updated throughout the year. The development of the pro-

motional plan includes the following steps:

1. Identify the target customers.

2. Set promotional goals.

3. Develop a promotional budget.

4. Select the promotional mix.

5. Measure the results.

Identify the Target Customers Sports and entertainment businesses may

have customers of varied age and income. It pays to design a comprehensive

plan with a clear understanding of which specific targeted group is the focus

of each phase of the plan. The targeted customers will guide the selection of

the media and the promotional mix.

Set Promotional Goals Before the planning process can proceed, specific

goals for each part of the promotional plan are set. The goals will be written

in a form that makes them measurable, so that a successful promotion can

be defined before it starts. A sports team’s goal might be to increase by a

specific percentage the number of repeat season ticket holders for the fol-

lowing season. This goal can easily be measured.

Develop a Promotional Budget The budget must be tied to the promo-

tional goals, since all promotion, except publicity, costs money. A common

method of determining an overall promotional budget is to state the budget

amount as a percentage of expected sales. If a professional sports team, for

example, wants to develop a new fan base of youths aged 12 to 21, it will

need to devote a percentage of the promotional budget to that target market.

Select the Promotional Mix The blending of the promotional elements

of advertising, sales promotion, publicity, and personal selling make up

the promotional mix. The promotional mix and the media used should

all be selected based on the targeted customers, the goals, and the budget.
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Procter & Gamble
and General Motors
were the two
biggest spenders
on all forms of
promotion in the
United States in
2005. They spent more
than $4 billion each.
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Traditional advertising media are

more expensive but are effective in

reaching Baby Boomers who are

more likely to have the higher

income needed to buy high-end

products. To connect with a youn-

ger market, an advergame might

be used. An advergame is an

electronic or online game that

incorporates marketing content

to promote a product or service.

The Heat placed season ticket

sales kiosks in the arena. The kiosks

featured clocks that counted down

the time left for season ticket holders

to renew or lose the rights to their

seats. Announcements about

renewing season tickets were also made during games. Current season

ticket holders that had not yet rolled to the next year were then contacted

inexpensively using e-mail and telephone. Finally, the Heat hosted a season-

ticket-holder party that included player appearances as a way for the team to

connect with its most loyal fans.

Measure the Results Data must be collected and analyzed

to determine if the promotional plan has been successful.

Sales data collected before and after the promotional efforts

will show any changes in sales. If goals are not being met,

then the promotional plan will need to be revised.

A quantitative measurement provides information in

terms of numbers or percentages. A promotional goal could be expressed as

increasing the market share of a product or service by 5 percent over a year.

Data about the current market share would be compared to the market share

at the end of the year to determine if the goal was met. If a local TV station

currently has a market share of 20 percent of an area’s 1,500,000 viewers

and wants to increase that number to 25 percent, the numbers would pro-

vide a quantitative measurement. A qualitative measurement is subjective
and depends on interpretation. A qualitative measurement might assess the

loyalty of consumers to a brand name based on descriptions of consumers’

reactions to a promotion.

While 35 out of 40 consumers may say that, because of promotional

efforts, they are interested in the new product, the quantitative measurement

of how many of them actually buy the product may be a more important

number. A combination of both types of measurements is useful in deter-

mining the success of a promotional plan and whether revisions are needed

to assure a return on the money invested in promotion.

What are the steps in developing a promotional plan?
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PROMOTIONAL
TRENDS
Technology has brought dramatic changes to how and

where products and services are promoted. Gaining the

attention of potential customers, informing them, and

moving them to action often requires new and innovative

approaches by marketers.

Social Networking
In the past, sales associates in a small, independent music

store would use personal selling to recommend a new

recording that customers might enjoy. Today, online music

stores use a similar technique called social networking,

where users recommend songs to their peers. If a friend buys, the referrer

receives a reward. The relationships among people, whether casual or close,

are referred to as a social network. A social network is one of the strongest

mediums for passing on messages about products and services. It is also

called word-of-mouth, leveraging, or creating a buzz. When the Internet is

involved, it is referred to as a viral campaign, where individuals pass on

promotional messages to others through the use of e-mail, instant mes-

saging, chatrooms, blogs, and so forth.

Movie Promotions
Movies shown in theaters and on video are generally preceded by adver-

tisements for other movies, called trailers. Trailers are critical to attracting an

audience. They are rated for audience viewing age and gain lots of attention

in the few seconds allotted for each movie trailer.

A well-coordinated promotional plan can revive falling consumer interest.

Video retailers report that TV pay-per-view promotions for a movie tend to

increase rental sales. The movie Titanic had fallen off the top-40 rentals

chart. After a pay-per-view advertising campaign began, the movie jumped

back onto the chart and also ranked sixth in video sales for the week. TV

advertising and new point-of-purchase displays aimed at Christmas gift-

giving further increased consumer interest in the movie.

School Friends 

Immediate Family

Business Friends

Church Friends
Out-of-Town

Friends

Family Friends 

Relatives 

You

A Social Network 
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Some movies bypass theater release and go directly to DVD rental and

sales. Many of the direct-to-DVD movies are sequels that have already

generated a following in wide-release theaters.

Professional Plans
Sports and entertainment businesses may develop a promotional plan in-

house or hire an outside business. Businesses that develop and implement

promotional plans for clients are referred to as advertising, public relations,

or promotional communications agencies. The agencies have professional

staff that can develop some or all aspects of a promotional plan, including

event planning.

Keeping up with the constant change in media and other components of

effective promotional strategies requires continuous education on the part of

marketers. Marketers have to know what is new and what other businesses are

doing to reach consumers. Knowing where to get useful marketing infor-

mation is a key to staying on the cutting edge. Advertising Age is an online

and print magazine that serves as a source of information to the promotion

industry. An Advertising Age interview with leaders in the promotion industry

indicated that they read everything they can to stay ahead of trends. They

constantly seek new information through books, magazines, television, radio,

newsletters, and Internet blogs. They also observe people, especially young

people, to see how they react to promotions.

List sources of information for staying current with promotional trends.

When a nonprofit advocacy group identifies television

content that meets its definition of offensive, it contacts

television networks to stop the content’s broadcast.

When a network does not agree to

remove the content, the group con-

tacts the advertisers and requests that

they discontinue sponsorship of the

program. If an advertiser refuses, the

group publicly ‘‘denounces’’ the adver-

tiser and calls for a boycott of its products.

Groups also contact governmental

agencies and legislators to get them on

board to write laws defining and enforc-

ing decency standards.

Some groups have been accused of ‘‘manufacturing’’

outrage by using mass e-mail to file complaints with the

FCC, making it appear there are millions of people who

share the group’s opinion. Some advertisers, arguing that

the complaints are actually from a small group, respond

by telling people to simply not tune in to shows they

consider offensive.

Think Critically

Work with a partner. Who should set decency standards?

Who should decide what programs are shown on TV?

How should the government react to mass complaints

that appear to be manufactured? How can young chil-

dren be protected from indecent shows?
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Which of the following is not a quantitative measurement of a pro-

motional activity?

a. This year’s sales increased 5 percent over last year’s sales.

b. Most theatergoers interviewed said the movie trailer was enter-

taining.

c. Four hundred season ticket holders bought five or more seats.

d. Product samples with coupons were distributed to the 45,200 fans at

the game.

2. The promotional mix consists of a blending of all of the following except

a. advertising

b. personal selling

c. sales promotions

d. publicity

e. quantitative and qualitative measurements

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Why have print and broadcast media lost their effectiveness as adver-

tising media with young people?

4. How is a viral campaign different from publicity? How do you react to

recommendations from friends about music and movies? Would you

react differently if you knew they were paid to make the recommendation?
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Lesson 11.2

Sponsorships and
Endorsements
Sponsorships and
Endorsements

Goals • Explain the benefits of sponsorship to the sponsor.

• Define endorsements and discuss their restrictions.

Terms

GAME
DAY
Sponsorship plays an important role in college athletics.

Have you ever noticed the types of sponsors that run com-

mercials during televised college sporting events? During

one event, you may see commercials for fast food, pizza, soft

drinks, automobiles, gasoline, and airlines. Sponsors want to be known for

their loyalty to the local team and want to be associated with winners.

By Association
Part of a promotional plan can be to associate the business or product with

an event such as the Olympics or a local charity event. According to Bernie

Trueblood in The PROMO Primer, sponsorship is ‘‘underwriting an event

for the purpose of gaining positive association for a brand with the event,

the participants, and/or the attendees.’’

O’Reilly Auto Parts has grown from a single store to more

than 1,500 stores in 25 states and is still adding

multiple stores each year. The company generated

more than $2 billion in revenues in 2005. It has a

dual marketing strategy, serving both wholesale

and retail automotive parts businesses.

O’Reilly’s promotional plans include radio,

print, and television ads and national spon-

sorships of the National Hot Rod Association

(NHRA) and NASCAR. O’Reilly participates in more than

1,200 racetrack events each year. O’Reilly also sponsors

college sports as a corporate partner of the Texas Tech

Red Raiders. Head basketball coach Bob Knight wears a

shirt with an O’Reilly’s logo during the games.

Work with a partner. List the benefits to national

businesses of sponsoring sporting events. Do you think

businesses receive a good return for the money invested?

• sponsorship
• sponsor

• Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
• endorsement
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Supporting Collegiate Sports
How much does it cost to have a corporate logo in the stadium of a major

college football team? What is the value of corporate sponsorship to the

university and the corporation?

Sponsorship of college athletics is about financing or generating revenue

for the college programs. Media corporations buy the rights to televise the

collegiate sports events. Most of the agreements are long term, such as the

purchase by ABC/ESPN of the national rights for ten years to broadcast Big

Ten Conference football and other sports events. Fox Cable Networks also

signed with the Big Ten to create the Big Ten Channel, which will nationally

broadcast athletic and academic programs from the 11 universities in the Big

Ten Conference.

Host Communications signed a contract with the University of Tennessee

(UT) for $83.4 million in cash and capital investments to be paid over ten

years for multimedia rights to the university’s athletic programs. Addition-

ally, Host will pay UT 50 percent of sales above a certain level. Host intends

to generate the funds plus a profit through sales of advertising and spon-

sorships on broadcasts, print publications, DVDs, pay-per-view games, and

web site ads, among other media. Corporations will also benefit by pro-

moting their products and services during the college sporting events. It is

no accident that successful college teams are wearing NIKE, Adidas, and

Converse products. The name-brand apparel is given to the players because

it is highly visible during the sporting events and televised post-game inter-

views. Corporations hope that fans that enjoy the success of a particular

team will purchase the brand worn by that team.

Reasons for Sponsorship
On a small scale, amateur sports teams acquire sponsors to offset the costs of

playing the game. A sponsor is a person, organization, or business that

gives money or donates products and services to another person, organi-

zation, or event in exchange for public recognition. Sponsors help pay the

cost of providing events to the fans and help keep ticket prices affordable.

Businesses become sponsors for many reasons.

l To increase sales and profits

l To introduce a new product or service to a large audience

l To be identified with an event in which the target market is interested

l To earn the goodwill of the audience by showing a commitment to

the community

l To entertain clients, employees, or potential customers

l To enhance the company’s image

l To enter new markets or a niche market

What do sponsors expect in return for their investments?

TimeOutTimeOut
Cheerios, Valvoline,
Home Depot, UPS,
and many other
companies have
invested millions

of dollars to link
themselves to
NASCAR. Seventy-two
percent of NASCAR
fans claim that they
almost always buy
brands that sponsor
NASCAR.
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WHAT IS AN
ENDORSEMENT?
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) is a U.S. govern-

mental agency whose principal mission is the promotion

of consumer protection and competitive business practices.

The FTC has the authority to create and enforce trade

regulations regarding industry-wide practices. The FTC defines an endorse-

ment as ‘‘any advertising message [that] consumers are likely to believe

reflects the opinions, beliefs, findings, or experience of a party other than the

sponsoring advertiser.’’ In other words, an endorsement is a person’s public
expression of approval or support for a product or service. Endorsements are

promotional tools—not a form of sponsorship.

The FTC also offers clarifying examples of what is and is not an endorse-

ment. For example, a film critic’s comments, if used by the filmmaker in

an advertisement, are legally endorsements. The critic is a known and real

person, and the critic’s review is an opinion independent of any comments by

the filmmaker. A commercial featuring two unidentified teenagers talking

about a product or store is not an endorsement because the teens are not

known and they are acting as spokespersons for the company. However, a

commercial for a brand of tires starring a well-known racecar driver is an

endorsement because the public

l Knows the person is a real professional driver

l Assumes the comments are personal opinion, whether or not this fact

is actually stated

l Assumes the driver would not make the comment if he or she did not

believe it

Similarly, an ad for golf balls in which a famous golfer is shown hitting

the balls is considered an endorsement, even if the golfer does not speak.
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Politicians, doctors, professionals, and ordinary citizens can endorse

products. But in today’s marketing environment, the most influential

endorsements are made by entertainment and sports celebrities because they

are well known and well liked.

Legal Restrictions on Endorsements
The FTC has several guidelines that must be met by the endorser and the

sponsoring company.

1. The truthful opinions and beliefs of the endorser must be expressed in

the endorsement.

2. The endorser must have real experience with the product.

3. The endorsements may not contain any deceptive or misleading

statements. The statements must be able to be substantiated by the

advertiser.

4. Endorsements may not be presented out of context or reworded so as

to distort in any way the endorser’s opinion.

5. The endorser must use, continue to use, and believe in the product for

as long as the endorser is featured in the advertisements.

6. If the product changes in any way, the company must notify the

endorser, and the endorser must continue to use and believe in the

product in its new or revised state.

Celebrity Endorsements
American businesses pay more than $1 billion to athletes for endorsements.

There are over 2,000 athletes who make endorsements. Movie and music

stars are also popular endorsers. Endorsements have advantages and dis-

advantages and are often surrounded by controversy.

Advantages Advertising endorsements are advantageous to businesses

in at least three ways. First, studies have proven that consumers will buy

products endorsed by celebrities more often than products that are not

endorsed. Fans and businesses like to be identified with a winning team or

athlete. Young people, in particular, will copy their role models and use the

products they endorse. Second, viewers, listeners, and fans are less likely to

College athletic directors and their team’s fans often

conjure up an image of competitive young all-Americans

studying to become the future leaders of the country.

Unfortunately, some colleges across the United States

have acquired reputations for excessive partying and

alcohol abuse. At most colleges, it is illegal to consume

or possess alcohol on campus or at a sporting event,

since most undergraduate students have not reached

legal drinking age. Yet, college sporting events and

game-day activities are sponsored by beer

distributors that invest millions of dollars to

advertise on television and on venue signs.

Think Critically

Is accepting sponsorships from beer

distributors sending a mixed message

to underage students that alcohol is

acceptable? Explain your answer.
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turn off a commercial featuring a celebrity than a commercial featuring a

fictitious character. Third, consumers tend to believe celebrities, especially

those who are chosen for their good public image.

Disadvantages Endorsement as a means of promotion has a few dis-

advantages. Endorsements are very expensive to the sponsoring company.

Sometimes a celebrity may agree to endorse multiple products. For example,

LeBron James has endorsed Powerade, NIKE, Upper Deck, and Bubblicious

Gum products. If an endorser is perceived to be accepting every endorsement

opportunity that comes along, consumers will begin doubting the endorser’s

sincerity. Finally, there is a risk of negative publicity if the endorser commits a

crime or a serious social blunder in the future.

What Businesses Seek in an Endorser
Brad Vom Bauer, the director of account planning at the Harris and Love

advertising firm, once said, ‘‘If you want to create a personality for your

product, the easiest way to do it is to buy a personality.’’ When searching for

a celebrity endorser, businesses look for

l Someone with a positive, charismatic, trustworthy image

l A celebrity most consumers know

l A celebrity whose career is in process (rather than retired)

l Someone who presents few risks

l Someone who has a believable relationship with the product

Notice that speaking ability, personal appearance, and educational background

are not among the top requirements. Businesses believe that deficiencies in

these areas can be remedied with voice coaches and wardrobe assistants.

List advantages and disadvantages of using celebrity endorsers.

Country music lovers are some of the most dedicated fans in the world.

They really love to get up close and personal with their favorite stars.

Country Music Association’s annual CMA Festival—better known as Fan

Fair—lets them do just that. Along with plenty of concerts, lots of food,

and nonstop activities, Fan Fair is known for staging huge autograph

sessions where country artists can meet and greet their fans. Access

thomsonedu.com/school/sports and click on the link for Chapter 11.

Browse the site and answer the following questions. How many people

attend Fan Fair each year? Describe some typical events at Fan Fair. Why

do you think so many country artists agree to sign autographs at this

event? Why would an organization be interested in sponsoring this event?

t h om sonedu . c om / s c hoo l / s p o r t s
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. A sponsor does all of the following except

a. helps pay for an event

b. publicly endorses the product or service it sponsors

c. helps hold down the cost of ticket prices for fans

d. wants to be identified with an event in which the target market is

interested

2. Which of these television ads would be an endorsement?

a. an unknown actor playing the role of a professional who recom-

mends the product

b. a group of teens talking about the next X Games

c. Mia Hamm reminding you to drink milk

d. all of the above

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. What teams would you like to sponsor to promote your new women’s

sportswear line of clothing? Explain your choices.

4. To promote your new women’s sportswear line, what female athlete

would you ask to endorse the clothing and why? Explain possible

advantages and disadvantages of the celebrity endorsement.
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Lesson 11.3

Promotional EventsPromotional Events
Goals • Explain the promotional value of involvement in seasonal themed events.

• Explain the promotional value of entertainment awards.

Terms

THE RIGHT
EVENT
An event can be a simple meeting, a major convention, a

cultural festival, a trade show, a sports competition, a concert,

or an awards show, to name a few. Themed events are

centered around a specific theme, such as a seasonal theme,

and are held on an annual basis. They are operated predominately by volun-

teers. They include school-sponsored carnivals, city festivals, and county fairs.

The world’s largest seasonal themed event is the

70-year-old Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo.

Its theme centers around the livestock industry of

the Houston area. The rodeo is a major sporting

event related to the industry. In 2006, 300

students received four-year, $10,000 schol-

arships as a result of fundraisers associated

with the event. Paid attendance hit record levels when

Hilary Duff performed at the event’s 70,000-seat

stadium.

Work with a group. Identify seasonal themed

events in your area. Who sponsors them, and who

benefits from the events?
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• themed events • event coordinator • exhibit manager
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Involvement in themed events can provide a bonanza of promotional

opportunities for sports- and entertainment-related businesses and other

businesses that want to reach sports and entertainment fans. Event planning

and management is a rapidly growing business and contributes to the travel

and tourism industry by providing an incentive for travel.

For a sponsor, deciding in which events to become involved and the

extent of involvement requires careful planning. Consideration must be

given to the image projected by the event and how that image will influence

current and future customers. A conservative investment-banking firm, for

example, probably would be wasting time and money by sponsoring a local

skateboarding event. Contributing a significant amount of time and money

to an event should result in new customers and/or sales for the company.

Event Coordination
Events are usually held in publicly owned convention centers located in a

downtown or park area. The city hosting the event and/or the venue itself

will usually have a full-time staff person, often called an event coordinator,
who works with the event’s sponsors to plan the event. An event coordinator

usually needs a bachelor’s degree in marketing or travel and hospitality

management. The event coordinator’s responsibilities may include concept

development, marketing, project management, and post-event analysis.

Providing attendees with an experience that exceeds their expectations is the

event coordinator’s goal. An event coordinator might work with an exhibit

manager when exhibits are part of the event. An exhibit manager plans
where various types of exhibits may be set up, rents space to businesses that

wish to set up promotional booths, and ensures exhibitors have everything

they need for successful setup.

Trade Shows
Trade shows are major events where people in a related industry meet to

show their products, exchange ideas, and learn about the latest trends. South

by Southwest (SXSW) has come to represent the ultimate trade show for the

music, independent film, and related technology industries. Produced by

SXSW, Inc., the event has been held in Austin, Texas, since 1987 and has

more than 22,000 attendees over the 9-day event. Approximately 2,100

music media, 556 film media, and 580 interactive media journalists attend

A business that wants to be a sponsor can research

various sports on the Internet. Promotional firms that

specialize in matching sponsors with events can also be

found online. Once a company becomes a sponsor, it

must continue to evaluate the decision to determine if it

is getting a sufficient return for its investment.

Think Critically

Work with a partner. Find a promotional business on

the Internet that helps match sports teams and events

with sponsors. Write a brief

summary of the services pro-

vided for sponsors. Explain

how a sports team might

attract sponsors.
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and write about the music, new films, and technology advances introduced

at the convention. The news articles provide free promotion, or publicity.

Due in part to SXSW, Austin bills itself as the ‘‘Live Music Capital of the

World.’’

Country Music Festivals
American country music is popular all over the world and is the theme of

many festivals. Millions of people in countries as far away as the United

Kingdom, Australia, and Japan watch the Country Music Association (CMA)

Awards show each year. The Kumamoto Country Gold Festival, held in

Japan annually since 1989, draws a crowd of 20,000. The Japanese interest

in country music peaked after attendees at the Kumamoto Country Gold

Festival learned to line dance to the music. The Japanese culture lends itself

to group action, such as line dancing, where everyone is acting in a similar

manner with no one standing out from the crowd.

What is the difference between a trade show and a themed event?

AWARDING
THE BEST
Annual entertainment awards shows on television compete

for the attention of viewers. The big four—the Grammys for

music, the Tonys for Broadway shows, the Emmys for TV,

and the Oscars for movies—overshadow all other awards

shows and have a high marketing value. The MTV Video Music Awards, Rock

and Roll Hall of Fame inductions, Screen Actors Guild Awards, and Country

Music Association Awards are just a few of the other ceremonies. These

awards shows have a more limited marketing value.

Awards Influence Sales
Recognition by one’s peers is a high level of honor in any industry. In the

entertainment industry, recognition also brings money, praise, increased

potential for future success, and publicity.

The Oscars The most famous and prestigious of the entertainment awards

is the one given by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. The

5,800 members determine each Academy Award, also known as the Oscar.

An Oscar nomination is a promotional bonanza for a motion picture and

its director, studio, and stars. A nomination creates exciting media coverage

and significantly increases the number of ticket buyers. Many people want

to see the nominated movies before the awards, and many others wait to see

which films and stars have won. Nominations are also important because

they are rare. No more than five nominations are made for each category of

award each year.

TimeOutTimeOut
Entertainer Rita
Moreno was the
first performer to
win all four major
entertainment
awards---the Oscar,

the Emmy, the Tony,
and the Grammy. The
Oscar reportedly got its
nickname in 1931 when
the academy librarian,
Margaret Herrick, said
about the statuette---
‘‘Why he looks like my
Uncle Oscar.’’
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Academy Award winners are almost always pictured the day after the

awards ceremony on the front pages of major newspapers. Both winning an

award and receiving a nomination have promotional value that money

cannot buy. The Oscars are broadcast around the world in over 100 coun-

tries. The ABC network has purchased broadcast rights to the Academy

Awards through the year 2008. In 1999, ABC moved the Awards from

Monday night to Sunday night because Sunday is the biggest TV-watching

night of the week. Following the precedent set by the Super Bowl, the Oscars

program is preceded by a ‘‘pre-show’’ that includes shots of the stars arriving

and interviews. In 2006, ABC charged between $1 million and $1.5 million

for each 30-second advertising slot during the Oscars.

Marketing movies around the Oscars works two ways. Consumer interest

is peaked by the excitement of pre-award publicity. The movie producers

and studios also advertise their films to the members of the Academy

through trade publications and the talk-show circuit. For several weeks prior

to the awards night, studios spend as much as $15 million on publicity and

marketing. A movie that wins the Best Picture award is likely to bring in an

extra $100 million in ticket sales plus prestigious publicity for all involved.

The Grammys The National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences

(NARAS) is an association of more than 18,000 musicians, producers, and

other recording professionals. The NARAS is internationally known for the

annual Grammy Awards in which top music recording artists are recognized.

A committee chooses the nominees, and the final winners are selected by a

vote of the membership. There are 31 fields, such as pop, country, and

classical, and 108 subcategories within those fields.

The Emmys Three sister branches of the same 12,000-member organization

bestow the various Emmy Awards. The Academy of Television Arts and

Sciences presents the Primetime Emmy for excellence in nighttime television.

The National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences presents awards for

daytime television, sports programming, newscasts, and documentaries. With

members from over 50 countries, the International Academy of Television

Arts and Sciences presents awards for excellence in television programming

produced outside the United States.

The Tonys Named after Antoinette Perry, who

served as the head of the Board of the American

Theatre Wing, the Tony Awards are given to

professionals in live theater for distinguished

achievement. Since 1976, the Tony Awards have

also recognized regional theaters that have con-

tributed to artistic achievement and growth in

the industry. The ceremonies have been televised

nationally in the United States since 1967. The

Tony Awards are more of a special-interest award

than the Oscars or Emmys because a much

smaller percentage of the population is able to

attend the live theater productions.
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International Showcase
The Cannes International Film Festival is held in Cannes, France, a resort

town on the Mediterranean coast known as the French Riviera. The Cannes

Festival is managed by a nonprofit group, Festival International du Film,

and is sponsored by the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry

of Culture and Communications. The purpose of the festival is to promote

the film industry worldwide.

Producers and sellers of films from throughout the world come together

with purchasers of films at Cannes. The event has been held for more than

50 years, and thousands of films are screened each year. The Cannes Film

Festival Board appoints a jury of prestigious film industry representatives.

The jury reviews films selected by a committee whose members are also

appointed by the Board.

Cannes Awards are presented for feature films and short films, among

others. Winning an award at Cannes can be a bonus to the promotion of an

otherwise unknown film. Although the awards and glamorous parties get

the most media attention, the real purpose of the festival is film promotion

to an international audience. Release of U.S.-made movies outside the

United States continues to be a major source of earnings, representing more

than 40 percent of motion picture and television revenues. Cannes also

provides U.S. buyers an opportunity to preview the best international films.

Name the four major entertainment awards? Why are entertainment awards important?

Ronaldo Assis deMoreira

One of the most marketable athletes in the world was born in a poor suburb

in Brazil. Ronaldinho---his nickname meaning Little Ronaldo---is the star of the

winning Spanish-league FC Barcelona soccer team. The team is considered an

icon of soccer worldwide.

Ronaldinho endorses Nike, Pepsi, Kibon (a Brazilian ice cream), and eight other

Brazilian products. A Nike video shows him dribbling a soccer ball for half a minute

and then kicking it at the crossbar of a goal four times with the ball

returning to him each time without touching the ground. The video

is posted on YouTube’s web site and has had about 6.5 million hits.

Ronaldinho is a shy and modest person but is arguably the best soccer

player in the world and a marketer’s dream.

Think Critically

Use the Internet to find additional examples of athletes, coaches, and

celebrities who are positive role models for product endorsements. Do

you believe they actually use the products they endorse? Explain why

or why not.
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answers for each of the following questions.

1. Entertainment awards are an important form of

a. distribution

b. information management

c. publicity

d. product/service planning

2. Event coordinators are responsible for

a. marketing

b. project management

c. post-event analysis

d. all of the above

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. If a movie, TV show, play, or song wins one of the ‘‘big four’’ awards,

would this influence whether you want to see or hear it?

4. Name and discuss the last seasonal themed event you attended. How

did you learn about it? Why did you go? Would you go again? Why or

why not? Name any event sponsors you can remember. Explain why

you think the business(es) sponsored the event.
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Review Marketing Concepts
Write the letter of the term that matches each definition. Some terms will

not be used.

1. Provides information in terms of num-

bers or percentages

2. Annual events centered around a specific

theme

3. A written, detailed description of how

the elements of promotion will be used

4. A full-time staff person of a city or venue

that works with an event’s sponsors to

plan the event

5. An electronic or online game that

incorporates marketing content to pro-

mote a product or service

6. A person, organization, or business that

gives money or donates products and

services in exchange for public

recognition

7. The blending of the promotional elements of advertising, personal

selling, publicity, and sales promotion

8. An independent U.S. governmental agency whose principal mission

is the promotion of consumer protection and competitive business

practices

9. Provides information that is subjective and depends on inter-

pretation

10. A person’s public expression of approval or support for a product

Circle the best answer.

11. Selecting the promotional mix
a. should not take place until the promotional goals are set
b. precedes the development of the promotional budget
c. is the third step in promotional planning
d. both b and c

12. According to FTC regulations, an endorser must
a. continue to use the endorsed product and believe in it as long as the

endorser is featured in the advertisements
b. not make any deceptive or misleading statements
c. be informed if the endorsed product changes in any way
d. all of the above

a. advergame

b. endorsement

c. event coordinator

d. exhibit manager

e. Federal Trade
Commission (FTC)

f. promotional mix

g. promotional plan

h. qualitative
measurement

i. quantitative
measurement

j. social network

k. sponsor

l. sponsorship

m. themed events
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Think Critically
13. Write a paragraph discussing the merits versus the risks of a company

using a controversial athlete to endorse its products. How could the

company’s promotion plan succeed? How could it fail?

14. Name a sport that appeals to adults over 50. Next, name a sport that

appeals to fans between the ages of 12 and 34. Third, name a sport that

appeals to all ages. Then, name three products that could be promoted

successfully through each of these sports.

15. Write a one-paragraph article for a press release (publicity feature) about

a popular brand of sports equipment. Remember that publicity is free.

Then, change that feature into an advertisement that you will pay a

magazine to publish. Explain how the two promotions differ.

16. Make a list of the businesses that might want to sponsor the MTV Video

Music Awards. Explain why you chose each business.
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Make Connections
17. Marketing Math Your bagel shop has just given $500 to help build a

neighborhood skateboarding park. In return for your donation, your

shop’s sign will hang in the park for one month. The skateboarders’

association expects 1,000 people to see your sign. The average profit on

a purchase at your shop is $0.96. How many customers will you need in

order to make a profit of $500 to cover the donation?

18. History Research and write about the early days (late 1800s) of women’s

basketball. Include comments about societal standards in those days.

Speculate on how the sport would have been promoted to the public and

what kinds of businesses might have been sponsors. Mention any special

rules, and point out any special players.

19. Technology Use the Internet to research online, invitation-only social

networks. How do advertisers use them? How effective are they?

20. Communication Write letters to two local businesses asking the owners

to sponsor one of the less prominent sports at a local high school.

Describe the sport, and explain what it needs in the way of equipment,

promotion, and professional advice. Propose an outline of objectives

for the sponsorship. Be sure to tell the business owners what they will

receive in return.
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21. Research Research the involvement of Wonder Bread in the movie

Talladega Nights: The Ballad of Ricky Bobby. Describe the placement deal

that resulted in the Wonder Bread sponsorship of a fictitious NASCAR

driver. What were the benefits to Wonder Bread?

22. Technology Find and describe an example of an advergame. What

product is promoted? Who is the target market? Do you think the game

is effective in promoting the product? Explain why or why not.

PROJECT EXTRA INNINGS

Your advertising company has been asked to design an attention-getting and

income-producing promotional campaign for the National Wheelchair

Basketball Association (NWBA).

Work with a group and complete the following activities.

1. Using the Internet, research the history of wheelchair basketball. Learn

how and when it started and how it has expanded over the years. Be sure

to learn how it has included women and college students. Make notes

about its tournaments and championships, and include information

about its star athletes. Find out the market size of wheelchair citizens.

2. Write an outline of points you think the public would be interested to know.

3. Help the NWBA determine its promotional objectives.

4. Determine how, through promotion, the NWBA might move from a

niche market to a mainstream market.

5. Write a one-page publicity piece about the NWBA to send to major

newspapers across the country.

6. Through your research, determine who might be influential endorsers.

7. Prepare a proposal for three major corporations, asking for their

sponsorship of the next NWBA championships.
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WHEN ENDORSEMENTS GO BAD
Companies are anxious to associate
their products, services, and names
with popular athletes and celebrities.
Successful sports stars are hot com-
modities that can boost a company’s
image and sales. However, since
athletes are human, they can make
poor choices that can blow an en-
dorsement deal.

He Did What?
Bode Miller was viewed as being a hot
endorsement commodity prior to the
2006 Winter Olympics in Torino,
Italy. The American skiing sensation
appeared on the covers of Time and
Newsweek magazines. Most experts
expected Bode to add to the pair of
silver medals he won four years earlier
in Salt Lake City. Both Barilla, the
Italian pasta maker, and Nike signed
Miller for endorsement agreements
valued at more than $4 million.

Miller was expected to carry the
torch for the U.S. ski team, but he
fizzled out big time while in Torino.
Miller created the wrong headlines,
not only by failing to win a medal,
but with his preference for partying
and socializing at the Olympics. He
did not make a positive impression
as a serious athlete. During an inter-
view with 60 Minutes, Miller bragged
about racing while being ‘‘wasted.’’

Another super athlete, Dennis
Rodman, was known for his re-
bound skills on the basketball court.
Converse signed Rodman to endorse
its athletic shoes. Soon afterwards,
Rodman temporarily walked out on
his team and kicked a photographer
during a nationally broadcast game.

Some fans found Rodman to be
colorful and entertaining, but Con-
verse was not amused with the
athlete’s shenanigans. The shoe com-
pany exercised an out clause to end its
deal with Rodman a year early. The
tattooed basketball star claimed that
Converse owed him $3 million.

Later actions by Rodman did not
help him regain his status as a hot
endorsement commodity. He was
arrested and charged with drunken
boating. In October 2003, an intoxi-
cated Rodman crashed a motorcycle,
hurting a leg and his chance of
returning to the NBA. The motorcycle
wreck happened at a time when the
Denver Nuggets were reported to have
offered him $10,000 a game.

Sometimes the most colorful
athletes and celebrities hired to
endorse products and companies
can become the greatest obstacles to
success. Perfect relationships can
turn bad because of one action or
outburst by a celebrity.

Think Critically

1. Why do companies pay celebri-
ties large sums of money for
endorsements?

2. What is the risk of paying a
celebrity for endorsement?

3. What can be done to decrease
the possibility of endorsement
embarrassment from an athlete
or celebrity?

4. Give three examples of celebri-
ties who endorse products. Do
you believe these individuals are
good or bad choices for endorse-
ment? Explain.
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GRAPHIC DESIGN PROMOTION EVENT
Computer-aided graphic design is
frequently used to bring advertising
campaigns and special promotions
to life. The Graphic Design Promo-
tion Event challenges participants to
raise their computer skills to the next
level.

Each contestant must select a
theme to promote the next Super
Bowl. Contestants must create a logo
and a flyer based on this theme. The
dimensions of the logo must not
exceed 4@�4@ and the theme needs
to be 25 characters or less, including
spaces. Four originals of the flyer
and logo must be produced at home
or school. The creation and produc-
tion of this graphic should not be
professionally or commercially pro-
duced. All participants must submit
four plastic sheet protectors (8

1-
2@�

11@), each containing a flyer, a logo,
and a Graphic Design Resource/
Release Form. The final product may
be black and white or color and
printed on white paper.

All graphics must be computer
generated. Public domain and
contestant-prepared graphics may be
used. No copyright items may be
used in this contest. Although a
work may be freely accessible on the
Internet and contain no statement of
copyright, copyright law provides
that such works are protected. Con-
testants must assume that works are
protected by copyright until they
learn otherwise.

Performance Indicators
Evaluated
l Demonstrate knowledge of

graphic design and rules for
layout.

l Demonstrate effective use of
color, lines, text, graphics, and
shapes.

l Use principles of design, layout,
and typography in graphic
design.

l Apply technical skills to manip-
ulate graphics, artwork, and
images.

l Use appropriate artwork and
design techniques to effectively
illustrate a theme.

l Generate a promotional flyer for
marketing purposes.

l Produce a graphic design pro-
motion that has eye appeal, and
shows imagination, creativity,
and originality.

Go to the BPA web site for more detailed
information.

Think Critically

1. What are three examples of
graphic design productions that
are frequently used in the busi-
ness world?

2. Why is it important to carefully
research information gathered
on the Internet before using it in
graphic design productions?

www.bpa.org

3. What does ‘‘copyright’’ mean?

4. How does graphic design en-
hance business publications?
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Country Stampede—Financial Boost for
Manhattan, Kansas
Country music is popular throughout the world. Concerts held in the great

outdoors in the heartland of the country provide a popular setting for

country music fans. The four-day, star-studded Country Stampede held in

the Little Apple (Manhattan, Kansas) is a major outdoor country music event

that attracts the greatest country music stars and thousands of fans

throughout the United States.

Event planners are responsible for working out the logistics of the event,

including parking, security, food, and restroom facilities. Because this is an

outdoor concert, event planners must also have a plan for providing shelter

in case of bad weather. It is also important to sign on corporations or

organizations to sponsor the event. Affiliated Foods Midwest sponsors the

Country Stampede. As an added attraction, other events, such as craft

shows, may be held in conjunction with the concerts.

A wide range of ticket prices is available to meet the needs of all fans

who want to attend the Country Stampede. General admission for one day

of entertainment at the event is $60. A four-day pass costs $100. VIP

seating costs $475, and reserved seating costs $200. A four-day parking

pass at Country Stampede costs $30. In addition, nearly 2,400 campsites are

available to guests for $142 each.

An elaborate web site helps promote the four-day event. Fans can join

the i-Squad, an online promotion that helps them actively spread the word

about the event and the performing stars while earning points toward

online rewards.

Country Stampede is a classic example of how a small community can

host a huge entertainment event with the help of a major sponsor, top per-

formers, and the right mix of promotions.

Think Critically

1. What type of pricing strategy is used by Country Stampede to max-

imize attendance at the four-day event?

2. How might Affiliated Foods Midwest benefit from sponsoring Country

Stampede?
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Lesson 12.1

The Sales
Process
The Sales
Process

Goals • List the steps involved in the sales process.

• Discuss the management skills and knowledge necessary for successful sales-
people.

Terms

SELLING SPORTS AND
ENTERTAINMENT
Selling is the direct, personal communication with pro-

spective customers in order to assess and satisfy their needs

with appropriate products and services. Sports and enter-

tainment industries depend upon salespeople who can

effectively communicate product and service information to consumers. The

salesperson becomes the link between the customer and the business, with

many customers seeing the salesperson as the business. Personal selling is one

of the five elements of promotion. The sales process creates awareness and

the desire to purchase on the part of the consumer.

The Sales Process
People who have strong sales skills are in high demand and well paid for

their abilities. Whether or not a sale is made often comes down to the

salesperson. Effective selling can be organized into six steps.

Every evening around the country, the telephone rings

with someone trying to sell insurance, credit offers, or

time-share vacation properties. Telemarketing is

often used by nonprofit organizations to solicit

pledges for a wide array of charities. Many

Americans have grown weary of the increasing

number of sales pitches over the telephone.

Caller ID and call blocking are two strategies

used by consumers to eliminate the frustra-

tion associated with unwanted telephone

calls that interrupt limited personal and family time.

While telemarketing is annoying to many individuals, the

success rate for this form of selling gives companies and

nonprofit organizations the incentive to continue the

practice.

Work with a group. Identify types of telemarketing

that have given this form of selling a bad reputation.

Why have consumers become extremely cautious when

dealing with telemarketers?

• preapproach
• suggestion selling

• cold calling
• leads

• customer management
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1. The Preapproach During the preapproach, salespeople learn every-

thing possible about the products and services offered, the target market,

and the competition. Salespeople must be knowledgeable about what they

are selling and understand the wants and needs of target customers.

2. The Approach This step is the first contact with the customer to gain

the customer’s attention and interest. The salesperson should have a plan for

what to say when speaking with a customer, but it should be a flexible one.

It is very important that the salesperson listen carefully to the customer to

determine the customer’s needs and wants. The salesperson should strive to

create a favorable first impression on which to establish and build an

ongoing business–customer relationship.

3. Demonstration During the demonstration, the salesperson enthusias-

tically presents the product in a way that addresses the needs of the cus-

tomer. The product’s features and benefits should be highlighted. If all is

going well, the salesperson may even ask the customer to buy at this point.

4. Answering Questions At this step, a customer may voice objections

to the product or service or have questions and concerns. These customer

responses generally mean the customer is considering the purchase. Providing

additional information to counter the objections may resolve the customer’s

concerns.

5. Closing the Sale During this stage, customers make the decision to

buy. Helping the customer reach this final decision may include offering a

discount or an incentive gift for buying today. This is also the time to suggest

additional items to increase customer satisfaction and the amount of the

sale. Suggestion selling occurs when salespeople ask customers if they

want to purchase related products. Consider the last time you were at a fast-

food restaurant or an amusement park. The fast-food associate probably

suggested that you upsize your meal or add the new dessert item being

offered. The amusement park associate probably suggested a multi-day pass

or a VIP ticket for added benefits and value.

6. Follow-up The continued success of salespeople

(and the business) is based upon establishing long-

term relationships with customers that are enhanced

with follow-up from the salesperson. Follow-up occurs

when the salesperson contacts customers to ensure they

are satisfied with their recent purchases and to deter-

mine additional needs. Valuable feedback can be

obtained, resulting in improved services for future

customers.

When Is Personal Selling Appropriate?
The advantage of personal selling is that the seller has

the opportunity to address any concerns that may

be causing hesitation on the part of the consumer.

A knowledgeable seller can offer information, demon-

strate the product, make comparisons with similar

products, tell stories about personal experiences
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with the product, and answer any questions that may arise. Often, human

interaction is needed to make the sale. Salespeople involved with personal

selling benefit from the feedback received from customers, enabling sellers to

improve future sales strategies. Feedback may include the level of satisfaction

and suggestions to make the sales process better for the buyer. Disadvantages

of personal selling to a business include the high cost and time commitment

per person and the required skill and training.

Personal selling is effective for expensive, complex products; markets with

a few large customers; unfamiliar, unique products; customers in a limited

area; complicated, long decision-making processes; and customers who

expect personal attention and help with the decision-making process.

Explain why personal selling is necessary when selling expensive items like luxury
suites at a professional football stadium.

MANAGEMENT SKILLS AND
KNOWLEDGE FOR SUCCESS
Salespeople must effectively manage themselves, custom-

ers, and information. They must be motivated individuals

who use time effectively. Emotional and physical stability

are important attributes for those dealing with the public.

Continuing education and personal development help salespeople keep up

to date in their profession.

There are three things that successful salespeople must understand—the

product/service they are selling, their customers, and the competition.

Know the Product
Salespeople must have thorough knowledge of the product or service they

sell. Successful salespeople are familiar with all parts of the marketing mix—

product, price, distribution, and promotion. Sources of product information

for salespeople include information sheets and product manuals. Special

training is provided to salespeople to help them learn about new products

and new sales strategies. Salespeople must effectively communicate product

information, including benefits and unique features, to customers.

Know the Customer
Salespeople must know their customers. They must carefully determine cus-

tomer needs in order to present the most appropriate products to meet those

needs. Cold calling involves contacting potential customers at random

without researching customers’ needs first. Marketing-oriented businesses

normally do not depend on cold calling. They gather leads about prospective
customers who have shown interest in the product or service and/or meet the

definition of the target market. Research is conducted to determine who needs

TimeOutTimeOut
Most customers
will respond that

they are ‘‘just
looking’’ if a sales
associate simply
asks if they need

help. Sales asso-
ciates should use the

approach as an oppor-
tunity to introduce
themselves, point out
new products and spe-
cial offers, and let cus-
tomers know they are
available to assist
should questions arise.
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the products, what resources they have available to purchase the product, and

what authority they have to make the purchase.

Understand Customer Decisions Most customers use a five-step decision-

making process for purchases. First, they recognize a need for a product or

service. Second, they search for information about the alternative products

and services available. Third, they evaluate all of their options to see which

one best fits their needs. Fourth, customers reach a decision and buy the

product or service. As the final step, customers evaluate their decision to

determine if they are satisfied with their purchase. Salespeople can assist

customers through this process by helping them define their need, showing

them alternative products or services, explaining the features and benefits,

making the sale, and following up to ensure satisfaction.

Manage Customer Information Building a customer

base and carefully scheduling time spent with customers is

called customer management. Spending too much time

with one customer may result in lost opportunities and lost

sales with other customers. Time is money in the sales

process. Salespeople must collect and manage information about customers.

Once a customer base is established, salespeople are challenged to develop

an effective record-keeping system that enables them to maintain customer

information and gain a better understanding of their customers.

Know the Competition
Successful sales depend upon understanding the competition and the

products and services they sell. Consumers want to buy the most satisfying

products for the best price. Salespeople must be able to explain the differ-

ences between their products and competitors’ products and offer solid

evidence why their products are the better choice to meet customer needs.

List three things successful salespeople must understand.

Consumers used to buy soft drinks because they were

thirsty. They were only an accessory to food, according

to brand consultant Larry Light. Soft drinks are now

changing the social mind-set of consumers. Clever mar-

keting has shifted small companies to large sales pro-

ducers that satisfy a wide range of consumer needs.

The shift has occurred due to the $68 billion soft-drink

segment slide and upstart energy brands like Red Bull

and Jones Soda that prove they can go the distance.

Coca-Cola overhauled its portfolio of beverages to

include drinks for refreshment, relaxation,

hydration, energy, and weight management.

Soft drinks still account for the bulk of

beverage sales in the United States.

Think Critically

How have health issues affected the soft

drink industry? What are schools doing

with soft drink machines? Why?
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. At which stage of the sales process might suggestion selling be used?

a. the approach

b. demonstration

c. closing the sale

d. follow-up

2. Personal selling is appropriate for

a. expensive items

b. complex products that need explanation

c. products with small markets

d. customers who expect personal attention and help with the decision-

making process

e. all of the above

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Why is it important that successful salespeople know the competition?

4. Communication Many successful salespeople at clothing stores maintain

personal information records on their customers. The information

collected includes sizes, style preferences, spending habits, and birthday

of the customer. Consider how you would use this information to

communicate with customers and increase sales for a sports or enter-

tainment business. Write an example of what you might communicate

to a customer.
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Lesson 12.2

Ticket SalesTicket Sales
Goals • Explain the difference between ticket brokers and ticket scalpers.

• Describe the ticket economy and strategies for getting highly sought tickets.

Terms

HIGH PRICES FOR THE MOST
DEMANDED ENTERTAINMENT

The prices charged for tickets to a popular football game, such as Nebraska vs.

USC in Los Angeles, can range from $205 to $1,575. Yankees fans can expect

to pay from $30 to $410 per seat to see their team in action. Popular music

concerts also have a big price tag. Ticket prices to hear country singer Tim

McGraw in concert range from $90 to $145. Broadway tickets for popular

shows like Hairspray start at $180.

Ticket Brokers
Ticket brokers are registered businesses that legally buy

and sell tickets to a variety of entertainment events and

guarantee ticket authenticity. Many of the ticket trans-

actions occur online, making it essential for consumers to

research the ticket brokers before sharing their credit card information to

make the purchase. Reputable ticket brokers should be members of the

Your favorite college team has made it to the Rose

Bowl. You and your friend are dedicated students who

attend all home games. You would like to attend the

Rose Bowl. You can stay with relatives who live in

Pasadena, and your frequent flyer miles will pay for

the flight to California. The only problem is that you

do not have tickets.

When your team was announced as one of the partic-

ipants in the championship game, there were 2,000

student tickets available through a lottery. Unfortunately,

your numbers were not drawn, but you are determined to

go to the game. You plan to arrive early at the Rose Bowl

in hopes that someone will be selling tickets outside of

the stadium. You are willing to pay a premium price for

the tickets. Your parents suggest you look into California

laws regarding scalping. Your friends suggest you look

for tickets on auction sites such as eBay.

Work with a partner. Why should you

research California laws regarding ticket

scalpers? Why might you check the Inter-

net for tickets? How can you protect

yourself if you purchase tickets online?

• ticket brokers • ticket scalpers
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National Association of Ticket Brokers and the Better Business Bureau. Major

ticket brokers offer a wide array of tickets.

Ticket brokers operate businesses that depend on contacts with people

and venues. The Super Bowl held in Tampa had tickets with a face value of

$325, but average fans could not obtain tickets for that price. TicketCity.com

resold the lowest-priced tickets for $1,900 after obtaining them for $1,500

each. Those who sold tickets to the Internet business included NFL players

and coaches who had received a certain number of tickets free. Season ticket

holders unable to attend the game and sponsors with surplus tickets also

resell them. TicketCity’s top price for a midfield seat at the Super Bowl was

$4,750 which it had obtained at a cost of $4,000.

Some brokers have contracts to obtain the best tickets before they are put

up for sale. These transactions are unethical and unfair, and in some cases,

illegal. Unscrupulous ticket brokers often try to monopolize the ticket market

by paying substantial bribes to people who have control over the supply of

tickets. People who may be bribed include box-office employees, managers of

concert venues, promoters, and ticket agents.

Ticketmaster is trying a new strategy to help fans fight back against the

unscrupulous brokers. Ticketmaster put Elton John and Billy Joel tickets

on sale on a Monday morning instead of the usual Saturday. This strategy

allowed Baby Boomer fans to use high-speed Internet connections at work

to order tickets. Ticketmaster is also experimenting by making sales to fan

club members a priority. Backstreet Boys’ fan club members have a special

password that gives them a chance to buy premium seats two weeks before

tickets are available to the general public.

Ticket Scalpers
Ticket scalpers sell tickets to major sporting events, often

outside the venue on the day of the event, at inflated prices.

Receiving $200 for a ticket that cost $40 provides a high

rate of return, but it comes with the risk of being arrested

for an illegal transaction. Ticket scalping is illegal in many states. Under-

cover police often arrest ticket scalpers selling tickets at inflated prices out-

side a stadium.

Scalpers get tickets the same way ordinary fans do, but they know how to

‘‘work the system’’ to get the best seats, which they resell for up to ten times

Apple, Red Hot Chili Peppers, and Ticketmaster have

put together a deal to sell concert tickets for the band’s

U.S. tour. Fan-club members can pre-order a copy of

the band’s new album for $19.90.

Those who pre-order will also receive a

download of the group’s latest

single, an exclusive audio

interview with the band, a video chronicling the making of

‘‘Dani California,’’ a full-color digital booklet, and an e-mail

from Ticketmaster.com allowing them to purchase concert

tickets before they go on sale to the general public.

Think Critically

Why are fan clubs a good way for marketers to sell tickets

to concerts? Why should members of fan clubs be given

the first chance to purchase tickets?
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their face value. Complaints by Yankee fans led to scalper investigations,

resulting in 16 people facing felony charges, including fraud and bribery.

The scalpers had connections with advance-sale ticket agents. Ordinary fans

were not given the chance to obtain the best tickets at fair prices since

corrupt ticket agents were diverting them to scalpers.

Ticket Frenzy
Sports and concert fans often get caught up in the heat of the moment and

rationalize that what may be a ‘‘once-in-a-lifetime’’ event is worth a big price

tag. Concerts for top performers sell out in a few hours. Hundreds of fans

form lines the night before tickets actually go on sale. Successful college

football programs like the Nebraska Cornhuskers have experienced con-

secutive sold-out home games for more than 40 years. There are long

waiting lists of people wanting to purchase Nebraska tickets. Having season

tickets to powerhouse teams is a status symbol for some people. The fans

own the Greenbay Packers’ team. When season ticket holders pass away,

family members anxiously await the reading of the will to see who inherits the

highly desired tickets. The Super Bowl, NCAA College Football Championship

Games, and BCS Bowls are sold out even before the regular seasons for these

sports begin.

Explain why scalping is illegal in some states.

THE TICKET
ECONOMY
Buying tickets to nonblockbuster events has become very

easy. Ticketmaster controls the sale of tickets for most

venues in the country. The telephone or computer provides

consumers with the tools to purchase tickets the second

they go on sale. The tickets can be acquired within minutes when consumer

demand is not great.

Ticketmaster sells seats through more than 1,000 telephone operators, its

web site, and ticket outlets located in department stores, music stores, and

box offices. Half of its tickets are sold at its outlets, more than one fourth are

sold over the Internet, and the balance is sold over the telephone.
Concert tickets usually go

on sale at 9 or 10 a.m. on

Saturdays. The greatest vol-

ume of online sales happens

in that first hour on Saturday

mornings. Ticket sales through

the Internet are expected to

grow to 30 percent of total

concert sales.
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When fans try to buy tickets online for popular concerts, they are com-

peting against ticket scalpers who have no intention of attending the event.

In addition, the corporate sponsors of major events claim a large number of

tickets, making even fewer tickets available to average consumers through

normal outlets.

Work the System
Ticketmaster suggests the following strategies to obtain highly sought-after

tickets to entertainment events:

1. Buy over the Internet. Your odds of getting good seats are much better

over the Internet than if you’re twentieth in line at an outlet. Look for

notices of special presales at online fan clubs.

2. To save time, register your credit card and mailing address

on the web site before the on-sale date so you are ready

to go.

3. Log on to the site a few minutes early, preferably with a

high-speed Internet connection. The screen will say ‘‘tickets

not yet on sale,’’ but hit your reload button every few

seconds so you are connected the instant the sales lines

become open. Having a friend work the phones at the

same time doubles your chances of obtaining tickets.

4. If the concert sells out, check back with the web site for a

few days. Additional dates may be added to the tour.

5. Try again on the day before the show, or even the after-

noon of the show. Sometimes artists and sponsors give

back tickets that they had reserved. Sometimes those extras

are available only at the venue’s box office, so it is worth

stopping by there on the day of the show as well.

Landing Super Bowl Tickets
Most football fans dream of attending the biggest game of the season—the

Super Bowl. Attending the big game may be only a dream if you are not a

celebrity, wealthy, or lucky. The National Football League conducts a ticket

lottery every year. To participate in the lottery, you must submit by certified

Randy Cohen is president and CEO of

TicketCity.com---a ticket brokerage

company with 40 employees in Austin,

Texas. This successful company has a

big presence on the Internet, and Mr.

Cohen makes no apologies for his line of

work, which might be called scalping with

a legitimate sheen. Cohen says his busi-

ness is all about contacts. ‘‘We have

relationships and contacts with people and venues,’’ says

Cohen, who is on the board of directors of the National

Association of Ticket Brokers. ‘‘Through our relationships

we’re able to get tickets.’’

Think Critically

Explain the difference between a ticket scalper and a

ticket broker.
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mail an index card with your name, address, and telephone number to the

NFL Super Bowl ticket lottery office. Only 500 names are selected from some

50,000 entries. Winners receive the option to purchase tickets at face value

(about $600). The 500 pairs of tickets made available through the lottery

represent less than one percent of the 70,000 tickets distributed.

Other options for obtaining Super Bowl tickets include overpriced hotel

packages from an NFL-approved tour operator or any travel agent willing to

put together and advertise packages. Ticket brokers are a third option for

obtaining Super Bowl tickets.

The National Association of Ticket Brokers has established a code of stan-

dards and ethics for all member brokers to follow. It requires that members

support Super Bowl ticket orders with a 200 percent guarantee. If for any

reason a broker fails to deliver promised tickets, a refund equivalent to 200

percent of the purchase price is due.

Beware of Scams
The FBI receives reports of fraudulent ticket sales for the Super Bowl. A

common scam involves tickets advertised at well-known online auction and

classified ad web sites. Interested buyers are instructed to use a wire transfer

payment service to send money quickly in order to secure the tickets. In

some cases, the buyers are instructed to wire the money overseas under

the pretense that the seller is out of the United States for work reasons or

vacation and therefore cannot use the tickets. Once the payment is received,

the seller ceases contact, and the tickets never materialize. Consumers

should never send cash payments or use wire transfer services to pay for

tickets, especially to recipients outside the United States.

Movie Theaters Aim for 3D Sports
During the Boston Red Sox run for the World Series in

2004, National Amusements began selling tickets for high-

definition broadcasts of Red Sox games in its New England

Showcase Cinemas on weekday nights. The cinemas hired

vendors to stroll the aisles with hot dogs, peanuts, and

beer. Team gear was sold in the lobbies, and fans were encouraged to loosen

up, yell, and cheer as they would in a ball park. The movie theaters were

trying to replicate the environment of Fenway Park.

Movie theater operators plan to screen live sports events in 3D by 2007 in

an attempt to lure sports fans away from their homes and sports bars on

weeknights. Ticket sales at theater chains dropped nine percent in 2005 due to

a combination of lackluster films, competition from other forms of enter-

tainment, and the increased number of in-home, high-definition theater

systems. Even though worldwide tickets sales are forecast to grow 12 percent

over the next five years, marketers want to use new digital projection tech-

nology to change the way consumers think about movie theaters.

How has the Internet changed the way that tickets are sold for sports and
entertainment events?

TimeOutTimeOut
College athletes
receive compli-
mentary tickets
for family and
friends to attend

their games. The
NCAA prohibits
athletes from selling
these tickets. Selling
the complimentary tick-
ets is classified as an
NCAA infraction which
will result in trouble for
the university and the
athlete.
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Ticket brokers

a. work in an illegal profession

b. are the same as ticket scalpers

c. obtain the best tickets to sporting events

d. only sell tickets through the Internet

2. Ticket scalpers

a. sell tickets to major entertainment events

b. sell tickets for more than their face value

c. may be arrested for illegal activity in many states

d. all of the above

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Explain how movie theaters can connect with fans of major sports and

entertainment events to increase theater attendance.

4. List four ways to effectively ‘‘work the system’’ to obtain tickets to big

sports and entertainment events.
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Lesson 12.3

Group and Corporate
Sales
Group and Corporate
Sales

Goals • Explain sales strategies for attracting groups to sports and entertainment
venues.

• Describe how corporations use sports and entertainment to motivate
employees and impress clients.

Terms

FILLLING THE
STANDS

Sports and entertainment events must compete for consumers’ discretionary

dollars. Marketers for sports and entertainment are constantly searching for

ways to attract more people to events.

Appealing to Groups
Major League Baseball teams have many home games

during the long baseball season. Baseball games that are

scheduled during weekdays are less likely to sell out of

tickets than games on weekends. Special group and cor-

porate promotions are used to fill the stands. Special promotions are offered

to church groups, senior citizens, schools, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Little

League baseball teams, and student organizations to sell tickets during slow

periods. Group packages offer special ticket prices to members of a group

when tickets are purchased in large quantities, such as 15 or more. Free

transportation may even be offered to senior citizens to motivate them to

Department stores and other retailers have effectively

used incentives, such as coupons worth 25 to 50 percent

off of future purchases, to increase future visits of cus-

tomers. Sports and entertainment businesses also use

special promotions and incentives to increase attendance

at events. At some events, free or discounted admission

has been offered to fans that bring canned goods for

the local food bank. This promotion not only increases

attendance but also gives the event a favorable impression

in the community. Corporate and local business sponsors

may host a free cookout for attendees at a sports or

entertainment event. A season-long raffle for a new car

may be an incentive that keeps fans returning game

after game.

Work with a group. Think of two

promotional strategies to attract more

people to sports events at your school.

• group packages • luxury boxes • club seats
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attend. Frequently, the groups are recognized during the game over the

public announcement system or on the big video screen.

Special group rates not only fill stadiums, ballparks, and arenas, but they

also solidify current and future customer bases. Sometimes additional

entertainment, such as live music and a fireworks display, is added during

breaks and immediately after an event to appeal to special groups.

Special Privileges
Major universities entertain wealthy alumni and other individuals who may

contribute money to athletic departments and scholarship funds. Being a

substantial contributor to an athletic department has special perks. Perks

may include special seating at sports events. It is often very difficult for other

alumni to buy game tickets for successful college programs. Access to tickets

is often easier for contributors. Large contributions may be rewarded with

season tickets and maybe even suites. The largest contributors may even

have a suite or practice field named in their honor.
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Have you tried to buy tickets to see your favorite band only to find out

that the tickets are sold out? Does this mean you’re out of luck? Not

necessarily. If you really want to see that show—and you have enough

money—you might still be able to go. Access thomsonedu.com/school/

sports and click on the link for Chapter 12. For what kinds of events is

Ticketbroker.com currently selling tickets? What range of prices is being

charged for a performer you like? Does Ticketbroker.com seem like a

reputable site? Why or why not?

t h om sonedu . c om / s c h oo l / s p o r t s
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Explain how group packages can help fill entertainment venues.

CORPORATE
PERKS
Corporations understand the importance of teamwork and

bonding of employees. Having social outings can strengthen

the cohesiveness of company teams. Corporate groups may

have a picnic followed by an evening at a professional

sporting event. Corporations can take advantage of group

packages offered by sports and entertainment venues. These events allow

employees to interact socially outside of the office setting.

Corporate employees are often rewarded for meeting sales quotas or

reaching other corporate goals. Many times the reward for high performance

is travel to exotic places like Hawaii or tickets to highly sought-after sporting

events. Corporate executives often entertain clients and visiting colleagues at

sports and entertainment events, and they want to impress them with the

best seats available.

Special Seating
Special seating has become a lucrative revenue source for professional sports

teams. Luxury boxes (or luxury suites) are fancy rooms inside stadiums and

arenas that allow corporate executives and some wealthy private individuals

to entertain clients and friends while watching the events. The suites are high

in the stands, near the press-box level, and usually equipped with close-

circuit television for close-ups of the action. Luxury boxes continue to

increase in demand, contributing to an unprecedented growth in sports

venue construction. Every facility built within the last 20 years has luxury
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TimeOutTimeOut
A luxury suite can
generate from
$29,000 to
$85,000 per year.
The Dallas Cow-
boys earn $23
million per year
from 360 luxury suites.
Currently 8,090 luxury
suites and 151,451 club
seats available in pro-
fessional sporting ven-
ues can earn up to
$955.7 million per year.
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suites, and most of the older stadiums have been remodeled to add them.

Even popular college stadiums have become taller with the addition of

suites. Sales of luxury boxes have become a good way to earn additional

revenue. Skyboxes at Wrigley Field in Chicago, for example, accommodate

12 to 15 people and rent for $45,000 to $65,000 per year.
Club seats are premium stadium seats that provide another source of high

revenue for the owners. Club seats can vary by venue but are usually cush-

ioned and roomy, provide a good view of the action, and are located out-

doors one level below the luxury boxes. Club-level seating often comes with

added benefits, such as special access to indoor areas of the arena. These areas

are air-conditioned and allow access to special restaurants, merchandise

stands, and lounge areas of the stadium not available to regular ticket holders.

How do corporations outside of the sports and entertainment industries use sports and
entertainment events for business purposes?

Robert Saladino

The Houston Texans football team began its first year with hopes of broadening its

fan base by crossing ethnic lines. Robert Saladino was selected to fill the team’s

newly created position of Hispanic Outreach Coordinator. Saladino is responsible for

helping the Texans build a communication platform that connects with Hispanic

fans. He works on Hispanic outreach programs and builds grassroots relationships

with the community. Saladino also acts as the Spanish spokesperson for the club on

local Spanish radio and television stations.

Robert Saladino is a Houston native of Mexican ancestry. His grandmother taught

him Spanish and inspired him to receive his bachelor’s degree in Spanish from the

University of St. Thomas in Houston. While at St. Thomas, Saladino spent some

time in Mar del Plata, Argentina, to improve his Spanish-language skills and to

learn more about the culture. He returned to St. Thomas to earn his master’s

degree in international studies with an emphasis on international business, global

marketing, and Latin-American culture. He also worked with former

Houston Mayor Pro Tem Gordon Quan to gain valuable experience with

Houston’s Asian community. Saladino wrote a letter to the Houston

Texans General Manager to apply for a position as a team scout. The

general manager was impressed with Saladino’s credentials and offered him

the newly created position.

Think Critically

Why is the team making special efforts to reach out to the Hispanic

population? What qualifications made Robert Saladino the perfect

candidate for Hispanic Outreach Coordinator?
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Sports and entertainment marketers try to appeal to groups by offering

a. special ticket prices on large quantities of tickets

b. live entertainment or fireworks after the event

c. free transportation to the event

d. all of the above

2. Club seats

a. are located in fancy rooms inside stadiums and arenas

b. are located at the press-box level of an arena

c. often come with added benefits, such as access to exclusive restau-

rants, merchandise stands, and lounge areas

d. are available only to members of corporate clubs

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Communication You are the alumni director for a major university that

has a successful football program. Write a letter to a wealthy former

student, inviting the alumnus to be your guest at the upcoming home-

coming game. You are hoping your guest will be inspired by the visit to

make a sizable donation to the athletic department.

4. Explain why social outings can strengthen the cohesiveness of company

teams. If you were the Human Resources Director for a major corpo-

ration, what types of activities outside of work would you recommend

to team leaders and why?
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Review Marketing Concepts
Write the letter of the term that matches each definition.

1. The sales process step in which the

salesperson learns everything possible

about the products and services offered,

the target market, and the competition

2. Those who legally buy and sell tickets to

a variety of entertainment events and

guarantee ticket authenticity

3. Building a customer base and carefully

scheduling time spent with customers

4. Special ticket prices offered to members

of a group when tickets are purchased in

large quantities

5. Premium stadium seats located outside that are usually cushioned

and roomy and provide a good view of the action

6. Contacting potential customers at random without researching

customers’ needs first

7. Information gathered on prospective customers who have shown

interest in the product or service and/or meet the definition of the

target market

8. Those who sell tickets to major sporting events at inflated prices

9. Fancy rooms inside stadiums and arenas that allow corporate

executives and some wealthy private individuals to entertain clients

and friends while watching sports and entertainment events

10. Asking customers if they want to purchase related products

Circle the best answer.

11. For most purchases, most consumers go through a decision-making

process that includes all of the following steps except
a. reach a decision and buy the product
b. recognize a need for a product
c. gather a lead on the product
d. evaluate the alternative products

12. Customer management includes
a. carefully scheduling time spent with customers
b. developing an effective record-keeping system of customer data
c. using aggressive tactics to push customers into a decision to buy
d. both a and b

a. club seats

b. cold calling

c. customer
management

d. group packages

e. leads

f. luxury boxes

g. preapproach

h. suggestion selling

i. ticket brokers

j. ticket scalpers
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Think Critically
13. You are the president of a celebrity’s fan club. What kind of customer

management strategies could you use to stay in touch with fans?

14. You have been given permission to set up a booth to sell merchandise at

the Country Stampede in Manhattan, Kansas. Use the Internet to research

this entertainment event. What will you sell at your booth? Why?

15. A customer in your sporting goods store has shown interest in pur-

chasing a pair of running shoes. Describe how you will use the sales

process to try to make the sale.

16. A major amusement park wants to increase the sale of two-day passes,

seasonal passes, and family ticket packs. Who are the target markets for

each category of ticket sales? How can suggestion selling be used to

increase ticket sales?

17. A major university wants to sell more tickets to men’s basketball games.

The beautiful new basketball arena on campus holds 14,000 people. A

new coach, outstanding recruits, and early wins this season are sparking

student and alumni enthusiasm. What types of promotions and sales

strategies would you suggest to increase ticket sales?
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Make Connections
18. Marketing Math The face value of a ticket to the Final Four cham-

pionship game is $65. You purchase a ticket from a scalper for $150.

What percentage of profit has the ticket scalper earned from this

transaction?

19. Ethics You work for the MLB stadium in your community. Sparked by fan

complaints, you would like to discourage ticket scalping. What strategies

would you suggest to ensure fans have a fair chance of buying tickets at

their face value? How could you work with the police department to

prevent ticket scalping?

20. Research Use the Internet to research group packages for youth organi-

zations for sports and entertainment events. What kind of groups qualify

for these packages? What is offered in these packages?

21. Communication Successful retailers have taught sales associates to avoid

the ‘‘no thanks, just looking’’ response from customers by creating

conversations that spark customer interest. The bookstore at a major

university campus has an excellent sporting goods department, but sales

have not been satisfactory. Outline an approach for sales associates to

follow in order to spark customers’ interest in sporting goods.
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22. Problem Solving You have been hired as a marketer for a friend’s hotel

located in rural America where farming is the major industry. The busiest

season for the hotel is the fall when guests enjoy hayrides, campfires, and

harvesting pumpkins to decorate as jack-o-lanterns. The kids enjoy the

Halloween haunted house. Your goal is to increase sales during other

times of the year. The closest nearby community has many antique shops,

a farmers’ market, and three outstanding restaurants. The location has

an average snowfall of 50 inches during the winter. Your friend also has a

Christmas tree field that will be ready for harvesting next year. During the

summer, the nearby lake offers great fishing. Outline a strategy to increase

group or corporate sales for the hotel during the spring, winter, and

summer.

PROJECT EXTRA INNINGS

You are in charge of the post-prom party (12:00 a.m. to 5 a.m.) to keep

students entertained and out of trouble. The key to success for the post-prom

party is to acquire sponsorships from local businesses and parents. You must

sell the party to juniors and seniors.

Work with a group and complete the following activities.

1. What will you do to get a better idea of customer entertainment needs

(for example, consumer surveys of juniors and seniors at your school)?

2. What activities will you include during the 5-hour event to keep stu-

dents entertained?

3. What is your sales strategy for getting business and parent sponsors for

the event?

4. Create an advertisement and promotional incentives to increase atten-

dance of juniors and seniors at the post-prom party.

5. Why is this event beneficial to the community and school?

6. Why is it a good idea to get parents involved with the event?

7. What businesses would make good local sponsors for this event?
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SELLING THE BENEFITS OF A CITY
AND ITS VENUE
College and professional sports are
economy boosters for their host
cities. The stream of revenue to the
local economy generated by excited
fans comes from the sale of tickets,
hotel room rentals, car rentals, res-
taurant meals served, gasoline sales,
parking fees, and vendor sales. The
sales become even greater when a
team is winning.

Cities such as Lincoln, Nebraska;
Columbus, Ohio; Tallahassee, Flor-
ida; and Baton Rouge, Louisiana
count on the revenue generated by
sell-out crowds during the college
football season. Stadiums that hold
from 80,000 to 102,000 fans provide
an economic windfall for the college
communities where they are located.

Some professional sports fans,
such as fans of the Chicago Cubs
and Green Bay Packers, are loyal no
matter how well their team is per-
forming and provide a steady flow of
revenue to the sports program and
surrounding community.

College World Series
Wars?
Cities that host major sporting events
like the baseball College World Series
understand the financial benefits.
Omaha appreciates the millions of
dollars poured into the city during
the annual College World Series.
Zesto’s, a popular fast-food restau-
rant, has truckloads of food rolling in
each day to meet the demands of
customers from all over the United
States.

The event has been voted the Best
Annual Local Event and ranks as the
third most important state tourist
attraction, according to a survey
conducted by Omaha Magazine.

The revenue from this two-week
event has attracted the attention of
other cities, like Oklahoma City, that
would like the opportunity to host
the event in the future. Economic
experts estimate that the College
World Series generates between $35
and $40 million for the Omaha
economy. It is no wonder that other
cities want to steal the event away.
Omaha has spent large sums of
money on Rosenblatt Stadium in
order to continue hosting the big
college baseball event. Omaha must
continue to demonstrate top-notch
hospitality so that the event’s plan-
ners will continue to choose Omaha
as its host city.

Think Critically

1. Why is it important for Omaha
to continue hosting the College
World Series?

2. What are the greatest sources of
revenue for cities that are home
to popular college and profes-
sional sports teams?

3. How can hosting a major event
like the College World Series
help a city develop a national
image? Explain your answer.

4. List food items and souvenirs
for vendors to sell at the College
World Series and Major League
Baseball games.
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HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT TEAM
DECISION-MAKING EVENT
The University Hotel is located in a
college city that is crazy about foot-
ball. The 100,000-seat stadium sells
out for Saturday home games. The
football team is nationally ranked in
the Top Ten. All hotels are sold out
on football Saturdays, and surround-
ing communities get some of the
overflow hotel business.

Two new large hotel chains have
decided to build budget hotels in
your growing college community.
These properties will add 380 addi-
tional hotel rooms to the area. The
University Hotel is concerned about
losing business.

The University Hotel has hired
your team to develop a promotional
strategy that will fill the hotel on
football Saturdays. The hotel has 100
rooms and rates that range from $69
to $179 per night on football week-
ends. The restaurant in the University
Hotel is noted for outstanding food,
an excellent breakfast buffet, and
reasonable prices. The hotel provides
free secured parking. The stadium is
conveniently located three miles from
your hotel. There is limited parking
near the stadium. Your management
team must develop a complete pro-
motional package that includes pric-
ing. The promotion will be printed in
summer publications sent to alumni
and the general public.

You will have 30 minutes to
study the situation and organize
your solution using themanagement
decision-making format. You may
use a laptop computer and notes for

your presentation. No note cards are
allowed when presenting to the hotel
owner/manager(s) (judges). You will
have ten minutes to present your
strategy and five additional minutes
to answer questions. All team
members must participate in the
presentation.

Performance Indicators
Evaluated
l Demonstrate critical-thinking

and problem-solving skills.
l Describe a promotional strategy

to keep the hotel at capacity on
football weekends.

l Analyze the wants and needs of
football fans, and demonstrate
how your plan will satisfy them.

l Differentiate The University
Hotel and its services.

l Demonstrate teamwork to com-
plete a group project.

Go to the DECA web site for more
detailed information.

Think Critically

1. What is the new challenge faced
by the hotel?

2. List two promotions the hotel
could offer to football fans.

www.deca.org

3. List two publications in which to
advertise the hotel’s promotions.

4. What factors must be considered
when determining what prices
to charge per night?
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1313 Sports and
Entertainment
Legal Issues

Sports and
Entertainment
Legal Issues

13.1 Laws

13.2 Labor Unions

13.3 Agents and Contracts
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A Perfect Match
Can a securities firm known for handling investments for wealthy clients

have anything in common with a sports agency that represents athletes?

Securities firms are generally known for being very conservative, traditional

thinkers—far from the image of the high-flying, flashy sports and entertain-

ment world. But, when Sanders Morris Harris Group, a securities firm, paid

$5 million for a 50 percent interest in Select Sports Group, a privately held

sports agency, a seemingly unlikely union took place.

Select Sports Group represented 45 NFL players, including Derrick

Johnson of the San Francisco 49ers, N. D. Kalu of the Philadelphia Eagles,

Tommy Maddox of the Pittsburgh Steelers, and Jason Webster of the

Atlanta Falcons. It has negotiated in excess of $300 million in contracts for

NFL players.

Considering that athletes are recruited into professional sports just out

of high school or college and are propelled into careers where they make

higher yearly salaries than 90 percent of the people in the United States will

make in a lifetime, they have a great need for financial planning advice. The

merger between Sanders Morris Harris Group and Select Sports Group

helped meet this need. The union was a perfect match, bringing together a

number of very wealthy clients with a need for help in managing and

budgeting their newfound wealth. Additionally, the securities firm provided

Select Sports Group a new source of capital to fund a move to seek clients in

Major League Baseball and the National Basketball Association. The winning

combination of the two services—salary/contract negotiations and financial

planning—has the potential to propel Select Sports Group into a major role

as a sports agency.

Think Critically

1. Do you think young athletes who are suddenly making millions of

dollars need financial planning advice? Why or why not?

2. What additional help might young, suddenly wealthy athletes need?
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Lesson 13.1

LawsLaws
Goals • Discuss how laws impact sports and entertainment marketing.

• Explain copyright law.

Terms

THE LAW

In 1966, Congress bought what Pete Rozelle, then commissioner of the

National Football League, was selling. Rozelle wanted to merge the NFL with

the newly formed American Football League. Additionally, he wanted to

form a cartel of the owners of the merged leagues. Both moves required

exemption from the Sherman Antitrust Act by Congress. When Congress

approved it, the stage was set for NFL football to dominate the sport and

become big business.

Governing Sports and Entertainment
A glance at the sports section of a newspaper or a quick Internet search

confirms that there are an overwhelming number of laws governing sports

and entertainment. The laws have a major impact on marketing these

products. Live sports and entertainment events are considered perishable,

but technology allows them to be captured, duplicated, and distributed

easily through various media. Protecting players, celebrities, producers,

promoters, and investors is the purpose of most of the laws governing sports

and entertainment. Laws are also designed to encourage and protect com-

petition and increase the safety of consumers, viewers, and fans.

Most high school students know that it is against the law

to copy illegally downloaded music. The music industry

views it as stealing from the musicians who created

the music. However, some students seem unaware

that it is also illegal to make copies of a pur-

chased CD or DVD to share with friends.

A Los Angeles Times/Bloomberg poll found

that 69 percent of teens ages 12 to 17

believed they could legally copy a CD from a

friend who purchased the original. Fifty-eight percent

thought they could legally copy a purchased DVD or

videotaped movie. The motion picture and music industry

consider copying and sharing purchased movies or music

to be a much larger problem than illegal downloading.

Work with a group. Discuss how the industry can

educate teens about the consequences of illegal copying

of movies and music. Should teens be concerned about

the laws? Why or why not?

• franchise
• broadcast flags

• copyright laws
• intellectual property

• royalty
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Federal laws governing television services require cable service providers

to obtain a franchise, or authorization to sell the services in a given area,

from local governmental agencies. Where multiple companies want to offer

cable service within the same area, local governments sometimes want to

receive cash or special services from the selected company in exchange for

choosing it over the competition. Franchise agreements were originally

meant to provide some protection to the first service provider because it had

to make a large investment in the infrastructure required to ‘‘cable’’ a com-

munity. However, when a company is the sole provider, its prices tend to be

high. Competition tends to drive prices down and improve the quality of

service for consumers.

The Broadcast Flag Rule
The United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia ruled

against the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) in 2005, striking

down the broadcast flag rule. Digital bits, called broadcast flags, can be

imbedded in digital programming to prevent programs from being recorded

and redistributed. The overturned FCC administrative rule required HDTV

sets built after June 2005

to restrict viewers’ ability to

record broadcasts flagged by

the program provider. The

programming providers

wanted the rule, stating they

were protecting programming

from copyright infringement.

The federal court ruled that

the FCC could not regulate

equipment, only communica-

tions. The major television

networks are working to have

the ruling reinstated and to

add the use of broadcast flags

into pending federal laws.

Federal Laws
Some long-standing federal laws have had a major impact on the sports and

entertainment industry, including the following:

Sherman Antitrust Act (1890)

l Declared restraint of trade, as well as price fixing, illegal

l Set monopolizing trade as a felony

Clayton Act (1914)

l Established the right to sue and receive threefold damages plus other

costs and interest for monopoly and other commercial violations

l Granted right to organized labor to confront violations of Sherman

Act

National Labor Relations Act (1935)

l Granted right to organized labor to collectively bargain and strike

l Prohibited employers from discriminating against employees taking

part in unions and from interfering in union-related matters
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Because of a 1922 U.S. Supreme Court ruling, baseball was not affected

by the laws governing interstate commerce. It was thought of as a game

rather than a business, and so was exempted from all antitrust laws. In

October of 1998, Congress passed the Curt Flood Act to change a section of

the ruling. The changes gave baseball players protection from league limits

on their movement from team to team, similar to that of other profes-

sional athletes.

What are two general purposes for laws governing sports and entertainment?

WHO HAS
THE RIGHTS?
Musicians, athletes, and artists make money by selling their

product, which happens to be their talent. When pricing

their product, artists and athletes take into consideration

that the work is protected by copyright law and is theirs

alone to sell. For example, the price of a music CD includes not only the cost

of the materials to make the CD but also an amount to pay the writer and

performer of the music.

Copyright laws protect the unique work of the originator within the

geographic boundaries to which the laws apply. The unique works of

writers, artists, and musicians that can be protected under copyright law are

often referred to as intellectual property. Before 1978, works were copy-

righted for 28 years. Expiring copyrights could be renewed for 28 more

years, for a total of 56 years. Since 1978, works may be copyrighted for the

lifetime of the artist plus 70 years.

Owners of a copyright have the exclusive right to reproduce, sell, perform,

or display the work. For the life of a copyright, the owner must give per-

mission for the copyrighted work to be used in any significant way. Usually,

the owner of the copyright is paid for the use of the copyrighted work. This

payment is known as a royalty. After a copyright expires, the work can be

used by anyone without cost or permission.

Many types of works can be copyrighted. Some common copyrighted

items are books, songs, and computer programs. In order for a work to be

copyrighted, it must be fixed and original. Fixed means that the work must

be recorded on a permanent medium, such as written or printed on paper

or digitally recorded on a disk. All material available over the Internet is

protected by copyright law.

U.S. Laws
U.S. copyright laws are not enforceable in other countries except where the

United States is part of an international copyright convention. The United

States and China have had battles over piracy of intellectual property such

as music. In the mid-1990s, the United States threatened trade sanctions

TimeOutTimeOut
The Disney Com-
pany has tried to
fight piracy of its
consumer prod-
ucts in China by
rewarding legiti-

mate product pur-
chases with contests

for free DVDs, television
sets, and trips to Hong
Kong Disneyland.
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against China because 90 percent of the compact discs made in China were

believed to be illegal copies. The two countries reached an agreement that

included closing 15 of 30 factories that produced illegal compact discs.

The revenue from Russian pirated music, films, and software is estimated

to be more than $4 billion, well above the revenue from the legal market in

Russia. Russia is currently the world’s second biggest producer of pirated

music, behind only China.

The marketability of a celebrity’s name, likeness, voice, or image can be

a major source of income. A celebrity has the right to grant or deny per-

mission to use these attributes for commercial purposes. Piracy can consume

the majority of profits and threaten the existence of businesses within the

sports and entertainment industries.
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Lawyers for NBC sent letters to Bolt Media regarding 140

video clips of NBC programs the lawyers claimed were

illegally available on Bolt’s web site. Bolt quickly re-

moved the video clips. At the same time, NBC was

talking with Bolt and other web sites about providing

sneak peeks of new shows.

NBC admits to being torn between requiring strict

enforcement of copyright laws and the publicity gen-

erated for the shows featured in the clips. Demanding

that the most popular clips be removed indicates that

NBC lawyers may not understand the value of viral

marketing. NBC’s chief marketing officer John Miller has

indicated that NBC wants the publicity for new shows.

However, NBC wants to charge for use of video clips

from proven hit shows. NBC is also using caution when

pursuing legal enforcement of the copyright laws in an

effort to not alienate young, tech-savvy viewers.

Think Critically

How should NBC and other

networks protect their

intellectual property from

illegal use on the Internet?
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Legal Listening
The entertainment industry continues to worry about new

technology that makes it easy for consumers to make

quality duplicates of audio and video performances. The

Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) regards

file sharing as theft and has begun to aggressively prosecute violators.

Universities are being legally required to assist the RIAA in identifying

copyright violators. High usage of network resources at a university is gen-

erally investigated and blocked if shown to be used for illegal activity.

Because of the aggressive policies of the RIAA, schools are providing students

with information about how to comply with copyright laws. Schools are

also working to make legal downloading available at an affordable price.

While the RIAA battles against illegal downloads, the technical revolution

of the music industry continues. The ability to access specific music any-

where at any time is widely available. Apple Computer, Inc., was the first to

strike a deal with the RIAA to offer legal online music without extensive

restrictions. Apple’s iTunes Music Store has made legal downloading con-

veniently available to consumers.

Prior to iTunes, the RIAA had offered downloadable music with many

restrictions. Limits included the number of times the music could be

transferred to a CD and the number of days the CD could be used. The

restrictions were so burdensome that few people bought the products and

many continued to illegally download. Consumer-oriented companies like

Apple Computer are helping the music industry rethink its distribution

channels and find ways to please customers while protecting profits.

What do copyright laws protect?

In a free-enterprise system, competition and the laws of

supply and demand are suppose to work together to help

determine what price can be charged for a product. The

products’ producers must consider how much

they are willing to produce at a price people are

willing to pay. Laws protect the public from col-

lusion by competitors to set prices that discour-

age competition.

A federal court ruled that two of the

four largest global music companies

violated the law by sharing wholesale

pricing information. The court ruled that the information

helped the companies hinder the growth of the online

music market and fix prices to protect their CD busi-

nesses from competition. The court also ruled that the

companies had misled federal investigators about their

actions.

Think Critically

What should happen to companies that violate the laws

that protect consumers? Should large companies be

allowed to prevent small companies from competing?
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. The legal issue of greatest concern to artists in the music industry is

a. cartels

b. copyright protection

c. new laws regulating commerce

d. broadcast flags

2. The National Football League (NFL) is a legal cartel because of

exemption from the

a. copyright laws

b. Clayton Act

c. Sherman Antitrust Act

d. National Labor Relations Act

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Explain reasons for copyright laws as they relate to intellectual property

of celebrities and musicians. Why is this protection needed?

4. History Conduct research online or in your school library and write a

brief history of what led to the passage of the Sherman Antitrust Act.
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Lesson 13.2

Labor
Unions
Labor
Unions

Goals • Explain the need for salary caps.

• Describe the financial and public relations impacts that strikes may cause to a sport.

• Discuss owner-labor relations and the impacts of labor unions.

Terms

ORGANIZED
LABOR

Since the early 1950s, athletes in major professional sports have organized

themselves into labor unions called players’ associations. Each sports team has

a collective bargaining agreement with the

players’ association. Collective bargaining
happens when a group of employees join

together as a single unit to negotiate with

employers.

Bargaining Rights
The players’ association

negotiates a contract called

a collective bargaining
agreement (CBA). The

CBA covers all players in the league. It

includes a minimum salary and a maximum

salary, grievance procedures, contract

lengths, and the rules under which teams

Fans do not want to choose between the owners

and the players during prolonged major league

sports strikes. The fans enjoy the games as a

source of entertainment. They do not like to

think of their favorite professional sport as a

business with problems. Fan loyalty can

quickly disappear when a sport is shut down

due to a players’ strike or an owners’ lockout.

Form three teams. One team will develop an argu-

ment for players to receive an additional percentage of

the revenues received from ticket sales. Ticket prices for

fans may increase as a result. A second team will take

the owners’ side of the issue. The third team will rep-

resent the fans. Make lists of reasons to support your

team’s view, and then discuss them as a group.
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• collective bargaining • collective bargaining agreement • salary cap
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will operate. CBAs are considered to be legal and in compliance with anti-

trust laws.
Attorneys for the owners usually negotiate with the association’s attor-

neys. Each side must know all of the laws that govern collective bargaining

and have a plan and strategy for the negotiations that will take place. The

people who are selected to conduct the actual contract negotiations must be

skilled communicators. Their goals are to avoid players’ strikes and owners’

lockouts and achieve the objectives they have outlined for the new contract.

Players usually want higher salaries and a higher percentage of the revenues

from the games. Owners want to limit their monetary commitment to protect

the financial standing of the teams. Salaries are a significant operating expense

of sports teams. When salary demands exceed a team’s ability to make a

profit, the team must find other ways to finance the business, including

raising the price of tickets and increasing the cost of TV broadcasting rights.

Ultimately, the increased costs are passed along to the fans.

Topping the Salary
Most professional sports leagues, with the exception of baseball, have salary

caps. A salary cap is a maximum amount that a team can spend on players’

salaries. The purpose of a salary cap is to help keep the teams competitive.

Otherwise, teams with the most money would attract the best players.

Eventually, one team would dominate the sport. There would be no sus-

pense about who would win, and fans’ interest would fade.

How do players’ salaries influence the financing of professional sports?
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OWNERS VERSUS
PLAYERS
Between contract negotiations, when the relationship

between the owners and the players is going well, the

sports commissioner and the head of the players’ union

often appear together at media events. They want to seem

congenial and cooperative. But when negotiations fail, the conflict becomes

public and everyone loses.

The National Basketball Players’ Association (NBPA) was locked out

throughout most of the 1998–1999 basketball season. NBA owners con-

sidered the league in jeopardy of pricing itself out of business with astro-

nomical salaries and debt-ridden clubs. The players blamed the owners for

the league’s financial problems. The lockout left fans disheartened and

disgusted. Other damage included loss of revenue for advertisers, concession

sellers, ushers, and maintenance crews.

The National Hockey League (NHL) lost an entire season to a player

lockout in 2004. The image of super-wealthy owners and players refusing to

find common ground does not gain sympathy from most fans. When strikes

occur, players and owners hope that fans will soon forget the controversy

surrounding the lost season and return to the games after the strikes are over.

Picking Up the Pieces
Sponsorships and advertising are sold six months in advance of games being

played. Work stoppages prevent the payment of sponsorships and mean a

loss of revenue for all parties. However, if enough support is generated for

the third-party victims, such as the maintenance crews and concession

vendors, Congress might take action. Congress can design laws to control

the loss of wages by third-party victims.
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Winning Back the Fans
After the long NHL lockout of 2004, the NHL and media such as ESPNHL

worked hard to bring back fans and sponsors by using special promotions

and coverage. After the NBA’s six-month lockout, the league gave away

tickets and provided promotional prizes to increase attendance. But after six

months of inactivity, the quality of play suffered and fan interest was low.

Basketball lost some of its appeal, and it took a number of years to regain its

popularity.

Why do labor conflicts hurt the promotion of a sport?

LABOR
RELATIONS

As interest in sports in the United States broadens from football, basketball,

and baseball, new professional leagues are forming. New owners are taking a

cue from the experienced owners to help structure the new leagues.

Soccer Success
Soccer is one of the newest professional U.S. sports leagues.

Major League Soccer (MLS) is structured as a single-entity

league, with the owners as investors in the league itself. The

owners are considered business partners rather than com-

petitors. Their power includes selection of players and determination of

player salaries. The business structure has been a driving force in the financial

success of the league and its continued existence. This structure was designed

to keep teams with big audiences from dominating teams in smaller markets.

The structure also caps team salaries at $2 million.

TimeOutTimeOut
The NHL hired a
marketing firm,
Game Face, to
assist in winning
back fans. Part of
the strategy was
to retrain customer ser-
vice employees and
coach players on how to
attract sponsors.

Almost everyone can name a favorite actor, but not all actors are rich and

famous. There are far more small parts than starring roles in a typical

Hollywood movie. The Screen Actors Guild (SAG) is a labor union founded

in 1933 to protect performers. It represents over 120,000 film actors in the

United States. SAG negotiates and enforces collective bargaining agree-

ments to establish fair pay, good benefits, and safe working conditions for

performers. Access thomsonedu.com/school/sports and click on the link

for Chapter 13. Browse the SAG web site (especially the many FAQs).

How can an actor become eligible to join SAG? Do you think SAG is more

helpful to unknown actors just starting their careers or to popular actors

with established careers? Explain your answer.
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Soccer team owners believe the structure is necessary to financially sup-

port the league and to prevent major inequality among teams. The current

salary cap makes the teams financially viable, but also prevents them from

paying the extreme salaries demanded by internationally competitive soccer

players. The players’ association needs power to negotiate with owners.

Power often comes from players who are widely recognized and have the

support of the fans. Valued players can supply their union with the strength

to face the owners.

Getting Along
Labor and management must cooperate if a business is to succeed. Players

and owners need each other, and fans want them to unite and act as a team.

A unified team is much easier to market and more likely to financially

succeed. Pleasing fans is the major consideration of sports teams, since

without fan support the leagues would soon disappear.

Entertainment Labor
Celebrities did not always make huge amounts of money for starring in

movies. Studios often employed actors under long-term, low-paying con-

tracts. Lew Wasserman was a powerful agent in early Hollywood who is

credited with changing that system.

The Screen Actors Guild (SAG) and the American Federation of Television

and Radio Artists (AFTRA) have collective bargaining agreements that reg-

ulate the levels of compensation, benefits, and working conditions for

actors. SAG and AFTRA collectively bargain through a joint board. Members

believe that they receive better compensation and working conditions due to

the unions’ power.

How do strikes and lockouts financially affect a sports team?
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. The structure of Major League Soccer (MLS) is designed to

a. make owners partners rather than competitors

b. keep teams with big audiences from dominating teams in smaller

markets

c. make soccer a strong competitor to football

d. both a and b

e. all of the above

2. The purpose of salary caps in sports is to

a. keep owners happy

b. hold down players’ salaries

c. keep teams more competitive

d. all of the above

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. How can disputes between management and labor stop without gov-

ernment intervention? Does the government have a place in mediating

sports or entertainment disputes? Explain.

4. Communication How are fans partly responsible for the high salaries of

owners and players? Can these salaries ever be reduced? Is there really a

ceiling for salaries? Explain your answers in three paragraphs.
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Lesson 13.3

Agents and
Contracts
Agents and
Contracts

Goals • Discuss athlete agents, handlers, and advisers.

• Describe contract law.

Terms

SHOW ME
THE MONEY

An agent is the legal representative of an athlete or celebrity. The celebrity

pays the agent to manage his or her career, including negotiating contracts

with a team, filmmaker, or concert producer. An agent will also negotiate

contracts for a celebrity’s endorsement opportunities. Since professional

athletes won the right as free entities to move from one team to another,

depending on which team is the highest bidder, promotion of the players’

interests have been handled by firms who serve as the players’ agents.

Since the release of the movie Jerry Maguire, the public has become much

more aware of the role of agents in an athlete’s life. Entertainers also have

agents who represent them when they are considering accepting roles or

signing legal documents. Some agency firms have a single agent-owner,

while others may have dozens of agents. Some agents represent individual

clients, such as a sports personality like Lance Armstrong. Others represent

businesses or organizations in order to expand their name recognition.

High school students seeking to participate in collegiate

sports must register with the National Collegiate Athletic

Association’s (NCAA) Initial-Eligibility Clearinghouse.

Likewise, sports agents must all be registered with

the NCAA and leagues where they are recruiting

players. The Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA)

is a model law adopted by 35 states to regulate

athlete agents. Failure to follow NCAA rules

results in legal trouble for the agent, as well

as the represented player and the college

team. Teams whose players fail to follow the

rules can lose their bowl game eligibility or forfeit funds

received for playing in bowl games. NCAA rules prohibit

a collegiate player from reaching an oral or written

agreement with an agent. Failure to follow the rules can

cost the player his or her eligibility to play college sports

beginning at the time the agreement was reached.

Work with a group. Discuss why the NCAA would

support a uniform law that regulates athlete agents. Why

would the NCAA be concerned about the eligibility of

players?

• agent
• handlers

• advisers
• contracts

• agent contract
• noncompete clause
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Legally Speaking
Most agents for big-name celebrities are either attorneys or accountants or

both. The complexity of contracts requires knowledge of laws as well as

negotiation skills. The agent is paid a percentage of the celebrity’s negotiated

earnings. Agents can be credited—or blamed—for the high salaries of top

celebrities and athletes.

Celebrities may choose the agent they wish to represent them. Agents,

likewise, may choose the celebrities they will and will not represent. Sports

agents with integrity are listed with Select Sports Group (SSG). In its pro-

motional materials, SSG indicates its agents have an excellent reputation not

only because they do an excellent job for the players, but also because they

will only represent players with good character.

With strategic help from a sports agency, a player’s position in the pro-

fessional team draft can be improved. An agent can place the player in

contact with trainers and make sure the teams and the media are receiving

the right message about the player. Being selected in the first rounds of the

player draft can provide the player with bargaining power to increase his or

her potential salary and bonuses. SSG agents have taken players who were

not expected to be drafted and propelled them into first-round draft picks.

SSG knows how to market athletes.

Athlete agents must be very careful to follow federal and state laws

regarding the management of athletes. Additionally, care must be taken to

follow NCAA and other collegiate-level rules and regulations for athletes

coming out of the college sports programs. Many states and most leagues

require agents to be registered with the league as an agent. For example, all

NFL player-contract advisers are fully regulated by the National Football

League Players Association (NFLPA) and cannot do business without NFLPA

certification and approval.

The state of Florida requires potential athlete agents to complete an

application, pay fees, and pass an examination that covers the applicant’s

ability to practice as an agent, including an understanding of the rules and

laws governing player-agent relations. Members of The Florida Bar who have

passed the examination to practice law in the State of Florida are exempt

from the athlete agent’s examination requirements.
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TimeOutTimeOut
Sports agent Frank
Scott was the first
agent to show
that his clients
could endorse
products as well as
play ball. His clients
included Yogi Berra,
Roger Maris, and
Mickey Mantle.
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Handlers
Unlike celebrities who may take decades to become rich and famous, many

professional athletes are suddenly propelled into wealth and fame. Most of

them need the assistance of professionals if they are to avoid a life plagued

with financial problems.

Many sponsors pay handlers to work closely with athletes who are

unable or unwilling to police themselves. For athletes to remain valuable to

their sponsors, they must behave. Henry Gaskins served Philadelphia 76er

Allen Iverson as almost a foster parent. For six years, Gaskins, who has a

master’s degree in business administration with a focus in marketing, was

employed to act as a full-time mentor, companion, and off-court coach to

Iverson. Iverson’s former agent, David Falk, knew that preventing problems

was in the best financial interest of both Iverson and Reebok, whose prod-

ucts Iverson endorsed. Neither the company nor the athlete could afford

negative publicity. The success of the sponsor’s product is affected by the

athlete’s image.

Advisers
Most advisers are financial and business counselors rather than behavioral

monitors. Agents only refer players to financial advisers who are registered

with the league and have completed training provided by the league. They

help celebrities know how to manage their newfound wealth. Athletes’

professional careers can be relatively short lived, so their high, short-term

earnings must be invested wisely for the future.

Under the guidance of Nike’s Howard White, Michael Jordan became the

nation’s richest athlete and spokesperson. White is credited with keeping

Jordan with Nike since 1984. Advisers who act in this capacity keep the

athlete and sponsor together for the benefit of both. Part of the job is to

HBO decided to finish its hit series The Sopranos with 20

shows that would run over two years. HBO was very

careful to describe the time period as a

‘‘season.’’ HBO’s definition of a season

has been vague due to the long

shooting schedule needed for its

shows. Further, HBO contracts allow

the show’s writers to kill off a character

when needed. Cast members argued

that the ‘‘season’’ was eight shows longer

than normal and wanted new contracts to

cover the additional episodes. HBO hoped

to avoid negotiating new contracts for the

last eight episodes, according to Joe Flint, writing for The

Wall Street Journal. The supporting cast members, who

generally receive much lower pay than the stars, also

wanted additional money and a cut of the revenues from

syndication, video-on-demand, and DVD sales.

Think Critically

Work with a partner. Discuss how a balance can be

achieved between the need to hold down production costs

and the need for actors to receive fair pay. If some actors

receive higher pay, others may be written off the show to

hold down costs. If you were an agent representing cast

members, how would you handle the negotiations?
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make athletes feel the sponsor cares about them as human beings, not just as

income-producing faces.

What are some of the responsibilities of a sports agent?

LEGAL
AGREEMENTS

When celebrities and athletes agree to perform, they expect to be paid and

have other conditions met. Most athletes and celebrities do not have

experience negotiating and dealing with the legalities involved in contracts,

so they rely on their agents to determine what is put in writing.

Contracts That Bind
Contracts are agreements enforceable by law that detail the transaction of

business. Anyone involved in the marketing of sports or entertainment must

become familiar with contract law. A contract should be worded so that it is

not subject to multiple interpretations. Examples of contracts in sports and

entertainment are player/performer contracts, concessions/vendor agree-

ments, sponsorships, broadcast rights, and facilities contracts. An agent
contract is usually an agreement in which an athlete allows a person or

agency to represent the athlete in marketing the athlete’s ability and name.

In many states, a written contract between a student-athlete hoping to enter

professional sports and an agent is required to indicate the fees and percentages

to be paid to the agent. Additionally, near where the student must sign the

contract, a statement must be written in ten-point, boldfaced type stating that

by signing, the student will likely immediately lose his or her eligibility to

compete in intercollegiate athletics. To avoid criminal prosecution, the student
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athlete must notify the athletic director or president of the college within

72 hours of signing the contract.

Contracts are enforceable by law when they involve a promise in exchange

for something of value. For example, salaries are paid to professional athletes

in exchange for the promise that they will play for the team. Promising

someone a gift is not a contract since nothing of value is received in return.

The law firm of Steinberg & Moorad, made famous in the movie Jerry Maguire,

at one point had a third partner named David Dunn. The partners had a

contract with each other that included a noncompete clause. A noncompete
clause prohibits a person from working in a competing business for a specific

period of time. Two years after signing a five-year contract, Dunn left the firm

and opened Athletes First, taking 50 NFL clients with him. Steinberg and

Moorad successfully sued Dunn for violating the terms of the contract and

were awarded $44.66 million in damages.

Whom do contracts protect?

Kristen Kuliga

When Doug Flutie chose a new agent, he wanted someone he could trust. He

chose Kristen Kuliga, who delivered for him the richest deal ever for a backup

quarterback. Kuliga is one of only 30 women registered with the NFLPA as an

agent, and she was the first woman to negotiate a multimillion-dollar contract for

an NFL quarterback.

Kuliga is the founder and principal of K Sports & Entertainment, now a division of

Paid, Inc. Kuliga considers it a challenge to develop the NFL agents’ side of the

business, which was once thought to be for males only.

After graduating from Suffolk University Law School and practicing law in the

media and entertainment industries, she was asked by Flutie to handle his con-

tracts. He placed trust in her because of her honesty and integrity. Kuliga quickly

passed the NFL Players Association exam and negotiated a deal for Flutie. She

now handles contracts for a number of NFL players and has negotiated

complex sponsorships and endorsement contracts with Nike, Reebok,

MCI, Coca-Cola, Pepsi, ESPN, and McDonald’s. Kuliga represents the

changing face of the athlete agent business, where players need an

honest adviser as well as a contract negotiator.

Think Critically

Use the Internet to find additional examples of women who are

registered agents with the NFLPA. What characteristics and talents do

these women bring to their work? Explain why they are successful in a

male-dominated business.
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. An agent serves all of the following roles for a professional athlete except
a. legal adviser

b. sponsor

c. financial adviser

d. manager

2. A contract

a. should be in writing

b. details the agreement between two or more parties

c. is enforceable by law

d. all of the above

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Think about athletes who are financially successful after their sports

careers have ended. Think about celebrities who end up in the poorest

of circumstances after having made millions of dollars. Describe reasons

for the different outcomes.

4. Why are most athlete agents also lawyers? Why are knowledge of the

law and negotiation skills important for this job?
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Review Marketing Concepts
Write the letter of the term that matches each definition. Some terms will

not be used.

1. The legal representative of an athlete or

celebrity

2. Financial and business counselor

3. A maximum amount that a team can

spend on players’ salaries

4. An agreement negotiated between a

labor union and owners/management

5. Payment to the owner of a copyright for

the use of the copyrighted work

6. Agreements enforceable by law that

detail the transaction of business

7. Authorization by local governments to

sell services, such as cable, in a given area

8. When a group of employees join

together as a single unit to negotiate with employers

9. The unique works of writers, artists, and musicians that can be

protected under copyright law

10. An agreement in which an athlete allows a person or agency to

represent the athlete in marketing the athlete’s ability and name

11. Individuals who work closely with athletes who are unable or

unwilling to police themselves

Circle the best answer.

12. A noncompete clause
a. promotes competition
b. prevents a person from working for a competitor
c. is illegal
d. none of the above

13. Digital codes that can be imbedded in digital television programming to

prevent recording and redistribution are called
a. HDTV locks
b. broadcast flags

c. distribution codes
d. none of the above

14. A players’ association
a. has collective bargaining rights
b. is an illegal cartel
c. is a way for fans to learn about their favorite players
d. does not negotiate with the league’s owners or their attorneys

a. advisers

b. agent

c. agent contract

d. broadcast flags

e. collective bargaining

f. collective bargaining
agreement (CBA)

g. contracts

h. copyright laws

i. franchise

j. handlers

k. intellectual property

l. noncompete clause

m. royalty

n. salary cap
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Think Critically
15. The cable provider in your community has an exclusive franchise

granted by the local government. The provider invested millions of

dollars to put the needed infrastructure in place. A competitor now

wants the opportunity to offer services to your community. The issue

has been put on the local ballot. Which way will you vote and why?

16. What is your opinion of the statement, ‘‘Success in business requires a

partnership between labor and management’’? What does the statement

mean? Is it a true statement? Why or why not?

17. If you were advising a young athlete who has just signed with a pro-

fessional team for a multiyear, multimillion-dollar contract, what would

your advice include? How can the athlete maximize his athletic skill and

health, manage his personal life, and turn his financial assets into long-

lasting financial security?

18. What personal characteristics, knowledge, education, and skills should

an athlete want in an agent?
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Make Connections
19. Problem Solving Write a promotional plan for a sports team to use in

the first two weeks after a lengthy strike or lockout in which many

games were missed. Include ideas for advertising, publicity, sales pro-

motion, and personal selling. Your plan has two goals: Bring back angry

fans and increase the number of new fans.

20. Government Use the Internet or other resources to determine the

current status of the broadcast flag rule. Is there current or pending

legislation that would limit the rights of viewers to record television

broadcasts for their personal use? Write a paragraph about the current

status and include your opinion of the use of broadcast flags.

21. Research Use the Internet to research the purpose of contracts. Write a

two-page summary about the types of contracts related to sports and

entertainment. Be sure to cite your sources.
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22. Technology The Internet has made it easier for people to make illegal

copies of music and movies. Research legal alternatives that will give

you access to music and movies online. Create a list called ‘‘The Top Five

Ways to Get Music and Movies via the Internet.’’ Criteria may include

price, selection, and user-friendliness of web site.

23. Marketing Math A stadium has 8,000 ‘‘cheap seats’’ that sell for $8 each

per game. The team would like to raise the price to $10 each for these

seats, but it believes the fans will not pay the increased price. It has

decided to look for other ways to increase its revenue. How much

money does the team need to earn from other sources to make up for

the loss of selling tickets at $8 versus $10? In order to make the money,

how many jerseys would the team need to sell per game if the profit

earned from the sale of each jersey is $5.00? Suggest three other ways to

increase revenues quickly.

PROJECT EXTRA INNINGS

You have been hired by Major League Baseball (MLB) to research the pros

and cons of adding a salary cap to MLB teams. Your salary is being paid by

both the league and the player’s association, so you are open to listening to

both sides. You are being asked to decide whether or not a salary cap should

be implemented and to defend your decision.

Work with a group and complete the following activities.

1. What is the history behind the lack of a salary cap in MLB?

2. Why do other major leagues have salary caps, but not baseball?

3. What teams would be affected the most by implementation of a salary

cap? How would they be affected?

4. How would salary caps affect individual players? How might the deci-

sion affect fans?

5. Choose a position on the issue of salary caps and defend your position

to the class.
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INDIAN MASCOTS UNDER SCRUTINY
Florida State University, the Univer-
sity of Illinois, and Southeastern
Oklahoma State University are just
a few of the schools considering
possible legal action to keep their
current mascots without being penal-
ized. These schools and 15 others
are responding to the National
Collegiate Athletic Association’s
(NCAA) ruling that bans ‘‘hostile
and offensive’’ mascots during
postseason play. The ruling bars any
college or university with nick-
names, mascots, or symbols that
could be considered offensive to
Native Americans from hosting or
participating in postseason tourna-
ments and events. The decision has
mixed reviews, with activists cheer-
ing and many schools vowing not
to make changes without a fight.

Does Money Talk?
There is a great amount of money at
stake, from souvenir sales to hosting
postseason tournaments, for many
of the schools in question. Schools
do not want to lose the identities on
which they have built their athletic
programs, but money can be a mo-
tivating factor. However, many
schools are speaking up to justify
their positions. The ironic twist is
that the publicized discussions
could raise awareness of the offen-
siveness of some of the mascots.

Florida State University (FSU)
has the official backing of the Semi-
nole Tribe of Florida. The tribe’s
longstanding relationship with the
university has resulted in a resolu-
tion supporting FSU’s use of the

‘‘Seminole’’ name and the Chief
Osceola image. Before the start of
each home game at Florida State, a
student representing Osceola dresses
in traditional clothing and war paint
and rides a horse down themiddle of
the field.Hehurlsa flamingspear into
the ground to the delight of the
crowd.

The use of American Indian
nicknames, mascots, and images by
universities has been classified as
insensitive and even racist. After
years of debate about the compli-
cated and emotionally charged
topic, the NCAA has taken steps to
alter college nostalgia.

Schools have made rocky deci-
sions to change their mascots in
order to become politically correct.
Since 1994, the Marquette Warriors
became the Golden Eagles, and
St. John’s dropped the nickname
Redmen for the Red Storm. Miami
(Ohio) changed from the Redskins to
the RedHawks. The NCAA is aware
of schools’ self-governing rights and
hasweighed theeconomic (merchan-
dise, alumni, and booster contribu-
tions) repercussions and emotional
ties to long-held traditions.

Think Critically

1. Why have some longstanding
college mascots become
controversial?

2. Why do schools not want to
give up their Indian mascots?

3. How is the Florida State Uni-
versity mascot issue unique?

4. Why are universities willing to
take the mascot issue to court?
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EXTEMPORANEOUS SPEECH EVENT
The best public speakers are capable
of producing an interesting speech
in a limited amount of time. Fre-
quently, these individuals are called
upon to speak at business and social
events without much time to prepare
their presentations. The extempora-
neous speech event requires partic-
ipants to arrange, organize, and
effectively present information
without prior knowledge of the
selected topic.

You will draw two different
sports and entertainment marketing
topics from which you will select
one topic for the development of an
extemporaneous speech. Possible
topics include:

l Ethics in Sports
l Safety Issues at Large Sports and

Entertainment Events
l Elements for a Successful

Concert
l Big Time College Sports
l Attracting the Olympics to a

Major City
l Performance-Enhancing Drugs
l The Cost of Winning
l Entertaining the Baby Boomers

You will have ten minutes to
develop your topic. You will be
allowed to write notes on cards
provided by the event coordinator,
but no other materials or previously
prepared notes will be allowed into
the preparation or presentation
room with you. You will not be
allowed to communicate with your
teacher/adviser during the ten-
minute preparation time.

The length of the speech should
be no less than three minutes and no
more than five minutes. You will
speak before a panel of judges and
a timekeeper. No audience will be
allowed to observe the speech. Flash-
cards will be used to make contes-
tants aware when there are two
minutes remaining and when there
is one minute remaining during
the speaking time.

Performance Indicators
Evaluated
l Demonstrate effective commu-

nication skills.
l Demonstrate skills in developing

a speech that includes an intro-
duction, body, and conclusion.

l Use appropriate tempo and pitch.
l Utilize nonverbal gestures as

appropriate.
l Achieve the purpose of the

speech.

Go to the BPA web site for more detailed
information.

Think Critically

1. Why is extemporaneous speak-
ing a valuable skill in the busi-
ness world?

2. How are amateur, college, and
professional sports business
issues?

3. Why is the introduction to the
speech important?

www.bpa.org

4. Why should the conclusion of
the speech be related to the
introduction?
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Reeling in a Professional Career
Aaron Lee Jakub is an accomplished angler. The unmatched enthusiasm for

fishing that Aaron acquired as a child continues today. Fishing during the

summers as a young boy provided early training for what now has become

his passion. The competitive side of fishing led Aaron to a career as a pro

sports fisherman.

Entering the amateur side of Pro-Am events in 2001 helped Aaron learn

more about professional tournament fishing. Lake Erie provided Aaron with

his first big break in September 2002 when he won $6,000 in the FLW

Outdoors Everstart Series. In January, 2003, Aaron won the Bassmaster Top

175 Pro-Am tournament on the Harris Chain of Lakes in Central Florida. Top

prize was a $35,000 Triton bass boat, which provided the means for Aaron

to go professional. With the rising costs of entry fees and gas prices, Aaron

began working two full-time jobs to cover the expenses of what some

people might call a hobby. Since Aaron has become a professional angler,

his best performance has been second place at the Bassmaster Northern

Tour in July of 2006.

While there are approximately 75 million Americans who enjoy fishing,

hunting, and camping, few individuals realize that more people fish than

play tennis and golf combined. The number of fishing competitions is

growing at rates similar to the early days of NASCAR—a trend that sports

manufacturers and other companies cannot afford to ignore.

Aaron uses his love of working with children and passion for the sport

of fishing as public speaking topics to try to acquire sponsors to help sup-

port both interests. His desire is to create a mutually beneficial relationship

between a company and himself that would help both of them achieve

their goals. For most sponsors, the goals are to increase awareness of their

brand and to ultimately increase sales. For Aaron Lee Jakub, the ultimate

goal is to win the Bassmaster Classic, the Super Bowl of bass fishing.

Think Critically

1. Why are web sites, sports drink manufacturers, and even General

Electric creating marketing partnerships with pro anglers?

2. What company would make a good sponsor for Aaron Lee Jakub?

Why?
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Lesson 14.1

Entrepreneurship and
Business Ownership
Entrepreneurship and
Business Ownership

Goals • Define entrepreneur and describe characteristics of successful entrepreneurs.

• List and describe the key elements of a business plan.

Terms

THE IMPORTANCE
OF ENTREPRENEURS

Entrepreneurs are individuals who take the risk of starting, owning, and

operating a business. These ambitious individuals identify unmet consumer

needs and wants in the marketplace and supply products and services in

hopes of making a profit.

Individuals become entrepreneurs for different reasons. Some people

choose to leave the fast-paced corporate environment to become their own

boss. The experience of working in the corporate setting provides them with

valuable information about consumer demand and opportunities for new

products and services. Some entrepreneurs set up home-based businesses

that allow them to set their own work schedule. Most entrepreneurs start

their own business to pursue a personal dream. Every ambitious entrepre-

neur believes that he or she has a profitable idea.

The McDonald’s Corporation is bracing itself for the

backlash from a movie based on Eric Schlosser’s book

Fast Food Nation and the Chew on This book for kids.

Nearly 61 percent of readers polled online by

Advertising Age believed that sales at McDonald’s

will decline with the upcoming movie and book.

The movie and book highlight the ‘‘gross factor’’

involved with the unsavory aspects of food

preparation.

One example of how bad publicity can affect

sales is Wendy’s ‘‘finger-in-the-chili’’ incident.

Later determined to be a hoax, sales dropped by four

percent after a woman claimed she found a partial

human finger in her chili. After viewing the movie Super

Size Me, many individuals indicated that they would

never touch fast food again. Two weeks later, many of

those same individuals were back to their fast-food

habits.

Work with a group. What can fast-food restaurants

do to improve their image and be viewed by consumers

as a healthy choice?

• entrepreneurs
• business plan

• sole proprietorship
• partnership

• corporation
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Impact of Entrepreneurs
There are many opportunities for small businesses in the sports and

entertainment industries. Sports and entertainment venues will frequently

subcontract jobs to entrepreneurs

who specialize in marketing, sales,

promotions, security, maintenance,

concessions, and so forth. More

than 5.8 million small businesses

contribute billions of dollars every

year to the U.S. economy. Small

businesses employ more workers

than all of the country’s large cor-

porations combined.
Many large corporations started

as small entrepreneurial ventures.

Nike was started by Philip Knight as

a small business. Riddell started

as a humble company before it

became a major athletic equipment

manufacturer. The movie industry

has advanced from motion pictures shown in theaters and drive-ins to

electronic forms viewed on computers, i-Pods, and cell phones. Each new

phase started as a small entrepreneurial venture that grew rapidly.

What It Takes to Be an Entrepreneur
Entrepreneurs are independent, self-confident individuals who possess the

determination and commitment necessary for success. Successful entrepre-

neurs are goal-oriented people. These individuals set high standards for

themselves and their businesses. Frequently, entrepreneurs are called upon

to think and act quickly—timing is important when making business

decisions. Creative individuals who can come up with new ideas for prod-

ucts and services are great candidates for pursuing entrepreneurship op-

portunities. Entrepreneurs must be willing to work long hours—most new

business owners work up to 70 hours per week.

Setting Goals Entrepreneurs must set both financial and nonfinancial

goals to measure the success of their business. They must have strong money

management skills or at least have help and advice from those who do.

Financial goals set by entrepreneurs must be realistic. Some entrepreneurs

get caught up in the excitement of a great idea for a new product or service.

They overestimate projected revenues while failing to fully account for

expenses, resulting in unrealistic financial projections. It usually takes up to

three years for new businesses to begin showing a profit. Entrepreneurs must

plan for those first lean years and save money to survive until they start

making a profit. Initially, nonfinancial goals may be easier to achieve than

financial goals.

Communication Skills Successful entrepreneurs must have effective com-

munication skills. Business letters must be accurate, positive, and persuasive.

The language used should be clear and concise. It is also important to use

the correct name and title of the recipient. There can be no errors in a

business letter.
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Much business communication takes place over the telephone. Successful

individuals speak clearly and directly into the receiver. The conversation

tone should be cheerful and polite. Two successful strategies include making

notes beforehand about topics to be covered and taking notes during the

conversation.

Entrepreneurs will also have important meetings with customers, lenders,

investors, and suppliers. ‘‘You only get one chance to make a positive first

impression,’’ is a valid concept. Entrepreneurs can demonstrate confidence

and courtesy with a firm handshake and eye contact. Good rules for a

successful meeting include speaking clearly, not appearing rushed or anx-

ious to be somewhere else, listening, and taking good notes. Listening is a

fine art that most people need to improve. Focusing attention on what

customers, lenders, investors, and suppliers are saying allows entrepreneurs

to gain a better understanding. Good listening includes asking questions to

confirm what you believe you have heard. Finally, don’t forget to say ‘‘thank

you’’ at the end of the meeting.

List five characteristics and skills required to be a successful entrepreneur.

THE BUSINESS
PLAN

Statistics show that over half of new businesses fail within five years of

beginning operations due to lack of research and inadequate financial

resources. To avoid these pitfalls, entrepreneurs should prepare a business

plan. A business plan is a formal, written document that provides the

details for a proposed new business. When creating a business plan, entre-

preneurs must think about all aspects of the business. The business plan

establishes a framework for the business and serves as a tool for managing

the business.

The business plan also serves as a tool for securing financing from lenders

and investors. Stakeholders in a business, including investors, lenders, and

suppliers, want to know that the entrepreneur has done his or her home-

work to develop a solid plan for running a successful business.

Key Elements of the Business Plan
The most successful business plans begin with a well-written executive

summary. The executive summary describes in brief the entrepreneur’s

business idea. It should spark the interest of prospective stakeholders. Most

investors will decide whether it is worthwhile to read the rest of the business

plan based upon what they read in the executive summary.

The executive summary is followed by the business description. It includes

the history and background of the business idea, short-term and long-term

goals for the business, and the products and services that will be offered by

the business. Stakeholders particularly want to know what makes the new

business’s offerings unique.

TimeOutTimeOut
Most successful
entrepreneurs were
not the top stu-
dents in their high
school classes.

They are often not
the best in a team

situation. Entrepre-
neurs have the desire to
do their own thing.
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The marketing plan is another element of the business plan. It will include

market research that provides a description of the target market, the market

size, an analysis of the competition, and estimated market share. It will also

include planned marketing strategies, pricing strategies, advertising, and

promotions.

The business structure must be indicated. Will it be a sole proprietorship
that is owned and operated by one person? Or, will it be a partnership,
where two or more individuals sign an agreement to own and operate a

business together? The partnership agreement states who is responsible for

each aspect of the business and how profits and losses will be split. A

corporation is a form of business in which ownership is represented by

shares of stock. In corporations, the owners (also called stockholders) may or

may not be directly involved in the business’s day-to-day operations.

Company officers, who are elected by a board of directors, run

the business.

The business plan will also describe operations management.

Human resources are a business’s most valuable asset. The roles

of key managers and staff members along with their back-

grounds and experiences will be included in the business plan

to show that the business will be run by competent people.
Prospective stakeholders will also want to see a financial

forecast. This section of the business plan will show current

and projected financial statements. It is important to show

that all costs of the business have been anticipated and that

projected revenues are realistic.

Finally, the business plan must include a schedule that sets

specific milestones for the business and deadlines for when

they should be achieved. Evaluation periods should also be

specified to help determine whether objectives are being met

and whether adjustments need to be made to the business plan.

List seven key elements of a good business plan.
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Many people believe that powerful corporations employ

the majority of the U.S. working force. Corporations

make up the skylines of major cities across the United

States. However, over 70 percent of all businesses are

sole proprietorships owned by one person. A survey of

sole proprietors conducted by Visa USA and SCORE

indicated that their first hire is often someone who can

handle marketing tasks.

Think Critically

Why do you think a sole proprietor’s

first hire might be someone with

a marketing background?
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. The executive summary of the business plan

a. is usually the last element of the business plan

b. must grab a prospective stakeholder’s interest

c. describes the entrepreneur’s ideas in brief

d. all of the above

e. both b and c

2. Over half of new businesses fail

a. within five years

b. because of a lack of research

c. because of inadequate financial resources

d. all of the above

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. What is the advantage of working for another company before

becoming an entrepreneur?

4. Communication Write a paragraph that discusses five characteristics you

possess that would help you to be a successful entrepreneur.
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Lesson 14.2

Managing Human
Resources
Managing Human
Resources

Goals • Explain the need for human resources.

• List and discuss the four functions of human resource departments.

Terms

THE IMPORTANCE OF HUMAN
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Human resources are the employees who work for an organization. Sports

and entertainment businesses cannot function without people. The success

of any business is based on the competence and professionalism of its

employees. The management of human resources is one of the most im-

portant responsibilities within an organization. Medium- to large-size

businesses normally have a human resource department. Owners of small

businesses usually manage human resources without a separate specialized

department.

Attracting and Keeping the Best
Human resource departments hire employees to fulfill labor, technological,

marketing, and other needs. Some tasks require teamwork while other jobs

may be completed individually. The job market in the sports and enter-

tainment industry is highly competitive, with many applicants applying for

each opening. Individuals who desire to work in these fields often must

start out learning and working in unpaid internships. Positions generally

The Wendy’s chain of fast-food restaurants operates on a

franchise basis. Franchises require operator/owners of

individual restaurants (franchisees) to follow the rules of

the parent company (franchisor). Wendy’s is known for

having superior relations with its franchisees. However,

the Wendy’s chain has struggled to find a clear marketing

direction since the death of founder Dave Thomas. A

group of Wendy’s franchisees are fed up with more than

a year of declining sales and a lack of voice in marketing.

They formed the Old Fashioned Franchisee Association as

an independent organization in an effort to get corporate

management’s attention. As of this writing, the organi-

zation consists of 760 restaurants, or 13 percent of

Wendy’s restaurants.

Work with a partner. What types

of promotions would help Wendy’s

revitalize its brand in today’s highly

competitive fast-food industry?

• human resources
• job analysis

• probationary period
• salary

• fringe benefits
• cafeteria plan
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require ambitious individuals who are willing to work nights and week-

ends. Each applicant is unique with different talents, knowledge, skills, and

motivations. It is the function of the human resource department to match

the right person to the job. Responsibilities of the human resource de-

partment include the following.

l Identify personnel needs of the organization.

l Attract and maintain an adequate supply of employees to fill needs.

l Match abilities and interests with specific jobs.

l Provide training and development to prepare people for their jobs

and improve their skills as jobs change.

l Develop plans to compensate personnel for their work.

l Protect the health and well being of employees.

l Maintain a satisfying work environment.

Why is the human resource department so important for an organization?

FOUR FUNCTIONS OF HUMAN
RESOURCE DEPARTMENTS

A college athletic department at a major university may have an athletic

director who earns $400,000 per year, a successful football coach earning

$1.5 million per year, a basketball coach earning $800,000 per year, and

other coaches earning a total of $5 million per year. The organization also

has managers for ticket sales, finance, promotion, recruitment, facilities,

equipment, and other aspects of the sports industry. Organizations that

book and organize concerts hire individuals to manage contracts, book-

ings, ticket sales, facilities, security, and all other details to ensure the event

is successful. It is the responsibility of the human resource department to

help find, keep, and manage the right people serving in all of these

positions.

The responsibilities of human resource departments can be divided into

four major functions: planning and staffing, performance management,

compensation and benefits, and employee relations.

Planning and Staffing
The planning process involves examining the company’s current and future

personnel needs and performing job analysis. Job analysis is the study of a

specific job to identify the duties and skill requirements of the job. Once

companies determine personnel needs, the recruitment process begins.

Job placement involves locating candidates who have the identified skills

necessary for the job, narrowing down the choices, and hiring the best
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candidates. Job candidates may be found through college placement offices,

by networking with professionals at other organizations in the industry, and

through postings on the Internet and the classified ads of major news and

sports publications. For some positions, the sports and entertainment indus-

tries require individuals to first participate in unpaid internships to prove their

level of interest and skills. The pool of individuals working as interns then

serves as the source for finding the best candidates for open positions.

Permanent, Part-Time, Temporary, or Outsourced? Part of job analysis

is determining whether the position needs to be permanent, part-time,

temporary, or outsourced.

Permanent employees have a long-term commitment to continue working

for the business as long as the business remains profitable. These individuals

are expected to have long-term satisfactory performance. Ticket managers,

athletic directors, facility directors, and coaches are all permanent employees

who are expected to perform at high levels. The performance of coaches is

based upon winning records, making their employment more unstable than

other permanent employees. Universities and professional sports are known

to fire coaches who do not meet winning expectations. Some coaches’

contracts are bought out in order to hire new people.

Part-time workers may be in permanent ongoing jobs, but work less than

30 hours per week. Temporary employees may be hired for a short time to

complete a specific task. For example, temporary employees are hired to set

up and tear down tents and temporary bleachers for entertainment events.

Individuals who take tickets at college football games, parking lot attendants,

and workers at a two-week rodeo are also examples of temporary employees.

Part of planning is determining which jobs may best be outsourced or

subcontracted to other businesses that will provide the service. Outsourcing

may be used rather than hiring full, part-time, or temporary employees to do

the job. Jobs that need to be performed for only a limited time and that may

be handled more efficiently by a business with expertise in a particular field

or function may fall into this category.
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TimeOutTimeOut
Technology trends
may be leading
to age discrimi-
nation when it
comes to hiring

practices in the
field of advertising.
Although ad agencies
may not have confi-
dence in their older
employees’ technology
skills, Baby Boomers
stated that they feel
capable of utilizing the
latest technological
advances in this field.
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The Application Process Individuals who are qualified and interested in

applying for sports and entertainment positions must have a professional

resume that sells their qualifications. An application letter should accompany

the resume. It is the first document read by prospective employers. The letter

must capture the interest of the employer by describing how the job can-

didate can meet the employer’s needs. Prospective employers will eliminate

resumes and letters of application that have errors and are poorly written.

From a large pool of applications, a few individuals will be chosen as the

most promising candidates. This much smaller pool of candidates will be

invited for interviews. The most qualified candidate will then be offered the

job. While the human resource department helps find and screen candi-

dates, department managers and supervisors may make the final hiring

decision. The human resource department must ensure that all federal equal

opportunity laws are followed throughout the application process.

Performance Management
After employees are hired, the human resource department is in charge of

arranging training for the new employee. Frequently, new employees are

paired with experienced workers to learn about the organization and their

personal responsibilities. Some new employees have a probationary period,
or a test period of a few months to determine if they will fulfill the needs of

the organization. Employees who do not meet company expectations during

the probationary period will not be offered permanent employment. Per-

formance evaluations are used by organizations to determine if employees

meet quality and quantity standards and if they are completing their work

efficiently. Evaluations may come from supervisors and coworkers, but the

human resource department works to ensure that performance reviews take

place and that all employees are evaluated by the same process and standards.

Compensation and Benefits
Various compensation plans are available for employees. The human

resource department is responsible for researching compensation plans

offered by other organizations in the industry and recommending compet-

itive packages to help attract and keep quality employees.

Almost everybody loves a circus. There’s usually a lot to see—most of it

exciting! Acrobats and gymnasts, tightrope walkers, clowns, daredevils,

and plenty of animal acts—there’s something for everyone. But the

performers aren’t the only people who work at a circus. It takes many

people behind the scenes to organize and coordinate the action. Tents

must be pitched, peanuts sold, and animals fed. Access thomsonedu.

com/school/sports and click on the link for Chapter 14. Browse through

the Cole Brothers site and identify some individuals who are probably

permanent employees of the circus. Why do you think they are per-

manent employees? What kinds of temporary positions can probably be

found at Cole Brothers Circus?

t h om sonedu . c om / s c h oo l / s p o r t s
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A salary is a specified amount paid annually for a job, regardless of

the number of hours worked. Salaries are usually offered to executives,

managers, and others in professional positions. Other employees usually

work for an hourly wage. Part-time workers are usually paid an hourly wage

and are not eligible for other employee benefits. Employers invest less

money in part-time workers, making them an attractive option to meet labor

needs. Hourly wage earners who work beyond 40 hours in a workweek are

required by law to be given overtime pay of 1.5 times their normal hourly

wage.

Incentive pay is compensation based upon the quantity and quality of

work completed by employees. Individuals paid by commission receive a

percentage of their sales. Piecework pay rewards individuals for greater

production. A base-plus-incentive pay plan is a combination of a salary plus

bonus or commission pay for achieving beyond an established level of

productivity. Profit sharing motivates employees to help make the company

profitable because they are rewarded a portion of the

company’s profits.

Full-time employees usually receive fringe benefits.

Fringe benefits are extra incentives beyond salary and

wages that employers are not required by law to pro-

vide. Benefits may include health and dental insurance,

eye care, life insurance, paid vacations, paid sick time,

retirement savings plans, profit-sharing plans, and

employee discounts. Some companies offer a cafeteria
plan in which employees pick and choose from various

benefit options to best meet their needs. Fringe benefits

on average value between 20 to 40 percent of employ-

ees’ salaries or wages, making them an important con-

sideration for job seekers deciding between job offers.

Employee Relations
The human resource department has certain responsi-

bilities to the employees of the company. It must

provide a workplace orientation to new employees. This

involves explaining company rules and policies. If

conflict arises between employees or with supervisors,

the human resource department should help resolve the

problem fairly. Finally, the human resource department

must look out for the best interests of the employees by

making sure that fair employment practices are fol-

lowed, discrimination is not tolerated, and working

conditions are safe.

Explain the importance of job analysis.
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. A cafeteria plan

a. provides on-site lunches as a fringe benefit to employees

b. sets the same fringe benefits for all employees in a company

c. pays a higher salary instead of fringe benefits

d. allows employees to select from a choice of fringe benefits

e. is not attractive to most employees

2. Which of the following is not a fringe benefit?

a. health insurance

b. overtime pay

c. paid vacation

d. paid sick time

e. employee discounts

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. List and briefly explain the four main functions of a human resource

department.

4. Research Use the Internet to look up the job description for an athletic

director. Write a job analysis for the position of athletic director at a

major university.
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Lesson 14.3

Safety and
Security
Safety and
Security

Goals • Describe risks and safety strategies at concert events.

• Describe increased security measures at sporting events.

Terms

SAFETY RISKS AT
CONCERTS

Security is a top priority at sports and entertainment venues. Large crowds can

present safety problems. Accidents at major public events have resulted in

chaos and serious injury to some fans. Soccer games throughout the world

have a history of excited fans getting out of control, resulting in fights, injuries,

and even death. Event organizers conduct research to determine the latest

security risks and find strategies for maintaining order and safety for fans.

Risks at Concerts
Risks from concerts may result from overcrowding and rowdy behaviors of

the fans. Some concert attendees consider behaviors such as crowd surfing,

stage diving, and moshing part of their culture, while others see these

activities as risky behavior that spoils the events.

Overcrowding Summertime is the ideal season for outdoor events. Gen-

eral admission tickets often result in attendees standing in a dangerously

overcrowded field with fans pushing to get as close to the performers as

possible. The overcrowding may result in trampled fans and compression

asphyxia, an intolerable pressure that prevents individuals from breathing

properly.

Unilever, the makers of Sure and Rexona deodorants, is

funding the production of an international television

series entitled Sure/Rexona Fans United geared toward

soccer lovers. The series will capitalize on the World Cup

soccer tournament and will air in many soccer-loving

countries. The 13 half-hour television programs will

examine the passion of soccer fans and the attitudes,

superstitions, and rivalries surrounding the games.

Unilever will promote its brands during the shows as

being for fans with a passion for following the sport.

Work with a group. Identify ways that

Sure/Rexona Fans United could decrease

the violence that occurs at soccer games.

What sports in the United States are ripe

for this type of television programming?

• crowd surfing • stage diving • moshing
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Crowd Surfing When individuals are lifted above a densely packed crowd

and are passed from person to person above audience members’ heads, it is

called crowd surfing. The chains, studs, and boots worn by the crowd

surfers may scratch, bruise, and cut the

fans who get bumped along the way.

Serious injuries often occur when

surfers fall, bringing other audience

members down with them, and possi-

bly getting trampled by the surround-

ing crowds. Crowd surfers also face the

risk of losing personal items, including

cell phones and wallets, which may be

stolen.

Stage Diving When a performer or

fan dives from the stage into the crowd,

it is called stage diving. Stage divers

count on fans in the crowd to catch

them. Some fans view stage diving as

an exciting act of audience participa-

tion, but it can result in serious inju-

ries, both to the divers and the people

they fall on.

Moshing Moshing is a form of dance,

often frenzied, in which people in a

circle rotate while simultaneously

slamming into each other. It evolved

from punk rockers’ slam dancing of the mid seventies and eighties. The circle

is referred to as a circle pit or mosh pit. Dance moves may include pushing,

shoving, and punching. Mosh-bobbing occurs when fans jump up and down

in the mosh pit. Some individuals view moshing as a form of extreme sport

where individuals slam into one another. Some fans even boast about

injuries sustained in the act as a ‘‘badge of honor.’’

Is It All in Fun? Proponents of crowd surfing, stage diving, and moshing

argue that most participants are considerate. They wear soft shoes to

minimize injuries and follow common etiquette to pick up anyone who has

fallen down. Those who do not wish to participate can stand to the side or

rear of the venue. Some argue that the concert environment has become

a dangerous place, full of hazards caused by crowd surges. Surveys answered

by concert attendees indicate that approximately 75 percent feared for their

safety during the event. Also, nearly 75 percent of the attendees indicated

that they have received injuries during a concert, ranging from scratches and

bruises to concussions and broken bones. Nearly all respondents think that

security should do more to remove troublemakers from crowds. Most

respondents believed that aggressive intoxication was the leading factor for

unsafe conditions. Some of the most disturbing situations witnessed at

concerts included people passing out, fights in the crowd, people being

crushed or trampled, broken bones, broken teeth, and lacerations to the

face.
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Managing the Risks
To avoid overcrowding and stampedes for the best seats, tickets should be

sold on an assigned seating basis. Venue personnel should be trained in

proper safety procedures and know what to do in emergency situations.

Some venues and promoters are banning crowd surfing and stage diving,

installing stage barriers, and increasing the number of security personnel.

At many venues, security personnel are adopting the third-time-out rule.

Participants of stage diving and crowd surfing are given warnings for their

first two offenses, but they are kicked out permanently on their third offense.

Security may also screen fans entering the venue to ensure no alcohol is

brought into the concert. Event planners and venue owners may try to

release themselves from legal liability by printing disclaimers on the back of

tickets stating they are not responsible for injuries caused by actions of the

crowd. Venue owners also carry liability insurance to cover any injuries to

patrons for which they may be found liable.

Fan Precautions
Most concert attendees do not give much

thought to safety issues. They assume that event

planners have taken care of all safety concerns,

but the unpredictability of crowds makes it

hard to anticipate all risks. Crowd safety man-

agement is not an exact science. Fans attending

a concert should follow some precautions.

l Arrive early and familiarize yourself with

the venue’s layout, emergency exits, and

first-aid locations.

l Plan with friends where to meet if the

group becomes separated.

l Avoid the front of the stage.

l For outdoor events, be aware of weather

forecasts and observe changing

conditions.
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Online safety surveys have been developed to determine

how safe individuals feel when attending concerts. The

surveys ask questions about traffic, parking, safety in the

crowd, and other issues to improve the climate at concerts.

Think Critically

How can fans be made aware of the online safety

surveys? What incentives can be used to encourage

fans to complete the surveys? When is the best time to

ask fans to fill out the surveys?
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l Avoid crowd surfing, stage diving, and moshing.

l Leave early to avoid the rush.

Why are concerts and sporting events at risk for accidents?

INCREASED SECURITY
AT SPORTING EVENTS

Terrorism, 9/11, and unpredictable human behavior are all reasons for

increased security at sporting events. Unfortunately, major stadiums that

hold 80,000 to 100,000 people may be targets for terrorists or disgruntled

individuals seeking to strike out against society. Increased security measures

may include adding more security personnel, searching bags and coats of

incoming fans, restricting air space over stadiums, adding security cameras,

and using sensor fusion devices.

Security Plans at Ball Parks and Stadiums
There are safeguards established for large-scale gatherings of any sport.

Contingency plans are in place for natural disasters like tornados and

lightening storms and for terrorist attacks. Stadiums and other sports venues

must be prepared to evacuate at any time. Personnel must rehearse safety

procedures to remain calm in the face of disaster. Even the Federal Bureau

of Investigation (FBI) is involved in providing intelligence estimates that

determine the need for FBI assistance in international sporting events.
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Baseball Parks Security staff at Minute Maid Park, home of the Houston

Astros, check the contents of all incoming bags. They follow MLB guidelines,

which restrict bags larger than 16@ by 16@ by 8@. Fans are not permitted to bring

in inflatable items such as balloons and beach balls, noisemakers, weapons,

cans, bottles, food, and beverages from outside the park. The Astros welcome

tasteful baseball-related banners that support teams and their players. First-aid

stations are readily available to fans. Yankee Stadium uses similar security

guidelines but has some additional regulations. Yankee Stadium does not

allow laptops, smoking, or exit and re-entry into the ballpark. Prohibited items

may not be checked at the gates, but must be returned to guest vehicles. Only

vehicles dropping off or picking up disabled guests are permitted at the ball-

park’s curbside, and they may park there only briefly.

Racetrack Security NASCAR officials also take security issues seriously.

The popularity of professional car races presents the challenge of managing

a crowd of up to 150,000 spectators in the grandstand on any given

weekend. NASCAR understands that living in a post-9/11 society means

establishing safeguards and solid perimeters that control access to areas

around the track. Security includes steel doors and frames, close-circuit

cameras for the entire facility and parking lots, and electronic access by

employees.

The Super Bowl At the 2006 Super Bowl held in Detroit, Michigan, security

was heightened with the help of the Michigan National Guard. Troops

patrolled the stadium and nearby neighborhoods with hand-held computers

and special sensors that were linked together electronically. The latest se-

curity systems allow security personnel to use a single interface, such as a

handheld computer, and a wireless network to monitor potential threats.

These systems provide real-time data to all security personnel.

Replacing Police with Wireless Video Cameras
New York hosts many sports and entertainment events, so security is a major

issue for its police forces. Police in Brooklyn have launched an ambitious plan

to combat street crime and terrorism. Cops on the beat have been replaced

with wireless video cameras peering down from lampposts about 30 feet

above the sidewalk. The installment of 500 cameras throughout the city cost

$9 million. If the city receives the federal grants it has requested, hundreds

of additional cameras could follow to safeguard Lower Manhattan and parts of

midtown with a surveillance ‘‘ring of steel’’ modeled after security measures in

Heightened security since 9/11 has included the instal-

lation of security video cameras throughout major cities

like New York, Chicago, and Philadelphia. The New York

Civil Liberties Union believes that the camera plan needs

to be studied more to determine if safeguards should be

put in place to guard against abuses like invasion of

privacy and racial profiling.

Think Critically

Are you willing to give up some privacy

in order to have increased security?

Where should the line be drawn?

TimeOutTimeOut
Owners of public
venues are taking

responsibility for
the safety of their
patrons. As an
added security
measure, many
sports and entertain-
ment venues run back-
ground checks on all
staff members. Some
venues are even mon-
itoring their air-intake
and water systems for
unknown substances.
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London’s financial district. Officials of the New York Police Department, who

are at the forefront of counter-terrorism, believe that the money spent is a

good investment. The city already has about 1,000 cameras in the subways

with 2,100 scheduled to be in place by 2008. An additional 3,100 cameras

monitor city housing projects. Chicago spent roughly $5 million on a 2,000-

camera system. Homeland Security officials in Washington plan to spend

$9.8million for surveillance cameras and sensors on a rail linenear theCapital.

Other cities are also increasingly relying on video surveillance, making them

safer for the fans who come to town to attend sports and entertainment events.

Why should sporting event planners be concerned with security?

Rudy Guiliani

Rudy Giuliani served as the mayor of New York City from January 1, 1994 through

December 31, 2001 and may consider running for President in the near future.

Mr. Giuliani gained recognition and admiration in New York and the rest of the

United States for strong leadership in the wake of the September 11 attacks. Prior to

the 9/11 attacks, Giuliani’s legacy was very secure. New York City’s crime rate shrank

remarkably during Giuliani’s tenure. The number of petty assaults on the average city

dweller was reduced dramatically by enforcing municipal ordinances against quality-

of-life crimes such as double-parking, reckless roller skating, and public spitting. He

restored order to a city that had been increasingly spinning out of control.

The defining event in Giuliani’s career was his management of the September 11,

2001 attacks on the World Trade Center. Mr. Giuliani coordinated the response of

city departments. He also organized the support of state and federal authorities

for citywide antiterrorist measures and for restoration of the destroyed infra-

structure and World Trade Center site. Giuliani’s frequent appearances on radio

and television to communicate critical information to the public helped restore a

sense of calm during a period of panic. Giuliani had to make hundreds

of decisions directly and immediately while also making time to visit

the injured and console the families of the dead. The public statements

made by Giuliani mirrored New Yorkers’ emotions of shock, sadness,

anger, determination to rebuild, and desire for justice for those respon-

sible. Giuliani was widely praised for his strong leadership and close

involvement with the rescue and recovery efforts.

Think Critically

If Rudy Giuliani decides to run for president, what personal charac-

teristics should he emphasize?
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answers for each of the following questions.

1. Concert venue owners seek to manage risks by using all of the following

methods except

a. banning crowd surfing

b. increasing security personnel

c. providing fans with specific areas equipped for stage diving

d. printing disclaimers on the back of tickets

e. carrying liability insurance

2. According to surveys, what percentage of attendees have felt unsafe at

concert events?

a. 25 percent

b. 35 percent

c. 50 percent

d. 75 percent

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Research Use the Internet to research sporting event disasters. Describe

three sporting event disasters and recommend how similar disasters

could be avoided in the future.

4. Technology Predict how technology will be used in the future to

increase security at sports and entertainment events.
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Review Marketing Concepts
Write the letter of the term that matches each definition. Some terms will

not be used.

1. The employees who work for an

organization

2. A business owned and operated by one

person

3. Extra incentives to employees beyond

salary and wages

4. A form of business in which ownership

is represented by shares of stock

5. Individuals who take the risk of starting,

owning, and operating a business

6. A formal, written document that pro-

vides the details for a proposed new

business

7. The specific study of a job to identify the

duties and skill requirements of the job

8. A specified amount paid annually for a job, regardless of the

number of hours worked

9. A form of dance in which people in a circle rotate while simulta-

neously slamming into each other

10. A test period of a few months to determine if a new employee will

fulfill the needs of the organization

11. Employees pick and choose from various benefit options to best

meet their needs

12. When individuals are lifted above a densely packed crowd and

passed from person to person above audience members’ heads

Circle the best answer.

13. Forms of incentive pay include all of the following except
a. piecework
b. commission
c. bonus

d. salary
e. profit sharing

14. Fringe benefits
a. often value between 20 to 40 percent of individuals’ salaries
b. are required by law to be paid by employers
c. are a major consideration for job applicants
d. both a and c
e. all of the above

a. business plan

b. cafeteria plan

c. corporation

d. crowd surfing

e. entrepreneurs

f. fringe benefits

g. human resources

h. job analysis

i. moshing

j. partnership

k. probationary period

l. salary

m. sole proprietorship

n. stage diving
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Think Critically
15. Use the Internet or library to locate information about entrepreneurs.

Write a one-page paper about a successful entrepreneur in sports and

entertainment. List five characteristics that have made him or her a good

entrepreneur.

16. Interview five to ten people who have full-time jobs with benefits. Find

out what fringe benefits they receive. Create a three-column table. In the

first column, list ten benefits. In the second column, explain why the

benefit is important. In the third column, estimate the financial value of

the benefit.

17. Safety has become a major issue at sports and entertainment events. Use

the Internet to research security measures used at major sports and

entertainment venues. Then prepare a top-ten list of things that can be

done to assure safety and security for all people attending a major event.

18. Explain the purpose of a business plan. Why do you think it is

important for entrepreneurs to prepare a business plan?
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Make Connections
19. Problem Solving Entrepreneurs have created unique inventions. Exam-

ples of successful inventions for sports and entertainment events include

the #1 foam finger, Cheesehead gear for Green Bay Packers fans, and

the Advanced Hot Dog Launcher. Think of an idea for a great new

invention for use in the sports and entertainment industries. Prepare

a PowerPoint presentation that describes your invention and explains

why it will be successful.

20. Ethics You are an entrepreneur who owns and operates a medium-sized

sporting goods business. Your human resource director has brought up

some concerns about the hiring practices of one of your department

managers. Although he interviews a diverse group of qualified candi-

dates, he seems to hire only young men. At performance review time,

the department head usually recommends lower raises for the female

employees even though they receive positive customer feedback. The

department head is a top performer, but his attitude seems to indicate

that women are not qualified to work in the sporting goods industry.

Describe how you would handle this situation.

21. Marketing Math Windmill Festival is a four-day country music festival

in Nebraska. The event is attended by thousands of fans and requires

a high level of security. Fifty security officers work each day to ensure

the event is safe and secure. Assume each security officer works 10 hours

per day and is paid 1 1/2 times the normal pay rate for any hours

worked beyond 8 hours per day. The normal pay rate is $26.00 per

hour. How much money is required to pay for security during the four-

day festival?
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22. Technology Entrepreneurs are willing to take the risk of starting a

business. Online surveys are available to help determine if individuals

have what it takes to be an entrepreneur. Use the Internet to search for

an entrepreneurship quiz. Take the quiz to determine if you are quali-

fied to be an entrepreneur. Discuss your results. Do you think the results

of the quiz are accurate? Explain your answer.

23. Communication Assume you are an entrepreneur wishing to create a

special sports or entertainment event, such as an art festival. Write the

executive summary of a business plan to catch the attention of potential

sponsors for your event. Briefly outline the remaining six elements of

your business plan.

PROJECT EXTRA INNINGS

The Olympics are a highly desirable event that major cities throughout the

world would like to host. The Olympics are a high-security risk due to the

involvement of international participants. Special security measures must be

in place in order for a city to successfully host the Olympics.

Work with a group and complete the following activities.

1. Research the Olympics and related security issues.

2. What would major cities in the United States have to do in order to host

the Olympics?

3. Make a list of at least 20 security issues for cities hosting the Olympics.

4. Form two debate teams. One team should be for and one team against

your city hosting the Olympics due to the security issues.

5. Research security incidents that have occurred at past Olympics. Write a

paper about the incidents and what can be done to prevent these

incidents at future Olympics.
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TAKING AMUSEMENT OUT OF RECESS
AND PARKS
Some traditional childhood games
are no longer being played at
schools throughout America because
they are now considered dangerous.
Some elementary schools have
banned tag during recess, because
the game easily progresses into
slapping, hitting, and pushing.
Schools in Charleston, South
Carolina, have discontinued con-
tact sports such as soccer and touch
football, because the chance for
injury is too great.

While dodge ball has been banned
at some schools for years, the elimi-
nations of tag and soccer are newer
developments. Some of the games
that are banned at recess are played in
gym class under supervision.

Some children’s health advocates
believe that bans on these games limit
exercise and inhibit child develop-
ment. Physical activity is essential to
help children keep their weight under
control. Allowing children to play
freely also helps them learn to
negotiate rules and solve disputes.

Amusement Park Safety
Injuries and lawsuits are not only an
issue for the school playground.
Amusement parks can be as danger-
ous and deadly as they are fun to
visit. The Consumer Product Safety
Commission has recorded 3,400
accidents at amusement parks be-
tween 1987 and 2004. Most injuries
in amusement parks occur due to
poor maintenance of the attractions,
failure to advise guests of the hazards,

and inattention by employees.
Owners and operators have the
responsibility to provide a safe and
secure environment for customers.

Even Disney parks have suffered
negative publicity because of deaths
related to park attractions. Individ-
uals with heart conditions and other
medical problems are warned
throughout the parks not to board
certain rides. However, many riders
are not aware they have a medical
condition until symptoms surface
while on a ride.

Disney has a guideline called the
Operational Hourly Ride Capacity
(OHRC) that dictates how many
riders can be safely processed
through an attraction each hour.
Disney used to limit admissions to
the Magic Kingdom when atten-
dance hit 50,000, the maximum
number for the safety and enjoy-
ment of guests. Unfortunately, at
some parks, the temptation to earn
large sums of money overrules safety
considerations.

Think Critically

1. Why have traditional games
played during recess been banned
at some elementary schools?

2. Why are safety and insurance at
amusement parks important?

3. Is the safety of guests the re-
sponsibility of the amusement
park, the guests, or both?

4. How does an accident at a
major national amusement park
affect its publicity?
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PUBLIC SPEAKING I EVENT
Speaking with others and giving
public speeches and is an important
part of a marketer’s and business
owner’s job. This event gives FBLA
members the opportunity to dem-
onstrate leadership through effec-
tive speaking skills. The topic for
your speech is Safety at America’s
Amusement Parks. Your speech
should give clear indication about
who is responsible for safety at
amusement parks, describe safety
procedures, and define liability
issues related to actual accidents at
the amusement parks.

Your business speech should be
four minutes in length and must
bedeveloped from one or more of
the nine FBLA-PBL goals found at
the FBLA web site. Five points will be
deducted for any time under 3:31 or
over 4:29 minutes. A lectern will be
available but a microphone may not
be used. You may use notes or note
cards when delivering the speech,
but no visual aids may be used.

Each participant’s speech must be
the result of the participant’s own
efforts. Facts and working data
may be secured from any source.
Speeches must be well organized,
contain substantiated statements,
and written in an acceptable busi-
ness style.

Performance Indicators
Evaluated
l Understand the latest safety

trends at amusement parks.
l Describe the responsibility or

liability for consumer safety at an
amusement park.

l Explain the importance of
‘‘caveat emptor’’ at an amuse-
ment park.

l Explain how safety at amuse-
ment parks is a publicity issue.

l Describe the conflict between
maximizing profit and incorpo-
rating all safety measures.

Go to the FBLA web site for more
detailed information.

Think Critically

1. Why must amusement parks
rank safety as a top priority?

2. Should an amusement park be
held liable for injuries suffered
by guests who carelessly do not
follow rules? Explain your
answer.

3. Why are some attorneys inter-
ested in personal injuries and
deaths suffered at amusement
parks?

4. How does the topic ‘‘Safety at
Amusement Parks’’ involve
ethics issues?

www.fbla.org
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From Intern to Sports Anchor
After completing three semesters of college working toward a major he

wasn’t sure he was cut out for, Ray Fisher took the advice of his high school

guidance counselor and decided to pursue a career in broadcast journalism.

The counselor had always told Fisher that he had a nice voice that should be

used in broadcasting. Fisher took the advice and switched to a major in

Mass Communications with an emphasis in electronic media. He obtained

an internship at a local television station. The internship experience provided

a solid foundation for his career and proved to be just as valuable as his

education. Internships offer an inside track to entry-level positions.

Fisher combined his interest in broadcast journalism with his love of

sports and began his career as a weekend sportscaster in a Top 10 market.

Houston is an exciting city for sports lovers, with six professional teams,

three universities, and hundreds of high schools that feature some of the

best athletes in the nation. But with only three to four minutes devoted to

sports per newscast, it is difficult to squeeze in all the sporting events for this

market. Fisher’s focus is almost exclusively local, providing viewers with

coverage they cannot get from ESPN and other national sources. As a

weekend sports anchor, Fisher is usually working when most of the sports

action is happening. During weekdays, Fisher interviews players and coaches

about previous and upcoming games, searches for sports-related human

interest stories, and plans feature stories for the upcoming weekend and

beyond.

The competition for jobs in sports broadcasting is almost as fierce as the

competition in the games covered in the newscasts. Most stations have two

to three sports people compared to 10-30 general news personnel. The job

isn’t as glamorous as one might believe. While it seems like a great thing to

get paid to go to sporting events and interview famous athletes, many TV

sports anchors work several years in small markets for small paychecks

hoping to get a break into a larger market. Long hours are spent gathering

the sports news of the day, which is then condensed into a three-to four-

minute sports block. Sports broadcasters have to be dedicated and pas-

sionate about what they do in order to succeed.

Think Critically

1. List three characteristics needed to be a weekend sports anchor.

2. Explain the importance of an internship for sports announcers.
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Lesson 15.1

Choosing and Preparing
for a Career
Choosing and Preparing
for a Career

Goals • Describe the wide range of careers available in sports and entertainment
marketing.

• Explain the skills needed and ways to prepare for a career in sports
and entertainment marketing.

Terms

A WIDE WORLD
OF CAREERS

Many sports- and entertainment-related careers are available as the field of

professional sports and entertainment continues to expand in the United

States. Some of the most interesting and exciting careers can be found in

sports and entertainment marketing. In the sports industry, jobs range from

careers in professional sports and the college and amateur ranks to posi-

tions in related fields in a variety of businesses, such as sports apparel and

equipment. In the entertainment industry, marketing careers range from

public relations specialists to celebrity agents.

Two Roads to Success
Marketers divide sports marketing opportunities into two general categories—

management activities and technical services. The first involves activities such

as matching clients with sponsoring organizations, formulating contracts,

designing programs for clients, overseeing projects, and providing follow-up

evaluations. The second involves working with media, such as graphics,

photography, the Internet, and video production.

You may be a good athlete or someone who enjoys

watching and following sports. Maybe you enjoy

the exciting world of the performing arts. Because

of your interests, you are considering a career in

sports and entertainment marketing. To explore

the possibilities, you will need to devise a plan

and act on it to gather the information that

will be helpful in making a decision. In

addition to professions that deal directly with the ath-

letes and performers, there is a wide range of careers

indirectly linked to sports and entertainment.

Work with a group. Brainstorm various ways you

can find out about career possibilities in and related to

sports and entertainment. Select your best five source

ideas and share them with the rest of the class.

• Occupational Outlook Handbook
• public relations specialist

• marketing manager
• jargon
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Marketing Jobs
The Occupational Outlook Handbook, a
publication of the Bureau of Labor Statistics,

provides an excellent overview of different

marketing-related jobs and careers. According to

the handbook, opportunities for marketers,

advertisers, and public-relations specialists will be

among the fastest growing in the nation at least

through the year 2010.
The number of consumers who attended at

least one live performance or art exhibit increased

from 41 percent in 1992 to 50 percent in 1997,

and similar increases are expected to continue. As

the number of consumers rises, so will the number of artists, performers, and

staged performances. This increase naturally leads to a rise in the number of

entertainment marketers and public relations specialists needed. Public rela-

tions specialist positions are expected to grow by 27 percent in the next ten

years. A general background in marketing, advertising, or public relations can

turn into a focus on sports and entertainment with the proper planning and

preparation.

Public Relations Specialist An individual hired to build and maintain

positive relationships between his or her employer and the public is called

a public relations specialist. Public relations specialists’ responsibilities

include keeping the media and consumers aware of the company or person

they represent. In the entertainment business, specialists might include

actors’ agents and studio press agents. Understanding the attitudes and

concerns of consumers, employees, and various other groups is also a vital

part of the position. To improve communications, public relations spe-

cialists establish and maintain cooperative relationships with representatives

from these groups as well as with the media.

The average workweek of public relations specialists is 35 to 40 hours. As

with many other positions today, the work hours can easily increase, with or

without pay. Flexibility with daily schedules and the ability to travel are

necessary. The best opportunities for public relations specialists are in large

cities. Most employers prefer a candidate with a four-year college degree

combined with work experience. Participation in college internship pro-

grams can qualify as the desired work experience.

Marketing Managers The person who drives the creative development of

the company’s messages about its products to its target customers is called

the marketing manager. For example, at Universal Studios, Inc., the

marketing manager position is titled Director of Trade Marketing and is

responsible for ‘‘creative development and content of trade advertising.’’

Marketing managers are usually expected to work with many departments

within the company since their job includes anticipating how marketing can

help the company reach its goals. A marketing manager also may create

plans for advertising content, develop sales presentations, plan marketing

research, and manage multiple projects while staying within a budget. A

marketing manager must be creative and organized to manage many proj-

ects and people at the same time.
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Marketing managers generally have a bachelor’s degree in marketing or

communications. Some companies require a graduate degree and work experi-

ence. A marketing management position is not an entry-level position in most

companies. The position is usually filled by someone who started as an

assistant manager or in another lower-level position and was then promoted.

Other Marketing Avenues Promotions managers plan and coordinate game

day activities to attract fans and commit sponsors to finance events. Agents

represent athletes and celebrities to negotiate contracts and endorsements.

Directors of corporate sales work to establish partnerships with businesses for

sponsorship of sports and entertainment events. For a sports team, key

responsibilities for directors of corporate sales include selling luxury skyboxes

and sponsorship packages. Ticket operations directors are responsible for filling

stadium and arena seats. Market researchers are counted on to conduct surveys

to gather information about sports trends and statistics for teams, sports

associations, sports retailers, and manufacturers.

Many sports and entertainment businesses hire marketing firms to per-

form marketing activities for them. You may serve in any of the above

capacities working in a marketing firm that serves other businesses or

working directly for the business that needs the service.

Compensation for Sports and Entertainment
Marketing Positions
The pay for sports and entertainment marketing positions varies greatly,

depending on the size and type of employer. An entry-level marketer working

for a professional team may earn $30,000 annually, while more experienced

marketers earn $75,000 or more per year. Marketers with prominent roles in

professional sports or entertainment organizations can earn $150,000 or

more per year.

List five careers related to sports and entertainment marketing.

Professional athletes routinely sign contracts worth millions of dollars.

The best of the best actually make more money from their commercial

endorsements than they make playing the game—thanks in large part

to their agents. Sports agents represent professional athletes and

negotiate contracts and endorsements. Sports Management Worldwide

trains individuals interested in pursuing careers as sports agents. Access

thomsonedu.com/school/sports and click on the link for Chapter 15.

What are some topics covered in the training provided by Sports

Management Worldwide? Can graduates of the class immediately

become sports agents? Explain. How much money can a successful

sports agent earn each year?

t h om sonedu . c om / s c h oo l / s p o r t s
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GETTING THERE
FROM HERE

Breaking into sports and entertainment marketing is not always easy, but

there is room for people who are willing to prepare themselves, take advan-

tage of internships and other opportunities, work hard, and continue their

education.

Narrow Your Choices
As is true with landing any job, acquiring a position in sports or enter-

tainment marketing is a matter of marketing yourself. The first step is

planning the product—you. This means knowing what you want to do and

what it takes to be able to do it. Research and gather information about the

jobs that exist in your areas of interest. Knowing about the companies that

provide those jobs will help you decide whether that sort of work is for you.

The Internet offers a vast amount of information about companies and

careers. Other sources of information include

l people you know or people already in the business

l company annual reports

l business directories, such as Standard and Poor’s Register of Corpo-

rations, Directors, and Executives

l college placement offices

l recent news articles and trade

publications

Once you have narrowed down your

career choice, determine the educa-

tional background, experience, and

skills required for your desired posi-

tion, and set out to acquire them.

Skill Requirements
The three skills employers most

desire in young employees are

math, communications, and inter-

personal skills. Communications

skills are critical in marketing-

related jobs, and interpersonal

skills are not far behind. The abilities to meet people, talk with them in a

relaxed manner, and speak confidently and persuasively before a group are

essential marketing skills.

One of the largest career areas in sports and entertainment marketing is

media. Under the broad umbrella of media marketing, you will find four

focus areas—print, radio, television, and the Internet. Even if you do not

intend to work directly in the technical aspects of these media, you will need

to communicate with those who do. Sports and entertainment marketers

must have some knowledge of each area in order to feel comfortable dealing

with people and situations in each medium.

The Internet, radio, TV, and print media each have their own jargon, or
language that relates to a specific area and that makes communication more
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concise. Future sports and entertainment marketers can benefit from ap-

prenticeships in media. The skills and terminology learned in these areas

give a potential marketer a solid foundation on which to build a career.

Other skills and characteristics of successful marketers include creativity,

initiative, good judgment, problem-solving/research skills, outgoing per-

sonality/self-confidence, understanding of human psychology, enthusiasm

for motivating people, maturity, ability to handle stress, flexibility, leader-

ship, and decisiveness.

Old-Fashioned Hard Work
Drive, persistence, and hard work are fundamental to a successful career in

sports and entertainment marketing. Amy, a high school student in Dallas,

knew she wanted to work with the Dallas Cowboys in some capacity. She

wrote letters, filled out applications, and followed up with phone calls to

check the status of her requests. Although she was requesting only part-time

work or even an unpaid internship, she was not interviewed. The Cowboys

only hired college students. After more letters, calls, and a visit to the human

resource department, she finally received a call: ‘‘Could you come in for a

few hours each week during the summer?’’ At first the work merely involved

answering the phone and sorting mail, but Amy handled it with such

enthusiasm and efficiency that her supervisor took notice. Soon she was

handling more demanding work and was asked to return during summer

vacations while in college. Solid basic skills in writing and speaking com-

bined with her organizational skills and desire to succeed opened the door

for her. Amy came to be recognized as a team player.

When Adam Wright graduated from Indiana University, he had a strong

desire to work for NFL’s new Houston Texans. Adam took an unpaid intern-

ship with the Texans in order to get his foot in the door. In less than a year,

Adam’s strong work ethic landed him a full-time marketing position.

What are the top skills needed in marketing careers?

TimeOutTimeOut
Finding a career in
the film industry
requires clever
promotional strat-
egies. One strat-

egy is to make a
short film of just a

few minutes in length
for a few hundred dol-
lars, duplicate the
‘‘short,’’ and give it to
agents and developers
to pass on to studio
executives. Some stu-
dios are finding new
talent through this pro-
motional process.

In the late 1990s, employers began posting open posi-

tions on the Internet. One Dallas search firm reports

receiving approximately 100 e-mailed resumes per day.

These numbers are expected to grow

as use of the Internet increases. While

many companies invite appli-

cants to respond by e-mail,

human resource personnel are annoyed to find electronic

resumes sloppy and impersonal. Some job applicants do

not include cover letters and fail to customize their

resumes or follow traditional rules for job application.

Think Critically

Find a job posting online. Then prepare an electronic

resume and present it to the class. Write a paragraph

explaining how applying for a job over the Internet might

be different than applying through traditional routes.
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Which of the following is not an aspect of sports and entertainment

marketing?

a. matching clients with sponsors

b. overseeing marketing projects

c. teaching new employees basic writing skills

d. working with media

2. Which of the following is desired for a successful sports and enter-

tainment marketing career?

a. basic knowledge of media used in marketing

b. interpersonal skills

c. communication (writing and speaking) skills

d. all of the above

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Communication Write two paragraphs explaining why an understand-

ing of human psychology is desirable in a sports and entertainment

marketing position.

4. Imagine that you can enter the world of sports and entertainment as a

marketer. What type of position would you choose? What are some of

the things you would enjoy doing? What educational requirements

would you need to fulfill to prepare for this career?

CHOOSINGAND PREPARING FORACAREER Lesson 15.1 389
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Lesson 15.2

Student Professional
Organizations
Student Professional
Organizations

Goals • List and describe three national student professional organizations.

• Explain the benefits of involvement in student professional organizations.

Terms

THE VALUE
OF NETWORKING

There is some truth to the statement ‘‘it’s not what you know, but who you

know.’’ Professional organizations are associations for professionals of the
same or similar industries formed for continuing education and networking.

Networking involves associating with other professionals for the benefit of

sharing best practices, professional development, and friendship. Networking

allows individuals to keep up to date with the latest industry trends and learn

about business opportunities and job openings in their profession.

Get Involved Early
High school and college students must focus on earning high grades. How-

ever, involvement in professional organizations and internships are just as

valuable in making a professional resume complete. Students should become

actively involved in extracurricular activities related to their majors and com-

munity organizations that create additional networking opportunities. There

will be many more candidates than open positions for the best entry-level

Every year thousands of students’ lives are positively

affected by active membership in student professional

organizations. These organizations offer opportunities for

social, vocational, and leadership development, as

well as community service. Involved individuals

learn how to develop strategies and make

important career decisions for the future. Stu-

dents compete at the local and state levels in

business-related events. The ultimate goal is

to qualify for attendance at the national

conferences where students will mingle and

compete in challenging tests and role-plays with top

students from around the nation. These conferences offer

a great opportunity for students to form valuable pro-

fessional networks. The national leadership conferences

are filled with young business leaders who hold prom-

ising futures.

Work with a partner. Research a student profes-

sional organization at your school. List the benefits of

becoming an active member of this organization.

• professional organizations
• networking

• student professional organizations
• leadership
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marketing jobs. The highly competitive sports and entertainment industries

make it necessary for individuals to have the additional competitive edge

gained from active involvement and visibility in student professional organ-

izations. Excellent local, state, and national student organizations can provide

the leadership links necessary for success.

Three excellent high school student professional organizations that

foster leadership, civic consciousness, vocational training, and social re-

sponsibility are DECA, Future Business Leaders of America (FBLA), and Busi-

ness Professionals of America (BPA). All three organizations offer great

professional development conferences and healthy competition necessary

for success in a free-enterprise economy.

DECA
DECA, Inc. was established over 56 years ago as an association of students,

teachers, and administrators to improve education and career opportunities

for students with interests in marketing, management, and entrepreneurship.

It began with a few hundred students in 17 states and has grown to more than

185,000 students in 5,000 high schools and 200 colleges in 50 states, the

District of Columbia, Canada, Guam, the Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico, and

Germany. Delta Epsilon Chi is the college association for DECA members.

DECA Objectives DECA’s major objective is to strengthen marketing and

management skills in the areas of hospitality, finance, sales and service,

business administration, and entrepreneurship. Special attention is also

given to building technical, basic scholastic, communication, human rela-

tions, and other employable skills. Programs and activities offered by DECA

are tailored to the career interests of students. They help students develop

confidence and self-esteem, experience leadership, and practice community

service. DECA emphasizes economics and free enterprise. DECA is com-

mitted to supporting marketing education and increasing and maintaining

business and education partnerships.

Activities and Services Training conferences, publications, and compet-

itive events are sponsored by DECA to enhance students’ learning experi-

ences. Regional leadership conferences in the fall provide great officer and

leadership training. During the summer, DECA officers from several states
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visit Capitol Hill to inform government leaders about marketing education

and leadership development. The ultimate goal is to gain understanding and

support of federal government leaders. The Sports and Entertainment Mar-

keting Conference in Orlando and the New York Experience are professional

meetings offered by national DECA that provide participants with valuable

information and professional networks.

DECA Networks Professional business leaders throughout the United

States understand the value of DECA. Many of today’s business leaders were

involved with DECA as student members, and they have continued support as

adults in the capacity of judges, mentors, and internship sponsors. Friends,

acquaintances, and business contacts found through DECA involvement

become a strong professional network that helps guide the personal and

professional success of its members.

FBLA
Future Business Leaders of America (FBLA) is a nonprofit educational

association of students preparing for careers in business and business-related

fields. FBLA has four divisions, including FBLA–High School; FBLA–Middle

Level; Phi Beta Lambda (PBL) for college, university, and post-secondary

students; and the Professional Division for business people, educators, and

parents who support the goals of FBLA.

The mission of FBLA is to bring business and education together in a

positive working relationship through innovative leadership and career

development programs. High school membership in FBLA is greater than

215,000, and Phi Beta Lambda has over 10,000 college members. FBLA–

Middle Level (grades 5-9) has more than 13,000 members, creating student

interest for involvement in high school FBLA.

The FBLA National Leadership Conference is a four-day event for the

top FBLA students to compete and share ideas for shaping future careers.

Institute for Leaders is a four-day conference for state and local officers,

advisers, and members. The leadership and career-skills training, with spe-

cial emphasis on entrepreneurship and communication, provide students

with valuable life-long experiences. Regional fall leadership conferences are

held throughout the United States to guide and provide motivation for the

upcoming year. Publications produced by FBLA provide fresh ideas for

success and network-building opportunities for members and advisers.

BPA
Business Professionals of America (BPA) is a third student organization

that educates students about working effectively in an office setting and in

other business situations. BPA fosters pride in the United States and its free-

enterprise business system.

Students join BPA to take advantage of a wide range of professional

development opportunities. Programs offered by BPA include the Workplace

Skills Assessment Program and the National Intern Program. At the BPA

National Leadership Conference, participants assess workplace skills, develop

leadership skills, test for software certification, elect national officers, and

share in fellowship. Publications produced by BPA include COMMUNIQUE

magazine, which offers articles on professional development and current

trends in business.

TimeOutTimeOut
The official DECA
emblem is a dia-
mond design. The
four points of the
DECA diamond

represent:

l Vocational
understanding

l Civic
consciousness

l Social

intelligence

l Leadership
development
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Corporate Support
DECA, FBLA, and BPA enjoy the support and/or endorsement of major

corporations, departments of education, and professional education

organizations. This support is valuable for students seeking employment

and internships. Corporations serve an important role in schools. They

know what skills are needed by future employees and can help plan and

integrate the necessary training in schools.

List three student professional organizations that foster leadership development and
networking opportunities.

GETTING THE MOST
FROM MEMBERSHIP

Joining a student professional organization is a first step toward leadership

development. Benefits greatly increase with active involvement. You can

practice your communication skills through active participation in organi-

zation meetings, programs, and competitive events. Professional organi-

zations should not be social cliques that form for the benefit of only a few

members. Networking opportunities are available to members who become

actively involved and make a point of getting to know other members and

sponsors. Membership carries the responsibility of contributing meaningful

ideas at meetings, volunteering for community service projects, networking

with other members and business leaders, and preparing for successful careers

in the free-enterprise system.

Colleges and businesses are looking for candidates who

not only earn high grades, but also become actively

involved in professional organizations and internships.

Well-rounded professionals are more valuable to uni-

versities and companies.

Many students pay membership dues to professional

organizations just to be able to add extracurricular

activities to their resumes. After they pay their dues,

these individuals do not attend meetings and confer-

ences. They do not take advantage of leadership and

networking opportunities offered by the professional

organizations.

Professional organizations at high school and colleges

offer individuals great opportunities for leadership

development and social development.

The elected leaders of professional

organizations have the responsibility to

develop a program that actively

involves all members.

Think Critically

1. What is the ethical issue in this case?

2. What can officers of extracurricular

professional organizations do to

increase the involvement of members?
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Leadership
One of the most important ingredients for the complete professional

package is leadership. Leadership is the ability to influence or encourage

others to accomplish organizational goals. You will have opportunities to

develop leadership skills when you become involved in professional student

organizations. Leadership skills are further developed when you volunteer

for committees and run for office. Meeting the challenges that go hand-in-

hand with leadership roles in professional organizations will foster the

confidence and social skills needed to improve your professional image.

Membership in professional organizations and active leadership roles are

features that make resumes stand out.

Professional Memberships After Landing the Career
Involvement in professional organizations does not end after individuals

graduate from high school or college. Whatever your career after graduation,

there is likely a professional organization that will foster your professional

growth in that field. Business leaders take active roles in their communities,

churches, and professional organizations. Being involved in a wide array of

community and professional organizations is important for professional

networking. Through involvement, individuals get a broader picture of the

real world and avoid tunnel vision of their day-to-day responsibilities.

Why is it important for business leaders to become actively involved in community and
professional organizations after they have landed a great career?
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Professional organizations

a. provide valuable networking opportunities

b. keep individuals up to date on current trends in their field of work

c. provide a way to share best practices

d. all of the above

2. Involvement in professional organizations

a. is not as important as high grades in school

b. is still important after landing a career

c. does not provide long-term benefits

d. is becoming less important

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Technology Create a PowerPoint presentation that explains the impor-

tance of networking for high school students. This presentation should

give students a good reason for joining student professional organizations

at school.

4. Communication Design a brochure to advertise one of the three student

professional organizations discussed in the lesson. The brochure should

explain the value of active involvement.
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Lesson 15.3

Continued Professional
Development
Continued Professional
Development

Goals • Explain the need for continuous professional development.

• Give examples of professional development opportunities.

Terms

CONTINUING EDUCATION
CONFERENCES

Professionals in all career fields are challenged to update their skills, knowl-

edge, and networks to remain competitive and stay at the top of their game.

Individuals in sports and entertainment marketing are engaged in fast-paced

industries that require continuing education and other forms of professional

development. Professional development includes all meetings, courses,

networking opportunities, and seminars that improve an individual’s

knowledge and performance in his or her career area. Regional and national

conferences present opportunities to keep up to date in sports and enter-

tainment marketing. Continuing education conferences are often hosted by

professional organizations and sponsored by businesses that sell goods and

services related to sports and entertainment marketing. Sports conferences

associated with the NCAA are held after the completion of the season for the

Leaders of professional organizations must work years in

advance to plan attractive professional development

conferences that will attract a large number of partic-

ipants. Selecting an attractive host city with sufficient

hotel and convention space is the first step. Negotiations

with major hotels help ensure the best conference rates

and banquet prices. A well-known keynote speaker

can cost thousands of dollars, and must also be

considered when determining the registration

fees for conference participants. Registration for

a four-day professional conference in Min-

neapolis can range from $300 to $1,500,

depending on the type of meeting and the

presenters. Many conferences give individuals

a discount for early registration. Frequently, employers

will pay the costs for their employees to attend worth-

while professional development conferences. A summer

conference in Minneapolis may include fun side trips to

Mall of America, a Major League Baseball game, the

Nicollet Mall, Mill City Museum, and The Stone Arch

Bridge. Some conference participants may opt to bring

their families and extend their time at the location by

turning it into a vacation.

Work with a group. Choose a good city for a

national conference to accommodate 10,000 attendees.

Give ten reasons why this city would be a good location

for the conference.

• professional development • mentor
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particular sport. The conferences provide a great means for wrapping up the

season and discussing the issues related to the next season.

Costs
The registration fees for continuing education and profes-

sional development conferences can be very expensive.

Usually conferences are held at nice hotels and convention

centers located in desirable cities. The cost of travel, lodg-

ing, and conference registration can be very expensive. Sports and enter-

tainment marketing organizations will usually pay for their employees to

attend worthwhile professional development conferences.

Motivational speakers are scheduled by conference planners in order to

increase the appeal of the conference and boost attendance. Top coaches

and athletes, for example, will charge from $1,000 to $20,000 for a one-

hour motivational speech. Conference registration fees may be as high as

$800 to cover the cost of top speakers, presenters, and teachers.

Topics
Conference participants who are asked to present at professional confer-

ences should take advantage of the opportunity. An invitation to present

means that the profession recognizes the individual as a leader with worth-

while experience and information to share with others in the profession.

Topics covered at a professional development conference may include the

latest industry trends, new products and services, and new rules and regu-

lations. But individuals frequently rank camaraderie and professional net-

working as the top advantages for attending conferences.

Getting Away
Professional development conferences can last from one-half day to an

entire week. National conferences are frequently held in cities noted for

tourism. These cities provide con-

vention participants opportunities

to golf or enjoy other activities and

attractions when meetings are not

taking place. Cities are usually

chosen to host professional meet-

ings because they have a conven-

tion center, plenty of hotel rooms, a

good airport, public transportation,

and numerous restaurants and

entertainment venues. Orlando,

Florida, for example, has a huge

convention center, an international

airport, numerous top-class hotels,

theme parks, golf courses, and

many other attractions, making it

an ideal selection for professional

meetings. Getting participants away

from the usual work environment

helps them to focus on new ideas

with a fresh perspective. �
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Why is continuing education important for all career fields?

BOOT CAMPS
AND ACADEMIES

The American Marketing Association (AMA) understands the dynamic

nature of the changing marketplace. Marketing professionals must have a

greater understanding of marketing basics than ever before. Businesses face

increased competition, and marketing professionals must be equipped with

the latest information and technology to be successful.

The AMA Marketing Boot Camp
The AMA Marketing Boot Camp is a highly interactive program facilitated by

an experienced AMA instructor. The Boot Camp is especially useful for mar-

keters who are new to the profession. Individuals who have recently acquired

positions requiring marketing, sales, management, advertising, promotion,

brand building, and pricing skills will benefit from the relevant learning expe-

riences provided. Individuals or whole marketing teams will leave with rel-

evant and immediately usable marketing skills. Major topics covered include:

l What Marketing Is Not and What It Is

l How Marketing Works

l A Demonstration of the Marketing Process Case Study

l Analyzing Marketing Opportunities and Selecting Markets to Serve

l Differentiating Yourself from Competitors

l Organizing, Implementing, and Evaluating Marketing Plans

Most individuals believe that they will receive free flight

tickets or some other form of compensation for a can-

celled flight. Nothing is more inconvenient than

missing a professional conference due to travel

problems. The scenario becomes even worse

when speakers for a conference are delayed from

meeting their scheduled speech times. Airlines

will not take responsibility for missed or

cancelled flights due to weather

conditions. Blizzards, hurricanes, and

severe thunderstorms may result in

airline passengers scrambling for overnight hotel reser-

vations and new airline reservations without any assis-

tance or financial support from the original airline they

had booked.

Think Critically

1. How do you think the airline industry could better

serve the needs of its customers?

2. How could marketers improve the image of the

airline industry?
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NCAA Men’s Coaches Academy
The Men’s Coaches Academy is administered by the National Collegiate

Athletic Association (NCAA) with assistance from the American Football

Coaches Association (AFCA), the Black Coaches Association (BCA), and the

National Football League (NFL). Objectives for the academy include:

l To increase the understanding and application of skills necessary to

secure and succeed in head coaching positions

l To motivate assistant coaches and coordinators to pursue careers as

head coaches at the Division I-A level

l To introduce ethnic minority coaches to senior-level coaches and

administrators through a mentoring program

l To raise public awareness of the existing talent pool of minority coaches

l To promote the coaching profession to student-athletes, graduate

assistants, and others

The Men’s Coaches Academy consists of three programs: Advanced

Coaching Program, Expert Coaching Program, and the Executive Coaching

Program. The Advanced Coaching Program is a three-day workshop that

focuses attention on communications, fiscal responsibilities, building a

successful program, moral and ethical considerations, and academic issues.

Current ethnic minority coaches with at least four years of coaching expe-

rience are eligible to apply for this academy.

The Expert Coaching Program is aimed at coaches with at least six years

of experience. This program is designed to develop innovative coaching

approaches, strengthen relationships with players, introduce new game

strategies, provide game-day coaching skills, and address off-field concerns.

The Executive Coaching Program is a 12-month program for selected

coaches with at least eight years of coaching experience. This component is

the mentoring part of the academy, where participants travel to meet with

assigned executive coaches twice during the year. The program matches

veteran high-profile head coaches and athletics administrators (directors of

athletics or conference commissioners) with selected participants to assist

with career development, networking, and exposure opportunities.

The Best Never Stop Growing Professionally
Professionals in all career fields understand the

value of continuing education. Professional

development comes through a wide array of

opportunities. Some individuals stay on the top

of their profession by networking with the best

people in the field. A mentor is an experienced

professional who willingly acts as a role model

and provides guidance, encouragement, and

training for individuals in a career field. Many

professional organizations have quarterly

newsletters and web sites that allow individuals

to keep current on the latest trends in their

profession. AMA created the Hot Topic Series

to keep professional marketers on top of the

latest developments. These brief, one-day

seminars put a sharp focus on today’s news and
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TimeOutTimeOut
Mentoring.org esti-
mates that
14.6 million
young people in
the United States

could benefit from
having mentors.
Benefits of mentoring
include networking,
tutoring, and guidance
in developing a road-
map for future success.
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tomorrow’s trends. Many professional organizations and universities offer

professional development courses that allow individuals to learn about the

latest topics and to network with other individuals in their career field.

What are the functions of a mentor?

Gifford Nielsen

NFL star, television sports anchor, father, grandfather, church leader, philanthropist---

all are descriptions of a person considered to be an asset to his community and

worthy of imitation. They describe Gifford (Giff) Nielsen, who has been an excellent

role model for the past 25 years in the Southwest Houston area.

Gifford grew up in Utah as the youngest member in a family that included five

older sisters. His dad was an athlete, and his sisters also were very competitive

and good at sports. Giff’s mentors included his parents, sisters, and an enormous

extended family of BYU students that came to the Nielsen home at least twice a

day for many years. Living close to Brigham Young University (BYU), the family fed

between 25 and 35 college students breakfast and dinner every day.

Nielsen played both basketball and football at BYU. The Football Writers of

America named Nielsen an All-American, and the National Collegiate Athletic

Association chose him as one of the top five scholar-athletes. Giff married his

high school sweetheart (Wendy Olson) in 1975. He graduated from BYU in 1977

with a Bachelor’s degree in Communications. The Nielsen’s moved to Houston in

1978 when the Houston Oilers chose Nielsen as their number-two draft pick. As a

young player, Giff learned valuable life lessons from his coach and mentor, Bum

Phillips, that still help guide his life today. Among these, Phillips taught Nielsen

the importance of teamwork and of never underestimating the value of dedicated

fans. Giff retired from professional football in 1984 after some difficult years of

losing during 1980--83. Giff kept things in perspective---he knew football was not

the most important thing in his life.

Nielsen followed the solid advice of friends and had an exit plan from football. He

transitioned into broadcasting by serving as a guest sports anchor for short stints.

KHOU of Houston eventually asked Nielsen to retire from football and join

their team as a sports anchor. Today, Gifford Nielsen is a popular Houston

sports anchor who cosponsors worthwhile charities, serves 14 con-

gregations associated with his church, speaks at career days in numerous

school districts, and lives up to the role as a family man. Mr. Nielsen is the

ultimate role model and mentor to his children, grandchildren, Houston youth,

and others who have the opportunity to meet him.

Think Critically

What characteristics have contributed to Mr. Nielsen’s success as a

player, announcer, and mentor?
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Understand Marketing Concepts
Circle the best answers for each of the following questions.

1. Professional development

a. is a lifelong process

b. is not necessary for all careers

c. has become less important

d. all of the above

2. Mentors

a. are paid for their services as experienced professionals

b. are good role models

c. are assigned to all new employees

d. both a and b

Think Critically
Answer the following questions as completely as possible. If necessary, use a

separate sheet of paper.

3. Think about the career that you have chosen. Give two examples of

professional development opportunities and reasons for seizing these

opportunities.

4. If you could choose any professional in your chosen career field as a

mentor, who would you choose and why? Write two paragraphs

explaining your answer.
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Review Marketing Concepts
Write the letter of the term that matches each definition.

1. Language that relates to a specific career

area

2. The ability to influence or encourage

others to accomplish organizational goals

3. An individual hired to build and main-

tain positive relationships between his

or her employer and the public

4. The person who drives the creative

development of the company’s messages

about its products to its target customers

5. Associations for students that foster

leadership, civic consciousness, voca-

tional training, and social responsibility

6. Associating with other professionals for

the benefit of sharing best practices,

professional development, and friendship

7. A publication of the Bureau of Labor Statistics that provides an

excellent overview of different jobs and careers

8. Associations for professionals of the same or similar industries

formed for continuing education and networking

9. Meetings, courses, networking opportunities, and seminars that im-

prove an individual’s career performance

10. An experienced professional who willingly acts as a role model and

provides guidance, encouragement, and training

Circle the best answer.

11. Members of student professional organizations can develop leadership

skills by
a. volunteering for committees
b. serving as an officer
c. participating in role plays and other competitive events
d. all of the above

12. Which of the following statements is not true regarding the field of

sports and entertainment marketing?
a. Opportunities for marketers are on the rise.
b. Participation in internship programs is not important.
c. The best opportunities for public relations specialists are in large cities.
d. Strong communication skills are critical for marketers.

a. jargon

b. leadership

c. marketing manager

d. mentor

e. networking

f. Occupational Outlook
Handbook

g. professional
development

h. professional
organizations

i. public relations
specialist

j. student professional
organizations
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Think Critically
13. Write a letter to incoming freshmen in your school encouraging them to

join a nationally recognized professional organization offered at your

school. Make sure to emphasize the importance of active participation,

networking, and leadership opportunities.

14. Write a description for a position with a sports marketing firm. The

description should include education, internship/experience, and skill

requirements.

15. Use the Internet to research stories about sports agents. Give examples

of activities that have given sports agents a bad name.

16. Use the Occupational Outlook Handbook to find salaries for sports and

entertainment marketing directors. What is the outlook for this career

field? Which parts of the country will have the greatest demand?

17. Research DECA, FBLA, or BPA to find out what makes membership in

these organizations attractive to employers. Write a list of five advan-

tages that members in these organizations have over the competition

when applying for a job.
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Make Connections
18. Marketing Math Sports agents are often paid a commission (percentage)

of the negotiated contract for their clients. One successful sports agent has

negotiated contracts for five popular professional athletes. The salaries

negotiated are $2.5 million, $12 million, $7.5 million, $1.8 million, and

$500,000. How much will the agent earn from these successful nego-

tiations if the agent’s commission is 5 percent?

19. Problem Solving You are the director of a successful sports marketing

firm. You realize the value of having individuals in your organization

attend the annual national professional development conference. Cur-

rently your firm has 20 individuals who would benefit from attending

this professional conference. The company budget can only afford the

expenses for eight people to attend the conference. How will you select

who will attend the conference? How can the other 12 individuals learn

the latest industry trends without attending the conference?

20. Geography Where would be a good location to host a conference for

the Big Twelve athletic directors? Why? Where would be a good location

to host a conference for the Southeastern athletic directors? Why?

21. Marketing Math You are in charge of organizing a national conference.

You must negotiate prices for hotels, the convention center, and meals

for the conference. During the awards luncheon, you are planning on

serving 850 people a meal that costs $28 plus 18 percent for tax and

gratuity. How much will each individual meal actually cost? What will

be the total cost of the awards luncheon? If attendance reaches 1,000,

you will receive an 8 percent discount on the $28 price. What will be the

total cost of the awards luncheon with the discount?
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22. History The role of athletic directors has changed dramatically with

Title IX, sponsorships, conference realignments, huge budgets, facility

construction, and increased competitive pressure. Write a one-page report

to explain how the role of major university athletic directors has changed.

23. Career Research the career of an event planner. What are the job

requirements and income potential for individuals who organize events

such as conferences, trade shows, and festivals?

PROJECT EXTRA INNINGS

Select a city to host a conference for a national student organization such as

DECA. Assume that 14,000 people will attend the conference, requiring a

large convention center and seating capacity for the general and split ses-

sions. You must hire entertainment for the opening session. The general

sessions are noted for high-tech laser and music-coordinated events. The

conference must have a large exhibit hall for more than 100 companies,

schools, and other vendors to set up booths.

Work with a group and complete the following activities.

1. Use the Internet to research the details for a major national convention

such as DECA.

2. How much does a popular singer or entertainer charge for a one-hour

performance at an opening event? List five possible entertainment

options and the cost for each one.

3. List five cities that would be good choices to host this conference. Use a

table to compare the number of hotel rooms, square feet of space at the

convention center, airport capacity, and entertainment attractions for

high school students. Prepare a three-fold brochure to advertise your

conference and the highlights of the city where it will be held.

4. Prepare a PowerPoint presentation that includes important facts about

the conference. Use music and transitions to excite your audience about

the conference being held at the chosen city.
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WHAT IT TAKES TO BE A BRAND MANAGER IN
SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENT MARKETING
Many aspiring marketers dream of
working for a major corporation like
Coca-Cola, Nike, Southwest Airlines,
and the Marriott Corporation. Each
of these corporations has spent time
and money on brand strategies.
Brand association is important in a
world that offers a vast number of
choices to consumers. A brand is
more than a name. The brand rep-
resents a company’s quality, reliabil-
ity, and leadership in an industry.

Nike understands the importance
of providing an excellent product
endorsed by experts in the field.
Tiger Woods endorses Nike golf
products, and Michael Jordan has
been the solid endorser for Nike
basketball products. Today’s con-
sumers are more sophisticated and
better educated than any previous
generation. Successful companies
like Nike anticipate what consumers
want and provide a product or
service better than consumers
anticipate.

Do You Have What
It Takes?
Nike’s brand manager for entertain-
ment marketing is expected to pro-
vide strategic leadership when
developing marketing plans for
Nike’s brand initiatives and brand
drivers for entertainment marketing.
To identify ‘‘influencers’’ and keep
current with the latest market trends,
a brand manager works closely with

consumer groups as well as with the
company’s own field reps and sports
marketing, event marketing, and
regional marketing teams.

Strong communication skills are
necessary to lead the development of
strategic marketing plans. The brand
manager establishes measurable
business objectives, executes the
marketing plan, and monitors the
results to ensure excellence.

The brand manager position
requires a minimum of a bachelor’s
degree in marketing, business, or a
related field. A master’s degree in
business administration is preferred.
One of the most challenging respon-
sibilities of the position is to develop
and lead marketing plans that utilize
talent (celebrities) to enhance brand
initiatives and events.

Think Critically

1. Why is the brand so impor-
tant when marketing a product?
What do consumers associate
with a brand?

2. Why is it important for the
brand manager to touch base
with consumers?

3. What are the education re-
quirements to become a brand
manager for a major company?

4. Why do you think the brand
manager would be required to
travel to sports and entertain-
ment events throughout the
country?
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RETAIL MARKETING RESEARCH EVENT
You (alone or with one or two
partners) are to assume the role of
assistant brand manager(s) for a
major sporting goods company. You
have been asked to develop a stra-
tegic marketing plan to enhance
brand awareness for the company.
Your company wants at least two
universities in major Division I
Conferences to adopt your brand for
their athletic programs. The ultimate
goal is to strengthen the athletic
sporting goods’ brand recognition at
major universities and high school
athletic programs throughout the
United States. Your target customers
include the athletic departments of
high schools and colleges, including
the athletes, parents, and fans.

You must conduct research to
find out about the target market, the
competition, current brand recogni-
tion, and which celebrities would
have the highest appeal to your
target market. You are challenged to
select sports celebrities to endorse
the brand and to develop the ap-
propriate advertising campaign to
enhance brand recognition and
sales.

All participants must present
their marketing plan, including re-
search findings, to the judges and
respond to their questions. The body
of the written plan must be limited
to 30 numbered pages, including the
appendix and excluding the title
page and table of contents. Partic-
ipants are responsible for bringing
all visual aids to the event. The oral
presentation may be a maximum
of 15 minutes in length. The first

10 minutes will include an explana-
tion and description of the project
followed by 5 minutes for the
judges’ questions.

Performance Indicators
Evaluated
l Define brand management and

why it is important for major
companies.

l Explain the rationale for con-
ducting research.

l Define the procedure for learn-
ing about the entire market and
competitors.

l Explain how the results of the
research project will influence
brand management decisions.

l Communicate a clear plan of
action for implementing re-
search findings.

Go to the DECA web site for more
detailed information.

Think Critically

1. Why do popular companies
conduct research on their
competitors?

2. What groups should be sur-
veyed to ensure you meet the
goals of this brand recognition
project?

3. What types of research can be
used to gather the necessary
information for this project?

4. Why is it important to interview
a wide range of sports leaders

www.deca.org

to determine the favored brands
in the marketplace?
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Glossary

A

Advergame an electronic or online game that incorporates

marketing content to promote a product or service (p. 284)

Advertising a paid form of communication delivered by a

product maker or seller to consumers (p. 258)

Advisers financial and business counselors for celebrities (p. 346)

Agent contract an agreement in which an athlete allows a

person or agency to represent the athlete in marketing the

athlete’s ability and name (p. 347)

Agent the legal representative of an athlete or celebrity (p. 344);

people who represent athletes and celebrities to negotiate

contracts and endorsements (p. 386)

Amateur athlete someone who is not paid, but plays for

enjoyment and challenge (p. 208)

Amphitheater oval-shaped outdoor theater with tiered seating

around a central staging area (p. 204)

Applied research research conducted to solve problems (p. 153)

Art-house movies movies whose subjects are outside the

mainstream (p. 215)

Assets items of value, including cash, property, and equipment

(p. 50)

Astroturfing creating a fake grass-roots effort (p. 268)

B

Bait and switch a product that is advertised at a great price is

‘‘out of stock’’ when customers want to purchase it, and the

salesperson then tries to sell customers a higher-priced alternative

(p. 235)

Balance sheet shows the company’s assets and its liabilities at a

specific point in time (p. 50)

Behavioral-based segmentation market segmentation that

focuses on a customer’s attitude toward products and services

(p. 105)

Benefits derived the value people believe they receive from a

product or service (p. 98)

Blue-chip athletes individuals who are excellent athletes and

demonstrate good character and leadership qualities on and off

the field (p. 177)

Brand the name, symbol, word, design, or combination of these

elements that identifies a product, service, or company (p. 175)

Breakeven point the minimum attendance and sales required to

cover all of the expenses of organizing, promoting, and

running the event (pp. 94�95)

Broadcast flags digital bits imbedded in digital programming to

prevent programs from being recorded and redistributed (p. 333)

Broadcast webs groups (called affiliations) of television net-

works, production studios, and related entertainment busi-

nesses that produce shows or provide services for other

members in the group (p. 221)

Budget a plan for how available funds will be spent (p. 49)

Business cycle the ups and downs of the economy; also called

the economic cycle (p. 242)

Business plan a formal, written document that provides the

details for a proposed new business (p. 360)

C

Cafeteria plan benefits plan in which employees pick and

choose from various benefit options to best meet their needs

(p. 367)

Cartel a combination of independent businesses formed to

regulate production, pricing, and marketing of a product (p. 211)

Causal research research used to determine cause-and-effect

relationships when the problem is already clearly defined (p. 127)

Character development stages in which people advance from

childish behavior to mature and responsible behavior based on

principles (p. 43)

Click-through rate measures the effectiveness of an Internet ad

by dividing the number of times an ad is clicked on by the

number of times an ad is shown (pp. 135�136)

Client-side researchers staff researchers work with external

research agencies (p. 124)

Clinic workshop (p. 69)

Club seats premium stadium seats that provide another source of

high revenue for the owners (p. 322)

Cold calling contacting potential customers at random without

researching customers’ needs first (p. 310)

Collective bargaining a group of employees join together as a

single unit to negotiate with employers (p. 338)

Collective bargaining agreement (CBA) contract negotiated

by a players’ association (p. 338)

Comparative advantage the capability to produce products or

services more efficiently and economically than the competition

(p. 98)

Competitive parity budgeting method advertising budgeting

method designed to maintain the current share of voice (p. 262)

Concentration strategy in scheduling advertising, buying space

in or time on a single medium (p. 263)

Consumer sales promotion a sales promotion directed at the

final consumer (p. 271)

Consumers individuals who purchase products to satisfy their

needs and wants (p. 232)
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Contraction the downside of the business cycle during which the

economy slows down, unemployment goes up, and consumer

demand lessens (p. 243)

Contracts agreements enforceable by law that detail the

business transaction (p. 347)

Controllable risk a loss that can be prevented or the likelihood

of its occurrence reduced (p. 38)

Cookie a small data file that is placed on the hard drive of a web

site visitor that collects and reports data on the visitor (p. 134)

Copy the words to be spoken or printed in the advertisement

(p. 263)

Copyright laws protect the unique work of the originator within

the geographic boundaries to which the laws apply (p. 334)

Corporation form of business in which ownership is represented

by shares of stock (p. 361)

Crowd surfing individuals are lifted above a densely packed

crowd and are passed from person to person above audience

members’ heads (p. 370)

Customer management building a customer base and carefully

scheduling time spent with customers (p. 311)

Customer service gap the difference between customer ex-

pectations and the service that is actually received (p. 109)

Customizing changing a product to fit the needs or wants of a

particular market (p. 183)

D

Damage control statement issued to refute, justify, or downplay

negative stories and to focus attention on more positive

matters (p. 268)

Data mining the use of powerful computers to ‘‘dig up’’ data

needed to make decisions (p. 133)

Demand the relationship between the quantity of a product that

consumers are willing and able to purchase and the price

(p. 232)

Demographics common characteristics of a group, such as age

range, marital status, gender, ethnic background, income level,

and education level (p. 12)

Demographic segmentation market segmentation that focuses

on information that can be measured, such as age, income,

profession, gender, education, marital status, and size of

household (p. 105)

Depression more severe contraction of the economy in the

business cycle (p. 243)

Descriptive research research used when the business is aware

of the problem that needs to be solved (p. 127)

Desk research reports of other completed research are used to

help define the problem (p. 127)

Direct economic impact the total of new spending resulting

from the event or attraction (p. 74)

Directors of corporate sales people who work to establish

partnerships with businesses for sponsorship of sports and

entertainment events

Discretionary income the amount of money individuals have

available to spend after paying for the necessities of life and

other fixed expenses, such as housing and car payments (p. 6)

Distribution the locations and methods used to make products

available to customers (p. 6)

Docking station enables iPods to be connected to speakers that

project the music throughout a room, rather than being limited

to the individual earbuds of the iPod (p. 217)

Domestic visitors U.S. tourists (p. 76)

Dominance strategy in scheduling advertising, a firm buys the

maximum reach and frequency in one medium and purchases

additional space in or time on other media (p. 263)

E

Economic cycle the ups and downs of the economy; also called

the business cycle (p. 242)

Economic market all of the consumers who will purchase a

product or service (p. 97)

Economic risk business risk that can result from changes in the

business environment, such as the economy (p. 38)

Economics the study of how goods and services are produced,

distributed, and consumed (p. 34)

Economic utility the amount of satisfaction a person receives

from the consumption of a particular product or service (p. 34)

Ecotourism responsible travel to natural areas that conserves the

environment and sustains the well being of the local people (p. 74)

Emotional purchases purchases made with little thought during

emotional highs or lows (p. 99)

Endorsement a person’s public expression of approval or

support for a product or service (p. 290)

Engaged customers repeat customers who are completely loyal

to the company’s products and services (p. 123)

Entertainment whatever people are willing to spend their money

and spare time viewing rather than participating in (p. 18)

Entertainment marketing influencing how people choose to

spend their time and money on entertainment (p. 17)

Entrepreneurs individuals who take the risk of starting, owning,

and operating a business (p. 358)

Equilibrium the point where the supply and demand curves

intersect (p. 233)

Ethics a system of deciding what is right or wrong in a reasoned

and impartial manner (p. 42)

Event coordinator full-time staff person of the city hosting the

event and/or the venue who works with the event’s sponsors to

plan the event (p. 295)

Exhibit manager person who plans where various types of

exhibits may be set up, rents space to businesses that wish to

set up promotional booths, and ensures exhibitors have

everything they need for successful setup (p. 295)

Expansion the upside of the business cycle during which there is

a growing demand for goods and services (p. 242)

Expansion fee price the owner of a new franchise will have to

pay; the price is set by existing owners and the fee is divided

among them (p. 211)

Exploratory research conducted when a business is unaware of

the exact problem (p. 127)

E-zines web magazines that focus on a sport (p. 71)

F

Federal Trade Commission (FTC) a U.S. government agency

whose principal mission is the promotion of consumer

protection and competitive business practices (p. 290)
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File-sharing making files available for others to download

(p. 221)

Financing requires a company to budget for its own marketing

activities and to provide customers with assistance in paying for

the company’s products or services (p. 10); budgeting, finding

ways to pay the costs of doing business, managing the costs so

that they do not exceed the revenues coming in, and helping

customers pay for the products or services (p. 49)

Fixed sum per unit budgeting method determines the

advertising budget based directly on the expected number of

units to be sold (p. 262)

Flexible pricing policy allows customers to negotiate prices

within a range (p. 238)

Forecast a report developed to predict the expenses to be

incurred and revenues to be received from an event (p. 49)

Form utility when the physical characteristics of a product or

service are improved (p. 35)

Franchise in broadcasting, authorization cable service providers

need from local governmental agencies to sell their services in a

given area (p. 333)

Free enterprise an economic system that allows the unregulated

supply and demand of products to drive the economy (p. 202)

Free-enterprise system economic system based upon indepen-

dent decisions made by consumers and businesses; also called

private-enterprise system (p. 234)

Frequency the number of times the targeted customer is

exposed to the media (p. 263)

Fringe benefits incentives received in addition to a base salary,

such as medical insurance, use of an organization’s vehicles, and

paid travel (p. 179); extra incentives beyond salary and wages

that employers are not required by law to provide (p. 367)

G

Geographic pricing pricing policy that allows pricing variations

based upon geographic location (p. 238)

Geographic segmentation divides markets into physical loca-

tions, such as Eastern, Northern, Southern, and Western

regions of the United States or the urban and rural areas of a

state (p. 105)

Ghostwriter writer who writes a celebrity’s story in book form

for a fee (p. 67)

Globalization international economic relationships (p. 80)

Goodwill customers’ positive feelings about the business (p. 267)

Grass-roots effort an unknown person or event is propelled into

the spotlight by the fans (p. 268)

Gross impression the number of times per advertisement, game,

or show that a product or service is associated with an athlete,

team, or entertainer (p. 13)

Group packages special ticket prices offered to members of a

group when tickets are purchased in large quantities, such as

15 or more (p. 319)

H

Handlers people sponsors pay to work closely with athletes who

are unable or unwilling to police themselves (p. 346)

Hierarchy of needs five areas of human needs identified by

Abraham Maslow, including physiological needs, security,

social needs, self-esteem needs, and self-actualization (p. 98)

High season season of the year during which demand for a

product is the greatest (p. 243)

Human resources the employees who work for an organization

(p. 363)

Human risk business risk that can result from customer

dishonesty, employee theft, and employee incompetence (p. 38)

I

Impromptu spontaneous and changing entertainment based on

audience reactions (p. 183)

Incentive pay compensation based upon the quantity and

quality of work completed by employees (p. 367)

Income statement shows all revenues received and all expenses

incurred over a specific period of time (p. 50)

Indirect economic impact the portion of the money spent by

visitors on local goods and services that is in turn spent locally

by employers and employees (p. 74)

Industry a group of organizations involved in producing or

handling the same product or type of services (p. 60)

Industry norm the average expectation within an industry (p. 61)

Industry standards the guidelines and goals set for different

entertainment industries (p. 61)

Inflation prices for goods and services rise faster than consumer

income (p. 243)

Infrastructure water, sewer, roadways, and all other underlying

framework (p. 79)

Insurable risk pure risk for which the chances of loss are

predictable and the amount of the loss can be estimated (p. 39)

Intellectual property the unique works of writers, artists, and

musicians that can be protected under copyright law (p. 334)

Interpretation explaining the information so that it has meaning

and drawing conclusions that relate to the defined marketing

research problem (p. 153)

J

Jargon language that relates to a specific area and that makes

communication more concise (p. 387)

Job analysis the study of a specific job to identify the duties and

skill requirements of the job (p. 364)

Joint venture two organizations share the costs and profits of a

business; one of the organizations may be a government (p. 79)

L

Law of demand inverse relationship between the price of a

product and consumer demand for it—when the price goes up

demand goes down, and when the price goes down demand

goes up (p. 233)

Law of supply inverse relationship between the price of a

product and the producer’s supply of it—when the price goes

up the supply produced goes up, and when the price goes

down the supply produced goes (p. 233)

Leadership the ability to influence or encourage others to

accomplish organizational goals (p. 394)

Leads names of prospective customers who have shown interest

in the product or service and/or meet the definition of the

target market (p. 310)

League agreement controls the marketing mix and governs the

distribution of the games, including the locations of the teams
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and the number of teams allowed to operate within the league

(p. 211)

Liabilities amounts owed for purchases made on credit and

loans (p. 50)

Liable the business is legally responsible for damages and might

have to pay for the medical costs and other losses suffered by

an injured person (p. 39)

Licensed brand a well-known name and/or symbol established

by one company and sold for use by another company to

promote its products (p. 175)

Literary agent person an author hires who, for a percentage of

the book sales, plans the marketing campaign and personal

appearances (p. 68)

Loss-leader pricing the willingness to take a loss on the reduced

prices of selected items in order to create more customer traffic

(p. 239)

Luxury boxes fancy rooms inside stadiums and arenas that allow

corporate executives and some wealthy private individuals to

entertain clients and friends while watching the events (p. 321)

M

Macroeconomics the study of the economics of the entire

society (the big picture) (p. 34)

Marginal analysis a technique of setting the advertising budget

by estimating the point at which an additional dollar spent on

advertising equals additional profit (p. 262)

Marketing the creation and maintenance of satisfying exchange

relationships (p. 4)

Marketing concept a business keeps the focus of satisfying

customer needs (p. 92)

Marketing-information management Gathering and using

information about customers to improve business decision

making (p. 9)

Marketing intelligence information gathered about competi-

tors (p. 148)

Marketing manager the person who drives the creative

development of the company’s messages about its products

to its target customers (p. 385)

Marketing mix describes how a business blends the four

marketing elements of product, distribution, price, and

promotion (p. 6)

Marketing plan a precisely written document that describes the

tactics and strategies that will be used to market the product or

service (p. 152)

Marketing research research conducted to gather data and

identify solutions to marketing problems (p. 122); a problem-

solving tool that helps focus decision making (p. 127)

Market price price determined by the laws of supply and

demand (p. 238)

Market research information is gathered that is very specifically

focused on a single target market (p. 126)

Market researchers people who conduct surveys to gather

information about sports trends and statistics for teams, sports

associations, sports retailers, and manufacturers (p. 386)

Market segment a group of consumers within a larger market

who share one or more characteristics (p. 103)

Market share the percentage of total sales of a product or

service that a company expects to capture in relation to its

competitors (p. 106)

Markup the amount that is added to the cost of an item for sale

to cover operating expenses and allow for a profit (p. 237)

Mass market broad group of customers (p. 159)

Mass media a term used to describe a means of distributing an

event to a large volume of people, including radio, television,

and the Internet (p. 205)

Media strategy choosing the media that will bring the most

effective advertising message to the targeted consumer

(p. 263)

Mentor an experienced professional who willingly acts as a role

model and provides guidance, encouragement, and training for

individuals in a career field (p. 399)

Microeconomics the study of the relationships between individ-

ual consumers and producers (p. 34)

Mission statement identifies the nature of the business and the

reason it exists (p. 158)

Monopoly one business controls the entire market (p. 234)

Mosh-bobbing fans jump up and down in the mosh pit (p. 370)

Moshing a form of dance, often frenzied, in which people in a

circle rotate while simultaneously slamming into each other

(p. 370)

Movie preview the release of a movie to a limited number of

theaters prior to its official release (p. 215)

MP3 a digital audio encoding and compression format designed

to greatly reduce the amount of data required to represent

audio; stands for MPEG-1 Audio Layer 3 (p. 222)

Multiple-unit pricing customers receive a financial benefit for

buying the larger quantity (p. 239)

N

Natural risk weather conditions that cannot be avoided, such as

tornadoes, blizzards, hurricanes, floods, droughts, and ice

storms (p. 37)

NCAA (National Collegiate Athletic Association) a voluntary orga-

nization through which the nation’s colleges and universities

govern their athletics programs and regulates the college

recruitment process (p. 178)

Networking associating with other professionals for the benefit

of sharing best practices, professional development, and

friendship (p. 390)

Net worth the difference between the assets and liabilities of the

business (p. 50)

Niche travel recreational travel or tours planned around a special

interest (p. 74)

Noncompete clause prohibits a person from working in a

competing business for a specific period of time (p. 348)

O

Occupational Outlook Handbook publication of the U.S.

Bureau of Labor Statistics that provides an overview of different

marketing-related jobs (p. 385)

Odd-even pricing pricing policy by which prices ending in $.98

or $.99 give customers the illusion of spending less than the

next higher dollar amount (p. 238)

Off season season of the year during which demand for a

product is the lowest (p. 243)

One-price policy all customers pay the same price for a product,

such as a concert, football game, or running shoes (p. 238)
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Operating expenses all the costs associated with running your

business (p. 237)

Opportunity cost the value of the next best alternative that you

forgo when making a choice (p. 95)

Outsourcing having other businesses perform a specific job task;

also called subcontracting (p. 365)

P

Partnership two or more individuals sign an agreement to own

and operate a business together (p. 361)

Part-time workers employees who may be in permanent

ongoing jobs, but work less than 30 hours per week (p. 365)

Patronage purchases purchases based on loyalty to a particular

brand or product (p. 100)

Peak the highest point of growth in the economy (p. 243)

Penetration price strategy uses low pricing to help capture a

large market share early (p. 189)

Percent of sales budgeting method directs a percentage of

expected sales revenues to the advertising budget (p. 262)

Permanent employees employees who have a long-term

commitment to continue working for the business as long as

the business remains profitable (p. 365)

Personal selling an in-person, face-to-face communication

between a seller and a customer (p. 259); element of

promotion wherein the salesperson becomes the link between

the customer and the business (p. 308)

Piracy theft of copyrighted material (p. 82); unauthorized copy-

ing (p. 221)

Place utility ensures that the product or service is available

where the consumer wants it (p. 35)

Platforms types of delivery systems for sports and entertainment

(p. 206)

Player’s associations labor unions for athletes in major profes-

sional sports (p. 338)

Podcast a way of distributing multimedia files over the Internet

for playback on computers, iPods, cell phones, and other

mobile devices (p. 219)

Polls surveys of people’s opinions (p. 123)

Positioning used by a company to differentiate its products or

services from its competitors’ products or services (p. 191)

Possession utility results from making the product or service

available at an affordable price (p. 35)

Preapproach sales process step during which the salesperson

learns everything possible about the products and services

offered, the target market, and the competition (p. 309)

Premium payment for insurance (p. 40)

Prestige pricing pricing policy whereby retailers charge higher-

than-average prices for merchandise and target customers

seeking status and high quality (p. 238)

Price the amount that customers pay for products and services

(pp. 6, 237)

Price discrimination one individual, group, or business is

charged a higher price than others purchasing the same

product or service (p. 235)

Price fixing related businesses conspire to charge high prices (p. 235)

Price lines distinct categories of merchandise based upon price,

quality, and features (p. 238)

Price points the range of prices charged for a category of

merchandise (p. 128)

Pricing the process of establishing and communicating to

customers the value or cost of goods and services (pp. 9, 273)

Primary data data obtained for the first time and specifically for

the particular problem or issue being studied (p. 101)

Primetime the most expensive time to advertise on television

because the largest number of viewers are watching

(pp. 263�264)

Principles the high standards of rules and guidelines in both

business and personal life (p. 43)

Private-enterprise system economic system based upon inde-

pendent decisions made by consumers and businesses; also

called free-enterprise system (p. 234)

Probationary period test period of a few months to determine

if the new employee will fulfill the needs of the organization

(p. 366)

Producers businesses that use resources to develop products and

services (p. 232)

Product what a business offers customers to satisfy needs (p. 6)

Product enhancements features added to the basic product

that satisfy additional needs and wants with the same purchase

(p. 173)

Product extensions items added to a product to make it more

attractive to the target market, including guarantees, warran-

ties, and instructional information CDs (p. 172)

Product life cycle four stages of a product including introduc-

tion, growth, maturity, and decline (p. 188)

Product line a group of similar products with slight variations to

satisfy the different needs of consumers (p. 174)

Product mix a new product’s final form and its total assorted

features, including the brand name, the various products

offered under the brand, and the packaging (p. 172)

Product placement a product is integrated into the plot of a

movie or television show (p. 258)

Product portfolio all the products a company has available for

customers at any one time (p. 159)

Product usage reflects what products you use and how often

(p. 105)

Productivity the rate at which companies produce goods or

services in relation to the amount of materials and number of

employees utilized (p. 94)

Product/service management Designing, developing, main-

taining, improving, and acquiring products or services for the

purpose of meeting customer needs and wants (p. 10)

Professional development all meetings, courses, networking

opportunities, and seminars that improve an individual’s

knowledge and performance in his or her career area (p. 396)

Professional organizations associations for professionals of the

same or similar industries formed for continuing education and

networking (p. 390)

Profit the amount of money remaining from revenues after all

expenses are paid (p. 32)

Profit motive making decisions to use resources in ways that

result in the greatest profit (p. 33)

Promotion ways to make customers aware of products and

encourage them to buy (p. 6); using advertising and other

forms of communication to distribute information about
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products, services, images, and ideas to achieve a desired

outcome (p. 10); the process of making customers aware of a

product, service, or event (p. 256)

Promotional mix the blending of the promotional elements of

advertising, sales promotion, publicity, and personal selling

(p. 283)

Promotional plan a written, detailed description of how the

four elements of promotion—advertising, sales promotion,

publicity, and personal selling—will be used (pp. 283�284)

Promotional pricing strategies pricing policies used to get

more customers in the store (p. 239)

Promotions managers people who plan and coordinate game

day activities to attract fans and commit sponsors to finance

events (p. 386)

Prosperity period in the business cycle that occurs after

businesses are encouraged to add staff and increase production

during the recovery stage (p. 243)

Psychographics market segmentation that focuses on charac-

teristics that cannot be physically measured, such as values,

interests, and lifestyle choices (p. 105)

Psychological pricing pricing policy that creates an illusion for

customers; an example is odd-even pricing where prices ending

in $.98 or $.99 give customers the illusion of spending less than

the next higher dollar amount (p. 238)

Publicist person in an organization who is responsible for

maintaining relations with the public and news media (p. 268)

Publicity any unpaid media attention, both negative and

positive, about a business and its products, services, or events

(p. 258)

Public relations (PR) the arm of promotion that tries to create a

favorable public opinion for an individual or organization (p. 268)

Public relations specialist an individual hired to build and

maintain positive relationships between his or her employer

and the public (p. 385)

Pure competition many companies are offering the same

product and customers do not recognize major differences in

the brands (p. 237)

Pure risk risk for which there is no possibility of gain (p. 38)

Push money an extra commission paid to salespersons who sell

or push particular products (p. 272)

Q

Qualitative measurement subjective measurement of research

results that depends on interpretation (p. 284)

Quantitative measurement provides information about re-

search results in terms of numbers or percentages (p. 284)

R

Ratings the number of viewers the programming attracted (p. 20)

Rational purchases purchases based upon careful thought and

sound reasoning that take place when individuals recognize

needs and wants, assess their priorities and budget, conduct

research, and compare alternatives (p. 99)

Raw data the facts and recorded measures that have been

gathered (p. 152)

Reach the number of people in the target market expected to

receive the message through the chosen medium (p. 263)

Rebates coupons on products that customers can mail in for a

refund (p. 239)

Recession less severe contraction of the economy in the business

cycle (p. 243)

Recovery period of the business cycle that occurs when the

economy shows signs of improvement (p. 243)

Return on investment (ROI) the income from a venture that is

distributed to investors (p. 48)

Revenue the money a business receives from the sale of goods

and services (p. 32)

Risk the possibility of financial gain or loss or personal injury (p. 37)

Risk management preventing, reducing, or lessening the

negative impacts of risk by using the strategies of risk

avoidance, risk insurance, risk transfer, and/or risk retention

(p. 39)

Risk retention business assumes the cost of uninsurable risks

(p. 40)

Royalty a payment to the author of a book of 10 percent or more

of the price of every copy sold (p. 67); fee paid to the owner of a

copyright for the use of the copyrighted work (p. 334)

S

Salary a specified amount paid annually for a job, regardless of

the number of hours worked (p. 367)

Salary cap a maximum amount that a team can spend on

players’ salaries (p. 339)

Sales promotions additional incentives offered for a limited time

to encourage consumers to buy a product (p. 259)

Sample a small number representative of the larger group (p. 128)

Scarcity limited resources available to use in the production of

products and events (p. 233)

Search engines Internet sites like Google that help users find

relevant web sites at no cost to the user (p. 135)

Secondary data data that has already been collected for some

other purpose but is now found useful in the current study

(p. 101)

Selling any direct and personal communication with customers

to assess and satisfy their needs (p. 10); the direct, personal

communication with prospective customers in order to assess

and satisfy their needs with appropriate products and services

(p. 308)

Share of voice refers to maintaining a similar dollar amount or

frequency of advertising as that of competitors (p. 262)

Shoulder periods periods of moderate demand (p. 243)

Skimming price strategy introduces new products at a very

high price (p. 188)

Social network the relationship among people, whether casual

or close (p. 285)

Sole proprietorship business owned and operated by one

person (p. 361)

Special event promotion associates a special sale with a major

event, such as Thanksgiving or March Madness (p. 239)

Speculative risk business risk when the outcome is not known

that could result in either a gain or loss (p. 38)

Sponsor a person, organization, or business that gives money or

donates products and services to another person, organization,

or event in exchange for public recognition (p. 289)

Sponsorship underwriting an event for the purpose of gaining

positive association for a brand with the event, the participants,

and/or the attendees (p. 288)
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Sports games of athletic skill (p. 18)

Sports marketing using sports to market products (p. 12)

Stage diving a performer or fan dives from the stage into the

crowd (p. 370)

Stakeholders parties associated with a business such as

investors, lenders, and suppliers, who want to know that the

entrepreneur has done his or her homework to develop a solid

plan for running a successful business (p. 360)

Stockholders the owners of a corporation (p. 361)

Strategies the processes by which tactics are implemented (p. 147)

Student professional organizations organizations for students

that foster leadership, civic consciousness, vocational training,

and social responsibility; include DECA, Future Business Leaders

of America (FBLA), and Business Professionals of America (BPA)

(p. 391)

Subcontracting having other businesses perform a specific job

task; also called outsourcing (p. 365)

Subsidize financially back (p. 211)

Suggestion selling salespeople ask customers if they want to

purchase related products (p. 309)

Supply the relationship between the quantity of a product that

producers are willing and able to provide and the price (p. 232)

Sustainable tourism enjoying while at the same time preserving

natural environments so that they may also be enjoyed in the

future (p. 75)

Syndicated research research conducted by an independent

company and then offered for sale to everyone in an industry

(p. 123)

T

Tactic the way a product or service is differentiated in the minds of

customers from other competing products or services (p. 147)

Tagline the theme of an ad (p. 262)

Target market a specific group of consumers you want to reach

(p. 103)

Temporary employees workers hired for a short time to

complete a specific task (p. 365)

Test marketing the sales potential for a new product is tried in a

regional, or otherwise small, market prior to its final release

nationwide and/or worldwide (p. 159)

Themed events events centered around a specific theme and

held on an annual basis (p. 294)

Ticket brokers registered businesses that legally buy and sell

tickets to a variety of entertainment events and guarantee

ticket authenticity (p. 313)

Ticket operations directors people who are responsible for

filling stadium and arena seats (p. 386)

Ticket scalpers individuals who sell tickets to major sporting

events, often outside the venue on the day of the event, at

inflated prices (p. 314)

Tiering sports channels and specific sports programs are offered

outside the basic cable or satellite package (p. 184)

Time utility the result of making the product or service available

when the consumer wants it (p. 35)

Title IX an amendment in 1972 to federal education law that

prohibits discrimination against females in school sports (p. 209)

Touchpoints the points at which the business makes contact

with customers, including web site visits, e-mails, phone calls,

advertisements, and one-on-one sales pitches (p. 153)

Tourism traveling for pleasure, either independently or with a

tour group; includes vacations, family visits, and attending

conventions or sports and entertainment events (p. 73)

Trade allowances sales promotion that offers short-term

discounts to distributors and retailers for selling or participating

in the promotion of a product, (p. 272)

Trade-in allowance customers receive a discount for trading-in

old merchandise when making a new purchase (p. 239)

Trademark the legal protection of words and symbols used by a

company (p. 175)

Trade sales promotion a sales promotion that can include trade

allowances, trade contests, and point-of-purchase displays

(pp. 271�272)

Trade shows major events where people in a related industry

meet to show their products, exchange ideas, and learn about

the latest trends (p. 150)

Trailers advertisements for movies shown in theaters and on

videos that precede the featured movie (p. 285)

Travel trade companies and individuals who create and market

tours (p. 74)

Trough the lowest point of a contraction period in the business

cycle (p. 243)

U

Uncontrollable risk loss for which nothing could be done to

prevent it (p. 38)

Uninsurable risk there is a chance that a loss could occur, but

the dollar amount of the loss cannot be estimated (p. 39)

V

Values-based culture business culture rooted in high perfor-

mance and excellent customer service (p. 110)

Venue the facility where live performances are held (p. 204)

Vertical integration business structure in which one company

controls several different areas of the same industry (p. 221)

Viral campaign a promotion where a few online mentions turn

into a real buzz about a movie and propel it into a mega hit (p.

268); individuals pass on promotional messages to others

through the use of the Internet, including e-mail, instant

messaging, chatrooms, and blogs (p. 285)

Volume pricing discounted pricing a business receives from its

suppliers due to the large volume of merchandise it purchases

(p. 239)

W

Wear out advertising loses its effectiveness due to overexposure

or poor message quality (p. 263)

Wide release distributing a movie nationally to a thousand or

more theaters at the same time (p. 215)
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Index

A
Academies, for professional

development, 398�400
Action, in service culture, 110
Advertising

budget, 262
defined, 258
early days of television and, 20
early season, in golf, 172
effectiveness, 263
facility revenues and, 49
goal of, 262
interactive, 264
magazines and e-zines, 71
mailings and brochures, 71
media, 262�263
message, 263
misleading language in, 63
newspaper, 71
newspaper front page, 256
primetime, 263�264
as promotional element, 258
schedule, 263
for sports camps and clinics, 71
steps in, 261�263
Super Bowl commercials, 8
television rates, and audience

demographic, 17
television revenue generation

and, 49
theme, 262

Advisors, 346
Age discrimination, 365
Agents

careers as, 386
defined, 344
responsibilities and regulation of,

344�345
Altering, in product life cycle,

191
Amateur sports and recreation,

distribution of
facilities versus wilderness, 209
fitness and fun, 208
Title IX and women in sports,

209
Ambush marketing, 14
Analog signals, 220

Analysis
of collected data, 128�129
of current conditions, in

marketing research, 127
of market segments, 104

Analysis section, of marketing plan,
159�160

Antitrust laws, 234
Application letter, for employment,

366
Applied research, 153
Approach, in sales process, 309
Arena Football League (AFL), 13
Arenas, product enhancement

and, 173
Arena sponsorship, 69
Art-house movies, 215
Assets, on balance sheet, 50
Assignments of responsibility, in

marketing plan, 161
Athletes

amateur, 208�209
attracting and keeping, 179�180
blue-chip, 177
college, recruiting errors and, 179
compensation issues for

amateurs, 178
public image of, 269�270

Attendance, strategies for
increasing, 319�322

Attitude, in customer service, 108
Audience

customizing for tastes, 183
for movies, demographics of,

214�215
Audience ratings, 245
Awards

Emmys, 297
entertainment, 296
Grammys, 297
as influence on sales, 296�297
international showcase, 298
Oscars, 296�297
Tonys, 297

B
Baby Boomers, 142, 185�186
Bait and switch, 235

Balance sheet, 50
Ball parks, security plans at,

372�373
Bargaining, 338�339
Baseball

game costs, 6
globalization of, 81
interstate commerce laws

and, 334
stadium development, 28

Base-plus-incentive pay, 367
Basketball, college, impact of, 12
Behavioral-based segmentation,

105
Benefits, as human resources

responsibility, 366�367
Benefits derived, 98, 105
BPA. See Business Professionals of

America (BPA)
Brand, 175
Brand loyalty, 103
Brand managers, 406
Brand recognition

celebrities and, 237
positioning and, 192
stages of, 175

Breakeven point, 94�95
Brochures, as advertising, 71
Budget

for advertising, 262
defined, 49
for promotions, 283

Business behavior, 44�45
Business cycle, 242�244
Business plan, 360�361
Business Professionals of America

(BPA), 392
Business reaction, in the business

cycle, 243
Business structures, in business

plan, 361
Buyer behavior

buying motives, 99�100
benefits derived, 98
comparative advantage and, 98
consumer spending habits, 98
consumer wants and needs,

98�99
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Buyer behavior (Continued )
economic market, 97
emotional purchases, 99
patronage purchases, 100
rational purchases, 99

Buying motives, 99�100

C
Cable television

customer costs, 184
franchises, 333

Cafeteria plan, of benefits, 367
Call blocking, 308
Caller ID, 308
Camps

for continued professional
development, 398

for special events to generate
income, 244

Careers
agent, 386
compensation for marketing

positions, 386
directors of corporate sales, 386
management or technical, 384
in marketing, 385�386
in marketing research, 123�124
marketing yourself, 387
market researchers, 386
Occupational Outlook Handbook,

385
persistence and hard work, 388
promotions manager, 386
public relations specialist, 385
skill requirements, 387�388
in sports broadcasting, 383
ticket operations directors, 386

Car racing industry, 60.
Cartel, 211, 332
Case Study feature

Come on Down, You’re Our Next
Contestant, 252

Concerts versus DVDs, 168
High Gas Prices Result in New

Tourism Promotions, 88
Indian Mascots Under

Scrutiny, 354
Longer Lifespans Equal Smaller

Inheritances, 142
Lottery Sales Reinvigorated By

New Scratch Games, 56
New Ballparks Revive Old

Neighborhoods, 28
Overcoming Threatening

Weather, 228
Selling the Benefits of a City and

Its Venue, 328
Service with Style from a Pro, 118

Success of Animated Movies, 278
Taking Amusement Out of Recess

and Parks, 380
Using Sports to Increase

Customer Traffic, 198
What It Takes To Be a Brand

Manager in Sports and
Entertainment Marketing, 406

When Endorsements Go Bad, 304
Causal research, 127
Celebrity-identified clothing, 13,

237, 246
Celebrity product endorsement, 4,

231, 291�292, 304
Celebrity’s name, marketability

of, 335
Channels of distribution

delivery options (platforms), 206
live events, 204
via media, 204�206

Character development, 43�44
Childhood games ban, 380
Children’s television

programming, 184
China

Disney in, 80
as movie market, 33
piracy in, 334�335
sports and entertainment

expansion in, 78, 79
Clayton Act (1914), 333
Celebrity charity work, 171
Click-through rate, 135�136
Client-side researchers, 124
Closing the sale, in sales process, 309
Clothing, celebrity- or team-

identified, 13, 237, 246
Club seats, 322
Coaches

attracting and keeping, 179
industry trends and, 62

Cold calling, 310
Collective bargaining, 180, 338
Collective bargaining agreement

(CBA), 338�339, 341
College mascot controversy, 354
College sports

complimentary tickets for college
athletes, 317

distribution of, 209�210
industry trends in, 62
revenue booster for city, 328
sponsorships of, 289
team rankings, 210

Collusion, 336
Commission-based pay, 367
Communication skills

of entrepreneurs, 359�360

in marketing-related jobs,
387�388

Compact discs (CDs), 216
Comparative advantage, 98
Compensation

amateur athlete issues, 178
benefits management and,

366�367
for sports and entertainment

marketing positions, 386
Competition

benefits of, 234
in the business cycle, 243
in a free market, 234
information needed to beat,

148�150
information sources, 149�150
knowledge of, by

salesperson, 311
marketing intelligence and, 148
in product life cycle, 189
pure, 237
timing in, for sports

marketing, 14
Competitive edge, 147
Competitive parity budget

method, 262
Computer viruses, 124
Concentration strategy, in

advertising, 263
Concert industry

concerts versus DVDs, 168
declining attendance, 168
pricing strategies, 155�156
production costs, 180
promotional challenges, 95
safety risks, at concerts,

369�371
subdivisions of, 60
supply and demand and, 234
ticket prices, 63�64, 155, 180,

307, 313
trends in, 63�64

Concerts, through the Internet, 6
Concessions sales, 32, 35
Confidentiality, 131
Conflict reduction, in marketing

research, 130�131
Consumer privacy, 134�135
Consumer Product Safety

Commission, 380
Consumer sales promotions, 271
Consumer spending habits, 98
Consumer trends

audience ratings, 245
game shows, 245
retro television, 245
socio-culture issues, 245�246
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Consumer wants and needs
gathering information, 100�101
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs,

98�99
Nike and, 99
understanding buyer behavior,

97�100
Contests, 271
Continued professional development

boot camps and academies,
398�400

conferences, 396�397
Contraction, in the business

cycle, 243
Contract negotiation, 331,

340�341
Contracts

agent contract, 347
defined, 347
noncompete clause, 348
for student-athletes, 347�348
for television season, 346

Controllable risk, 38
Cookies, 134
Copy, in advertising, 263
Copyright laws, 334�335
Corporate sales directors, 386
Corporate seating, to sports events,

321�322
Corporate sponsorships, benefits

of, 289
Corporation, 361
Costs

of movie making and marketing,
32�33, 215

promotion, 7
Country music, 292
Country Music Association (CMA)

Awards, 296
Country Stampede, 307
County fairs, 60, 64
Coupons, 259, 271
Creation, as marketing element, 5
Cross-promotion, 221
Crowd surfing, 370
Cultural sensitivity, 131
Curt Flood Act (1998), 334
Customer focus, 94
Customer loyalty, 103, 123, 189
Customer management, 311
Customer needs, identifying, 94
Customers, as sources of

information, 150
Customer satisfaction, 5

convenience, technology, and,
32, 35

as goal of marketing concept,
92�93

in product life cycle, 189

Customer service
attitude and, 108
business success and, 108
customer service gap, 109
elements of, 108
mystery shopping programs,

111�112
poor, 109
sales associate techniques,

310�311
service culture, 110�112
training programs for, 109

Customer service gap, 109
Customizing products

Baby Boomers, 185�186
children’s programming, 184
defined, 183
national and local television, 184
public TV and radio, 185
sports programming, 184�185

Cyber Marketing feature
Ask a Ninja, 265
book research, 68
copyright laws, 335
e-mail fraud, 124
fan clubs and ticket sales, 314
individuals’ feeling of safety at

concerts, 371
Internet as marketing tool, 234
job positions on the Internet,

388
Let It Be Internet download, 94
matching sponsors with events,

online services, 295
music concerts and movie

trailers, 6
music industry online magazine,

156
sponsorship and technology, 34
web-enabled digital

jukeboxes, 206
YouTube, 174

D
Damage control, 268
Data, primary and secondary, 101
Data analysis. See Analysis
Database software programs, 129
Data collection

consumer privacy, 134�135
cookies, 134
data mining, 133�134
in marketing research, 127�128

Data mining, 133�134
Data simplification, 133
DECA, Inc., 391�392
Decency standards, 286
Decision-making process

intuition in, 130

salesperson’s knowledge of, 311
steps in, 100

Decline stage, of product life
cycle, 190

Delivery options, 206
Delta Epsilon Chi, 391
Demand. See Laws of supply and

demand
Demographics

defined, 12
Hispanic population, 186
marketing and promotion of,

245�246
of movie audiences, 214�215
of sports fans, 12
television networks’ goal, 17

Demographic segmentation, 105
Demonstration, in sales process, 309
Descriptive research, 127
Digital bits (broadcast flags), 333
Digital files, 216
Digital video discs (DVDs)

as competitor to movies, 95
concerts versus, 168
direct-to-DVD movies, 286
form utility and, 35
as movie distribution vehicle,

215�216
Direct economic impact, 74
Direct-to-DVD movies, 286
Discounting, in product life cycle, 190
Discretionary income, 6, 93
Discrimination

age, 365
Title IX and, 209

Distribution
competition and, 149
defined, 6, 202
economics of, 202�203
entertainment example (state

fairs), 8
examples, 6�7
global challenges, 203
as marketing core standard, 9
in marketing plan, 160
media for, and technology,

219�222
nonstop, 212

Dominance strategy, in advertising,
263

Draft, 39, 345
DVDs. See Digital video disks (DVDs)

E
Earth Biofuels, 258�259
Economic market, 97
Economic risk, 38
Economics

defined, 34
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Economics (Continued )
of distribution, 202�203
travel and tourism impact on, 74

Economic utility, 34, 35
Ecotourism, 74�75
e-mail, 22
e-mail fraud, 124
Emotional purchases, 99, 103
Emotions, of sports fans, 15
Employee relations, as human

resources responsibility, 367
Employees

application process, 366
compensation and benefits,

366�367
permanent, part-time, temporary,

out-sourced, 365
probationary period for, 366

Employee sales promotions, 272
Endorsement

benefits to business, 291�292
defined, 290
legal restrictions on, 291

Enhanced products, 173
Entertainment

defined, 18
evolution of, 19�22
television history and influence,

20�21
Entertainment awards, 296�297
Entertainment labor, 342
Entertainment marketing

defined, 17
globalization of, 78�82

Entrepreneurs
business plan of, 360�361
characteristics of, 359
communication skills, 359�360
defined, 358
goal setting, 359
impact of, 359
reasons for becoming, 358

Equilibrium, 233
Ethics

character development and,
43�44

core standards of, 42
defined, 42
in marketing research, 131

Evaluation, in marketing plan, 162
Event marketing, 255

country music festivals, 296, 307
event coordination, 295
matching sponsors with events,

online services, 295
themed events, 294�295
trade shows, 295�296

Executive summary
of business plan, 360

of written research report, 134
Expansion, in the business cycle,

242�243
Expansion fees, 211�212
Expenses, operating, 237
Exploratory research, 127
External sources of information, 101
Extreme sports, 13, 73
e-zine advertising, 71

F
Facility revenues, 49
Fame, maximizing benefits of,

146, 171
Fan clubs, 60
Fans

concert behavior of, 369�370
disruptive, 42
emotions of, 15
goodwill of, 126
importance of experience for, 100
inclusion of, in marketing

plan, 154
as influence on athlete

misbehavior, 45
loyalty and players’ strikes/owners’

lockouts, 340�341
safety precautions by, 371�372
ticket sales to, 314

FAST (Focus, Action, Search,
Tenacity) strategy, 110

FBLA. See Future Business Leaders of
America (FBLA)

Federal Communications
Commission (FTC), 220

broadcast flag rule, 333
product placement

regulations, 264
tiering prices for sports

programming, 184�185
Federal laws, 333�334
Federal Trade Commission (FTC)

defined, 290
endorsement defined by, 290
ethical research rules, 131

Fee-based product placement, 265
File-sharing, 221
Film festivals, 215
Financial forecast, in business plan, 361
Financial statements, 50
Financing

balance sheet for, 50
business plan and, 360
defined, 49
income statement for, 50
as marketing core standard, 10
in marketing plan, 161

Fixed sum per unit budgeting
method, 262

Flexible pricing policy, 238
Focus

in service culture, 110
target marketing, 103�104

Follow-up, in sales process, 309
Form utility, 35
Franchise agreements, 333, 363
Fraud, e-mail, 124
Free enterprise, 202, 234
Frequency, in advertising, 263
Fringe benefits, 179, 367
Funding, 47�49
Future Business Leaders of America

(FBLA), 392

G
Gain or loss risk, 38
Geographic pricing, 238
Geographic segmentation, 105
Globalization

defined, 80
distribution and, 203

Global sports and entertainment
China and, 79
Disney and, 79�80
India and, 78�79

Government influence, on pricing,
234�235

Grass-roots publicity, 268
Greed, profit versus, 44
Gross impressions, 13
Group packages, for events,

319�320
Growth stage, of product life

cycle, 189

H
Handlers, 346
Hierarchy of needs (Maslow), 98�99
Hispanic population, growth of, 186
Home video sales, 32�33
Homezone, 216
Honesty, of recruiters, 180
Hourly wage, 367
Human resources management

compensation and benefits
management, 366�367

planning and staffing, 364�366
responsibilities, 363�364

I
Illegal downloads, 336
Illegal pricing, 235
Image

athletes and, 269�270
creating, 269
public relations and, 268
of sports facilities, 270�271
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Implementation section, of
marketing plan, 161�162

Incentive pay, 367
Income statement, for financing, 50
Indirect economic impact, 74
Industries, in sports and

entertainment
college sports and, 62
concert industry, 63�64
industry, defined, 60
marketing decisions for, 61�64
standards, norms, and trends, 61
state and county fairs, 64
television industry, 63
types of, 60
U.S. Sports Camps (USSC)

and, 62
Inflation, 243
Information gathering

about careers, 384
on customers, 153
decision-making process, 100
sources, for competition research,

149�150
sources of information, 101
types of information needed,

100�101
Insistence stage, of brand

recognition, 175
Instant messages, 22
Insurance, 39�40
Intangible parts, of a product, 172
Integrity, 42, 180
Intellectual property, 334
Interactive advertising, 264
Internal communication systems, in

marketing plan, 161
Internal sources of information, 101
International marketing

of baseball, 81
of music, 82
of soccer, 80�81

International sports trends, 81
Internet music, 221�222
Interpretation, of information for

marketing plan, 152�153
Introduction stage, of product life

cycle, 188�189
Intuition, in marketing research, 130

J
Job analysis, 364�365
Joint venture, 79
Judgment Call features

charging for college spring
games, 106

college athlete recruiting
errors, 179

controversial donations, 212

decency standards, 286
involvement in professional

organizations and
internships, 393

legal scalping, 316
Master Settlement Agreement

(MSA), NASCAR and, 238
Meadowlands Xanadu

development, 19
protection of customer data, 134
publicity, 270
security video cameras, 373
Smithsonian Networks

broadcasting rights, 43
sponsorships and image, 160
television season length, 346

L
Labor relations, 341�342
Labor unions

bargaining rights, 338�339
collective bargaining and, 338
owners versus players, 340�341
players’ associations, 338
salary caps, 339

Laws
broadcast flag rule, 333
copyright, 334�335
federal, 333�334
governing sports and

entertainment, 332�334
music, 336

Laws of supply and demand
concerts and, 234
demand, 232, 233
equilibrium, 233
government influence on pricing

and, 234�235
price-demand relationships,

232�233
price-supply relationships, 233
producers, 232
scarcity, 233
supply, 232, 233

Leadership, 394
Liabilities, on balance sheet, 50
Liability, in risk, 39
Liability insurance, 40
Licensed brand, 175
Licensing

of NCAA bowl games, 210
in product life cycle, 190

Lifestyle, as influence on consumer
purchases, 245�246

Likert scale, 127
Live events, as channel of

distribution, 204
Local television programming, 184
Lockouts, 338, 340

Logos, as gross impression, 13
Loss-leader pricing, 239
Low-budget movies, 215
Luxury boxes, 321�322

M
Macroeconomics, 34
Magazine advertising, 71, 262
Mailings, as advertising, 71
Maintenance, as marketing

element, 5
Major League Baseball (MLB)

in Japan, 81
player fines, 154
fan experience and, 100
Fox Sports and, 211
inner-city youth in Little League

and, 267
security regulations, 373

Major League Soccer (MLS)
Houston Dynamo, 147, 154
structure of, 341�342

Marginal analysis budgeting
method, 262

Market conditions
business cycle and, 242�244
consumer trends and, 245�246

Market domination, 145
Marketing

ambush (stealth), 14
concept elements, 5
core standards, 9�10
defined, 4�5
early days of television and, 20
goals of, 97
industry decisions, 61�64
reassurance marketing, 228
satisfaction of customer needs, 5
in sports and entertainment

industries, 5
of sports camps and clinics, 70

Marketing concept, 92�93
Marketing information, in marketing

plan, 160
Marketing information

management, 9
Marketing intelligence, 148
Marketing managers, 385�386
Marketing mix

defined, 6
entertainment industry

example, 8
evaluation and updating of, 14
information gathering for, 101
sports industry example, 7�8

Marketing Myths feature
advertising language, 63
beer distributors as college sports

sponsors, 291
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Marketing Myths feature (Continued )
business ownership styles, 361
college sports attendance, 240
company sponsorship, 14
compensation for cancelled

flights, 398
customer needs and Nike, 99
gender stereotyping in G- and

PG-rated movies, 48
Hispanic population, 186
price-setting collusion by

competitors, 336
product demonstration, 128
publicity, 269
soft drinks, 311
team name choice, 147
ticket sales of movie

sequels, 217
Marketing plan

analysis section, 159�160
applied research, 153
in business plan, 361
components of, 159�162
defined, 152, 158
in entertainment, 155�156
implementation section,

161�162
interpretation of information,

152�153
know where you are headed, 158
revising, 162
sense of direction, 159
sports marketing strategies, 154
strategy section, 160�161

Marketing research
ad ranking, 135�136
careers in, 123�124
conflict reduction, 130�131
data-driven decisions, 135�136
engaged customers, 123
ethics in, 131
human factor in, 130�131
market research versus, 126
participation rewards, 131
polls, 123
purpose of, 122
research sophistication, 130
responsibilities in, 123
steps in, 127�129
syndicated research, 123
types of, 127
worldwide data, 131

Marketing strategies, 93
for concert pricing, 155�156
controversy as a positive, 155
customer focus, 94
in entertainment, 155�156
in sports, 154
Starbucks and music, 156

weekend entertainment choices
and, 94�95

Marketing tactics, 147�148
Marketing tools

motivational speaking and
writing, 66�68

sports camps and clinics, 68�71
Market price, 238
Market segment, 103�104
Market segmentation

of Baby Boomers, 185�186
behavioral-based, 105
capturing market share, 106
demographic, 105
geographic, 105
psychographics, 105

Market share, 106
Markups, 237
Maslow, Abraham, 98�99
Mass market, 159
Mass media, 205
Maturity stage, in product life

cycle, 189
Measurement, of promotional

results, 284
Media distribution, 204�206
Media types, for advertising,

262�263
Mentoring, 399�400
Microeconomics, 34
Mills Corporation, 19
Mission statement, of marketing

plan, 158, 159
Mobile phones

music industry and, 82
piracy and, 82

Modernizing, in product life cycle, 191
Monopolies, 234, 237
Mosh-bobbing, 370
Moshing, 370
Motivational speaking and writing,

66�68
Movie promotions, 285�286
Movies

Academy Awards (Oscars),
296�297

animated, success of, 278
Baby Boomer attendance, 186
Cannes International Film

Festival, 298
Chinese market, 33
competitors of, 95
cost to make and market, 122
decline in ticket sales, 317
direct-to-DVD, 286
drive-in theaters and, 95
funding of, 48
home-theater system versus

theaters, 149

home video sales, 32�33
India and, 79
international box-office sales,

32�33
Internet marketing of, 6
low-budget, 215
niche in, 186
origin of, 19
revenues from, 32�33
ticket sales of sequels, 217
U.S. domestic ticket sales, 33
wide release, 215
worldwide distribution

revenues, 33
Movies, distribution of

audience demographics,
214�215

cost management, 215
home viewing, 215�216
timing of release, 215

Movie theaters for 3D sports, 317
Multiple-unit pricing, 239
Multiplier effect, 74
Music, distribution of, 216�217
Music downloading, 219
Music industry

celebrity costs, 180
Country Music Association’s CMA

Festival, 292
illegally downloaded or copied

music, 221�222, 332, 336
market share by style, 130
mobile distribution and, 82
music DVDs, 168
online magazine, 156
subdivisions of, 60
technology and, 31

N
Name choice, of sports teams, 147
National Baseball Hall of Fame, 75
National Basketball Association (NBA)

1998�1999 lockout, 42�43, 340
player fines, 154
Women’s National Basketball

Association (WNBA) and, 181
National Football League (NFL)

player draft, risk in, 39
player fines, 44, 45
team revenues, 33
television revenues and, 154, 399
total football revenue (TFR), 33

National Football League Players
Association (NFLPA), 345

National Hockey League (NHL), 2004
player lockout, 340, 341

National Labor Relations Act (1935),
333

Natural risk, 37
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NCAA (National Collegiate Athletic
Association)

football rules, 209�210
Initial-Eligibility Clearinghouse,

344
mascot ruling, 354
Men’s Coaches Academy, 399
Postseason Football Licensing

Subcommittee, 209
recruiting regulations, 178
recruiting violations, 179
ticket infractions, 317

NET Bookmark
amusement park rides, risk and, 40
careers as sports agents, 386
circus employees, 366
Country Music Association Fan

Fair, 292
customer satisfaction, 111
getting sold-out tickets, 320
halls of fame, 75
how consumers listen to

music, 205
marketing mix evaluation and

updating, 14
music market shares, 130
NASCAR advertisements, 259
off season, for businesses, 244
product life cycle, 190
Screen Actors Guild collective

bargaining, 341
sponsorships and promotion, 149

Networking, 390�393
Net worth, of a business, 50
Newspaper advertising, 71
Noncompete clause, 348
Nonrecognition stage, of brand

recognition, 175

O
Observation, for data collection,

150, 101
Occupational Outlook Handbook,

385
Odd-even pricing, 238
Off season, 243, 244
On-demand cable television

services, 63
One-price policy, 238
Online fan promotion, 282
Operating expenses, 237
Operations management, in

business plan, 361
Opportunity cost, 95
Out-of-home advertising, 262
Outsourced employees, 365
Overcrowding, as concert safety

risk, 369
Owners’ lockouts, 338, 340

P
Packaging, in product mix, 175
Partnerships, 361
Part-time workers, 365
Patronage purchases, 100
Peak, in economic growth, 243
Penetration price strategy, 189
Percent of sales budgeting

method, 262
Performance management, as

human resources
responsibility, 366

Permanent employees, 365
Personal selling

defined, 259, 308
as promotional element, 259
when appropriate, 309�310

Physiological needs, 98�99
Piecework pay, 367
Piracy

by China, 334�335
defined, 82
of movies, 33
of music, 221
by Russia, 335

Place utility, 35
Planning and staffing, as human

resources function,
364�366

Platforms, 206
Player draft, 39
Player fines, 44�45
Players’ associations, 338
Players’ strikes, 338
Point-of-purchase displays, 215,

272
Point-of-sale wireless concessions

sales, 32, 35
Positioning, 191�192
Possession utility, 35
Preapproach, in sales process, 309
Preference stage, of brand

recognition, 175
Premiums, in insurance, 40
Prestige pricing, 238
Price

college basketball tickets, 12
concert tickets, 63�64
defined, 6, 237
entertainment example (state

fairs), 8
as influence on purchasing, 6
strategies for setting, 9�10
Super Bowl and, 7

Price-demand relationships,
232�233

Price determination, 240
Price discrimination, 235
Price fixing, 235

Price lines, 238
Price-pack deals, 271
Price points, 128�129
Price-setting collusion, 336
Price-supply relationships, 233
Pricing

competition and, 148, 237
concert strategies, 155�156
defined, 237
flexible pricing policy, 238
geographic pricing, 238
government influence on,

234�235
illegal, 235
as marketing core standard,

9�10
in marketing plan, 161
market price, 238
markups, 237
one-price policy, 238
operating expenses, 237
penetration price strategy, 189
price lines, 238
skimming price strategy,

188�189
Pricing strategies

prestige, 238
promotional, 239
psychological, 238
quantity discounts

(multiple-unit), 239
rebates, 239
special event, 239
trade-in allowances, 239
volume, 239

Pride, in customer service, 110
Primary data, 101
Primetime television, 263�264
Principles, 43
Privacy, 134�135
Private-enterprise system, 234
Probationary period, 366
Problem definition, in marketing

research, 127
Producers, 232
Product, 6
Product demonstration, 128
Product enhancements, 173
Product extensions, 172
Product integration, 264
Productivity, 94
Product knowledge, by

salesperson, 310
Product life cycle, 188�191
Product line, 174
Product mix, 172�175
Product placement

basics of, 264�265
defined, 258
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Product portfolio, 159
Product/service, in marketing

plan, 160
Product/service management,

10, 149
Product usage, 105
Professional organizations, 390, 394
Professional promotional plans, 286
Professional sports, distribution of,

210�212
Profit

defined, 32, 95
greed versus, 44
markup and, 237
total football revenue (TFR)

and, 33
Profit sharing, 367
Promotion

advertising element, 258,
261�264

competition and, 149
creativity and, 7
cross-promotion, 221
defined, 6, 256
of ecotourism, 75
elements of, 258�259
entertainment example (state

fairs), 8
forms of, 7
gasoline prices as influence on, 88
goals of, 256�257
for halls of fame, 75
importance of, 7
as marketing core standard, 10
in marketing plan, 161
personal selling element, 259
professional tennis example, 257
publicity element, 258�259,

267�271
sales promotions element, 259,

271�272
of sports camps and clinics, 70

Promotional events, 294�296
Promotional mix, 283�284
Promotional plans, 282�284
Promotional pricing, 239
Promotional trends, 285�286
Promotions managers, 386
Property insurance, 40
Prosperity, 243
Psychographics segmentation, 105
Psychological pricing, 238
Publicity

defined, 258
goodwill and, 267
grass-roots, 268
image and, 268�271
as promotional element,

258�259

Public relations (PR), 268�271
Public relations specialist, 385
Purchases, 99�100
Pure competition, 237
Pure risk, 38
Push money, 272

Q
Qualitative measurement, 284
Quantitative measurement, 284
Quantity discounts, 239

R
Radio

for advertising, 262
as distribution channel, 205
public, 185
satellite, 205, 220

Ratings, 20, 245
Reality programming, 245
Reality TV shows, 22, 63
Reassurance marketing, 228
Rebates, 239, 271
Recession, 243
Recreational marketing, 208�209
Recruiting athletes and entertainers,

177�181
Regionalizing, in product life

cycle, 190
Retirement, 142, 143, 185
Return on investment (ROI), 48
Revenue

defined, 32
from gambling sources, 56
generating, types of, 49
for movie studios, 32�33

Risk, 37�40
Risk management

for concerts, 371
in marketing plan, 161
types of, 39�40

Royalties, 67, 334

S
Safety risks, at concerts, 369�372
Salary, 367
Salary caps, 339
Salary inequities, in sports, 181
Salespeople

approach of customer, 310
as information gatherers, 150
know the competition, 311
know the customer, 310�311
know the product, 310

Sales process, 308�309
Sales promotions, 259, 271
Sample products, as sales

promotion, 259

Samples, for data collection,
101, 128

Scarcity, 233
Schedule, in business plan, 361
Search, in service culture, 110
Secondary data, 101
Security needs, 98�99
Security video cameras, 373�374
Self-actualization needs, 98�99
Selling

defined, 308
as marketing core standard, 10
in marketing plan, 162
sales associate techniques, 310
steps in, 309

Sherman Antitrust Act (1890), 333
Simulations, for data collection, 101
Sitcoms, 63, 245
Skimming price strategy, 188�189
Social network, 285
Socio-culture issues, of consumers,

245�246
Software programs, 129
Sole proprietorships, 361
Special Olympics, 62
Sponsor, 289
Sponsorship

ambush (stealth) marketing
and, 14

of collegiate sports, 289
cross-promotion, 255
defined, 288
facility revenues and, 49
Internet versus television, 34
matching events with, 295
reasons for, 289
of sports camps and clinics,

62, 68�69
sports organization/corporate

sponsor relationship, 97
of ‘‘Unified Sports Camps’’ of

Special Olympics, 62
of Word Cup soccer, 80�81

Sports, 18
Sports camp industry, 60

advertising of, 71
client expectations, 69
clinics, 69�70
marketing and promotion of, 70
sponsorships, 68�69

Sports distribution
amateur sports and recreation,

208�209
collegiate sports, 209�210
professional sports, 210�212

Sports facilities, image of, 270�271
Sports marketing

defined, 12
effects of, on other industries, 15
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globalization of, 78�82
new opportunities in, 13
timing in, 14
value of, 15

Sports programming, 184�185
Stadiums

development of, 28
product enhancement and, 173
security plans at, 372�373
signage at, 262
sponsorship of, 69

Stakeholders, 360
Stealth marketing, 14
Strategy Analytics, 220
Strategy section, in marketing plan,

160�161
Student professional organizations

BPA (Business Professionals of
America), 392

corporate support of, 393
DECA, Inc., 391�392
defined, 391
FBLA (Future Business Leaders of

America), 392
leadership skills

development, 394
membership benefits, 393
networking, value of, 390�393
professional memberships after

graduation, 394
Suggestion selling, 309
Surveys, for data collection, 160,

101, 122, 123
Sustainable tourism, 75

T
Tactic

defined, 147
in marketing plan, 160
strategies, 147�148

Take a Bow feature
Brown, Crystal C., 272
Colon, Charlie, 136
de Moreira, Ronaldo Assis, 298
Edwards, Trevor, 112
Giuliani, Rudy, 374
Heidesch, Becky, 50
Hughes, Catherine Liggins, 162
Kuliga, Kristen, 348
Nielsen, Gifford, 400
Osborne, Tom, 22
Richardson, Daryl, 82
Rios, Alvaro Saar, 222
Saladino, Robert, 322
Sorenstam, Annika, 192
Weissman, David, 246

Tangible parts, of a product, 172
Target market

defined, 103
focus marketing efforts,

103�104
meeting needs of, 104
for promotions, 283

Taxation, as government influence
on pricing, 235

Technology
age discrimination and, 365
customer feedback and, 21�22
early days of television and, 20
form utility and, 35
movies and, 19
music industry and, 31, 336
point-of-sale wireless concessions

sales, 32
for promotion, 282
software programs, 129

Technology and distribution media,
219�221

Teen markets, 91, 106
Telemarketing, 308
Television

ACNielsen ratings, 124
for advertising, 262
audience demographic,

desired, 17
cable, franchise agreements

and, 333
capturing audience share, 15
celebrity costs, 180
children’s programming, 184
college sports and, 210
commercials, Super Bowl and, 8
customer feedback and, 22
customizing for specific

audience, 184
as distribution channel, 205�206
early networks, 219
increasing influence, 20�21
local programming, 184
as mature distribution medium, 21
public, 185
retro shows, 245
revenue generation and, 49
season length, 346
sponsorship and, 34
sports programming, 184�185
Sweeps Week, 245
technological changes and, 63
text messaging with

advertising, 264
TV set sales and the World

Cup, 202
viewing data, 133�134

Television industry
subdivisions of, 60
trends in, 63

Temporary price reductions, 271
Tenacity, in service culture, 110
Test marketing, 159
Theft insurance, 40
Ticket brokers, 313�314
Ticket operations directors, 386
Ticket sales

for movies, decline in, 317
prices, 63�64,155, 180, 307, 313
scams, 317
sources, 313
ticket frenzy, 315
work the system, 316

Ticket scalping, 190, 314�315, 316
Tiering, 184�185
Timeline, in marketing plan, 161
Time Out feature

agents, 345
baseball game prices, 6
bobblehead dolls, 238
casino-earnings, post-Hurricane

Katrina, 233
complimentary tickets for college

athletes, 317
concert ticket prices, 155
corporate sponsorships of

stadiums and arenas, 69
customer service, 110
Dallas World Aquarium

(DWA), 75
DECA emblem, 392
entrepreneurs, 360
ESPN audience, 184
executive summary, of written

research report, 134
fan experience and Major League

Baseball (MLB), 100
film industry careers, 388
Fox Sports and Major League

Baseball, 211
golf in Greece, 81
international financing for

movies, 49
Internet, control of, 220
Likert scale, 127
Lincoln Center, 204
local sports in small towns, 94
marketing segments within larger

markets, 105
mentoring, 399
movies for home subscribers, 216
movie theaters versus home-

theater system, 149
NASCAR, IRL, and celebrities, 13
NASCAR sponsors, 289
NFL Commissioner successor, 180
NFL player draft, risk in, 39
NHL fans after lockout, 341
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Time Out feature (Continued )
Oscars, 296
piracy, 334
player fines, 45
product enhancement, 173
product integration and

placement, 264
promotions, 283
research surveys, 160
safety of public venues, 373
sales associate techniques, 310
spin doctors, 268
Squawk Box (CNBC), 20
stadium luxury suites, 321
Sweeps Week, 245
technology and age

discrimination, 365
ticket scalping, 190
Tour de France fans, 259
‘‘Unified Sports Camps’’ of

Special Olympics, 62
voting for television shows, 123

Time utility, 35
Title IX and women in sports, 209
Touchpoints, 153
Trade allowances, 272
Trade contests, 272
Trade-in allowance, 239
Trademark, 175
Trade sales promotions, 271�272
Trade shows, 150, 295�296
Trailers, 285
Training programs, for customer

service, 109
Travel and tourism

attracting tourists, 73�74
defined, 73
domestic visitors, 76
economic impacts, 74, 243
ecotourism, 74�75
gasoline prices and, 88
halls of fame, 75
niche travel, 74
product line for, 174
reassurance marketing, 228

resorts and theme parks, 76
during the school year, 244
tailor-made vacations, 74

Travel trade, 74
Trust, 42

U
Unauthorized music copying,

221�222
Uncontrollable risk, 38
Uniform Athlete Agents Act

(UAAA), 344
Uninsurable risk, 39
Utility, 34�35

V
Vacations. See Travel and tourism
Values-based culture, 110
Venues, 204
Vertical integration, 221
Viral campaign, 268, 285
Volume pricing, 239

W
Wear out, in advertising, 263
Web-enabled digital jukeboxes, 206
Weekend entertainment choices,

94�95
Wide release, 215
Winning Edge feature

Advertising Campaign Event, 29
Desktop Publishing Event, 199
Entrepreneurship Event, 169
Entrepreneurship Participating

Event: Creating an
Independent Business, 119

Extemporaneous Speech
Event, 355

Graphic Design Promotion
Event, 305

Retail Marketing Research
Event, 407

Sports and Entertainment
Marketing Management Team
Decision Making Event, 89

Sports and Entertainment
Marketing Series Event, 57

Travel and Tourism Marketing
Management Team Decision
Making Event, 143

Hospitality Management
Team Decision-Making
Event, 329

Marketing Management Series
Role Play, 253

Multimedia Presentation, 229
Public Speaking I Event, 381
Retail Merchandising Series Role

Play, 279
Winning Strategies feature

advertising to sports fans, 121
Anschutz Entertainment Group

(AEG), 145
celebrity charity work, 171
celebrity endorsements, 231
contract negotiation, 331
EMI, 31
event marketing, 255
event planning, 307
Frito-Lay, 91
Jolie, Angelina, 171
Kwan, Michelle, 3
market domination, 145
NuBoard Media, 121
Pitt, Brad, 171
professional tournament

fishing, 357
promotional strategies, 281
sponsorships, 255
sports broadcasting

jobs, 383
strategies for teen market, 91
TiVo, Inc., 201
Velocity Sports and

Entertainment, 255
Winfrey, Oprah, 59

Wireless video security cameras,
373�374

Women’s sports, 50, 154,
180�181,209
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